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PREFACE

This report has been prepared by the Committee on Biosphere Effects of

Extremely-Low-Frequency Radiation in response to a request from the United

States Navy for a study of the possibility that plants, people, and other

animals would be harmed by the electric and magnetic fields associated with

operation of the transmitter of the Seafarer communication system propoF 1

by the Navy. The Committee was established in 1976 and charged (1) to assess

the adequacy of existing data as a basis for determining biologic and ecologic

effects due to Seafarer; (2) to identify the effects, if any, that may be of
major concern; and (3) to identify critical inadequacies in the available data

and suggest research projects designed to produce ne ,ed data.

The Committee was not asked to and did not consider such subjects as the

necessity of the system, possible alternative submarine communication systems,

technical feasibility, cost, or interference with telephone, radio, and tele-

vision. Nor has the Committee explored in detail local ecologic effects

that may be expected fra the installation itself; these should not differ

significantly from those associated with burying of telephore cables or natural-

gas lines and with highway construction, on which there is a large body of

knowledge and experience.

Seafarer (formerly Sanquine) is a system desiqned to provide communica-

tion with submarines and other military facilities from a single transmittin

location in the United States. The system would function in the extremely-

low-frequency (ELF) band of the electromagnetic snectrum at about 76 Hz,

close to the 60 Hz used in electric power service. At this freauency,
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the signal could be picked up below the surface oE the water, allowina sub-

marines to remain submerged and thus reducing E.jbstantiallv their vulner-

ability to detection and attack. Because this is a long-ranqe system with

high power, a single transmitter should enable maintenance of essential

communication links to strategic ocean areas.

The extremely low frequency implies that the wavelength of the Seafarer

signal in air would be very long (about 2,500 miles, or 4,000 km). This,

in turn, implies that the transmitting antenna must be very long, if it is

to generate such a long-wavelength signal efficiently. The Proposal is to

install, in a grid pattern, 47 antennas, each 19-96 miles (30-154 km) lonq,

with spacing 3.7 miles (5.9 km) between parallel lines. The present plan

is to use underground cables, although transmission would apparently be eouallv

good with wires overhead.

The Proposal to erect such a large system has aenerated many cuestions

and concerns within the scientific and lay communities, esoecially with re-

gard to safety and to the impact on the ecosystem in the vicinity of a buried,

electrically energized cable and within the grid pattern itself. In resoonse

to questions and concerns in many letters addressed to or referred to it, the

Committee has assembled and evaluated the pertinent scientific literature and

has consulted other scientists who either have contributed directly to knowl-

edge concerning possible effects of ELF or, by reason of their soecialized

experience, can provide expert assessment of the available data.

Part I of this report has been prepared especially to facilitate under-

standing of the issues by readers who do not have Professional scientific and

technical training. This is done in recognition of the needs of concerned

citizens and officials of the U.S. qovernment to acouire a basic urderstandinq
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of the facts--as L'ar as they are knowin-oni this controversial subject. The

glossary iL- presented as additional backg~round for Part I; it defines most

of the electric terffs and concepts used in the report. ParL II, which rDaral-

lels Part I, contains the technical documentation for the conclusions reached

by the Commrittee. Part III consists of five raiers written by members of the

Commiittee and consultants for the use of the Committee in its deliberations.

The Comrmittee acknowledges its indebtedness to all who resnonded to

reouests for assistance and thereby contributed to this report. The Cotmmittee

is indebted especially to the p~ersons listed as consultdats.
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GLOSSARY OF ELECTRIC TERMS AND CONCEPTS

Electric current is the flow of charqed particles, usually of subatomic

size. Current flowing in a wire might be compared with water flowing in

a pipe. The rate of water flow can be expressed in gallons per minute;

the rate of current flow is expressed in amperes (A).

Each Seafarer cable would carry about 100 A. By comparison, an electric

toaster requires about 10 A and a 10-watt liqhtbulb recauires about 1 A.

I ~.Current is sometimes measured in thousandths of an ampere, or milliamperes

(mA). A current as low as 25 mA, passed throuqh tne human body, can inter-

fere with heart functioning and has b.?en known to cause death.*

Svoltage is the "pressure" that pushes current through a circuit. Water

pressure can be expressed in pounds per sauare inch; electric pressure is

expressed in volts (V).

Seafarer transmitters would apply several thousand volts to the antenna

cables. Some large power lines operate at hundreds of thousands of volts,

household outlets supply about 110 V, and a flashliqht cell produces 1.5 V.

Conductance of a wire carrying a current determines how much current

will flow with a given voltage. Conductance might be compared with the size

of a pipe through which water is flowing. Highly conductive objects (such

4

*Keesey, J. C., and F. S. Letcher. Minimum Thresholds for Physiological Re-

sponses to Flow of Alternating Electric Current Throuqh the Human Body at
Power-Transmission Freauencies. Naval Medical Research Institute Project

MR005.08-0030B, Report No. 1. Bethesda, Md.: National Naval Medical
Center, 3 September 1969. 25 pp.
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as a copper wire) permit more current to flow with a given voltaqe. Resis-

tance refers to the same property of an object (such as a wire). Saying

that an object has high conductance is the same as saying that it has low

resistance: resistancc = 1/conductance.

Conductivity refers, to how well a kind of material conducts electric

current-copper, for example, rather than a copper wire of a particular

size. It can also refer to soil types. The conductivity of soil is important

in considering the possible effects of Project- Seafarer, because ariations

in conductivity from place to place affect how much current will flow in

specific areas near the antenna, and that in turn determines whether there

will be local hazards--what might be called "hot spots." Conductivity of

soil is also important because it partly determines the "connection" of

an organism to a voltage produced by Seafarer. For example, standing on

wet soil could in some circumstances pose shock hazards for people or animals

where no hazard would exist on dry soil.

Power, measured in watts (W) or kilowatts (thousands of watts, kw) or

megawatts (millions of watts, MW), takes into account both the voltage and

the current that are used to operate a device or system. It is calculated

by multiplying voltage (in volts) by current (in amperes). For example, a

light bulb operating on 110 V and drawinq 1 A of current would be using

110 x 1 = 110 W. Seafarer would require about 14 MW of power. A city of

100,000 people might require slightly less than 100 MW on the average.

* Whenever current flows, it produces an electromagnetic field. In con-

sidering the electromagnetic fields that would exist in the area covered

* .by Seafarer, it is useful to discuss two components of these fields: mag-

netic fields and electric fields.

-2-
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A magnetic field is said to exist in a region if Taqnetic objects (those

containing, for example, iron) in the region experience a force. A simple

magnet has a magnetic field around it, and iron objects within the field

are attracted to the magnet. The earth's magnetic field acts on the needle

of a compass. An electric current passing through a wire also creates a

magnetic field. This effect is put to use in electromaqnets, for example.

The intensity of a magnetic field is expressed in oausses (G). For a Seafarer

antenna buried 6 ft (1.8 m) deep, the magnetic field at the soil surface di-

rectly above an antenna cable would be about 0.11 G. The earth's maqnetic

- field is relatively constant at about 0.5 G. Magnetic fields within a few

* inches of some power tools and electric appliances range from 1 to 10 G,

and even higher.

An electric field is said to exist in a region if charged objects in the

region experience a force. Many people are familiar with static electric

fields-they can make a person's hair "stand on end." Electric fields are

described in terms of the voltage that exists over a given distance, usually

1 m (about 3.3 ft). A 12-V battery, connected to parallel metal plates 1 m

apart, would create a field of 12 volts oer meter (V/m) between the plates.

Electric fields can exist in various media, such as air, soil, and

water. Those of most widespread concern in the case of Seafarer would

be the fields in soil. If an electric field of 5 V ex-sts between two

4 points in soil 1 m apart, a voltage measurement taken between those points

will show 5 V, and a person standing with one foot on each of those spots,

in contact with the soil, would be in contact with 5 V.

I-3-
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An electric field in soil is sometimes expressed in terms of a step

potential. This simply refers to the voltage that would exist between a

person's two feet when he was taking a step. The step is assumed to be

1 m long, so a step potential of 5 V refers to an electric field of 5 V/m

in soil.

Navy specifications call for an electric field of 0.07 V/m directly

- above an antenna cable buried 6 ft (1.8 m) deep. Grount terminal fields

could be as high as 15 V/m. For comparison, the Navy has advised that,

" in surveying existing fields in the soil around homes (fields resulting

from electric power systems), it found an average intensity of 0.09 V/m

(171 readings taken).*

toaElectricity can flow as diret current-constantly in one direction

through a circuit, as from a battery-or as alternatindecurrent-with the

direction of flow chanqina. The current from household outlets is alter-

nating current. Household current is supplied at a frequency of 60 cycles/

second. That means that it undergoes a cycle-flowing in one direction,

then the other direction, then back to the first direction--60 times each

second. The unit for cycles/second is the hertz (Hz); 1 cycle/second is

1 Hz. Seafarer's current would be alternating at a center frequency of

76 Hz, which is similar to that of Dower systems. (See also the discussion[V

of modulation below.)

*U. S. Department of the Navy, Naval Electronic Systems Command. Sanguine
System Final Environmental Impact Statement for Validation and Full-Scale
Development, pp. 70-71. Sprinqfield, Va.: National Technical Information
Service, April 1972.
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That Seafarer's current would be alternating would be important in

considering the project's possible effects on surroundings, for the fol-

lowing reason. When a magnetic field is varying, it produces a voltage

in nearby wires and other conducting objects. The variation can be one of

two types: the source of the field can be iroving, or the current creating

the field can be alternating, which causes the field to grow and collapse

alternately. There*fore, Seafarer's alternating current would create voltages

in nearby objects, expecially in long metal objects like fences, pipelines,

and utility lines. The electric field in the soil near Seafarer would also

produce voltages in such conducting objects that are in contact with the

soil.

Incidentally, the relationship between electricity and magnetic fields

is the basis for electric motors and generators, as well as for broadcasting.

In an electric motor, the current produces a magnetic force, which is applied

to give rotary motion. In a generator, a mov,.ng magnetic field pasaes

r through coils or wire to produce a current.

Seafarer's electromagnetic field would also extend great distances--

it would be detected and received by submarines. The field would be millions

of times greater within the grid region than at submarines, however. The low-

intensity field present at the submarines would enable them to receive

instructions-the process somewhat comparable with the reception of

conventional radio signals.

Wavelength is related to frequency. It can be visualized in the follow-

ing way: Think of a radio signal traveling outward from a radio transmitter

at the speed of light, 300 million meters/second. A wavelength is the distance

that signal will travel during one cycle (one wave) at its frequency. High

-5-



frequencies involve short wavelenqths, and low frequencies involve long

wavelengths. Suppose a radio signal is bi adcast at 100 million Hz

(100 MHz). Eacn cycle takes one one-hundred-millionth of a second. In

that time, the signal will travel 3 m (about 10 ft).

Antennas one-half wavelength long are particularly efficient for

*broadcasting and receiving radio signals. In the example just given, an

antenna about 5 ft long would be efficient. The freguencv of 100 MHz is

in the band used by FM radio stations in the United States, and indeed

many FM antennas have an overall dimension of about 5 ft.

Seafarer, with its extremely low frequency, would have a very long

wavelength-about 2,500 miles (4,000 kin). That is why such a long antenna

is to be used. Submarine receiving antennas would be shorter, perhaps a

few hundred meters long. The tiny signal available from such an antenna

would have to be detected and processed by extremely sophisticated receivers.

As described above, current in Seafarer cables would be alternating

at a center frequency of 76 cycles/second (76 Hz). However, althouqh

power-system current alternates at a constant freguencv (of 60 Hz), Sea-

farer's frequency would switch back and forth between two frequencies,

probably 72 and 80 Hz. This variation would be a kind of modulatien

similar in some respects to FM (frequency modulated) radio. Modulating

the frequency-raising and lowering it within this band-would be the means

of sending information out to submarines. The modulation would be one

aspect of Seafarer's signals not comparable with fields from power systems.

"Radiation" is a term sometimes applied to the electromagnetic fields

of Seafarer. The term is accurate in the sense that a part of the field
iII

"radiates" to a distance, where it can be received. In a similar way,

other radio and television signals are also "radiation," as is visible light.

-6-



Different types of radiation (radio, visible liqht, x rays) differ

by virtue of their frequency or wavelenqth; those of lower frequency

(ELF, radio, etc.) have lower energies, while the higher frequencies,

including ionizing radiation, are of high enerqy ard thus potentially

more damaging.

SYMBOLS

A ampere

AC alternating current

2
A/m ampere per square meter

0
C degree Centigrade

cn centimeter

2
cm square centimeter

3
cm cubic centimeter

CW continuous wave

dB/octave decibel per octave

DC direct current

ELF extremely low frequency

emf electromotive force

0
F deqree Fahrenheit

g gram

G gauss

-7-
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Giz gigahertz

Hz hertz

kg kilogram

kHz kilohertz

kmn kilometer

kV kilovolt

Wan iloolt er entiete

kV/an kilovolts per cemeter

kW kilowatt

2 i meter

mfA milliamipere

2
mA/an milliampere per square I

nr milligram

mg% milligram percent

ml milliliter

MM millimeter

rmwho/m rnilliinho per meter

MSK minimm shift keying

mV millivolt

mV/an millivolt-per centimeter



mV/m millivolt per meter

MW megawatt

ohm-an chm-centimeter

statistical probability
value

R contact resistance
C

R body resistance

II

R MF rotating magnetic field

rms route mean square

R source resistance
S

s second (unit of time)

SIDS "sudden infant death
syndrome"

V volt

V/an volt per centimeter

V/n volt per meter

V maximal total voltaqe
max

V/mile volt per mile

pF microfarad

P9 microgram

m micrometer

* jV/cm microvolt r>er centimeter

W watt
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I. OVERVIEW OF EFFECTS OF PROJECT SEAFARER

During the last 50 years, we have witnessed exponential arowth in

electromagnetic fields produced by man-made devices and engineering

systems. This growth has accompanied development of communication systems

that now blanket the earth. Extensions of these fields have also resulted

from the vast and still growing network of electric power distribution

systems that are increasingly international in their ramifications.

Organisms have always been exposed to a wide range of natural electro-

magnetic fields. Indeed, the evolution of life on earth has occurred in

the presence of an unceasing flux of natural fields, derived in great measure

from solar radiation and supplemented substantially at some frequencies by

terrestrial electromagnetic disturbances, including thunderstorms. What

influence, if any, these natural fields have, for example, on qrowth and

development, on seasonal or other cyclic aspects of behavior, or on aging

is only very poorly understood. It may therefore'be a cause for concern

that, lacking the basic knowledge about possible bioloqic and medical im-

portance of these weak fields, wo have, in virtually every asp' of civil-

ized society, proceeded with the development and application of electric

and electromagnetic generators that might cause exposure to fields that can

be much larger than natural fields at the same frequency.

Therefore, while keeping in mind its charge to focus on potential

problems associated with the Navy's proposed Seafarer communication project,

the Committee has also been aware of the larqer question: are there potential

hazards in the exposure of living organisms to any such artificial extremely-

low-frequency (ELF) fields? The Committee has considered relevant background

material concerning the lower-frequency electromagnetic spectrum, especially

in the region of 50-60 Hz associated with our electric power systems.

-IL-
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In its review, the Committee has acknowledged that essentially every-

thing man undertakes entails some risks. Ideally, we should be able to

define the risks, measure them, rnd compare them with measured benefits

that are foreseen. Despite some qaps in knowledge, it is such an approach

that citizens and their representatives may well use in reachinq a decision

about whether to build Seafarer. We certainly cannot expect to predict the

consequences of any decision of this sort with 100% accuracy, but decisions

must be made; the committee findings and the research it has recommended

should contribute toward wise decisions.

The Committee has evaluated the Navy's plans from many points of view:

environmental, ecoloqic, engineerinq, biophysical, bioloqic, and medical.

In evaluatinq research performed, the Committee has endeavored to assess

the merits, and indeed the validity, of individual studies. This has been

necessary in a field in which the very nature of the research demands skills

in many disciplines, includinm biophysics and enqineerinq, as well as eauiv-

alent competence in design and observation of complex bioloqic experiments.

The Committee has questioned many findings and discounted many of them be-

,aise they failed to measure up to criteria, either in enqineerinq aspects

of the experimentally imposed fields or in experimental desiqn. Its review

has covered possible effects of ELF fields on plants, soil orqanisms, aouatic

vertebrates, mammalian wildlife, birds, other animals, and man.

An announcement in Jusy 1968 by a Wisconsin congressman that a U.S.

Navy insta-llaticn identified as Project Sanguine would be built in a large

area of northern Wisconsin, including his district, stimulated intense public

:ontroversy that Persists to this day. The estiblishment of a Sanquine test

12
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facility at Clam Lake, Wisconsin, in 1968 was preceded by Navy research on

ELF electromagnetic radiation going back to approximately 1960.

The current means of communication with submarines involves a network

of radio transmitters around the world whose messages can be received only

when submarines operate at the surface or no more than a few feet below it.

The Navy proposed Sanguine for sending signals to deeply submeraed submarines

throughout the world. In its simplest terms, the Seafarer system consists

of multiple transmitters, each connected to antenna cables buried in the

ground that in turn are connected to qround terminals. Alternating current

flows in a loop--fran one side of the transmitter, throuqh the antenna cable,

into the earth at a ground point, through the earth back to the other end of

the cable, and back to the transmitter, thus comuleting the circuit. In

flowing along this path, the current oroduces a signal whose slrenth depends

on how well electricity is conducted, ..e., on the conductivity of the earth

under the antenna. Because the nature of the soil and rock below the antenna

cables has a orofound influence on performance of the comunication system,

only a few locations in the United States have been identified for installa-

tion. For the current to flow deeply, and thus produce a more powerful

signal, a low-conductivity bedrock is needed under the Seafarer site; very

old, dry granite is highly desirable to ensure a strong, efficient siqnal.

Other sites involve less efficient and therefore much more costly sets of

circumstances. This explairs the preference for such sites as Wisconsin

and upper Michiqan, which have an underlyinq formation of old, dry qranite

called the Laurentian Shield.

During the last 8 years, Sanguine, with its desiqn altered several

times and its name changed to Seafarer, has been prooosed for and opposed

-13-
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in several states, each of which has the desired low-conductivity bedrock.

The Navy is now focusing on the Uoper Peninsula of Michigan, just norui of

the oriqinal Wisconsin site, as a preferred location for the oroposed system.

In the fall of 1975, Michigan Governor Milliken extended a conditional in-

vitation to the Navy to consider the Upper Peninsula as a site for Seafarer.

He stipulated that an analysis by the National Academy of Sciences of the

possible biologic and ecologic effects would enter into his consideration

in reaching a final decision on the matter.

As mentioned above, virtually all human activities entail some risk.

This report should provide details and some definitive information on the

effects-real, possible, and imaqined-of ELF fields. It does not attempt

to go further and weigh risks against benefits.

THE ANTENNA AND THE FIELDS

.0:Antenna Design and Operation

Seafarer would consist of a qrid-like pattern of many antenna cables,

each carrying 100 A of current. A look at how one cable would function

will show the basic concept of transmittinq Seafarer siqnals.

Figure 1 shows the operation of an antenna cable. The cable itself is

to be an insulated heavy aluminum wire about 2 in. (5 cm) in diameter. It

would be many miles lona, buried about 2.5-6 ft (75-180 cm) deep in the

4 ground. Each end of the cable would be connected to a bare copper wire or

a network of such wires--a qround terminal--to form an electric connection

to the earth. Navy specifications indicate that a typical terminal might
0

consist of two wires, each about 1.2 miles (2 kin) lonq and at a 60 angle

from each other.

i
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A transmitting station within the grid would send electric current

through the cable. The current would flow through the cable, into the earth

at the cable end, deeply through the ground, and back to the other end of the

cable. Thus, the circuit would be compolete; the current-would flow in a large

loop consisting of the cable and the earth beneath it.

This flow of electric current would create electromagnetic fields in

the earth and in the air above the earth. To rut it another way, the current

flow would produce a radio signal, similar in some ways to that of a radio or

television station. This electromagnetic siqnal would radiate into the space

between the earth and the ionosphere (a reqion of charged particles high in

the atmosphere). Seafarer signals, unlike most other radio si-nals, would

effectively penetrate downward from the atmosphere into oceans and could be

received there. This unusual characteristic of tha Seafarer signal would

result fran the extremely low frequency, which is to be about 76 liz--a much

lower frequency than used in other broadcasting. It would be about the fre-

quency of our electric power systems (60 Hz), which, although they are not

designed to send out signals, actually do so.

The strength of the ELF Seafarer signal Lhat reached submarines would

depend, in part, on the total length of the antenna (the combined length of

all the cables) and on the amount of electric current flowing through it;

longer cables and more current produce a stronqer signal. However, the

4strength of the radiated signal would also deoend on another factor: the

conductivity of the earth below the antenna, i.e., its ability to conduct

electricity. The lower the conductivity, the better for Seafarer, because

low conductivity would cause the current to flow deeply--much of it must

flow several miles into the earth--as it traveled from one end of an antenna

-16-
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cable to the other. The loop of current would be large and thus create a

relatively strong radiating field. It is the conductivity of the subsurface

(the bedrock), not that of the earth surface, that is important for signal

radiation. Therefore, a long antenna, a large electric current, and a low-

conductivity bedrock are three requirements for Seafarer. Because suitable

subsurface conductivity is found in only a few areas of the United States-

-, -including northern Wisconsin, upper Michigan, south-central Texas, and some

places in N'vada and New Mexico--the Navy has proposed building Seafarer in

such places.

*One antenna cable like that described above, even thouqh hundreds of

miles long, would not produce a signal strong enough to serve Seafarer's

purposes. So the Navy plans to use a number of such cables. If cables are

placed approximately parallel to each other, they can be made to function as

one antenna equivalent in lenqth to the total length of all the cables. To

give better signal coverage, a second set of antenna cables would be added

at right angles to the first, forming a grid.

The Seafarer System Proposed for Michigan

The proposed grid pattern for the upper-Michioan site is shown in Figure

2. The length of the cables ranges from 19 to 96 miles (30 to 154 kim), with

an average of 57 miles (91 ki). Th.e planned average spacinq between cables is

4 about 3.7 miles (5.9 km), although the spacing is obviously not uniform. The

47 antenna cables would have a total length of about 2,407 miles (4,000 km), and
2

the area lying within the grid would be about 4,000 square miles (10,360 km)

The system would draw about 14 MW of power continuously. The cables could

follow existing roads and other rights-of-way for 64% of the total cable
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length, thus avoidinq some areas where cable installation would be more

expensive, difficult, or undesirable. Power would be surlied to the

cables by underground wires from five transmitter locations within the arid.

The proposed size and power consumption of the overall system have been

changed several times since plans were first made public, owing rTostly to

adaptation to different sites. If sites in either New Mexico or Nevada were

used, the installation would be much larqer than that in Michiqan. The

present proposal calls for total cable length and power to be roughly twice

those in the 1976 Michigan desiqn, because the earth's conductivity in the

area was underestimated.

Seafarer Fields

For effective cormunication with sukxarines, the ELF field that is of

interest is the far field, i.e., the electromagnetic field in the far-away

oceans. For biologic effects, the near field-i.e., the field near the

source--is important, because it is much stronger than the far field. Sub-

marines can pick up the weak far field by soohisticated electronic methods

not available to biologic systems.

With electric and magnetic near fields, the most obvious concern is the

potential danqer of shock. But there could be other effects. In describinq

the fields that the project would produce, we shall discuss fields within the

grid and those near the ground terminals senaratelv. We shall alho discuss

the electric- and magnetic-field components separately, to make clear some

important differences between them.
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Electric Fields within the Grid

As described earlier, current flows through the earth from -zLe end of a

cable to the other. Most of it flows deeply, but some flows near the earth's

surface and produces electric fields throughout the antenna grid.

Fields within the grid would be strongest directly over a cable--0.07 V/m,

according to Navy specifications. Thus, a measurement of the voltage between

two points directly over an antenna cable, and 1 m apart, would produce a read-

ing of 0.07 V. If a person put one foot on each of those points, he or she

would be in contact with 0.07 V, or about one-twentieth the voltaqe of a

single 1.5-V flashlight battery. However, local soil conditions could result

in voltages several times as high.

Measured over longer distances, the voltage would be higher. Two Points

1 mile (1.6 km) apart would show about 110 V-more than enough to create
'.1

shock hazards. Precautions would therefore have to be taken with fences,

pipelines, and other long metal structures near antenna cables in which such

voltages might appear. Away from a cable, the electric field would be weaker:

100 m away, it would be about half as stronq; and within the grid, midway be-

7 tween cables, the field would be about 0.02-0.03 V/m. Near the intersection

of two cables, the electric field would be somewhat stronger--about 0.1 V/m,

depending on the operation of the system.

The electric field would also exist in the air above a cable. This air

field would be of about the same intensity as that in the ground. But an

organism in or on the ground would have a better connection to the field--in

fact, the connection might be Ilion times better. If some sections of

antenna cable were installed above the qround on poles, there would be an
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additional electric field: a vertical field in the air between the cable and

the earth's surface. This air field would be considerably stronqer than the

earth field produced by a buried cable, but it would be much smaller than the

air fields produced by most overhead commercial electric powerlines. It would

also be much more localized than the earth and air fields already discussed.

Magnetic Fields within the-Grid

The current flowing through an antenna cable produces a magnetic field

that is strongest near the cable. However, with increasing distance frcm the

cable, it decreases in intensity more rapidly than does the electric field.

The Navy has specified a magnetic field of 0.11 G (Michigan pr 'osal) at the

earth's surface directly over an antenna; but 100 m from a cable, the field

would be only about 0.002 G. The earth's magnetic field is about 0.5 G.

Because the magnetic field is so much stronger near a cable than even a

short distance away, the field strength at the surface depends heavily on the

depth of the cable. If the cable depth is 75 cm, instead of 180 cm, the mag-

netic field at the earth's surface would be more than doubled, to about 0.26 G.

However, because the magnetic properties of soil are essentially the same as

those of air, local soil conditions would not affect the field, and it can be

calculated accurately. At cable intersections, the field could be about 1.4

times that along a cable. If the cable is placed overhead in some areas, the

magnetic field could be large for birds or other organisms that could approach

it closely.

-21-
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Electric Fields Near the Ground Terminals

The Navy has specified a maximal electric field of 15 V/m for ground

terminals consisting of lonq horizontal bare wires buried about 180 cm deep.

The Navy has also specified that the design will limit the current throuqh a

person who is standing near a cable to 1 mA. However, thdis specification

appears to be very difficult to implement in all cases; it is probable that

local conditions (e.g., wet soil) and some activities (e.g., two people

carrying an aluminum canoe) near ground terminals would expose people and

animals to current higher than 1 mA and even to shock hazards.

The electric field in the ground-terminal areas is a direct result of the

current that flows out of the long uninsulated grounding wire in all directions

and into the earth. This current flow is qreatly affected by the conductivity

of the earth in the immediate vicinity. The conductivity varies from place to

place--and fram time to time, as moisture conditions change. Therefore, the

current distribution and the electric field also vary. For examole, suppose

that a puddle of water a few meters in diameter overlies a horizontal qround

wire, and that the surrounding area is quite dry. More current would be

"F flowing through the highly conductive wet area than through the dry area.

This concentrated current would produce much stronqer electric fields in the

dry soil around the edge of the puddle than would exist if the Ouddle were

not present.

Magnetic Fields Near the Ground Terminals

A magnetic Lield is produced by the flow of current and is more intense

near a concentrated current flow. The Seafarer magnetic fields would be less

intense in the ground terminal areas than along an insulated antenna cable,
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because the current in the ground-terminal reqions would diffuse into the

earth over the length of the bare qround wire.

Antenna Fault Conditions

This discussion so far has dealt with field intensities to be expected

near Seafarer when it is operating as designed. However, it is important to

consider what happens when operation is faulty, for example, when a break

develops in antenna-cable insulation. ]
Such breaks should be anticipated. The few miles of buried cables at the

Wisconsin Test Facility developed several faults during several hundred hours

of operation. Seafarer's 4,000 km of cable, although it may be of much better

design, cannot be expected to be completely fault-free. Where a fault occurs

in cable insulation, current can "leak out" into the qround, and that would J
create a substantial voltage difference over a few feet of earth. A person

walking in the area could be exposed to hazardous step potentials.

A fault can be repaired when found. The problem is to find it auickly

and disconnect the affected cable before people can be harmed. The Navy has

presented plans to detect ard repair faults; however, the adequacy of these

plans has not yet been demonstrated.

Comparison of Seafarer Fields with Existing Fields

Seafarer would produce fields similar in several respects to those already

: common in the environment, such as electric and magnetic fields produced by

electric power systems. What, then, would be noteworthy about Seafarer fields?

What unique conditions would Seafarer bring to the environment?
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One difference is in frequency and modulation; power systems are at a

single frequency (50 or 60 Hz), whereas Seafarer's fields would switch back

and forth (i.e., be modulated) between two different frequencies, probably

72 and 80 Hz (this is referred to as a nominal value of 76 Hz, which is the

center frequency). Although one study suqqested that such modulation has

biologic significance, other work has not given similar indications.

Furthermore, an important and fundamental difference is that power

systems use wires for the complete circuit, whereas Seafarer current must

travel through the earth, that is, utilize a ground return; the resultinq

fields would be different in several ways.

Ground-Return Electric Fields in Soil and Water

v Organisms are coupled to fields in soil or water more effectively than

to fields in air, so the fields produced by Seafarer qround-return currents

K. in soil and water should be of special concern. Althouqh oowerlines are not

designed to send current through the earth, they do typically produce a small

earth current, which results in an electric field in earth whose intensity is

a small fraction of that of the Seafarer field.

Near the Seafarer ground terminals there would be earth fields of even

greater magnitude than along the antenna cable. And, although oowerlines

also have ground terminals, these are designed to handle fault conditions

in a system and are not for continuous operation with substantial current.

Therefore, Seafarer ground terminals do not have a real counterpart in Dower

systems.
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Electric Fields in Air

Powerlines produce electric fields in air between wires and the earth.

The vertical fields may be thousands of volts ver meter, comoared with less

than 1 V/m in soil for Seafarer. Because of the differences between air

fields and those in soil, however, these numbers alone cannot be regarded

as a measure of the relative biologic imnacts (or potential imoacts) of the

two situations.

If Seafarer cables are strung overhead in some places, they will also

produce vertical electric fields. However, these will be less intense than

those produced by many powerlines.

Magnetic Fields

In a powerline, current at any instant is flowing "out" through some

wire or wires and "back" through others. Wires with opposite and eciual

currents produce magnetic fields that tend to cancel each other out.

Because of such cancellation, magnetic fields near powerlines are less

intense than they would otherwise be. Although oowerlines sometimes carry

currents much larger than those of Seafarer, the maqnetic fields directly

under them are typically about the same magnitude as those directly over a

Seafarer antenna cable.

Fault Conditions

Another difference between Seafarer and power systems lies in the condi-

tions that would be produced by faults, such as breaks in the cable insulation.

Buried powerline cables are generally encased in a heavy metallic shield,

so insulation breaks are unlikely to produce leakaqe of current into the
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ground (as would be the case with Seafarer). In addition, the presence of

this shield in powerlines means that an underground insulation break almost

certainly results in a short circuit. The short circuit is obvious, so oower

can be quickly shut off and repairs made. With Seafarer, however, there is

some question about how quickly faults can be detected. In the time between

occurrence and detection, there might be hazardous fields.

Seafarer cables cannot be shielded to avoid the problem. h shield would

compromise the transmission of radio signals by providing a return path for

the current, which must flow deeply in the earth if Seafarer is to transmit

effectively.

Fields Produced by Home Appliances

In addition to fields that result directly from wiring and nearby high-

voltage lines, home liqhting appliances, and electric equipment produce mag-

netic and electric fields. Magnetic fields as high as 25 G are cormon in

areas near power tools, mixers, hair-dryers, and other devices with trans-

formers or motors. However, few people or other organisms are close to the

sources of such fields for long periods, so again the analogy to Seafarer

is not totally appropriate.

Electric fields of home appliances may have strengths of many volts oer.

meter, but the fields are usually in air. An electric blanket may produce a

field of 200-300 V/m in air, but the electric current that flows in a person

under that blanket is considerably less than that in a person who walks along

a Seafarer antenna cable and whose feet make good contact with the soil.
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BIOPHYSICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Coupling of Electromagnetic Fields to Organisms

If organisms are to be affected by electric or magnetic fields, they must

be coupled to ("connected" to) the fields. Two kinds of considerations must

be made in assessing the coupling of organisms to fields: the wavelength of

the signal and the medium (air, soil, or water) throuqh which the organism is

coupled to a field.

Effect of Wavelength

As described by fundamental physical laws, electromagnetic energy comes

in quanta ("packets"), which are determined bv the wavelength of the radiation.

At shorter wavelengths, there is more energy per packet. The "density" or

"compactness" of energy is very important; an analogy micht be drawn with an

ordinary electric blanket that dissipates in about 5 s as much energy as is

conveyed by a small-caliber rifle bullet in flight. The deadly effect that

the bullet can have is a result of its energy's being ut to work in a very

short time and small area.

In a similar way, radiation can concentrate its impact on a target with

destructive effect. But the energy actually brought to bear on structures

in an organism depends on wavelength. At short wavelengths, measured in

billionths of an inch or nanometers, we see the drastic disruptive processes

associated with x rays and cosmic rays that are known to produce cancers and

mutations by damaging structures in cells. These effects are possible, even

though the total enerqy in the rays may be low, because the enerqy is concen-

t: ated.
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At intermediate wavelengths, measured in millionths of an inch or micro-

meters, we move into the ultraviolet spectrum, which produces sunburn and some

other effects; at slightly longer wavelengths, we move to visible liqht, which

has such beneficial effects as permitting vision and providing the energy for

plant growth.

Progressively longer wavelengths are those of radio waves, down to ex-

tremely low frequency, or ELF, with progressively less energy 'er packet.

This energy-wavelength progression implies that all ordinary radio waves, from

microwaves to ELF, can be absolved of suspicion of any "radium-like" action in

which the particle (quantum) energy would be sufficient to damage cell mole-

cules or structures.

Effect of Medium

The wavelength of the fields produced by Seafarer or another source is

not the only consideration in evaluating possible effects on orqanisms. Near

the system, the intensity of the fields and the medium in which they exist are

also important. Fields in air must not be equated with fields in soil or

water; the coupling, or connection, of the organisms to the fields is affected

by the medium--specifically by the electric properties of the medium.

Suppose a source producing 100 V is connected to two parallel metal plates

1 m apart. A person standing between them would be exposed to an electric field

(over 100 V/m) in air, but would probably not realize it. However, a person

who touched the plates would become more effectively coupled and would receive

a shock. Similarly, if the space between the plates were filled with soil, a

plant or animal placed in or on the soil would have much more current pass

through it than was the case in the air field, because the soil would couple

the organism to the field much more effectively.
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Conductivity of soil varies widely with moisture conditions and soil type.

This variation is of special concern for Seafarer, because it can result in

higher-than-specified field strengths at some places along antenna cables or

ground wires. Water can produce even better couplim than soil.

Types of Effects
Electric and magnetic fields may produce effects in organisms. Some of

the effects are well established and are associated with particular intensi-

ties of fields or electric current. Others are more speculative.

Heating

Electric current, passing through tissue, can produce heating nich like

that when current passes through a heating element in an electric appliance.

However, heatinq great enough to be of any concern for organisms occurs only

with currents far greater than Seafarer would typically produce.

Excitation

Electric currents can directly excite-cause response in-living matter.

Applied voltages produce current flow, which in turn produces responses in

humans and animals. The current can be categorized with respect to its effect,

as follows: current that can be perceived (about 1 mA), "let-qo" current

(about 10 mA, the current that interferes sufficiently with muscle control,

so that a person cannot let go of the current source once in contact with it),

and current that will cause heart fibrillation (100 mA, or less). Some bio-

logic systems are known to have special sensitivities to much smaller electric

currents, even below 1 pA. Some of these responses may not involve classical

excitation.
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Field Force Effects

Electric fields exert a force directly on matter. Bits of lint are

attracted to some types of clothing because of static fields. Seafarer

voltages are much lower than those known to have any siqnificant effect on

living matter by this mechanism.

Maqnetic-Field Effects

Less is known about possible interactions of magnetic fields with

organisms than is the case for electric fields. Some bacteria are known

to respond to maqneti, fields, and increasinq experimental evidence suacests

that bees and birds are able to detect and use the earth's magnetic field.

An important difference is that the earth's fields are steady (DC) fields,

whereas Seafarer fields would be alternating (AC), about 76 times per second

(76 Hz).

Design and Interpretation of ELF Biolox.ic Experiments

In its review of experiments concerned with possible ELF field effects,

the Committee has become acutely aware of the critical imoortance of how ex-

Ioeriments are designed and executed and how results are interpreted. Even in

experiments that appear to be impeccably olanned, it is easy to come to in-

correct conclusions. The Committee has examined a number of cases in which

a claimed effect of an ELF field was very likely an effect of somethino else

in the experiment and cases in which no effect was found, but the design of

the experiment was such that probably none could have been found even if it

did exist. Any experiment is subject to oitfalls (see Appendix E), and this

is especially true in investiations of possible weak ELF field effects on

Vi -30-
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organisms, where known or even postulated mechanisms by which ELF fields could

produce effects are lackinq.

Consider the matter of dose-effect relationships. Depending on the

mechanism, an orqanism might respond in different ways to an increasinq

dosage of, for instance, light. There might be a threshold, below which no

response occurs. Or the response might be directly proportional to dosaqe

over a wide range. Or the effect miaht go throuqh a maximum and decline

at higher dosages, so that some effect occurs at low dosages, but not at

higher ones. Or there may be positive effects at one dosaqe and negative

effects at another; plant movements in response to light are classical

examples of this.

Frequency is also related to mechanism in the desiqn of experiments

on effects of ELF fields. The imnortance of frequency is clear in the case

of visible light-for example, blue liqht may have an effect where red liqht

* does not; a red safelight in a photociranhic darkroom will not expose en-

larging paper, but blue light will. In biologic systems, as in photosyn-

thesis or vision, one color may be very effective and another less effective.

The interpretation of this is that some frequencies are absorbed and others

are not; those absorbed nave the potential for producing an effect, ar

those not absorbed cannot have effects. This is clearly applicable to

Seafarer: without knowledge of the nature of the absorbinm elements

(and thus the mechanism), it is very difficult to know whether exoeriments

* done at frequencies other than 76 Hz are pertinent.

Among other matters to which attention must be given in this research are

the possibility of synergistic effects (in which two aqents act together to
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produce greater effects than the two separately), the existence ot background

ELF fields in the laboratory or research site, and the effects of duration

and intensity of exposure. The possibility of latency--a delay in onset of

the resnonse--must also be considered.

Another reason for special concern in the evaluation of ELF research is

that the stated exposure to an electric or magnetic field may not have been

the actual exposure. An orqanism or substance placed in a field may change

that field itself, and sometimes the coupling cannot be readily calculated.

For example, suppose that fruit flies were olaced in a glass tube sus-

pencad between two plates, between which there is an alternatinm electric

field of 1,000 V/r. If the glass were very clean, the field in air in the

tube would indeed be about 1,000 V/m, but even a slight film of moisture on

the tube would change the field inside. Or suppose that a man were asked to

sit with his head between the two plates while electric signals from his

brain were recorded. The field might produce some current in the person's

skin and skull, but might or might not reach his brain. Therefore, although

the experiment might be presented as a test of the effect of thir field on

the brain, the brain might not have been exposed to the field at all.

Furthermore, the wires or other equipment for recordina brain activity might

be affected directly by the field: they might record ELF effects on them-

-elves that would be interpreted as effects on the brain.

In addition, even with completely honest, cooperative, and well-

intentioned oeople, it is difficult to avoid qeneratinq imagined symptoms.

For example (see Appendix E), subjects in one experiment were asked to

determine the presence or absence of ELF fields in a test orocedure that
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usually involved switching the field on and off and then asking the subjects

whether they could sense it. They could not. Some (not all) subjects experi-

enced headaches every time they went through the test procedure. On some

days, unknown to the subjects, the test procedure involved no exposure what-

soever to ELF fields. Nevertheless, the subjects prone to "maqnetic headaches"

reported an equivalent number on those days. This experiment indicates that

the headaches were not due to the presence of an ELF field, but rather were,

in a sense, psycholoqic reaction to the test procedure.

Other concerns caused the Committee to discount some of the experiments

reviewed. In some cases, it was felt that blind scoring should have been used

where it had not been. Blind scoring is a practice intended to prevent a

scientist's expectations-conscious or subconscious--from influencincr his ce-o

sults. For example, an experiment may involve two aroups of rlants, one ex-

oosed to a chemical and the other (a control aroun) not exposed. The results

with two groups must be evaluated and compared. If the person examining the

plants knows which ones were exposed, that might affect hi3 evaluation. In

two recently published cases, experimental effects that had r'een reported

in the absence of blind scoring could not be confirmed when blind scorinq

was used. One case involved the induction of chromosomal aberrations with

an ultrasound fetal monitoring device; another concerned a oossible high rate

of chromosomal abnormalities in people exposed to some aerosol spray adhesives.

The Committee found that some other ELF exoeriments lacked appropriate

controls and that in some the descriptions of the rhysical setup made it

difficult to be sure of the experimental differences between "exposed" and

"control" organisms.
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It should be stated that many of the studies that nuroort to show no effect

of ELF fields are also not above criticism. The numbers of subjects studied

were often too small to reveal any but the larqest of bioloqic effects; known

sources of concomitant variation were often controlled poorly or not at all,

and could therefore obscure a real effect; the experimental endnoints were

not always wisely chosen. The Committee has not enlarqed on these inadequacies

on an experiment-by-experiment basis, because, in the absence of an effect

': (whether real or artifactual), an appraisal of the possible impact of exoeri-

mental shortcomings becomes an exercise in prophecy, rather than analysis.
t

Some of the criteria used by the Committee for assessinq the results of

research on ELF biologic effects are as follows:

9 The techniques used should be chosen to avoid effects of

such interveninq factors as microshock, noise, vibration,

aril chemicals.

Extreme care should be akkn to determine the effective

ELF field, voltaqe, or current in the orqanism.

The sensitivity of the experiment should be adequate to

ensure a reasonable probability that an effect would be

detected if it existed.

0 The experimental and observational techniques, methods,

and conditions should be objective. Blind scorinq should

4, be used whenever there is a possibility of investiqator

bias; likewise, data analysis should be objective.

I
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* If an effect is claimed, the results should demonstrate

it at an acceptable statistical significance by application

of appropriate tests.

9 A given experiment should be internally consistent with

respect to the effects of interest.

* The results should be quantifiable and susceptible to

confirmation by other investigators. In the absence of

independent confirmation, a result is classified for the

Committee's ourposes as preliminary.

BIOLOGIC EFFECTS OF ELF FIELDS

For the Seafarer communication system, the Navy h.s specified an oper-

ating frequency of 76 + 4 Hz and maximal field intensities of about 0.1 V/m

and 0.37 G directly over antenna cables in the qrid. The fields would he

less intense at greater distances fro the cables. For the nround-termina]

areas, the Navy has indicated that the maximal fields would be 15 V/m and

0.11 G.

Two classes of biologic effects have been considered and evaluated by

the Committee. One of these is electric shock, classically associated with

high-potential or hiqh-current fields. On the basis of Navy snecifications,

the Committee has identified two types of circumstances under which shock

hazards might be of concern: near ground terminals; and in cable failure

(whid may produce higher electric fields locally than normally anticioated).

The hazard in the first case may be alleviated by alterinq the desiqn of the

ground terminals, and that in the secor! by develooinq a raoid and reliable

detection system.
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The second class of effects embraces diverse bioloqic responses to weaker

fields, which have been studied in several orqanisms, as discussed below. In

the review of these studies, it has been of qreat concern whether these re-

sponses to Seafarer fields might cause siqnificant ar adverse bioloqic Per-

turbations. It is the Committee's considered opinion that there is not now any

good evidence of such oerturbations.

The Seafarer signal would be modulated, but relatively few of the studies

reviewed by the Committee have involved modulated fields. With one exception,

no differences in effect were observed between nxdulated and unmodulated

'2 signals. The exception, which needs confirmation, involved differences in

nuclear replication intervals in a slime mold qrown under strictly controlled

laboratory conditions. The differences were equivalent to those produced by

0
temperature changes of about 1 C, which would affect only sliqhtly the qrowth

rand develooment of the organism.

K The Comnittee souqht and reviewed all relevant evidence, Most of the

questions and studies can be aroured systematically for discussion accordina

to the possible effects: shock hazards; qenetics; fertility, qrowth, and

development; physiology ard biochemistry; behavior; and ecoloqy.

Shock Hazards

Electric shock occurs as a result of the rassable of electricity throuqh

.4 the body. Body current can result from direct contact with conductinm ma-

terials at different electric Potentials or from exosure to air electric

or magnetic fields. In Seafarer, the air electric and magnetic fields

are far too small to produce body currents large enouqh to constitute a shock
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hazard. However, direct iohysical contact with conducting materials at different

electric potentials can result in much larger body currents. The amount of

current flowing depends, in the simplest terms, on how high the voltage dif-

ference is and on the resistance to flow--not only the resistance of the body,

but the resistance of the "contacts" between the body and the objects. Thus,

if one moistens one's fingers and touches the two poles of a battery, the

current flows better (because salty water conducts better than dry skin), and

one feels more of a shock.

The shock is felt because nerves are excited, and nerve impulses are

generated. Nerve impulses themselves are electric in character, so current

passage from an external source is a very effective way to stimulate nerves.

Mild stimulation itself need not have any adverse consequences, but, as is

well known, higher currents can have adverse and even lethal effects.

Electric shock of this type and the attendant hazards are well known.

A rule of thumb is that one can feel a current of 1 mA (it will tickle); at

10 mA, the shock is so severe that muscles are paralyzed and one cannot re-

lease an object held in the hand (this is the "let-go" current); and at

100 mA, the heart stops its normal beatinq and goes into fibrillation. All

these are approximate currents, and vary with the individual and other factors.

The Underwriters Laboratories safety limit is specified at 5 mA.

The Comittee believes that the Seafarer project as soecified by the Navy

would not systematically oroduce shock hazards. However, because of the larae

area covered (even by the ground terminals alone), the possible variations in

soil conditions, and the many years of continuous operation, it is not difficult

to visualize the possibility of shock if the 15-V/m specification for the ground

terminals is used.
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One case that is of concern involves wet earth or miud overlying drier

earth of low conductivity. Such wet-over-dry conditions could result from

rainfall or snowmelt. In these cases, there may be a shock hazard for a

person walking directly over the ground terminals; and it may be more serious,

for example, for two persons carrying an aluminum canoe or any long metallic

object or for a person stepping onto a tractor that is hitched to a plow

lowered into the ground.

Modification of..ground-termial design could reduce the maximal fields

considerably and reduce the shock hazard. One possible modification mentioned

by the Navy would involve the installation of vertical around terminals into

wells drilled in the earth.

A shock hazard could also arise as the result of cable faults. For

[ ' instance, if insulation on an antenna cable in the crid became damaqed and

current leaked from it into the ground, very hiqh fields could appear; these

could '>_ danqierous even without wet soil. Such a nroulem is compoliated bv

the possible difficulty in finding faults. They might exist for somp time

1.- before they are corrected. Several faults have appeared in the relatively

short section of buried cable installed at the test facility in Wisconsin.

ra an] reliable method of detectinq such faults is necessary to alleviato'

this o)roblem.

Genetics

Genetic effects are those which cause an alteration in an organism's

hereditary material, i.e., chromosomes or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). If

,. i_ altk.:, -ons, such as point mutations or chromosomal damage, were

induced by low-frequency fields, there would be clear cause for concern,

"-.3
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because such effects are generally detrimental and can affect both the

organism itself and its offsprinq. Numerous environmental agents do have

qenetic effects, for example, ionizinq radiation, fission products, ultra-

violet light and chemical mutaqens. But, on both theoretical and experi-

mental grounds, the Committee believes that ELF fields are not likely to

constitute a genetic hazard. The few experiments that have indicated possible

effects have qenerally been poorly desiqned and have not yielded the same

results on repetition. On the basis of a careful search and evaluation of

the literature on this subject, it seems most improbable that additional

studies would alter the Committee's conclusion.

Fertility, Growth, and Development

Reproduction and the attendant developmental processes represent crucial

stages in the life history of an organism. An alteration in some develorental

process during embryonic stages might result in a permanently impaired adult.

A well-known example of an agent that causes such an effect is thalidomide,

which does not damage the adult, but results in malformation in a developinq

embryo.

The Comittee reviewed research on the subject that made use of mice,

rats, chicks, and tadpoles. Several such studies reoorted effects on litter

size in mice and on growth in rats and chicks. In some, poor desiqn, inade-

quate data analysis, and other problems cast doubt on the findinqs. In only

one case were any effects (altered growth rate in rats) attributed to fields

at a low intensity comparable with those of Seafarer. When that exneriment

was repeated, no effect was found. In general, the evidence indicates that
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there should be no concern for possible effects of Seafarer on fertility,

growth, and development.

Physiology and Biochemistry

This category includes alterations in the functioning cf some basic

cellular or orqanismic process that, althouqh adverse, may be reversible.

Effects of this type that have been suggested as due to fields like those

of Seafarer include effects on cell division, an increase in serum tri-

glyceride content in exposed humans, and alterations in circadian rhythms.

Cell Growth and Division

Cell growth is the fundamental mechanism whereby living matter increases

in mass. Cell division is necessary either for achieving an increase in cell

numbers or for maintaining a total cell population. Both processes may also

be relevant to physiologic, behavioral, and ecologic phenomena.

A change in the rate of cell qrowth or division miqht or miqht not be harm-

ful to the cells or population, depending on the particular conditions. For

example, a small change in temperature (a few degrees) causes a change in cell

growth rate, but is not deleterious so long as it is a balanced effect--i.e.,

so long as one biochemical process does not get out of line with others.

In most studies of cell growth and division biologic effects have been

reported, but at intensities hiqher than those of Seafarer. However, one

study, on the time between nuclear mitoses, used Seafarer intensities and

reported effects. The Committee has examined this study carefully. It

used an unusual cell system and involved scoring for induced synchronized
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mitoses in a large mrultinucleate cell. The absence of blind scoring was of

special concern, because subconscious investigator bias is widely recognized

as a source of error in science (as discussed earlier). From the data av~il-

able and with the proposed ELF fields and freauencies, the Cornmittee does not

believe that the effect, if confirmed, is reason for concern. Other aspects of

the growth and physiology of the cells appeared normal. The Comittee never-

theless believes that there should be continued study of this general question, I
':!possibly with different t .'es of experimental material.

Serum Triglycerides

Serum triqlyceride concentrations in connection with ELF fieldis have aroused

mud interest and concern. The question originated with a study .t the Naval

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory at Pensacol. in .971, which indicated

that serum triglyceride content might be inc,,sd a. a .,4equenoe of exposure
to an ELF field. The researchers themselves ques'1on% the validitY of the

observations; of a large b:ttery of rminations,t determination was the

only one in vhich some y.klCj w- _." .'uqqested, aid ils relation to the

ELF field was not clear. The exp4 i nt was discussA i)y an ad ho Committee

for the Review cf Biomedical and l['Zoleugical Effects cfw ELF Radiation in a

meeting (December 6-7, 1973) sponsored by the U.S. Navy Bureau of Medicine and

Surgery. The ad hoc committee pointed out that the ntmber of subjects was too

small to exclude other possib3, causes and that the exneriment l desim was

inadequate in other respects. ALtudv of personnel at the WI;.':!onsin Test

Facility was also deficient in manv respects.
4-

$ The ad hoc committee recommended (1973) the develome. !C experiments

with an appropriate animal mod.l and studies with humans. 4.earch has now

i *
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been carried out with monkeys over extended oeriods, under nearly ideal con-

ditions, and with excellent protocols. It yielded no indication of any chanqes

in a variety of measured physiologic characteristics, including serum tri-

glyceride content. The present Committee has not adopted the recommendation

of studies with humans. Properly desiqned human studies present many diffi-

culties; and human experiments with triqlycerides compound the difficulties,

because the values in man are known to be capricious and subject to a variety

of poorly understood factors, such as stress in confinement and dietary re-

plication. There is reason for much (perhaps more) confidence in well-

described and well-executed experiments with animal models. On the basis of

these experiments, the Committee believes that Seafarer fields will not have

an effect on human triglycerie concentrations.

Circadian Rhythmicity

Circadian rhythmicity is related to the daily physiologic cycles exhibited

by man and other organisms--for example, the sleep-wakefulness cycle and daily

temperature cycles.

Circadian rhythms have been reported by some workers to be sensitive to

ELF fields. Effects in human subjects have been repoorted by one laboratory.

The experiments involved shieldina against the natural backaround fields;

there was a very slight increase in the period of the daily rhythm (about

15 min out of 24 h) and desynchronization between different rhythmic functions.

These chanoes could be reversed (to normal) by the introduction of a weak

electric field at 10 Hz. The proposed Seafarer antenna would be different:

it would add to the natural background, not eliminate it, and the Seafarer

frequency woo.ld be about 76 Hz, rather than 10 Hz. Furthermore, the

.A.
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experiments with humans eliminated al environmental time cues, whereas

organisms exposed to Seafarer fields would be under natural conditions with

respect to daily cycles of liqht and temperature. Experiments have been ter-

formed by another laboratory with silk tree leaflets, flour beetles, and mice

under such natural conditions and with Seafarer frequency. No alterations

in the circadian rhythmic phenomena were found.

The Committee concludes that there is no reason for concern about possible

adverse effects of Seafarer on circadian rhythms.

Behavior

Behavior represents the resulk.s of complex Drocesse6 and their interac-

tions. An alteration of a behavioral response may reflect significant changes

in physioloqic or anatomic determinants. Effects could be exemlified by

deviations in behavioral patterns involving predation, migration, reproduction,

and territoriality. There are many examples of environmental factors that

influence behavior, such as subliminal stimuli, pheromones, ultrasound, and

drugs.

Experiments in the last 10 years have revealed that, as shown by behavior,

some organisms have unexpected and unusual sensitivities to weak maqnetic or

electric fields. It appears that the organisms have some special sensory

adaptation that permits them to perceive these fields in relation to narticular

biologic functions. These cases cannot be considered to be representative of

how Seafarer fields would affect biologic systems generally, but rather are

examples of perturbations in the normal behavior of some orqanisms based on

the detection of fields. Each is a special case.
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Fish

Some species of fish have an extraordinary ability to perceive electric

fields and use it to detect prey. There seems to be no possibility that the

proposed antenna would interfere with this phenomenon in the ocean, because

the field strength in the oceans would be lower by several orders of magnitude

than that used by the fish. Within the area of the antenna grid itself, the

field intensities expected are comparable with those used by the fish, so that

freshwater species might detect the fields. However, it is not known whether

-the fields, if detected, would interfere with the animals' normal behavior and,

if so, to what extent the animals would be able to compensate or adapt. Exoeri-

ments are required to clarify this.

•* Bees and Other Insects

Steady magnetic fields affect the orientation and the comb-buildinq be-

havior of bees. The studies reported involved constant fields, not alternatinq

' fields as would be generated by Seafarer. Thus, the insects would probably not

detect the Seafarer signal; and even if they did, it is not clear whether they

would be adversely affected. This point should be investiated.

Magnetotactic Bacteria

An interesting recent discovery is that some bacteria exhibit magnetotaxis,

i.e., they move toward the earth's maqnetic north pole. It is probable that

they also do not respond to an alternatina field; if that is true, they could

not be adversely affected by a Seafarer field. The new finding is nevertheless

important and requires further study and evaluation.
-I
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Rirds

There is evidence (much of it recent or from exoeriments still in oroqre;s)

'hat some birds are sensitive to steady magnetic fields and that geophysical

magnetic cues may be used in orientation and navigation. There are a variety

of lines of evidence, coming from radar tracking of migrating birds, the behl~v-

ior of homing pigeons, and examination of individual orientation during nocturnal

migratory restlessness. Most (but not all) exoeriments and observations have

dealt with static-field effects, so it is not oossible to oredict resoonses to

a complex matrix of alternating fields. It is also difficult to model accurately
, a

the extent by which the Seafarer antenna miqht alter orientation or, indeed,

whether birds might be able to comoensate for any oossible effects. There is

evidence that migratory birds eynerience some deviations owing to fields of the

Seafarer type. But there is also evidence that actively migrating birds avail

themselves of a variety of redundant cues; thus, the exoerimental distortion of

magnetic fields does not necessarily imolv that there would be a significant

change in migration patterns. Although this inight occur to some deqree, the

evidence is insufficient to provide an estimate of the effect of a modulated

grid-like magnetic anomaly. The effects, if any, of field oerturbations of an

elaborate powerline grid have never been investigated. tiowever, the Comnittee

believes that continued exoerimentation concerning bird orientation and navigation

is merited and that, before any antenna is constructed, the miqration oatterns

ini the area should be studied, so that they can be -yowred with aatterns Jurinq

antenna operation, and careful studies by radar tracking should be continued

using available ELF sources, such as the Wisconsin 'Pest Facility. It should

be noted that most massive bird miqrations occur alorq a broad front and at

very high altitudes, where the Seafarer field would be extremely attenuated.
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Mammalian Neurophysioloqy and Behavior

Physioloqic functions in the mamalian brain are associated with the

electric activity of its nerve cells. Two types of electric activity occur

in brain cells. One involves nerve impulses that last only a few milliseconds.

The other, apparently peculiar to brain cells, is the qeneration of slow,

rhythmic waves with a frequency spectrum of approximately 1-100 Hz. These

are familiar to us through the electroencephalogram (EEG), an important tool in

diagnosing brain activity and functional state. Althouqh there are preliminary

F, reports of altered physiologic functions and behavior in mamals exposed

to environmental electric (1-100 V/m) and magnetic (1-10 G) fields, these

have not been confirmed and involved higher electric-field intensities and

lower frequencies than those associated with Seafarer.

Behavioral tests in such ELF fields have been oerformed with rats, monkeys,

and man. They include reaction-time studies, subjective estimates of the oas-

sage of time in monkeys, ard a variety of operant-ta3k rerformances. Manv of

these studies have had negative results at field strengths of 10-100 V/m and

frequencies below 100 Hz, including the prooosed Seafarer frecuencv of 76 Hz.

However, saoe positive findings have been reported. In monkeys, shortening of

subjective estimates of a 5.0-s interval by approximately 10% during exnosure

to fields at some frequencies between 7 and 75 Hz (no effects at 60 Hz) has

:X been described, but replicate studies have not vet. been reported. This study

also suggested a markedly higher sensitivity to environmental fields at 7 Hz

tl..n to those at 45 and 75 Hz. No effects have been found at intensities

below 1 V/m.
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Calcium ions are essential in excitation in nerve cells. The bindin of

calcium ions in brain tissue may provide a sensitive index of interaction with

environmental electric fields. The release of calcium ion from cat and chicken

cerebral cortex was reported to be reduced by environmental fields with in-

tensities of 10-56 V/m and freoruencies of 6-20 Hz, but similar fields at 60

and 75 Hz were without effect. Again, confirming studies are not available.

Extrapolations from these laboratory experiments to the field conditions

proposed for Seafarer suggest that the behavioral, neurophysiologic, andi neuro-

chemical effects reported occur only at air-field strengths well above those

expected even in the immediate vicinity of the antenna and only at freouencies

lower than those expected. Many of the observations are preliminary and need

confirmation by further research. The character and magnitude of the effects,

even if confirmed, do not appear to warrant concern, esoeciallv in view of the

proposed Seafarer intensity and freciu'?ncy.

Ecology

The interrelationships of orgarisms--animals, plants, and microbes--and

their environments constitute at once the most sensitive and the most elusive

potential indicator of a perturbation, whatever it. might be. Indeed, the

problem that we would face in an attempt to explain some ecoloqic change is

that it might have been due to almost anythinq. Ecoloqic studies are never-

theless of fundamental importance, because they repres4 nt an inteoration of

the results of all changes.
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Plants

The possible effects on plants of electric and magnetic'fields produced

by Seafarer are of special concern, because of aqcicultural and torestry

economies, as well as scenic quality. Plants form the actual framewo% for

an ecosystem, directly influencing temperature, moisture, and nutrient avail-

ability, which in turn affect other organisms. Because olants are fixed in

location and are tightly coupled to the current fields in the soil, they would

be fully exposed to Seafarer, whereas the exposure of other organisms may be

transitory. Plants reflect environmental stresses and have systems for detect-

ing and responding to these stresses; they are used aE reliable indicators of

environmental pollution.

Among the papers concerned with possible effects in plants, none showed

any effects that can be attributed to electric and magnetic fieIds similar to

those expected to be produced alonq the proDerly functioninq Seafarer antenna.

In addition, there is no evidence of any effects on plants either at the

Wisconsin Test Facility, which has been in operation intermittently for several

years, or at a prototype facility in North Carolina. The ecologic effects of

construction of the antenna system will be substantial, but not unlike the

effects of other installations, such as gas lines and telephone cables.

Soil Organisms

As in the case of plants, there has been considerable interest in knowing

whether soil organism might be affected by ELF fields. Such organisms will

be more strongly couoled to the fields oroduced by Seafarer than above-around

organisms. Effects on soil organisms, if any, miqht be expected to occur at a

cellular level, and thus be qenerally important. A laboratory experiment on
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soil bacteria at 10 and 50 V/m shcwed no effect. on metabolic activity. Studies

at the Wisconsin Test Facility designed to detect ecologic changes that might

provide evidenc of ELF effects failed to reveal any changes that could be

correlated with exposure to Seafarer fields. The Ccuuittee notes that, as in

the case of plant studies, only major effects would have been detected in the

field surveys of soil organism undertaken. This is attributable in part to

the inherent difficulties in separating possible srmll effects from effects

due to other perturbing factors, such as soil water, soil temrerature, and

soil aeration, which were not measured.

'
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A number of concerns raised over the years that Seafarer ELF fields might

constitute a source of dangerous--even catastroohic--environmental con-

tamination have been examined and found invalid and unwarranted. The Com-

mittee's considered opinion is that such fields will not cause a significant

and adverse biologic disturbance, exceot in the event of electric shock, which

is of serious concern. In fact, apart from the possible result of electric

shock, the Committee cannot identify with certainty any specific biologic ef-

fects that will definitely result from exposure to the proposed Seafarer fields.

The Committee concludes that shock hazards would exist near the qround

terminals as now designed, but could be reduced by desiqn changes. Shock

hazards could also appear along antenna cables, as a result of insulation or

cable breaks. To alleviate such hazards, it would be necessary to dev-_loo a

rapid and reliable method of detecting cable faults, so that the faulty

portions of the antenna system could be immediately disconnected.

Although the available data are extremely limited, some effects not
related to shock may occur. Some orqanisms are able to detect steadv weak

electric and magnetic fields. If they also detect ELF fields, which oscillat-,

they may be affected, and the ossibilitv of adverse effects cannot be fully

ruled out. Thus, like many other perturbations introduced by man, this in-

volves some uncertainty and calls for continuinq research. If the Seafarer

system is built, an enerqetic and carefully designed long-term orogram of

monitoring should be coupled with basic research.

On the basis of the above considerations, the Committee offers the follow-

ing recomendations:
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1. Before a final decision to proceed with the construction of the

Seafarer system, a reliable procedure for rapid detection of cable faults

(insulation failure) should be demonstrated. There should be calculations to

permit a probability analysis of the "worst case." There should be a method

for determining the existence and likelihood of qround-conductor corrosion and

its effect on the electric fields in the vicinity of ground terminals. If

hazards associated with corrosion are identified, a detection system should be

demonstrated.

2. If a decision is made to build the Seafarer system the followinq ac-

tivities should be completed and reviewed by an appropriate agency before con-

struction, and the plans for construction should .zA',e account of the results:

a. The development of final detailed specifications for

qrcund-terminal design (includinq details of measurement oro-

cedures and survey techniques for accetance-testing) that

will alleviate shock hazards near the qround terminals. A

reduction of the maximal step potential by more than a factor

' of ten would be an important part of the final soecifications.

b. A more extensive and site-specific set of measurements

of the spatial and temporal variations in soil conductivity,

as a prerecuisite to the qround-terminal specification; this

is needed for reliable statistical estimates of extreme or

worst-case step potentials and body currents.

c. The installation of at least one vertical qround terminal

in a test facility, to Permit evaluation of this alternative

qround-terminal desiqn.

r
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d. A baseline study using radar tracking of bird

navigational patterns among migrating species in

the vicinity of the proposed installation, to be

continued when the Seafarer antenna is in operation.

e. Baseline studies to determine which of the species

of fish that live in the area proposed for the antenna

are sensitive to weak electric fields at Seafarer fre-

quencies. These studies should determine the extent

to which external Seafarer fields miqht interfere with

the normal be!-vior, of such fish, as well as any ob-

servable :_aptation to such fields.

3. Beginning with a decision to build Seafarer and continuinm into the

period of its operation, research should be conducted to increase the knowl-

edge of the basic biologic effects of weak ELF fields associated with Seafarer.

This should include fundamental research concerned with the biophysics and

physiology of magnetic- and electric-field detection and use, and studies of

the related behavior of birds, insects, bacteria, and electrosensitive fish.

In addition, research on the underlyinq mechanism of cell division and on

information processing and inteqration in complex nervous systems in relation

to ELF environments should be conducted and evaluated as part of the require-

ment for continued monitoring of the operating Seafarer system for its possible

effects on biologic systems.

Recognizing the limit of its charqe, the Comittee makes no recommenda-

tions as to whether the Seafarer antenna should be constructed. It will be

up to the citizens and the government of the United States to consider the
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costs, risks, and benefits associated with the Seafarer system. The Committee's

charqe was to identify and evaluate the possible bioloqic effects. on the basis

of the information available, the Committee concludes that, except for the pos-

sible electric-shock hazards, the likelihood of serious adverse biologic effects

of Seafarer is very small. In any case, it is appropriate to recall here that

the Navy's presentation at the Committee's first meetinq (February 11, 1976)

included a pledqe that, if a functioning Seafarer anterna were found to have

deleterious effects, its operations would be discontinued.*

.-I.

4,.'

,.4

*From transcript of tape recording, Committee meeting of Pebruary 11, 1976:
Capt. Cobb: Sir, you are referrinq to the emergence of information that
implies deleterious effects post-decision?

Mr. Marcy (Assistant Secretary of the Navy, Research and Develoopent):

Very simple. Let me qo on record, if there are leleterious effects which
are determined, that we will ston the transmission. That ii a statement
we have made to the Governor and to people at large.
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II. TECHNICAL REVIEW OF PROJELT SEAFARER

ANTENNA, GROUND TER4INALS, AND CABLE FAULTS

This first section describes the antenna structure and fields within

the antenna area, to clarify the nature of the ELF fields that would be

created by Seafarer. It then treats the ground terminals, with attention

focused on the special problem associated with the Proposed, much larqer,

electric fields. Finally, the even larger electric fields that may occur

as a result of Seafarer antenna malfunctions are considered.

Antenna

In the following description, attention is focused on the ELF fields

close to the antenna, as opposed to the "far fields" at the receiver locations,

because it is primarily the near fields that are of potential bioloqic

. concern. When specific dimensions or field strengths are stated, they are

based on the Comittee's understanding of the currently proposed Seafarer

design for the upper Michigan reqion. It is important to emphasize

that ELF fields similar in magnitude and frequency to those of Seafarer

are already abundant in our environment. Except for th, areas near

ground terminals, Seafarer fields are smaller than the maximal existinq

fields measured.

The primary source of non-Seafarer ELF fields is our 60-Hz electric

power supply. In addition to the fields associated with power transmission

and distribution, there are surprisingly large 60-Hz fields in and near

our homes. Maqnetic fields greater than 10 G, about 100 times larqer than
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proposed for Seafarer, have beeh measured close to some commonly used electric
1,2

appliances. Measured electric fields in the earth near the qround connection

of the electric service entrance to homes are comparable with and sometimes

nearly 10 times greater than the electric field in the Seafarer grid. The

only Seafarer field that would be larger than the most frequently encountered

existing ELF fields is the proposed maximal electric field near Seafarer

ground terminals.

In view of the existence of these commonly encountered FLF fields, what

is unique about the ELF environment of Seafarer? The answer to this question

has four important elements:

* Ground terminals: The proposed maximal electric field in the earth

at the ground terminals would be significantly larger than any

frequently encountered comparable existinq ELF electric field.

0 Physical size: The electromagnetic fields of Seafarer would cover

much larger areas than most commonly encountered ELF fields.

* Continuous operation: Seafarer would operate continuously, whereas

many common ELF sources are energized or operate at maximal power for

only short periods.

* Modulated signal: Seafarer would use a modulated ELF signal.

Seafarer Modulation

The Seafarer ELF transmitters would use a form of frequency modulation

called minimum-shift keying (MSK). In this type of modulation, the siqnal

consists of amoothly connected seqments (chips) of sinusoidal signals

A of two distinct frequencies. In the Seafarer proposal., the two frequencies
3

are 72 H- and 80 Hz with a modulation rate of 16 chips per second (a center
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frequency of 76 Hz and a shift frequency of 4 Hz). A typical waveform and

frequency spectrum are illustrated in Fiqure 3. A transition from one

frequency to the other would occur at the peak of a wave, to provide

maximal phase continuity and hence minimize transient efiects.

A code word comprises seemingly random pulses (chips), each lasting

one sixteenth of a second. As shown in the figure, the frequency of the

transmitter shifts between 72 and 80 Hz, depending on the value of the

binary code during each chip. For practical purposes, the code for a

particular message may be considered essentially nonterminatinn; i.e., the

code could be continuously transmitted for lonq neriods without repeating or

ending. Thus, purely tandom modulation is an acceotable mode for biologic

experimentation and has been used in a number of recent exoeriments.

;: 4

Basic ELF Transmitting Antenna

r The basic concept of ELF transmitting antenna ooeration is illustrated

schematically in Figure 3. The antenna consists of an insulated single-

conductor cable electrically energized by a transmitter at some point alonq

its length and electrically connected to the earth at each end. The electric

:; current resulting from the excitation supplied by the transmitter flows

along the antenna cable ad returns deep through the earth, forming a larqp

single-loop closed circuit. This current loop creates electromaqnetic

fields in the earth and in the space above the surface of the earth. The

intensity of the fields is greatest close to the antenna and, for most

of the field components, decreases rapidly with distance from the antenna.

However, a very small (but significant, from a communication point of view)

compone.it of the electromagnetic field is coupled into the space between
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the surface of the earth and the ionosphere and oropaqates in this soace

with only very slight attenuation. It is this small Prooaqatinq coiponent

that ultimately results in the signal received at remote locations. Because

the frequency is low, the wavelength of the prooaqatina electromaqnetic

field is very large and the fraction of the total electric power input

to the antenna that is radiated is very small. For Seafarer, with a proposed

frequency of 76 Hz, the wavelength in air is about 2,500 miles, or about

4,000 km.

For a particular frequency, the strenqth of the radiated field (Er

is known to be directly proportional to the product of antenna current

(I) and antenna lenqth (L) and inversely proportional to the square root

of the earth conductivity (a):

E (1)r

Conductivity enters this relation because of the critical importance of

the effective depth of the return current (the skin depth). Most of the

(return current flows at considerable depth, so the appropriate conductivity

value is that of the subsurface materials, and not that of the surface

Nlayer. The proportionality expressed in Ea. 1 indicates the importance
F of placing the antenna in a region of low deep-earth conductivity, to

minimize the required antenna length.

Because of the great length required to produce the required1 radiated-

field strenqth, the proposed antenna includes a number of essentially

independent antenna elements oriented parallel to each other and spaced far

enough apart to avoid substantial local interaction. The effective length

is then the sum of the lengths of the individual antenna elements, provided
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that the antenna currents are properly phased. Because the radiated field

from sud an array is directional, a similar array orthoqonal to the first

is necessary, to produce an omnidirectional field Pattern; The resulting

antenna is therefore an orthogonal Qrid of antenna elements, whose size

and spacing must be chosen to meet the desired radiated-field strength.

The proposed grid pattern for the upper Michigan site is illustrated in

Figure 2. The departures from the ideal square orthogonal qrid that are

"* * evident in this proposal are a result of efforts to minimize some tyoes

of environmental impact (e.g., by maximizing the use of existina rights of

way) while maintaining the required electrically crthoqonal structure and

exploiting regions of lowest conductivity. Table 1 summnarizes the trrjncioal

characteristics of the proposed array. Note that only five transmitter

stations are proposed (see Figure 2) for locations, with each transmitter

station feeling approximately 10 antenna elements through Paired-cable

feed lines. The lengths of the antenna elements range from 19 to 96 miles

(about 30 to 154 km), with an average of about 57 miles (about 91 kin).

Although obviously variable, the average spacing between antenna elements

is about 3.7 miles .[about 6 km).

Structure of Antenna Elements

An antenna element, as illustrated in Figure 1 consists of a buried

:4 insulated cable and two qround terminals. Although the final cable desiqn

is not yet complece, a basic confiquration, consisting of an aluminum con-

ductor approximately 1-1/4 in (3.2 cm) in diameter and several insulating

layers, producing an overall diameter of approximately 2 in (5 cm), has

been estabAished. The cable would be buried to a nominal depth of
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6 ft (183 cm), with a minimal depth of 2-1/2 feet where rock or other

restrictive conditions preclude deeper burial. There would be an access/

test point in a buried vault approximately evey 5 miles (8 kn) along each

antenna element. In some cases (on longer elements), a series capacitor

would be installed in or near one or more of these vaults to aid in

TABLE 1

Principal Characteristics of the Michigan 
Array-

4 . .

b
Full Array Test Bed

No. antenna lines, NS + EW 25 + 22 2 + 1

Total antenna length, miles 2,438 131

Fraction of antenna on existing riqhts 64 90+
of way, %

Antenna current, A rms 99 99

No. power amplifiers 20 2

No. transmitter stations 5 1

ELF oower required, MW 11.2 0.7I

; 60-Hz power required, MW 15.8 2.2

a
Data from GTE Sylvania, Inc. ELF Communications Seafarer Program.
System Design Study Report Michigan Reqion. Prepared for Naval

4 Electronic Systems Command. Needham Heights, Mass.: GrE Sylvania,
Inc., 12 January 1977. 166 pp.

b
A test facilitv consisting of three antenna elements.
It is proposer., that this facility be built before installation of
Seafarer and ultimately tacome part of the system.

c
Includes 10% contingency allowance.
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distributing the cable voltage. Series capacitors would also be installed

at the transmitter feed point and at each end of each element to compensate

the reactive component of the antenna impedance. Surge arresters and discon-

nect switches would also be installed at the test points along the antenna.

5,6
Structure of Ground Terminals

The ground terminals can be of two types: surface cirounds or deeo

grounds. A surface ground consists of a horizontal length of uninsulated

A copper conductor buried to a nominal depth of 6 ft (183 cm). Vertical

ground rods with lengths of approximately 20-40 ft (6.1-12.2 m) attached

to the horizontal wire would be used where contact with hiqher-condnctivity

subsurface layers offered the advantage of lowering the near-surface current

density and voltage gradient. The preferred configuration is two horizontal
0

wires at an angle of aporoximately 60 to each other and extendin in the

direction of the antenna element. Because the ground terminal functions by !

dispersir the antenna current in the earth, lengthening the qround wires
is an effective means of inprovinq its performance. Present Seafarer ccn-

I
ceptual designs use up to 4,000 m of buried wire (2,000 meters in each

of two legs), but even longer grounds are feasible. There is, however, an

upper limit dictated by the physical laws governing the current distribution

along the buried wire. Each ground terminal would be desirined in accordance

4 with local near-surface earth conductivity; hence, each terminal would

differ in details of construction.

Deep grounds use a vertical grounding conductor (or series of con-

ductors) olaced in a drilled well. Conceptual designs call for a well

6-8 in (15.2-20.3 cm) in diameter up to 6,000 ft (1830 m) in depth to
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attain acceptable performance. The advantages of deep grounds include

greatly reduced surface electric fields and smaller right-of-way requirements.

They are, however, much more costly and present hicher resistance and hence

higher power requirements during operation. For these reasons, surface

grounds have been the preferred type in all proposals for Seafarer.

Electromagnetic Fields

To describe the antenna electromagnetic fields, it is necessary to dis-

tinguish between the regior along the antenna elements (within the grid) and

those near the ground terminals (along the periphery of the qrid). It is

also helpful to describe the electric and magnetic components seoarately to

emphasize the different rates at which they decrease with distance from the

antenna. The intensities given are generally those for nominal condit' s

wit uniform earth conductivity, but brief comments on the effectf non-

uniform conductivity and other departures from nominal conditions are

included.

Electric Field near Antenna Elements

The electric field along the antenna elements can be viewed as a result

of the portion of the total earth-return current that flows near the earth

surface. This field is horizontal and parallel to the antenna elements,

except near the crossing of two elements. Its maximal intensity at the

earth surface occurs directly over the antenna element and has been set at

5
113 V/mile, or 0.07 V/r. This specification is based primarily on the need

to keep interaction with long electric conductors (powerlines, pipelines,

wirc fences, etc.) within acceptable limits and recuires only that the

average over long distances be belc'7; this maximum. Local earth-conductivity
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variations or the presence of grounded conducting objects could cause locally

larger fields.

A summary of the methods used to calculate the electric field in
5

homogeneous earth is in a U.S. Navy report. Analysis indicates that the

electric field decreases relatively slowly with distance from the antenna;

distances exceeding 100 m are required to reduce the intensity by half.
The result of this slow decrease is that the entire interior reqion of

the grid will have a horizontal electric field with a minimal intensity

of one-fourth to one-third the maximum of 0.07 V/r. Figure 4 shows the

spatial variation for a case very close to the nominal desiqn.

Near antenna intersections, the fields of the two elements will add;

the resultant field will depend heavily on the time phase of the currents in

the elements. For currents in phase, the electric-field strength will increase

by a factor of y/ . A pictorial representation of the electric-field

distribution for in-phase currents is shown in Figure 5.

Because of the slow variation of the field with distance, burial depth

is not an important determinant of the electric field. The field is con-

tinuous at the air-earth interface, so the air electric field over the region

of the grid is also horizontal and of the same intensity as the earth electric i=

field. This situation would be substantially altered at any locations

where the antenna was installed above the ground. In these reqions

the (vertical) air electric field could be much larger, althouah the

(horizontal) earth electric field would be essentially unchanged.
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C) CASE A

oI -93 Amperes
f -76 Hertz

C- 5x 10-4 mhos /meter
CD d - 1.83 Meter

Sp - 3.0 Mile

a Antenna Location

LU

LLJ

LU

U-

CDi- Sp-.

C:0.00 3.00 6.00 9.00 12.00 115.00

Figure 4. Magnitude of electric field vs. perpendicular distance to
an array of parallel antenna eleftients. Reprinted with
permission frcxn Genge. 7
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Figure 5. Variation of the electric field throughout a portion of
4 the Michigan Seafarer array. Reprinited from U. S.

Departmw-it of the Navy. 5
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Magnetic Field near Antenna Elements. The magnetic field alonq the

antenna elements is most conveniently viewed as a direct result of the

current in the elements and is well described by the simple proportionality

relationship,

B
r , (2)

where B is the magnetic flux density, I is the antenna current, and r is the

radial distance from the antenna element to the noint under consideration.

The presence of the earth around the buried cable is essentially negligible,

except as a barrier to close approach to the antenna element. The vector

describing the direction of the field is tangent to a circle centered at

Tr;: the cable. It is clear from Eq. 2 that the maximal intensity occurs

*at the point of closest approach to the antenna element--typically the

surface of the earth immediately over the element. For the proposed Michigan
5

design this maximal nominal value is 0.11 G. As for the electric field,

I .. there is a possible amplification by a factor of /2 in the vicinity of

antenna intersections.

Unlike the electric field, the magnetic field decreases quite rapidly

with distance, as indicated by Eq. 2. Compared with the electric-field

F. spatial distribution, the magnetic field is highly localized along the

antenna elements and decreases to very small values elsewhere in the grid.

The distribution is illustrated in Figure 6 which emphasizes the highly

localized nature of the antenna magnetic field.

The strong variation of the magnetic field with distance makes burial

depth very important. For example, in regions where the cable burial denth
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Figure 6. Variation of the magnetic field throughout a portion of the
Michigan Seafarer array. Reprinted fran U. S. Departmnent
of the Navy. 5
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is 2.5 ft (76.2 cm), instead of the nominal 6 ft (183 cm), the magnetic

field at the earth surface would increase frm' 0.11 to 0.26 G. If the shallow

burial were at an antenna intersection, the value could be further increased

by a factor of v72, to 0.37 G. In regions where the antenna is installed above

the ground, the maximal magnetic field could be very large, depending on the

distance of closest approach to the antenna that is allowed by the details

of construction and the use of restrictive barriers.

5

Electric and Magnetic Fields near Ground Terminals. The electric field

(step potential) near ground terminals is a direct result of the current

flow out of the buried uninsulated ground wire into the earth. The current

distribution (and electric field) is determined by the ground-wire geametry

and the earth-conductivity magnitude and spatial variation in the vicinity

of the ground terminal. Local variations in earth conductivity can cause large

changes in the local electric field, compared with that in a teqion of uniform

conductivity. Such local regions of anticipated high electric field must be

found and remedial action planned during site surveys. After construction,

tests of actual electric fields and additional remedial measures must be carried

out.

Because the antenna current is localized in the earth near the qround

terminal, as opposed to being widely distributed in the earth as it is alonq

the antenna, the electric field is much larger near the ground terminals than

along the antenna. The specification of maximal electric field at ground

terminals has been a subject of much concern to the Committee and is described

separately later.
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The maqnetic field near ground terminals will have a maximum near

the feed point equal to that of the antenna. Because of the dispersion

of current into the earth, the magnetic field along a ground wire will

decrease with distance fran the feed point to very small values near the

ends of the wire.

Summary. The following simplified summary descriptions of the

electromagnetic fields produced by the proposed Seafarer system are sufficient

for most bioloqic-interaction studies (values at earth surface):

0 * Antenna electric field: 0.07 V/m nominal maximum (0.10 V/Mn

near intersections) with essentially the entire region of

grid at intensities one-fourth to one-third the maximum.

0 Antenna magnetic field: 0.11 G nominal maximum (0.37 G near

intersection with shallow burial) highly localized along

antenna elements.

* Ground-terminal electric field: 15 V/m maximum and 1 mA body-

current maximum, localized along horizontal ground wire.

, Ground-terminal magnetic field: 0.11 G nominal maximum

(0.26 G with shallow burial), highly localized near feed point

I> of ground terminal, steadily reduced alonq horizontal wire.

Comparison of Seafarer with 60-Hz Power-System Electromaanetic Fields

There are many similarities between the Seafarer antenna system and a

conventional 60-Hz electric power transmission and distribution system.

But there are also differences, of which the most important are:

0 Seafarer is designed to operate with a 100% earth-return current

whereas power transmission systems usually have a nominal zero
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earth-return current. Single-phase power distribution circuits

are often unbalanced and return a fraction of the current through

the earth; however, the major portion of the return current is

in the (grounded) neutral conductor.

0 Seefarer is a relatively low-voltage buried (solid-dielectric-

-insulated) system, whereas power systems are typically high-

-voltage overhead (air-insulated) systems.

* Seafarer, of neces.ity, uses a modulated signal, whereas power

systems have nearly ideal sine-wave voltages and currents.
As a result of these differences, some field components of the two

types of systems are very different in amplitude and spatial distribution,
whereas other components are quite comparable. The following comparisons

begin with the components that are most similar.

Magnetic Field: As in Seafarer, the magnetic field under a powerline

is a direct result of the current in the conductors. However, the powerline
is a multiconductor system in which the sum of the currents in the conductors

is nearly zero. Although the current in a power line is often much larger

than the Seafarer current, the height of the line and the tendency toward

substantial cancellation of fields from separate conductors .combine to produce

fields near the ground of about the same amplitude as in Seafarer. Actual
2,8,9

measurements under high-voltage lines yield values of 0.05-0.6 G, which

approximate those expected in the Seafarer system. The oowerline maqnetic-field

vector rotates in a vertical plane, and the field is somewhat less localized

than the Seafarer magnetic field; however, the two systems can still be

considered similar, with respect to their magnetic fields near around level.
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Horizontal Electric Field Away from Ground Terminals: The horizontal

electric field in the earth under a (balanced) powerline is nominally zero.

However, because the line is not completely symmetric, there is a small

earth current that gives rise to an earth electric field similar to the

horizontal electric field in the Seafarer grid. Although there have2,8

not been many actual measurements, there are some data to suqgest that

an intensity of 0.01 to 0.03 V/m approximates that to be expected under

balanced lines, whid is less than the 0.10 V/m near Seafarer antenna

intersections and comparable with the Seafarer intensity at points in the

grid away frn 11- antenna elements.

Horizontal Electric Field near Ground Terminals: The major qround terminals

in power system are designed primarily for handling fault conditions, and

not for continuous operation with substantial earth current. The nominal

electric field near these ground terminals is therefore zero, although it

is unlikely that this ideal is ever attained. The electric field in the

earth near Seafarer grounds is therefore pronerly viewed as having no real

counterpart (on the scale of Seafarer ground-terminal size) in a power

system. The localized fields of about 0.05-0.50 V/m that have been measured

near small ground terminals (driven ground rods) in power distribution
1,10,11

networks were too localized to be compared with Seafarer.

Vertical Electric Field in Air: Because of the charge on an enerqized

conductor, there is an electric field in the insulating medium between the

conductor and other conductinq objects in the vicinity. In an overhead oower-

line, this results in an electric field in the air surroundin the line.

Near ground level, the field is nearly vertical and uniform, because of the
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relatively large separation between the conductors and the surface of the

earth. In the buried antenna elements of Seafarer, the electric field re-

sultinq from the charqe on the antenna cable is entirely in the insulation

around the cable. For the buried antenna elements, there is therefore

no external vertical air electric field; hence, this component of power-

system electromagnetic fields will not exist in Seafarer.

The amplitude of the air electric field under a oowerline depends

*j primarily on the voltaqe and heiqht of the line. Electric fields up to about

10,000-17,000 V/m (10-17 kV/m) have been measured under modern high-voltaqe
8,9,12,13

lines. The large difference between these electric fields and

the much smaller ones present as earth electric fields in Seafarer should

not be interpreted as a measure of the relative potential biologic impact

of the two types of fields. Because of the hiqh conductivity of most biolonic

materials, compared with air, the preexisting air electric field is very

much greater than the internal electric field in a soecimen placed in the,i :.5 7

field. The reduction factor is approximately 10 -10 , deoendinq on qeometry

and conductivity. Air electric fields are sometimes described as hiqh-imoedance

fields and the coupling to conductive objects referred to as capacitive

coupling, to emphasize the contrast with the low-impedance conductive couolinq

associated with an electric field in a conductor like the earth. The couplinq

Gf electromagnetic fields to bioloqic systems is treated in qreater detail

later.

Vertical air electric fields would exist in Seafarer only where the

antenna elements or ground-terminal feed points were routed overhead instead

of being buried. The relatively low voltage of Seafarer, compared with
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power-system voltages, should result in air electric fields much snaller than

in power systems; exact values would depend on construction details that are

not available.

Summary. Al. ough Seafarer and electric power systems differ in many

details of field orientation and spatial variation, the followinq summary

provides a useful simplified comparison of the various field components.

0 Magnetic field: High degree of similarity; Seafarer maximum

of 0.37 G within the range of the 0.05-0.60 G measured in power

systems; fields highly localized along riqht of way in both

systems.

9 Horizontal electric field in earth (away from qround terminals):

Similar; Seafarer maximum of 0.10 V/m somewhat larqer than

measured 0.010-J.030 V/m of power systems; fields centered on

right of way in both systems; electric field in Seafarer arid

away from antenna elements about the same as those immediately

under powerlines.

* Horizontal electric field in earth (near ground terminals): No

counterpart on scale of proposed Seafarer ground terminals in

power systetts.

>1 Vertical electric field in, air: Essentially lackin,; in Seafarer;

fields up to about 10-17 kV/m under oowerlines.

tI
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Ground Terminals

With surface qrounds as proposed by the Navy, a large area along the

periphery of the antenna grid would continuously have substantially greater

electric fields than the interior of the Seafarer grid. The combination

of great size and continuous operation at these higher intensities would

produce a unique situation, which must be carefully examined to assess

possible hazards.

Structure of Horizontal Ground Terminals

A horizontal ground terminal is simply an uninsulated wire burie a

few feet below the earth surface and electrically fed at one or more points.

The Seafarer proposal specifies a burial depth of 6 ft (183 cm) and a sinule
5

feed ooint. Although many confiqurations are oossible, includinq a sinqle

straight wire and many wires radiatinq outward from the feed point as

extremes, the Seafarer proposal calls for two qround wires at an anqle of
0

60 to each other. The two conductors would have their common feed noint

at the end of an antenna cable and would each be directed approximately 30

away from the direction of the antenna element in a V. This configuration

is referred to as a V-qround.

Although the design of a qround terminal can be initiated by essuminq

a uniform earth, local conductivity variations cause important chanaes in

the earth current distribution and the resulting electric field. For this
•4

reason, the Seafarer proposal involves a desian procedure that denends
14

strongly on measurements made after installation. On the basis of these

measurements, remedial measures would be taken to reduce electric fields

where reqt.ired. Remedial measures might include insulating oortions
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of the ground wire or installing vertical ground rods electrically attached

to the horizontal wire. Because of thi yariety of conditions to be expected

over a region as. larqe as the Seafac _- r, tbe qround terminals can

reasonably be expected to include various C o. '-,cions of required remedial
15

modifications. Thus, although the general structure of a horizontal qround

is very simple, the final details of construction may be complex, and no

two ground terminals are likely to be the same.

The measurements to be made to define areas requiring remedial modifi-

cations and the final acceptance measurements are critical to the design of

acceptable horizontal grounds. Careful consideration of earth conductivity

changes caused by moisture, temperature, etc., must be included in planning
15

these measureme.c programs. It is imorcant to emphasize that no detailed

p.:i descriptions for acceptance measurements have yet been presented. Evaluation

of a proposed measurement program and monitoring of the orogram during

construction are crucial to the acceptance of horizontal ground terminals

in a Seafarer system.

Magnetic Fields near a Surface Ground

As in the case of an antenna element, the magnetic field near a

surface ground depends primarily on the current in the conductor and the

distance fram the conductor. The present proposal is to use a minimal burial
5

depth of 6 ft (183 cm) for ground wires, so the maximal magnetic field along

the ground terminal will be no larger than the nominal field for the antenna

elements (0.11 G). Furthermore, because the current in the ground wire
0

decreases with distance from the feed point, the magnetic field will rlso

decrease. Thus, only the region in the vicinity of the feed point will
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have a magnetic field comparable with that of the antenna with the remainder

of the qround terminal havina a maqnetic field that decreases approximately

linearly with distance from the feed point. There is, therefore, no special

magnetic-field problem at ground terminals, and the conclusions regarding

manetic-field effects for the antenna are also applicable to ground

terminals.

Electric Fields near a Surface Ground

The surface electric field near a qround wire depends on burial depth,

current, and earth conductivity and is stronqly affected by local conductivity

variations. Although these variations cause major effects, solutions for

homogeneous-earth conditions are useful for initial design and estimation of the

effects of large-scale conductivity variations. The equations describing the

surface electric field near a straight horizontal ground wire in uniform earth
5,7,14,15,16

have been presented elsewhere. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the

variation in the fields along a single buried wire. Note that the maximal

electric field occurs at a distance equal to the burial depth in a direction

perpendicular to the wire or at the end of the wire and that the two maximal

values are equal. The maximum along the length of the wire is more imoortant,

because it is present over a far greater region. Away from the ends of the

wire, this electric field is represented bv the simle expression,

Ixx l 2 2 (3)
TrcaL(x. +d)

where

I = current in ground wire, A

o = earth conductivity, mho/m
; -77-
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Figure 7. Constant electric-field contours for a buried
horizontal ground wire. 5Reprinted f ran U. S.
Department of the Navy. 5
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L = length of wire, m

d = depth of burial, m

x = pe-'pendicular distance from point over wire on surface, m, and

E = electric field in direction nerpendicular to wire, V/n.

The maximum occurs at x = d and is qiven in volts per meter, by:

E - I (4)
max 27rrdL

Sample Ground Terminal in Uniform Earth

The electric field along a V-qround is somewhat more complicated, because

of the interaction of the two legs of the qround. Fiqures 9 and 10 illustrate

the predicted electric field for the same characteristics as in Figures

7 and 8. Because each leq of the V-qround has the same length as the total

wire in Figure 7, the maximal fields are smaller in Fiqures 9 and 10. Note,

however, that, near the apex of the V, the electric fields are much larger

than would occur if the V were opened into a sinqle straiqht wire. Because

this is Primarily a local effect, the expression in Ea. 3 can still be

* applied along the length of each leg of the V-qround. The reqion near the

apex of the V (the feed point) would have to be considered separately or

the field in this region reduced by remedial means, such as insulating

a portion of the wire.

Proposed Maximal Fields and Currents for Seafarer Grounds

Appendix A of the December 22, 1976, Navy specification of electric
5

and magnetic fields for Seafarer grounds specified the maximal fields and

A body currents near Seafarer grounds and is reproduced here, as Fiqure 11
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Figure 9. Constant electric-field contour for a horizontal V-ground
structure. Reprinted fran U. S. Deparbtient, of the Navy. 5
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APPENDIX A - MAXIMUM FIELDS AND CURIRENTS
NEAR GROUND TERMINALS

The grounding assemblies of the Transmitter Segment shall be designied
using the following documents for guidance to ensure public safcty and environ-

mental compatibility:

1. "Guide for Safety in Alternating Current Substation Grounding,"

AIEE No. 80, March 1961.

2. "Recommended Guide for Measuring Ground Resistance and Potential

Gradients in the Earth," AWEE No. 81, May 1962.

When the Transmitter Segment is operating at nominal antenna current,

the maximum surface gradient averaged over any 1-meter span in the vicinity
of any grounding assembly sha'1 not exceed 15 volts/meter.

The design of ground terminals shall be such as to limit the maximum
possible body current flow to less than 1 milliampere for a 1-meter step. This

maximum body current flow shall be calculated from the following equation:

E in ax

*bR

where: I maximum possible body current for a 1-meter step (amperes)
b

E maximum surface voltage gradient average over a 1-neter
max

span (volts/meter)

R = worst case current path resistance (ohms).

The worst case resistance shall be computed from the following equation:

R = 1000 + -5 ohms,

where: or soil conductivity (mhos/meter) at the location under examination.

When making the necessary soil conductivity measurements for these computa-
tions, due consideration shall be given to its seasonal variation.

The bare wrire portions of grounding assemblies sh:ill not he located near
bodies of water (e. g., streams, rivers, ponds, or lahes). The distance between

the bare wire portion of a grounding assembly and a body of water should be
large enough to limit the electric field in the water to less than 1 volt/meter.

Figure 11. Appendix A of December 22, 1976, Navy specification. 5
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for convenience. The most recent draft environmental impact statement
17

(DEIS) discussed this propoal and presented a graph relatinq maximal

electric field and soil conductivity; the qraph is reproduced here as
17

Figure 12. The DEIS also discussed the maximal voltage that would be

permitted between a wire fence or other long wire and the earth anywhere in

the Seafarer grid. This maximum, 6 V, presumably also applies in the vicinity

of ground terminals and is included here as part of the qround-terminal

proposal. Table 2 summarizes the ground-terminal maximal fields, body current,

and fence voltage (the nominal antenna values are included for comparison).

TABLE 2

Summary of Proposed Maximal Fields, Body Current, and
Fence Voltage near Seafarer Ground Terminals

Antenna (Nominal) Ground Terminal (Maximum)

Magnetic field, G 0.11 0.11

Electric field, V/m 0.07 15.0

b. :Body current, mA 1.0

Fence voltage, V 6.0 6.0

a
0,37 G with shallow burial near antenna intersection.

0.10 V/m near antenna intersection.

Adequacy of Ground-Terminal Proposal

The adeguacy of the proposed maximum, 6 V, is considered for each

component and in terms of several possible modes of exposure in the followinl

sections. It is important to emphasize that, althouah the area covered by
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ground terminals is smaller than the entire Seafarer grid, it is still a larqe

region. Taking a typical qround terminal as consisting of two 2,000-m ground

wires, the total ground-terminal lenath would be about 400 kr (250 miles).

Because the Seafarer system is proposed to operate continuously, the entire

length of this ground system must be considered as a source of maximal

fields under all conditions of exposure--in sharp contrast with many other

ELF sources, which are operated for only short periods or involve only

small, isolated regions of possible maximal exposure.

Magnetic Field. Magnetic-field exposure is the same as or less than

that along the antenna elements. Therefore, there is no special problem

along the ground terminals, and the conclusions regarding magnetic-field

effects for the grid region are also applicable to the qround terminals.

Step Potential. The most obvious and common human exposure at qround

terminals would occur as peorile walked about over the buried qround wires.

This situation gives rise to the term "step potential," which is simply

the voltage along the ground between a oerson's two feet. For a 1-m step,

the maximal exposure would be very close to the maximal electric field,

or 15 V. The hazard associated with this exposure depends on the effective

resistance that limits the current flow through the body and the resulting

actual body current.

Numerous studies have been carried out to determine acceptable and

hazardous body currents for humans and animals (for references, see Fiqure
17

B-3 on p. B-6 of Naval Electronic Systems Comand ). The most important

figures (for uninterrupted currents and hand-to-hand contact) are:
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current is perceptible at 0.5-1.0 mA,

Underwriter's laboratories specification is 5.0 mA,

let-go (tetanization) current is 6.0-10.0 mA, and

fibrillation occurs at 20.0-100.0 mA.

Three of these are expressed as ranges because they depend on the body

weight, variations in cross section of the current path, and the substantial

differences between individuals of rouqhly comparable weight. In general,

children have the lowest tolerance.

The amount of body current that results from exposure to a qiven

2 voltage depends on the total resistance of the circuit formed by the source

and the body. The most important components of this circuit resistance

are source resistance (R ), contact resistance (R ), skin resistance (R),
S C E

and internal resistance (R). Of these, contact resistance and skin resistance

are typically large (thousands of ohms), but can become very small if the

contact surfaces are wet and the skin is broken. For worst-case conditions,

these two limiting resistances should be neglected. The internal resistance
te tolin17,18
is reportedly 120-300 ohms. For wet conditions, a total body resistanceI 18,19

(R +R +R ) of 500-600 ohms is often recommended, and 1,000 or 1,500 ohms
E C I 20,21

is also suggested as being representative of typical conditions. The use

of these body resistances and the currents described earlier results in

applied body voltages for various responses as listed in Table 3. These
:4

represent estimates of worst-case conditions, inasmuch as actual contact

and skin resistances vary greatly in individual cases.

The voltages in Table 3 are not directly comparable with Seafarer

step voltage because the source resistance is neglected. For Seafarer, this

source resistance is the resistance of the earth under the contact points

-87-
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of the feet and is highly variable and depends on earth conductivity (discussed

in some detail in the next section). For the present, it is important to

observe that 15 V is higher than all but the fibrillation voltage in Table 3

and that reduction of body current by the source resistance is necessary

if 15 V is not to be hazardous.

~TABLE 3

Approximate Body Voltaqe to Attain Various Body Currents

Voltage, V
Body Perception, Underwriter's Let-qo, Fibrillation,
Resistance, ohms 0.5 - 1.0 -A 5 mA 6.0 - 10.0 mA 20 - m00 mA

Internal 0.1 -0.2 1.0 1.2-2.0 4-20
resistance, 200

Total resistance: 0.25-0.5 2.5 3.0-5.0 10-50
500 (wet)

1,000 0.5 -1.0 5.0 6.0-10.0 20-100

1,500 0.75-1.5 7.5 9.0-15.0 30-150

One-Milliampere Body-Current Limitation. The Seafarer qround-terminal

specification indicates that all ground terminals will he desiqned to limit

possible body current to a maximum of 1.0 mA. If this were attained over

the entire region of the ground teminals for all conditions, the Committee

would be satisfied that there would be no hazardous conditions at Seafarer

ground terminals. However, the attainment of this specification appears

very difficult, and test procedures to guarantee that the criterion is

met under all seasonal variations and possible occurrences have not been

presented. Such test Procedures and acceptance standards would have to

be a part of any final prooosal for surface qrounds.
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The major problem with the 1.0-mA body-current criterion is that the

source resistance of the Seafarer ground system is proposed as a primary
16,17

means of limiting bcdy current. This source resistance is a result

of the voltage drop caused by the concentration of ground current under the

contact points of the body with the earth. It can be estimated by assuminq

a disk of appropriate size in contact with the earth. For a 10-cm disk

and uniform earth conductivity, the resistance of one such contact point
15,16

is.

R = 2.5a ; (5)
S

the resistance of two in series, as would occur for normal step-potential

calculations, would be twice this value. For the anticipated rance of earth15
conductivities, Table 4 lists the values of R for uniform earth.

TABLE 4

Source Resistance, R , of a 10-cm Disk on Uniform Earth

S
Conductivity Source Resistance
(a'I__ ol (R ),okra

S7
0.0001 25,000

0.001 2,500

0 .01 250

0.3.0 25

Clearly, for the lower values of conductivity, the source resistance

J is an important means of limiting body current. The problem is that this

source resistance is highly variable, and this variation must be included

in the consideration of worst-case conditions. The proposed step-potential
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limitation represented in Figure 12 is based on the use of the source resis-

tance computed from (two times) Eq. 5 to compute body current. However,

this figure does not consider the strong variation in earth conductivity

that can occur over time and space. Some of the most important of these

variations are:

0 Spatial variation of earth conductivity along a ground wire:

This results in large changes in maximal electric field along

the ground wire, and not necessarily corresponding changes
21-27

in body current. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the large

variations that were found to occur in one of the Wisconsin Test

Facility ground terminals. Table 5 lists actual measurements

at this site and illustrates the greatly different variation

of step potential and body current along the terminal.

• Earth layering, which can increase body current by reducing the
16

source resistance much more than the electric field is reduced:

This occurs because the source resistance depends very strongly

on the near-surface conductivity. Hence, the high surface

conductivity would result in much greater body current during

the spring thaw, than at other times of the year.

* Local regions of high conductivity, such as that resulting from a

small wet area surrounded by a dry region: This could markedly

lower the s-:-rce resistance and have only a small effect on surface

gradient. The area around the wet, high-conductinq area would

actually have an increased electric Eield.
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O April, 1969 - RCA (Initial Measurements)
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Figure 1.. Step-gradient MasUreientS taken at the north end of the

West ground terminal. Reprinted with permission fram

Hobson and Goldnan.
27
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TABLE 5

Maximal Step-Gradient Measurements
a

at West Ground Terminal

Step Gradient Extravolated to 700A -
(R -- ), Current in R (I), Step
mV/A in Ain antenna Gradient, I RA

Site antenna 5 I.,5 W 5 i002 V in 5 ft fOn 1,50Q 500

1 29.3 14.5 9.3 4.5 20.5 10.2 6.5 3.1
2 24.0 5.3 4.1 2.5 16.8 3.7 2.9 1.7
3 36.0 3.6 3.1 2.4 25.2 2.5 2.2 1.7
4 66.0 10.6 7.5 4.1 46.2 7.4 5.3 2.9
b 106.0 16.5 14.0 9.5 74.0 11.6 10.3 6.7

5 100.0 17.6 14.4 8.6 70.0 12.4 10.1 6.0
5b  100.0 16.0 14.8 9.4 70.0 11.2 10.4 6.4
6 73.0 13.3 10.7 6.3 51.1 9.3 7.5 4.4
6b 88.0 21.5 14.2 7.2 62.0 15.1 9.9 5.0
7 39.8 5.5 4.2 2.3 27.8 3.8 2.9 1.6
7t 35.0 3.8 3.4 2.3 25.0 2.7 2.4 1.6
8 45.0 22.0 13.0 5.2 31.5 15.4 9.1 3.6
9 30.5 15.8 9.0 4.1 21.4 11.1 6.3 2.9
10 21.0 19.8 9.6 3.5 14.7 13.9 6.7 2.5
11 28.0 24.0 10.3 3.3 19.6 16.8 7.2 2.3
12 21.0 11.2 7.3 3.3 14.7 7.8 5.1 2.3
13 12.0 13.8 5.7 1.9 8.4 9.7 4.0 1.3
14 16.0 15.8 7.2 2.5 11.2 11.1 5.0 1.8
15 12.5 15.6 6.5 2.1 8.8 10.9 4.6 1.516 12.1 13.5 6.1 2.0 8.5 9.5 4.3 1.4

17 26.0 3.0 2.6 1.7 18.2 2.1 1.8 1.2
18 26.0 3.7 3.3 2.2 18.2 2.6 2.3 1.5
19 42.0 3.8 3.3 2.5 29.4 2.7 2.3 1.8
20 23.0 16.5 8.5 3.4 16.1 11.6 5.9 2.4
21 41.0 2.6 2.8 2.1 28.7 1.8 2.0 1.5
22 27.5 8.2 5.7 3.1 19.3 5.7 4.0 2.2
23 33.0 7.7 5.7 2.4 23.1 5.4 4.0 1.7
24 12.0 0.7 0.7 0.5 8.4 0.5 0.5 0.4
25 20.0 10.5 6.4 2.6 14.0 7.4 4.5 1.8
26 23.2 20.0 10.4 3.4 16.3 14.0 7.3 2.4

a 26
-'i Data from RCA Corporation Communications Research Laboratory.

Repeat.
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* Long-term chanqes i.n the qround-terminal conductor condition and

the local earth conductivity: These can cause larqe changes in

both step potential and body current. Because the body current

depends strongly on the conductivity of the upoer few centimeters

of earth, it is more likely to exhibit large chanqes. A recent

series of measurements taken at the Wisconsin Test Facility supported this
:, 28

statement; the largest step-voltaqe chanqe in two sets of measure-

ments 7 years apart was about 5 to I, whereaw body-current changes

of up to 20 to 1 were found. Most step potentials and body currents

were lower in the later measurements, but increases of 5 to I in

step potential and 8 to 1 in body current also were found.

These and similar arguments all indicate that source resistance cannot

be relied on to limit body current. The greatest hazard will occur in regions

where the bulk (average over the region to a depth of several meters) con-

ductivity is very low and the correspondinq electric field would be allowed

to reach 15 V/r. Although the hazard with respect to steo potential is

probably small, there is no margin of safety. This is unacceptable for

a system that has the size of Seafarer and that is subject to continuous

operation.

Other Possible Occurrences. Although the most common expcsure near

4 ground terminals would be simple foot-to-foot exposure during walking,

other more severe situations could occur. In addition to moderate increases

in exposure caused by someone's falling into two-hand--two-foot contact,

much more severe situations could occur if long conductinq objrcts were

involved. For example, a tractor and plow with the plow in the earth or
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a person draqqinq a length of irrigation pipe or other long conductor

would permit contact with a remote point much in the same way as a wire

fence along the antenna. Unlike the situation along the antenna, the electric

field is not constant along lengths of several meters, so the exposure

is not expressed simply as the maximal field times the length of the object.

A reasonable and simple approximation for the maximal total voltage

(Vma x ) between two points on the earth near a ground terminal can be obtained

by integrating the electric field of Eq. 3 from the point over the ground

wire out to a specific distance The result is:

2 2

Vmx d Ea d2 (6)

which for the Seafarer burial depth of approximately 2 m yields the

results in Table 6.

TABLE 6
Approximate Maximal Voltage over Various Distances

near Surface Ground with Depth = 2 m

Distance,.M Volta ,

2 1.4E
max

4 3.2 E
.max

6 4.6E
max

8 5.7E
max

10 6.5 E
max

12 7.2 E
max

The possible hazard associated with even a relatively short conductor

is readily apparent. Consider, for exaaple, a tractor and plow whose
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total length is 6 m. With the plow ebedded in the earth, the voltale

between the front of the tractor and the ground below would be 4.6 E ,
max

or about 70 V at E - 15 V/m. If uniform earth conductivity is assumed
max -4

at the largest conductivity for which 15 V/m would be permitted (a T 3.5x10

mho/m-see Figure 10), the source resistance (R ) from Eq. 5 is &bout
S

7,000 ohms. However, for someone touching the front of the tractor, the

resistance of 3,500 ohms. The body current would then be predicted as 70/4,500

or 15.6 mA (using a body resistance of 1,000 ohm). The situation could

be much worse if the ground under the person were a small region of relatively

high conductivity, such as a small puddle. This would greatly reduce the

effective source resistance but would have almost no effect on the voltage

on the tractor and could result in body currents approaching 70 mA, or

even more.

It is not difficult to construct other situations involving conducting

objects that would yield similar results. Various types of pipes, aluminum

boats, chains, etc., could all be brouqht into the vicinity of ground ter-
minals and create hazardous conditions. There is a strona parallel between

these situations and the long-conducting-fence problem identified and addressed

in the Seafarer proposal. The mitigation standard of maximal allowable
i 17

voltage between a long conductor and earth of 6 V could be applied to these

situations. If 6-12 m is accepted as a reasonable maximal length for

objects that could readily be transported into the region of a ground

terminal, this would require restricting the maximal electric field along

the ground terminal to a range of 0.8-1.3 V/m. For normal step-potential
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considerations, this would provide a safety factor of about an order of

magnitude before let-go currents could be attained. In the worst-case condi-

tions associated with conducting objects 6-12 m long near the ground ter-

minal, the body current would be limited to approximately the Underwriter's

Laboratories 5-mA specification. It would also place the wire-fence

mitigation level and the qround-terminal specification in correspondence,

rather than roughly an order of magnitude apart, as in the present proposal.

Vertical Ground Terminals

To reduce the surface electric field at a surface ground requires either

increased length or deeper burial. In regions of low conductivity, the

attainment of maximal fields of about 1.0 V/m could require very long or

very deeply buried horizontal wires. Because very low conductivity would

probably be associated with the occurrence of bedrock near or at the surface,

the constructicn of very lona horizontal grounds would likely be difficult

in such regions.
6

An alternative is the vertical or well around, consisting of a veritcal

conductor placed in a drilled well. If the upper portion of the qround

L conductor is insulated, the surface electric field can be reduced to very

low values. Tnis type of structure could be a suitable alternative to surface

grounds in regions where surface conductivity is unsuited to attainment of

acceptable surface electric fields.

Conclusions and Reco:Tmendations

The present specification of a 15-V/m maximal electric field or a

1-MA maximal body current is judqed to be inadequate to ensure safety
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from shock hazards along the ground terminals. Long conducting objects

(aluminun boats, irrigation pipes, etc.) brought into the region of ground

terminals could create serious, possibly lethal, shock hazards. Althouqh the

step-potential hazard would probably be slight, there is little margin of

s-Afety. Hence, variation over time could result in hazardous step potentials

along a ground terminal that originally was acceptable.

A reduction in the specified maximal electric field at ground terminals

would reduce these hazards. If the maximal field were reduced by about one

order of magnitude, approximately a tenfold safety factor for step potential

would result, and the hazard associated with lonq conductors (up to 12 m) would

be reduced to nonlethal, although still possibly painful, shocks. This

change would also bring the ground-terminal specification into closer cor-
respondence with the 6-V mitigation level for long conductors (wire fences,

etc.) within the grid. A reduction of an additional order of maonitude would

bring the ground-terminal fields into close correspondence with the fields

within the grid and would make the shock hazard at qround terminals neligible,

except for very long conductors (e.g., long wire fences).

The Committee recommends that:

0 • The test-bed facility include at least one vertical qround

terminal, to allow evaluation of this alternative design as a means

of attaining reduced electric fields at ground terminals.

0 The final det; iled specification of qround-terminal electric

fields, including details of measurement procedures and survey

techniques for acceptance testing, be reviewed by an appropriate

group before any construction is initiated.
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Cable Faults

The proposed Seafarer antenna would consisc of about 2,400 miles

(about 3,860 km) of insulated cables and would cover about 4,000 scuare miles
2

(10,360 km ). For such a large system that operates continuously, maltunctions

cannot be completely avoided. It is therefore necessary to consider possible

hazards due to malfunctions.

Failures within the generating stations offer no unusual features and do

not in general affect the population at large. Attention is therefore con-

centrated an cable faults. Three types of cable faults can be readily

identified: breaks in the insulated cable (type a), break3 in the ground-

terminal wires (type b), and faults in the insulation (type c).

Some information about cable faults is available from the Wisconsin Test
F29

Facility. Following the recommendation of the ad hoc Panel on Sanguine of
31

the National Research Council, installation of a buried antenna under the

north-south overhead antenna was completed in March 1973. In the 2 years

after its installation, this underground antenna was energized for a total

of 362.8 h, and three cable faults were detected; two more

cable faults have since been reported (Table 7).

TABLE 7
* Cable Faults at the Wisconsin Test Facility

Fault Date of Discovery Step Potential

1 October 1973 120 V/m (April 1, 1974)
2 August 1974 164 V/m
3 June 1974 Not measured
4 June 1975 Not measured
5 August 1975 Not measured
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The reasons for the cable faults are varied: s.olice failures, mechanical

damage during road restoration, and possibly lightning.

From the experience at the Wisconsin Test Vacility, it is clear that

cable faults occurred frequenti ;rnd that these faults could lead to step

potentials that are hazardous. Although the frequency of occurrence is expected

to be reduced qreatly by the use of new types of cables, a reliable system

of detecting and locating cable faults is necessary. The proposed Seafarer

antenna consists of 47 independent cables, so the de-energizing of one or

two cables would not seriously affect the operation of the antenna. Accordingly,

once a cable fault ,.ere detected, the location of the fault could be found

with the malfunctioning cable disconnected. So far as rssible bioloqic hazards

are concerned, the important Point is to hav a rapid and reliahle system of

detecting cable faults.

Of the three types of cable faults liqted earlier, those of type a would

greatly alter the antenna impedance and thus could be found easily. Type b

faults are most likely to result from qround-conductor corrosion. Althouah this

problem was not addressed in the Seafarer proposal, means for nreventinq

corrosion and detecting qround-cable breaks should be develooed before instal-

lation of Seafarer.

Cable faults of type c would change the current in the cable only sliqhtly,

because the current leaked to the surroundinq earth would be relatively small,

and, unlike similar faults in Power cables, could not be detected by observinq

the unbalance of the circuit. Because the current would chanqe only sliqhtlv,

these faults woild hardly affect the function of the antenna as a radiating

system. To observe cable faults of type c, the detecting system must be
30

sensitive to the aakaqe of less than 0.1% of the current.
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30

A detecting system for type c faults has been proposed. In this sys-

tem, high sensitivity would be achieved by superimoosinq a DC voltage on the

AC signal. Because of the capacitors near the qrourd terminals, the DC cur-

rent would be very small in the absence of a cable fault, provided that the capacitors

did not have parallel-connected bleeding resistors. If there were a DC cable

faul' of type c, the DC current would increase qreatly, and this increased cur-

rent would signal the presence of a cable fault.

The proposed detecting system may therefore be adequate (i.e., suf-

ficiently sensitive) for DC cable faults of tvpe c. Because the Seafarer

antenna would c-perate at aoroximately 76 Hz, the faults to be detected, to

avoid biologic hazards, would be AC faults. All DC faults are also AC faults,

and most AC faults are probably also DC faults. The question that needs to be

answered is whether all AC faults at 76 Hz are also DC faults. The Committee

is unable to find a definitive answer to this question. A reliable system of

detection of cable faults must be demonstrated before a final decision to

proceed with installation of the Seafarer antenna.
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BIOPHYSICAL PRINCIPLES

Introduction

Understanding the effects of ELF electric and magnetic fields on biologic

organisms or systems and evaluating the many experimental results that have

been reported can be very difficult. A set of quantitative, easily applicable

rules that are biophysicaily adapted from fundamental physical laws to make

them conform to ELF data can be very helpful. Sane of these rules are not

exact, but in the few instances where deviations are significant, they can

be dealt with as special nases with special biophysical models.

The casual language of convenience in which we tend to call ELF fields

"electromagnetic" fields is apt to lead us into error: there is a radiative J

or electromagnetic term in the ELF field that is all-important in long distance

communication, but its biosphere effects are trivial. In the near field, corn-

mon engineering usage sets a lower limit of 5% of a wavelenqth inside of which

separate consideration of the E fields (electric fields), the I fields (elec-

tric-current fields), and the H fields (magnetic fields) and their derivatives

constitutes an adequate representation of Maxwell's basic laws.

Let us be extraconservative and use 1% of a wavelength for a typical 76-Hz
8

ELF field in air or free space. The wavelenth here is (3 x 10 )/76 m, or~6
4 x 10 m, or 4,000 km, which is 2,500 miles. Any orqanism or bio-element

smaller than 40 kin, or about 25 miles, in diameter can thus be examined ade-

quately solely in terms of its electric-, manetic-, and current-field

characteristics.
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tf Magnetic-Field Interactions

We may examine, separately arid in combination, what these fields can do to

a biosvstem. A magnetic field will act on manetically oermeable molecules,

macromolecules, and composite bodies to orient the unit in the direction of the

field (across it in the case of diamaqnetic elements) al to nolarize the ele-

ment more strongly, in accordance with its permeability. With materials of
high permeability (P = 1,000-100,000) such as iron or nerialloy, one must care-

fully distinuish between the H (exciting) field, traditionally measured in

oersteds,* and the B (induced or flux) field, traditionally measuLel in qausses.

So far as we know (and scientiats have looked for them in tryina to find

magnetic-field sensors in birds and other reported tield-orientinm organisms),

there are no naturally occurring hiahlv permeable components in orqanisms, with

the possible exception of newly reported permanent moments in some microoraan-

isms. Consequently, we can assume that, at ELF freguencies, ambient maqnetic

fields in biomaterial are the same as external fields; thus, we can use the

gauss without special provisions. For reference, t should be remembered that

the steady earth field is about 0.5 G and that in the tynical American hcxre

one is also subjected to a pervasive ELF ambient 60-Hz maqnetic field somewhat

less than this, which rises to nerhaos 20-40 G when one handles ordinary electric

equipment, such as a hair dryer, a food mixer, or an electric drill.

Uniform ELF magnetic fields do not cause net translational forces on ner-

meable elements of biosvstems, and so do not cause narticles to "rmove," unless

there happen to be mechanical linkages to convert rotation to tra .lation in

suLmicroscooic analoqy to the mechanical rack and ninion.

J 'il *1 oersted 79.6 A/r. -108-
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For a field to cause movement of molecules, a spatial oradient nust be

present; i.e., the fie.d must change with distance. In simplistic terms, the

elementary magnetic dipole must find its Positive end in a different strenqth

from its negative end; otherwise, the two forces cancel exactly, and no net

force is experienced.

It is widely recognized that, for "soft" permeable magnetic narticles, the

translational force will be proportional to the oroduct of the field strength

and the spatial field gradient at the varticle location. These forces can

collectively be called "field-generated forces."

Magnetically Induced Currents

ELF magnetic fields produce another secondary effect, callied eddy cur-

rents, that could conceivably produce biologic effects. Condu'ctive, or for that

matter electrically susceptive, material in which a chanainq maqnetic field

exists has induced in it an EMF, which can be thought of as the source of eddy

or secondary currents.

At ELF field strengths and frequencies, these internal currents are very

small; but they must be considered as possible transduction mechanisms, in .ew

of the very sensitive current-detecting organs now known to exist in several

fish species. To establish order of magnitude for these currents, consider a

large loop of conductive tissue that might reasonably be found in a human head.
2

This loop might be 30 cm long and have an area of 50 cm . If this loon lay in

a plane normal to a strong environmental 60-Hz ELF magnetic field of 1 G, an

EMF of 189 1iV would be induced in it. With a typical tissue impedivity of

500 ohm-cm, this will produce an AC 60-Hz current density in the tissue looo
2

of 0.0126 pA/cm (and incidentally one-fourth of a cycle out of time chase with
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the maqnetic field). This current density is of the same aeneral maqnitude as

that produced by the cumulative stray currents escanin from the bra ir cells

that oroduce the familiar EEG brainwave silnatures, which are aenerally con-

sidered to have trivial influence on brain function. They have been called

the noise of the brain's motor.

Electric-Field Concepts

Turning next to the electric and electrostatic aspects of ELF fields,

there is at least one simple but relatively unfamiliar field measure that it

Sis essential to define, if we are to think easily of the electric fields inside

and Outside living organisms: the Maxwell displacement-field current density.

This current flows in materials, =!en thouqh they are perfect electric insula-

tors, or in empty space itself, by victue of the time rate of chanpe of an

electric field. t e need a field-form for this current that will remove the

mystery from the currents flowing into and out of the surface of an oraanism,

qrounded or insulated, and into the surroundina nonconductive scace and often

strongly influenced by the size ard share of the orqanis itself as it distorts

Its surroundinq field.

At this point, it would be useful to review brieflv the terminoloqv used

in describing ELF fields, esoecially for con6itiorG in which e]ectric-current

fields that produce bioloqic effects are mixtures ot displacement currents and

conduction currents, both brought about by changing electric fields. Ohm's

law, I = V/R, ,Tplies to DC currcnts ( n), ootential differences or voltaaes

(V), and resiqtance (R; in circuits made up of comoonrnts connected with con-

ductors, such as wires, with each component considered as "lumoed" in one olace

ard all tfh_ currents between them concentrated into a comiuctirr "wire."
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ELF systems differ in two important aspects from these basic circuit

systems: currents can flow not only because of potential difference, but also

because of time rate of chanqe cf electric fields (displacement currents) and

because of the time rate of change of magnetic fields (induction or eddy cur-

rents); and the currents flow in the bulk of the biologic organism and its

environmental surroundings and are not confined to wires or hiqhly localized

channels. We must therefore substitute a measure of the field densities--flux

per unit area--for the simple total flow. To do this, we introduce a new form

of Ohm's law, making separate provision for the displacement and indluction

currents; these are sometimes called "imaginary currents," because they are

"intangible" in ordinary Ohm's-low terms, but they are just as real, with

respect tc shock potential and possible bioloqic inter_ tion.

For simple resistance, we introduce impedance (Z), which is made un of

the familiar resistance (R), added by prooer mathematical technique (co;,nlex

addition) to the term reactance (X), so that . R + jX, where j is /-1.

Because we want to be able to use the extended conceit of conductance, (, which

is the reciprocal of R in ordinary circuit theory, we introduce the new measure

Y (admittance), which is similarly made ti of a "real" term, G, Plus a new

term, susceptance (B), so that Y r G + jB. One must be careful, however, to

carry out the reciprocal calculation in complex terms, so that, althouqh

Y . l/Z, G is not always eoual to l/R, and B is not always equal to I/X.

To go to the simplest formation that will cover ELF interaction with

biologic systems, we must qeneralize these AC forms of Ohm's law to a field

form; that is, we must state them so that we can measure in field-density

terms equivalent to amperes Per square centimeter, etc.

U



There is already a widely familiar terminoloiv for resistance and con-

ductance that has been used for decades by physical chemists 8nd nhysioloqists.

Resistivity is the density of resistance and must be measured in terms of ohm-

centimeters or a dimensionally eouivalent measure, such as ohm-meters. The

need for the length unit arises because ohms tor a uniform material is equal

to the resistivity times the lenqth of nath divided by the conductor cross-

sectional area, and so a "lenqth" unit is left over in the denominator and

must be incorporated in resistivity to balance. Conductivity is familiar as

the reciprocal of resistivity and has correspondinq dimennsions, recinrocal

ohms per unit length. Conductance is often expressed in mhos (from ohm soelled

backward), so a typical conductivity unit will be the teno-centimeter.

By simple extension of terminoloqy, the field forms of impedance become

impedivity, made up of classical resistivity combined with reactivity bv

standard complex addition. Admittivity becomes the combination of conductivity

and susceptivity.

These units are not really a complication, but actually make it very easy 1

to think of ELF system relationships. We auickly learn to think of the dis-
I,

placement-current density as an easy measure of the field effect representinq

the displacement current deoosited on an animal surface as a result of the

admittivity of air, which is almost totally due to susceotivity, because the

conductivity of air is nil.

Electric-Field Interactions

An illustration of the practical usefulness of these relationships is to

be found in convertirn the ELF-field statements as they are ordinarily qiven

into more biologically relevant eauivalents. It is likely that, with only
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rare exceptions, such as the rai..n of hair in extremely strona P" trostatic

fields. ELF fields produce, their effects cr. biologic orqanisms by -tue of

the ordinary electric-current fields thi.t ttev produce in or at the surface

of the organism.

ELF electric-field strenqths are traditionally expressed in volts per

meter wherever they may be-in earth, in water, or in air. A typical value

for a Seafar-er ELF field might be 0.1 V/re. An inpedivity of earth might be

5,000 ohm-cm; of a puddle of water, 1,000 ohm-cm; and of soft, nonfatty

biologic material, 500 ohm-cm. The imnedivity of air at 60 Hz, tvoical for
10

ELF, is 3 x 10 ohm-cm.
In any medium, the electric-current density, the measure that is bio-

logically pertinent, can be calculated bv dividirn the electric-field strength

in volts per centimeter by the local imedivity in ohm-centimeters. Cor-

responding units of volts per meter ar.] ohm-meters will, of course, qiye

equivalent current densities in amoeres oer scuare meter.

Because the ELF horizontal electric field in the air just above hhe
ground is about the same as that just below the earth surface, consider the

effects of this same field strenqth on orqanisms living in and above the

earth. The current field in the earth would be 0.0Ol V/cm divided by 5,000
-7 2 -6 2

ohm-c, or 2 x 10 A/cm ; in a cuddle of water, 10 A/cm ; and in hodv
-6 2

tissue, 2 x 10 A/cm . In air, the field-current strenqth would be only
10 -14 2

0.001 V/cm divided by 3 x 10 ohm-cm, or 3.33 x 10 A/cm . A very comTmon
2

threshold strenqth of current field for bioloqic stimulation in 1 mA/cm

The earth- or water-livinq orqanism miqht thus find in this same electric-field

strength of 0'.1 V/m a current between one-thousandth and one five-thousandth
-14

enough to stimulate it. In air, the correspondinm field current of 3.33 x 10



2 10

A/ca is lower by a factor of 3 x 10 , or 30 billion, than that which might

be expected to produce sensation.

Current fields must be continuous, so these fields that imoinqe bV virtue

of displacement current on a biologic object continue into that object with-

out change in strength. It is conmon in ELF research reports to substitute

the free field--i.e., the field measured or calculated for the system with the

organism removed-for the electric field with the orqanism oresent. This is

convenient and avoids difficult calculations and ap roximations, but it is

inaccurate. Indeed, it is like assuminq that the light intensity deer inside

a human body, illuminated from outside, is the same as that which would be

measured if the body were not there.

Within the surroundinq insulatin medium and at the surfaces with which it

makes contact, the density of the disnlacement-current field, in amoereS per

square centimeter, is proportional to the normal electrric-fiel,1 strenath and

also proportionnal to the time rate of chanqe of field, hence, directlv prooor-

tional to frequency. Inside biologic tissue, disrlacement currents continue to

flow and are indeed enhanced if the dielectric constant for the materia is hiqh.

In the case of watery fluids, this factor will be about 80; it mav be much higher

for sofe biologic structures. In spite of this enhancement, however, these cur-

rents are usually trivial, with respect to ionic conduction currents. Consider
a strong ELF 60-hz field of 300 V/m impinqinq on a tissue surface with its at-

-10 2

tendant current density of 10 A/cm . The dielectric imoedivity of the tissue

might be 3/8 x 10 ohm-ca, and its conductive impedivitv about 1/2 x 10 . Less

than one-millionth of the current would then be carried bv displacement current,

and the potential gradient in the tissue would be lower by a factor of 30 million

than that in the environment; 1 .V/cr for an external 3,000-V/m Field.
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It is interesting to compute the total current that results from expcure

to a typical 6U-Hz ELF field. Osirx the imoedivity of air at 60 Hz, we im-

mediately see that the displacement-current density flowinq into the skin of a

subject exposed to an electric 60-Hz field of 100 V/-i--a common indoor value
-10 2

near electric liqhtinq fixtures--will be 1/3 x 10 A/cm , or about 30 nico-
2 2 2

amperes/cm (30 pA/c ). If the whole body surface of about 1 m were ex-

periencinq this ficKd strenqth, of uniform density and oolarity, a qrournlinq

current of about 1/3 pA would flow. Exoerience shows that currents of 0.3-1

pA are typical in a room that is not expecially prepared, so the assumed field

is not unrealistic.

One can feel currents by direct stimulation from an ordinary electrode

contact at about 1 mA. Are such currents likely to be produced by arounciinq

a body in an ELF electric field? Not very likely, because the whole body sur-

face would have to be in a field of 3,000 V/cw, or 300,000 V/M, which is

vastly beyond Seafarer fields and not far from the ranqe where soark discharqes

will begin from local surface irrequlirities. A phenomenon of electrostriction

allows an animal to detect much smaller currents than this by tac ile forces

as a dry skin surface is moved over a charqed conductor. Here, a mere IU-20

V with only a few microamperes oer sauare centimeter at the skin surface May

cause perceptible dielectric forces in the 0kin wit-h local field strenqths of

perhaps 10,000 V/cm with as little as 2-4 p A of total current.

When animal. tarqet of electric fields is unconnected L, conictors to any

other part of the ELF field, it must receive opposite- olaritv disolacement

current at various parts of its surface, whose total integral must be zero.

It will automatically, according to basic rrincioles, he driven to an AC

potential with resoect to qround at which this result ir .1chievrd.
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With these measures of the biolonic fields to be expected a a conseouence

of ambient ELF fields, we ce-n make plausible models for observed or anticipated

effects.

Coupl ing

This section deals with the "couplinq" of external fields into tissues of

man and other orqanisms. For low frequencies, the relationship of internal
32

and external fields is sirmoly given by

E /E = fp/(6 x 10 ) (7)
i a

where f is the freauency in hertzes and p is tissue resistivity in ohm-centi-
: 3

meters, assuminq a soherical shae. Thus, for f = 60 Hz ani p r 10 ohm-cm,
-7 4

E /E = 10 . For an ellipsoid aoroximatirn man, with the field parallel to
a -7

the long axis of the body, the ratio will be about 4 x 10 . These theoretical

results are well suported by experimental evidence, includino studies of ELF
~34
injected currents in phantoms of man and man himself. However, all mathe-

matical models assume homoqeneity and, hence, uniform current density. This

.*, assumption is somewhat in error, and optimal current densities mwv be somewhat

larger than estimated from above quoted equations. For examole, heart is a

better conductor than surrounding lung tissue and therefore nav wall concen-

trate current to some extent; but cerebral tissues are somewhat insulated by

the skull. The agreement of the total injected current, as measured on man,

with theoretical calculations inspires confidence in the modelinq and inplies

that differences in local current density are insufficient to affoct the total

current. It is probable that local current densities in soft tissues may vary

by les than a factor of three or ten frotp those estimated from theory. Rot
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experimental data on this are limited. Allowinq for this fact, we estimate
-9

maximal current densities induced in man by a vertical field to be around 10
2 -6 2

A/cm , or 10 mA/cm for an external field of 1 V/a and 60 Hz. This is 10

times higher than in a homogeneous spherical model. This current density is

the bulk-tissue current density, and correspondinq membrane current densities

are several orders of maqnitude lower, because most of the low-frequency cur-

rent passes through extracellular space. It is also a million times lower than
2

the bulk-tissue current density of about 1 mA/an needed to cause stimulation

of excitable membranes.

Eddy Currents

The above considerations do not include the eddy currents that are induced

by magnetic fields. Consider a conductinq spherical object surrounded by air

and exposed to an external maqnetic flux B. Electric currents are produced that

circulate in planes perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic flux. The

strengths of these currents and correspondinq fields are proportional to the
iji

distance from the center of the sphere and qreatest at the Deriohery of the

equatorial plane. The maqnitude of the field strencth, E inside the conductinq

sphere in the equatorial Plane is found by Ea. 8:

= f r B7r , (8)

with E in volts per meter, distance from the sphere center (r) in meters,: i

frequency (f) in hertzes, and maqnetic flux (B) in webers per souare meter.*

Table 8 compares internal field-strenqth values (E) and current densities (j)

-4 2 .

*1 gauss = 10 weber/m .
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TABLE 8

Internal Field Strength and Current Density
Generated by 60-Hz Maonetic Fields

Internal Field Strength Current Density
(E), V/cm 2

i (j), mAlcm_

Case I: B =0.1 G 2 x 10 2 x 10

-10 -10
E 0.1 V/m 10 10

-5 -5
Case II: B= 1 G 2 x 10 2 x 10

-5 -5
E= 10 kV/m 10 10

generated by 60-Hz maqentic fields of 0.1 G and 1 G, with values caused by

.1 electric field strengths of 0.1 V/m anJ 10 ky/m, resnectively. The values

chosen are typical for Seafarer fields (Case I) and fields experienced under

high-voltage transmissicn lines (Case II). A resistivity of 1,000 ohm-cm has
27

been assumed for body tissues, i.e., a value sliqhtlv above reported values.

These data demonstrate that currents induced in a biologic object above qround

in the Seafarer case are largely due to the magnetic comoonent as ]on as
-5

B > 10 G, which is the case for most of the area. The electric component is

negligible by comparison. In the transmission-line case, the E- and B-induced

current densities are comparable. Hence, actual induced currents bv the sum

of magnetic and electric fields are almost comparable for the transmission-line

case and the Seafarer case, even tht. ie electric fields in air differ by a
5

factor of 10 . For a more detailed discussion of E- and B-induced fields, seei " 38
Spiegel.
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The principles outlined above pertain larqely to spheres. Much additional
4

work has been done for more complex shapes (see, for example, Barnes et al.,
10

Deno, and Baughn [Appendix A to this report]). These efforts indicated sub-

stantial modifications of the values for internal fields and current densities;

but they did not indicate any need to correct the conclusion that internal cur-

rent densities induced by Seafarer fields are many orders of maqnitude below

thtje needed for nervous stimulation.

The principles outlined here deal largely with currents induced in bodies

surrounded entirely by air. Symmetry considerations suqqest that similar re-

sults pertain to the case of half-spheres and spheroidal models of man con-

tact with ground and otherwise surrounded by air. There are, however, important

other classes of effects with respect to which Seafarer fields are anticipated

to be of considerably higher potential risk. These include, in particular,

the cases when two parts of the human or animal body are in direct contact with

different potentials (two-contact case), such as when two lecqs or extremities

are in contact with different potentials (step potential) and when two lens are

in contact with one pcential and the arms are carryinr a metallic object that

is in contact with another potential. The Committee has not been narticularly

concerned about the hazards of induced currents (no-contact case), because

induced currents and current densities are exceedinqly low. But it is con-

cerned about the possibility of hazards associated with a two-contact case near

the ground terminals.

Heating

The effects of undue heat develooment from exoosure to electric fields

need not concern us here. They require internal Fields much ,ireater than those
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created by external fields of some volts Per centimeter. Heatinq from electric

currents is considered potentially hazardous if it is considerably qreater than

that resulting from basal metabolic rate and it it occurs in all or most of

the exposed body. For example, man's basal metabolic rate corresponds to a
2

current density of around 1 mA/cm , or to an in situ field of about 1 V/cu.

An external field of 1,000 kV/cm, which is many orders of maqnitude higher

than Seafarer fields, would be required to qenerate this.

Excitation and Tissue Current Density

Basic axonoloqy has advanced imrpressivelv durinq the last four decades,
8

establishing some of the important achievements of modem biophysics. Membrane

currents and membrane potentials needed to lead to the oropaqation of action-

potential spikes are rather well understood, although the mechanism that leads

to the time- and voltaqe-deoendent sodium and notassium qatina currents and the

influence of calciun on these gates remain unresolved. Briefly, membrane oo-

tentials may well respond to small stimuli-a few millivolts or oerhaos even

less. But the stimulus needed to '-enerate pronaqation of action potentials is

about 10 or 20 mV across the membrane and must have a minimal duration. The

experimental advances of modern axonoloqv were cast more than two decades aqo
16

into a set of equations, the Hodqkin-Huxlev (HH) equations. These emuations,
which continue to be considered of value, even thouqh modifications have been

suggested, have been the subject of intense study and may he used to predict
7,13

the onset of spike potentials. Only recently, some work has been done with
20

AC voltages and related clamp technology. More extensive work has dealt with

pulese, all of which appears consistent with the lona-establishea observation

of the "all-or-nothinq" tyne of stimulus needed to evoke a transmission of
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action potentials. The stimulus needed is at least several millivolts across

the membrane for periods in the millisecond ranqe and with AC fremuencies below

about 100-1,000 Hz, dependinq on the stre-iqth of the stimulus.

In summary, it can be said that modern axonoloqy suqqests that, at fre-

quencies below 100 Hz, membrane potentials of some millivolts must be applied,

to cause excitation. The fact that this is far above the noise level across

2the membrane suqqests that more subtle effects are oossible. It is also

notable that membrane potentials in the millivolt ranqe correson to field

strenqths in the membrane of several volts rer centimeter. Changes in molecular

conformation are considered possible at such field strenqths, even thouqh no

detailed model has been suqgested.

The considerable work that has been done on the HH equations, and as

pertinent to the problems faced by the Committee, includes further advances
13 20

and modifications proposed by FitzHuqh, Palti and Adelman, and others.

Some of these models have been linearized for small applied sianalb and

alternating fields. The nerve admittance maqnitude disolavs, above the

potential-frequency plane, sometimes broad maximims and sometimes exceedingly

sharp sinqularities, depending on the model chosen and the membrane tvne con-
9

sidered (W. J. Adelman, J-r., personal communication, 1976; L. 1. DeFelice,

personal communication, 1976). These damned or fairly sharoly turned admit-

tance resonance effects are related to the interactions of the capacitive and

inductive dispersion term that characterize membrane behavior and can occur

in some of the models treated only a few millivolts off the restinq notential3.

The significance of these possible "resonances" to threshold of stimulation

has not been treated yet.
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More recently, attention has again been paid to linear measurements.

There appears to be little doubt that the linear admittance of the scuid axon

membrane includes a capacitive dispersion that is not included in the HHAI; 40
model. Measurements with broadband noise as a siqnal source and rapid

sampling of the frequency band of interest may indicate even greater complex-

ities in the behavior of the linear admittance, as observed by small-amlitude
12,22

signals.
Thus, present theory and measurement do not yet provide a concise answer

with regard to thresholds for excitation effects of alternating fields. In

Iik general, calculations with pulses indicate that millivolt potentials are neces-

sary for excitation, even though fractional millivolt effects may well be oos-

H sible under as yet unknown circumstances. Clearly, modern axonoloqy does not

explain how microvolts across membranes mav be of anv sicnificance.

* The translation of membrane potentials induced by alternatina fields

into tissue current densities is somewhat complicated. For cell susnensions,

appropriate extensions of classical Maxwellian field conceots have been de-
8,26

veloped whose electric properties are related to cellular r)arameters aniri

whose induced membrane potential is related to averaoe bilk current density as

a function of external field, membrane conductance and cellular volume concen-
32

Ntration. For spherical cells susoended at a low concentration, the membrane

p- ential, &V equals 1.5 ER (E = field outside cell, R = radius). Because E in

rn is related to the specific imrpedance of the susnension, p , and the current

density, ) , b p =)p, A V = 1.5 R)p. Thus, for 10-um cells, a membrane ooten-
2

ti~l of 1.5 mV corresponds to a current density of I mA/cu (tv-ically, p

1,000 ohm-cm). The applicability of these formulas to the more dense tissue

K' {configuration cannot be exact, but appears justified, because Maxwellian mixture
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3 3i

formulas appear to be fairly predictive at higher cellular-volume concentra-

tions. It follows that membrane potentials of some millivolts correspond to
2

tissue current densities of about I mA/cm , with a fairly considerable range of
2 2

uncertainty extending from less than 0.1 mA/cm to about 10 mA/cm , deoendinq
2

on membrane resistance values (assLumed to ranae from 1 to 1,000 ohm/cm ) and

cellular volume concentration, i.e., extracellular space.

An abundant ad quite consistent literature exists on two-contact hazards,

including threshold-of-perception currents, "let-qo" currents, and currents

leading to fibrillation. Order-of-maqnitude thresholds in terms of total-body
32

current and estimates of the corresponding current densities are in Table 9.
18 32

For a more detailed survey of the field, see Keesey et al. and Schwan.

Keesey et al. listed, for the 99.5% adult-male release threshold of 9 mA, con-

tact potentials of 1.8-13.5 V for corresponding body resistances of 200-1,500

ohms. Internal body resistances, not includinq skin impedence, rane from

600 to 1,500 ohms and that, correspondinqly, a voltace ouide number olT safe

TABLE 9

Approximate Threshold Currents

Threshold Current

Perception 1 mA

Let-go 10 mA

Fibrillation 100 mA

-2
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exposure of 6-15 V appears appropriate. Lowest-voltaqe fatalities quoted by

Schwan were stated for 46 and 47 V, supportinq the idea that fatal currents

are almost one order of magnitude hicyher than threshold values of "let-ao"

currents. It is apparent from the literature that a body current of 1 mA is

close to rerception threshold, and that 10 mA is rather unoleasant, if not

dangerous. Corresponding body contact potentials for a 1,000 ohm body would

be I and 10 V, respectively. It appears, therefore, that the Navy fioures of

1-mA body current and 15-V contact potential correspond to the extremes of the

range from perception to above the let-go threshold. An additional element

that impinges an the marqin of safety of the Navy's recommendations for sten

potentials is the Navy's use of a body impedance of 1,000 ohms. This figure

is usually quite conservative, but worst-case figures may well be lower, ranqina
37 30

down to about 600 or 800 ohms (Simbel, Schwan ). Navy specifications rely,

for the realization of a conservative body-current limit of 1. m, on a theo-

retical model that is too simple to deal with in reality, because it assumes

a uniform soil conductivity and thereby derives an inappropriate worst-case

source impedance. This approach may well cause unpleasant, if not danperous

step potentials.

Threshold of Sensation

Extensive work has been carried out on thresholds of sensation. Usually,

the total current needed to elicit the effect in ouestion is quoted. However,

approximate estimates of current densities are possible from cross-sections of
32

involved excited structures. It appears that mioted threshold values denend
2

heavily on frequency, with a minimal threshold value of about I mA/cn corre-

sponding to internal (interstitial) field-strenqth value of about 1 V/cm at

frequencies between DC and 100 Hz.
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Additional data are available from studies of the current needed to excite
23

cardiac tissues with pacemakers. These studies indicate that the threshold

value in terms of current density may also be a function of the volume of
2

excited tissue. Published values vary from less than 0.1 mA/cm , current
2

is injected with large electrodes, to 10 mA/an and even hiqher for smaller

electrodes.

Finally, a considerable amount of work has been carried out on efforts to

stimulate cerebral tissues for purposes of electroanesthesia and electrosleep.

Again, total current values are usually quoted, and it is not entirely clear

what fraction of the applied current actually penetrates into brain tissues.
2

However, the data indicate current-density thresholds of about 1 mA/cm , with

a factor of uncertainty perhaps up to 10.

It appears, therefore, that experience on sensation threshold, let-qo cur-

rents, fibrillation, cardiac pacemakers, and electrosleen and electroanesthesia

is consistent with the principles suggested by modern electroohvsioloqv and
axonology. These principles, developed for sinale cellular entities, suqqest a

2
threshold of very approximately I mA/an bulk time current density, which cor-

responds to in situ field strenqths of about 1 V/cm. However, this figure can he

only very approximate, and weaker interactions have been reoorted. For examole,
42

Terzuolo and Bullock estimated the intensity of the voltqe qradient in the

saline solution surroundinq a neuron (stretch receptor of the crayfish) when an

imposed polarization was just great enouqh to cause a noticeable chanqe in the

frequency of firing. Very weak fields in the medium around the cell were suf-
2

ficient. These fields correspond to 0.01 V/cm and 0.02 mA/cm , which are lower

than current densities that can excite cardiac tissue if aoplied with larqer

23 24
electrodes. Schmitt, Dev, and Smith recently oointed out that "interaction
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[in the central nervous system] is mediated by qraded electrotonic changes of

potential and is transmitted throuqh high sensitivitv (submillivolt threshold)

synapses rather than by the lower sensitivity (20- to 100-mV threshold) 
synanses I

typical of projection neurons." Thus, unusual sensitivities at current density

2
and field magnitudes less than one-tenth the l-mA/ca and 1-V/cm fiqures, and

corresponding membrane notentials of some milivolts, have been demonstLuated.

Even weaker interactions are discussed later.

F Id-generated Force Effects

Electric fields can directly interact with matter and create forces that

can act on molecules, as well as cellular ard larger structures. Most of these

interactions are reversible and do not necessarily have demonstrable hiolonic

effects. An example is the movement of ions in an AC field, which is inconse-

cuential, provided that the field is weak enough to prevent undue hP;tina from
2

molecular collisions (i.e., below about I V/cm, correspondinq to I -A/on in a

physiologic medium). Another example is the orientation of polar macromolecules.

For field-strenqth values of interest here, only a very partial nreferential

orientation with the field results. Complete orientation and conseauent dielec-
,

tric saturation requires field strengths of thousands of volts ner centimeter.

Electric fields can interact just as well with nonpolar cells and orqanellpq

in the absence of any net charqe. These "oonderomotoric" forces are well known

and understood. Any system exposed to an electric field will tend to minimize

its electric potential energy by aopropriate rearranqement. This statement is

equally true for DC and AC fields, because the potential enerqv is a function

!*But changes o! this magnitude occur in membranes on dlepolarization. Hence ,

field-induced orientation and changes in orientation of membrane molecules
appear possible. Corrr spondinq tissue current densities would be in milli-
amperes per square centimeter, as discussed above.

I12
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of the square of the field strength. Inasmuch as the induced dipole moment of

a cell or large particle depends an both the sauare of field strenqth and the

volume, it is not surprising that the threshold field to overcome thermal aqi-
-1.5

tation is proortional to R , where R is the effective radius of the rar-

ticle. Experimental evidence confirm the principlel threshold field values
33

for responses of 10- pm cells are about 10 V/cm. But for 10-nm macromolecules,

they are about 10 kV/cm and comparable wit'A the fields needed for complete ori-

entation, owing to the existence of a typical dipole moment of about 10 debyes.

The field effects may be manifest as movement, orientation, deformation, or
31,33,36

destruction of cells in inhomoqeneous fields. Some of these effects
11

can be very dramatic near the tip of a small electrode.

Experimental and theoretical evidence indicates that pulsed fields cannot

have qreater effects than continuous fields of the same averaqe power. Mence,

modulation is not expected to have special effects.

Field forces due to the induced dipole moment of the field have been

listed as evidence of nonthermal action of electric fields on biologic systems.

However, the effects require fairly larqe field strengths frequently above those

which qive rise to heating or stimulation of excitable tissues. The field

forces also depend heavily on the electric Properties of the particle considered

and its environment. Hence, the threshold above noise is a 9tronq function of
21

frequency and has been proposed for purposes of cell classification. In

general, available evidence and oresent understandinq indicate that siqnificant

effects with field-evoked forces above thecimal noise require field strenqthsA

above 1 V/cm in the medium, unless cellular dimensions are wel1 above 100 pm.

Corresponding field values in air would be a million times hiher. Reported

biologic manifestations of field-generated electric forces appear to have iuch
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in common with some maenetic effects on bacte ia. Further details and references

are provided later, in the discussion of maqnetotactic bacteria; see also
33

Schwan for the relationship of threshold field values of these effects com-

pared with thresholds for membrane interactions. Membrane dielectric break-

down appears to occur at somewhat hiqher field values correspondinq to invoked
44

membrane potentials near 1.5 V.

Some Extraordinary Membrane Systems

Verh high sensitivities to electric fields have been demonstrated in a

variety of electrosensitive fish species. Sharks can detect external fields as

small as 0.01 pV/cm (A. J. Kalmijn, personal communication, 1976). Becau.;e fish

tissues have a higher resistivity than the surrounding seawater, external field

strengths are of about the same magnitude -is in situ internal tissue values.

Important orqans utilized by electrosensir fish are lonc tubular structures,

the ampullae of Lorenzini. They apoear to sample the field strenqth over most

of their total length and apply this total potential to the endrecentor enithe-

lium of the ampullae. Because these structures are more than 10 cm lonq, the

field strengths quoted above result in receptor potentials of 0.1 uV. The fish

is aided in detecting these exceedinqly small membrane notentials, in the ore-

sence of a tyical noise level of about 1 pV across the membrane, by the low-

band-pass characteristics of the ampullae of Lorenzini.* The abilitv to detect

43
*Waltman investigated the almost ideal cable properties of the ai-nullarv re-
ceptors, and Kalmijn qave the following low-oass 3 dB-noints: 30U Fiz for a
1-cm canal, 0.04 cm in diameter; 9 Hz for a 10-cm canal, 0.12 cm in diameter;
and 3 Hz for a 20-cm cannl, 0.12 an in diameter. The bandwidth of 300 97, wou1il
be more comparable with that of axons than with 9 'lz, which appears to he a
typical observed fiqure for sharks. But it recmuires a shorter canaal and re-
quires an external field 10 times laraer to yield the same ondreceotr ootential
threshold.
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the small fields decreases rapidly and nonlinearly with increasin Frequencies

above 8 or 10 Hz. Thus, the siqnal-to-noise ratio is about 100-fold hiqher

than characteristic for tissue.sensitivitv to electric currents. The receotor

potential of .1 pV would therefore corresporr to sensitivities of around 0.01

mV on a broad-band basis extending to 1,000 Hz.

This potential is one one-hundredth of the typical value of about 1 V

cited for the threshold of nervous stimulation. 'But potentials only 10 times

larger have been cited as involved in electrotonic conduction processes in the

brain.

The evolutionary development of hiqhlv sensitive combinations of field-

integrating tubular structures with sensitive receptor-membrane structures may

well be related to the high conductivity of water, compared with that of air,

favoring ade uate "coupling" of external fields. Th_ fishes' recention mech.-

anism clearly operates much more closely to noise level, than to sinqle axons,

which operate at 1,000 times above their noise. Thug, althouqh virtually

nothing is known about the details of the biophysics and electroohysioloqy, the

ampullae of Lorenzini and their endreceptors may be viewed as sinale small

receptor units with high sensitivity.

Cerebral sensitivities to weak electric fields obviously do not rely on

the existence of large structures, such as the amnullae of Lorenzini. But if

there are cellular structures whose sensitivity is comoarable with that of

the ampullae endreceptor membrane system, fields smaller than suqqested by
4 5

modern axonoloqy by a factor of 10 -10 can be detected. These responses must

De restricted to smaller frequencv ranges, to emerge above noise, and are

possibly limited to frequencies below 50 Hz.
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In recent years, evidence of subtle effects of ELF fields on biolonic 
2,3

systems has been increasinq (see Adev and Anpendix B). Some of this work is

discussed in greater detail in the section on mammalian neuroohvsioloqy arr
5

behavior. Of particular note is the report that cerebral calcit hinding is

sensitive to weak ELF fields. These effects are reported to be sensitive to

frequency and amolitude, with "windows" in the frecuency domain at about 6-16

Hz and in the field maqnitude at about 10-60 V/m in air. This (orresoonds to
-7

in situ bulk tissue qradients of around 10 V/cm. Com.nare this sensitivity
* -8

with the 10 V/cm in the most electrosensitive fish soecies.

* Th. electrosensitive fish inteqrate the fit.id strenqth over the amnullap
-7

of Lorenzini to a membrane voltaqe of 10 V. Cell membranes, however, perceive

potentials that have been obtained by intearation of the field over the cellular

dimension (see Apoendix D). Thus, for iO0-Vm cells, the samol inc factor is

1,000 times smaller than in the case of the fish. Membrane otentials resultinn A

-7 -10 -9
from tissue fields of 10 V/cm are about 10 -10 V act ss the membrane.

This value is considerably below that typical for most sensitive fish. It woul dl

require an unusual deqree of molecular coooerativitv not yet demonst~ated and

extendinq over several cellular dimer.sions. A rather hioh deqree of frequency
-9

selectivity is also called for, in that the ouote& value of 10 V is only one

one-thousandth of a typical membrane noise level of about 1 J V.

Several attemots have been mare to model such hinhly cooperative otfectq.

Some of these, however, concern only the verv-hinh-fremiencv rano, , about 100

14 15
GHz, where water loses its damoenino rroperties. ()thpr atterots have not

yet been subjected to critical analysis and are still qualitative, even thocib

attractive. The nossibility of hiqhl% coor-erative ohenomena that .re field-

induced and take place in the membrane structure is interc.:tfinn. Availahln
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dielectric data could well support such a concept, but also rermit different

interpretations (see Appendix D). The few cases where cooerative effects of

electric fields have been demonstrated so far remuire fields qreater than 10
35

kV/cm (G. Schwarz, personal communication, 1977; see also Schwarz ).
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A

BIOLOGIC EFFECTS OF ELF FIELDS

Genetics

The elementary units of biologic information, which make up the qenetic

endowment an offsprinq receives from its Parents, are linearly arrayed alonm

nuclear structures called chromosomes. A chromosome contains a helical macro-

molecule, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), which consists of a line.ar secuence of

smaller units, termed nucleotides (or bases). The tye and order of the nucle-

otides constitute a code that determines the structure and regulation of the

offspring's enzymes. Changes in the seauence of the nucleotides that an off-

spring has inherited frcm one or the other parent occur spontaneously on

occasion. These changes may be relatively minor, in the sense that an alter-

ation in a single base miqht have no readily recognizable conseauences. to the

organism, or they may be profound and involve thousands of bases, which miqht

amount to the loss or addition of a portion of a chromosome. In either event,

the phenomenon, mutation, results in a difference between the bioloqic infor- I
mation that an organism may transmit to its offspring and that which was in-

herited. Experience suggests that most newly arisen mutations are deleterious,

that is, they reduce the bearer's capacity to survive, reproduce, or both.

Almost a half-century ago, it was demonstrated unequivocally that muta-

tions can be induced. Ionizinq radiation, such as x rays and qamma rays, and
-X

such particles as neutrons increase the rate of mutation in a predictable man-

ner that is related to rate of administration and other variables. A variety

of chemicals, such as nitrogen mustard, many of which are known to oredisoose

cells and tissues to cancer, also increase the rate at which mutations occur.

The biologic comparability of induced and spontaneously occurring mutations

has been actively debated; it will suffice here to si-41- 1-1-t -, f the
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controversy has centered on whether radiation-induced mutations at a sinqle

qenetic locus involve a base substitution or the loss of a minute amount of

DNA. It is aqreed, however, that induced mutations, like spontaneous muta-

tions, are qenerally deleterious.

Man's exposure to an ever-increasina and bewilderinq array of rotentiallv

mutaqenic chemical compounds throuh environmental pollution, chancin life

/:a styles, and the exuberance of the pharmaceutical indtustrv and modern medicine

prompts apprehension that his burden of inherited disease and disability may

increase. It is natural for this concern to embrace ionizinq and nonionizina

radiation as well. Insofar as this report is concerned, the bioloaic issue

can be simply stated: Does extremely-low-frequency electromaqnetic radiation

produce mutations, either alone or synergistically with other aqents?

'. Evidence that bears on the mutaqenicity of exposure to ELF radiation is

sparse; it consists of some in vitro and some in vivo observations. We shall

summarize these findings separately.

In Vitro Studies

Compelling evidence of the mutaqenicity of ELF electromagnetic fields

would exist if such fields could be shown to affect DNA in vitro or to alter

the cytogenetic characteristics of cultured cells. Experiments of both kinds

have been done. Insofar as the former is concerned, it can be arqued that
dissociation of chemical bonds within a macromolecule, such as DNA, will occur

if the energy absorbed from the electromagnetic field exceeds the oroduct of

the bond enerqy and the minimal number of broken bonds necessary to provoke

structural changes. The amount of absorbed energy needed to produce such

chanqes cannot be predicted exactly, but it is known that the enerqy of the

hydroqen bond (perhaus the weakest bond of all) is nearly 5 kilojoules (5 kJ).
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Radiowave enerqy at 100 Hz is only about 1.1 x 10 kJ/einstein. Thus, orior

considerations suqqest that radiowave enermy in the fremaency ranqe of con-

cern here is too small by many orders of mannitude to nroduc nonthermal
23

effects on the structure of DNA. Takashima failed to observe structural

chanqes in DNA from exposure to pulsed enerqy at a voltaqe of 300 V (neak-to-

neak) across the radiation cuvettes. Frequencies ranqed from 10 Hz to 10 kHz

and from 100 kHz to I MHz, that is, throuqh all the low- and audio-freauencv

ranqes and much of the radio rancie &s well. Chanqes in optical density and.

viscosity were used as criteriJ for strand separation and thus structural
lu

chanqe. Hamrick, worKinq with much qreater absorbed enerqv, reported that

microwave radiation (2,450 MfIz CW) "has very little, if any, effect other than

the effect of thermal heatinq on the secondary structure of DNA as determined
A

by comparison of thermal denaturation curves." Thus, althoinh the data are

restricted and the experiments based on enerqv alone mbiht warrant reneatinn,

there is no evidence that ELF radiation produces chanes in DNA.

Some years aqo, Heller and Teixeira-Pinto reported that pulsed radio-

frequencies at 27 MHz induced chromosomal aberrations in qrowinq aarlic root

tips exposed to such radiation for 5 min. They reoorted linear shortening of

chromosomes, pseudochiasmata, amitotic division, bridqina, and irrecularities

in the chromosunal envelooe. These effects, althouqh obtained with enerv

hiqh enouqh to be thermally sig.nificant, indicated that nonionizin radiation

in the jadiofreauencv mic:ht be effective as a motaenic aqlent. Ilowever,

studies have not revealed comparable chanqes. Thus , for examlle, Coato and
6

Hoo examined onion (Allium cep1) root tips grown urer several different

sets of experimental conditions. These includerl 72-h exoosure to 45 and 75

Hz at ea.ch of two different electric field strenqths (10 and 20 V/m) and at
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two maqnetic field strengths (1.0 and 2.0 G). For comparison, root tins

were qrown in only the earth's magnetic field (approximately 0.6 G) and the

ambient 60-Hz electric field (about 0.05 V/m). They noted no chromosomal

effects attributable to exposure to these electromagnetic fields. Similarly,
17

Miller and his colleaques exposed the roots of the broad bean, Vicia faba,

to electric and maqnetic fields comparable with, but greater than, those

associated with Seafarer. They observed no chromosomal anomalies amonq the

exposed roots; nor were there differences between exposed and control coots

in growth and mitotic indexes.
7

Gann and LaFrance have examined the effect of 60-Hz fields on the qrowth

and survival of cultures of subcutaneous cells of the rat. They found that

exposed cells invariably died at high field intensities (600 kV/m), but there

was no discernible effect of exposure on the cultures at lower field intensities

(200 kV/m). The former effect was not attributable, in their view, to changes

in either the culture medium or the environment, but their exoeriments shed

no light on the mechanisms that may be involved. 'The experimental apparatus

consisted of a oair of brass electrodes 2 in (5.1 cm) apart. A block of

phenolic material with holes to receive glass tubes containinq the cell spec-

imens was placed between the plates. Assumirn that the qlass tubes are com-

pletely dry, the field intensity at the surface of the aoar in the tubes is

judqed to be about the same as the averaqe field intensity. However, becalise

of the likely presence of a thin laver of water over the (-ells theinselves,

the field intensity at the cell surface is likely to he smaller by many orders

i of magnitude. At the highest field intensities ,ed in this exoeriment (600

kV/m), it is likely that field amplification at discontinuities (e.n., at the

interface between the tubes and supoortin holes) could result in local fields
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stronq enough to result in corona. The authors stated that "secondAry effects

from ozone, nitrodioxide, -orona, and toxic contaminants were excluded," but

there is no indication of how they went about checking for the potential sec-

ondary effects. For example, it would be nearly impossible to determine

whether the cell colonies were in corona. It seems, then, that an important

point of this experiment is that no effects were observed at 200 kV/m, well

above Seafarer intensity. As indicated above, the hysical factors associated

witn the conduct of the experiment at the higher field strenqth (600 kV/m)

introduce complicatiots, making it orobable that the effects resulted from

factors other than the electric field itself. These stidies do not sugqest

a hazard at the field intensities associated with Seafarer.

In Vivo Studies

Mutaqenic effects can be assessed in vivo throuqh studi?s of crangs that

involve specific identifiable loci or measurable attributes of a pX-Ulation

presumed to reflect genetic variation, but not assiqnable to specific loci.

The former has been called the "specific-locus approach"; it has an intuitive

genetic appeal and is undoubtedly the assay of oreferer:7e, but it is not

always practicable. The latter, the so-called "population characteristics

approach," has generally been used where the qenetic details of an orqanism

are poorly understood--that is, where few, if any, slecific genetic loci have

been identified. Here one seeks evidence of changes in fertility, mortality,

growth, and similar characteristics presumed to deoend, at least in part, on

genetic events. Evaluation of the mutaqenic effer.ts of ELF radiation on micro-

organisms and Drosophila has generally been of the former variety; studies of

the effects of such radiation on mice and rats have been of the latter kind.
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There is only one report of a oossible mutaqenic effect of ELF fields

on bacteria: a study conducted at the Hazleton Laboratories by P1eiqer and
21

Coate. These investiqators examined the frequency with which auxotrochic
mutants appeared in cultures of Escherichia coli, strain B, exposed to electro-

magnetic fields of different strength. As previously described in connection

with Coate and Hoo's onion root tip studies, two electromaqnetic fremiencies

(45 and 75 Hz) were tested, at two electric-field strengths (10 and 20 V/m)

and at two magnetic-field strengths (1.0 and 2.0 G). The "control" aroups

were exposed to the ambient electromagnetic field, namely, 60 Hz (about 0.05

mV/m) and 0.6 G. Twelve cultures were assigned to six aroups, with two

replicate cultures per group; thus, only four of the eight rOossible varia-

tions of frequency and electric- and magnetic-field strengths were studied.

(It is not clear why a complete factorial design was not used.) No mutaaenic

effect of the different electromaqnetic fields was demonstrahle, as meastired

by the occurrence of auxotroohs; nor was a lethal or crowth-inhibitinq effec

of the radiation observed. It is important to Point out that the. bacteria

were exposed to the electric fields by immersion of electrodes (Nu-wav and

studs coated with a mixture of Qraphite and styrofoam dissolved in ethylene

dichloride) in the culture medium. The electrodes each had a surface area
2

of 9 cm ; the total current passed through them was approximately 5 mA. Thus,
2

the current density in the medium was approximately 0.5 mA/cm. Near the

Seafarer qround return terminals (I m), the current density is estimated to
2

be approximately 1uA/cm ; along the antenna, the current lensitv would he

considerably reduced.

Somewhat more evidence is available on Drosophila melanoqaster, but some
5

of it is conflictinq. Coate and Neqherbon studied the response of wild-tvPe
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(Oreqor-R) cultures of D. melanoqaster to exposure for 48 h to 45- and 75-Hz

electromagnetic frequencies at 2.0 G and 20 V/r. Aqain, the "controls" were

reared under ambient conditions, i.e., 0.6 G and a 60-Hz field of 0.05-V/m

intensity. Three treatment qrouos were involved and three replicates of each.

Five exposed males were placed in breedinq bottles with five virqin Muller-5

females. Their proqeny were examined, and then one heterozyqous female and

five Muller-5 males were placed together in each of 50 breedinq bottles per

replicate to provide an F . (This technioue varies, it wil- be noted, from
2

the more common procedure of placinq a sinqle exposed male in a breedinq

bottle. The arqument against the use of five is that it is not clear how

many exposed chromosomes are being tested, because the mating behavior of

the individual flies cannot be determined.) Both "treated" grouns exhibited

effects consistent with the induction of sex-linked 'ethal mutations; that

is, 5.5 and 4.7% of the cultures at the 45- and 75-Hz reqimens lacked males

(evidence )f a sex-linked lethal nitation), whereas all control cultures

contained males. There was, however, a diminution in the overall numbers

of F females in the "treated" groups with wild-type males, comoared with
2

the "treated" cultures without wild-type males; this led the investiqators

to suggest that their results were best explained bv either the occurrence

of a delayed dominant mutation or a procedural artifact. The authors did

not favor the latter possibility, but exhibitai an almost ecual reluctance

to accept the former. They arqueed that, in the absence of an a priori or

physical reason to expect such a larqe mutaqenic effect from electrcmaqnetic

fields of such low strenqths, their results required confirmation in much

larqer samples and uemorstrotion that. the effect is dose-related.
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The obviously important biologic implications of Coate and Weaherbon's
2

study prompted work by others. Bender exposed D. melanoaaster males for 48 h

to electromaqnetic fields with the same properties as those used by Coate

and Negherbon. They were then mated to Muller-5 females, and 585 exposed

X chromosomes were studied (with 294 control X chromosomes). Cultures that

lacked wild-type males (evidence of a sex-linked lethal mutation) cccurred

in both the control and the experimental qrouDs (41 control cultures, 35

cultures at 45 Hz, and 38 cultures at 75 Hz). These differences were not

found to be significant. Maintenance of the cultures for two additional aen-

erations did not suggest that these mutations were semilethal. Bender oon-

cluded, therefore, that such weak ELF fields have no mutagenic effect.

The neatest and most comprehensive Drosophila experiments were those of
18,19

Mittler. He exposed adult Drosophila males with a genetically labeled

X chromosome for 5 days to 75-, 60-, or 45-Hz, 10-V/m, and 1-G electromaanetic

fields. They were then mated to females that had a differently labeled X

chromosome and were homozygows for eve-color mutants known to he on chromo-

somes IT and III in such a manner as to obtain three different broods of

flies. His experimental desiqn made it possible ro identify five different

genetic events: the occurrence of sex-linked recessive lethals, trans-

lbcations between chromosomes IT and III, lo-:n of the X or Y chromosome,

nondisjunction, and dominant lethals. He found no increase in an%, of these

events at any of the three frequencies tested. In earlier ex periments,
18

Mittler had examined the effect of stronqer maqnetic fields (11,000 G) and

x irradiation singly and together on the mutation rate J n Ore.q.on-. males.

The experimental procedure involved mating the exposed roales to Muller-5

females, isolatinq F females, and examining their offsprinq for evidence of

14
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recessive sex-linked lethals. The frequencv of recessive sex-linker lethals

in males exposed to the maqnetic field alone was 0.11% (Oreaon-R males are

reported to have a s, ontaneous rate of recessive sex-linked lethals of 0.09%).

Males exposed to 3,300 roentqens of x ray had a rate of 9.29% sex-linked le-

thals; whereas males exposed to both x ray (3,300 roentqens) and a stationary

(DC) magnetic field (11,000 G) had a rate of 9.08%. These experiments not

only failed to suqqest an effect of maqnetism alone or its ability to poten-

tiate an x ,:ay effect; they also provided evidence that there is no pro-
iA

cedural error, because the rates of x-rav-induced sex-linked lethals were in

accord with extensive prior experience.

Other studies on the mutaqenic effects of strong maqnetic fields have

had less important results. The relevance of most of these studies is moot,

both because of the field strenaths and because ti-e fields have been induced

by DC rather than AC. We shall, however, examine them briefly for whatever
4

merit they may have. Close. and Beischer reported no evidence of mutaqenicitv

in Drosophila exposed to fields of up to 120,000 G for un to 1 h. Similarly,
20

Mulay and Mulay failed to observe effects on Drosophile exnosed to fields of
24

100-400 oersteds (7,960-31,830 A/m) for one to three generations. TecenkaMD,

however, also working with Drosoohila, reported both specific mutations and

deviations in the sex ratio in the offsorina of flies exposed to fields of uo
14,15

to 520 oersteds (41,380 A/m) for 24 h. Levenqood used a magnetic orobe

and claimed to find altered developmental times in Drosoohila that emerged

from "treated" pupae. This alteration, expressed only through exposed male

Pupae, was said to persist through many (up to 30) qenerations after exposure,

but gradually diminish in importance with time. No simole chcomosomal aenetic

mechanism can be advanced to account for these findinqs; indeed, they are
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even inconsistent with the results anticipated on the basis of cytoplasmic
22

inheritance. More importantly, Posch has also studied the effects of brief

periods of treatment of Drosophila pupae with a magnetic probe. The exposure

time and techniques were similar to those of Levenqood. No effect was dis-

cerned in either the exposed organism or their proeny. Finally, Gtz and
8,9

Gotz have examined the effect of very-low-freuency manetic fields on

progeny yield and sex ratio in Drosophila. Flies were raised in steady or

rotating homogeneous 9.6 kHz magnetic fields of about 2.5 G--a field strength

more similar to that whid will obtain with Seafarer than were tne field

strengths in the experiments previously described. They fourM no sianificant

increase in progeny yield or alteration in the sex ratio; their results ex-

cluded, they asserted, a genetic hazard of the magInitude that had oreviously

been regarded as occurring in a frequency-modulated hiqh-frequencv field.

So far & we know, soecific-locus studies have not been undertaken on

any mammals. However, a number of multiqenerational studies on mice and rats
12

have been reported. Knickerbocker, Kouwenhoven, and Barnes exoosed 22 ma] e

mice to a 60-Hz field energized to 160 kV/m; in the course of 10.5 months,

each animal accumulated an exposure time of nearly 1,500 h. No untoward

effect of exposure was observed in the exposed animals, nor was there an

effect on their ability to reproduce. Their male progenv, however, were

consistently slightly lower in weight than the young of control nmales; their

female progeny were not so affected. The significance of this is uncertain

and, indeed, was questioned by the authors. The field strenoth was very larae;

when the animals stood up, corona was heard. Furthermore, the exposed animals

did nct drink during the exposure period, because of electric shocks from the

water bottle; the exposure period was interrupted for 40 min to allow the
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animals to drink water. Control animals had water available ad lib. Exposed

arJ control progeny were kept in different parts of the room; the exposed
16

group faced a window, the controls a wall. Marino, Becker, and Ullrich

have examined the effect of continuous exposure to low-frequency electric

fields over three generations of Ha/ICR mice. Three groups were involved;

a control, a horizontally exposed group (60 Hz at 10 kV/m), and a vertically

exposed group (60 Hz at 15 kV/m). Random samTles were drawn from each qen-

eration of animals to produce the next. The authors found no consistent

effect on litter size, but reported an increase in mortality (in the vertical

field only) and a decrease in weiaht gain (again, largely in the vertical

field). The significance of these findings is compromised by an obvious flaw

in the experiment: mice in the vertical fields were exposed to steady-state

inductively coupled microcurrents of 5 A when either eating or drinking, be-

cause of grounding; the transient discharges, Particularly for the vertical

field, were probably perceptible and would result in a decrease in water con-

sumption. There was a relatively high mortality of mice in the vertical fields

(10% F , 58% F , 38% F ); if the mothers were reluctant to drink, then a carry-
1 2 3

over tu nursing could be expected. In two series (F and F ), the horizontal- A
1 2

Vfield mice weighed less than controls (p < 0.001); in the third (F ), the
3

horizontal-field mice averaged more than controls. Thus, it seems that expo-

sure to vertical fields resulted in fewer offspring and offspring with lower

growth rates; whether the growth rate was related to the ELF field itself

or to secondary factors cannot be evaluated.
1

Baum and his associates have studied the effect of continuous exposure

to pulsed electromagnetic radiation (peak field intensity, 447 kV/m) on

Sprague-Dawley rats. With expOSure for 94 weeks, they observed no effect on
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reproductivity; nor did they observe any abnormalities in the proqeny.

Parenthetically, they observed no increase in the frequency of chromosomal

aberrations in the exposed animals, compared with the control grouo.! 13
Finally, Krueger and his colleagues have investigated the effects of

electromagnetic fields on fecundity in chickens. One experiment involved an

ELF electric field at a frequency of 60 Hz and a calculated electric field

of 1,600 V/m, and another involved a low-frequency magnetic field at 60 Hz and

a field strength between 1.0 and 2.0 G. They recorded no consistent effect

or : -'eld on fertility, hatchability, or sex ratio. No macroscopic

abnormalities attributable to these fields were detected.

Conclusion

On both theoretical and experimental grounds, we believe that ELF fields

are not likely to constitute a genetic hazard. The few experiments that have

indicated possible effects have generally been poorly desiqned and have not

yielded the same results on repetition. On the basis of a careful search

and evaluation of the literature on this subject, it seems most improbable

that additional studies would alter our conclusion.
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Fertility, Growth, and Development

Developing organisms may be more sensitive to environmental conditions

than adults. The Committee reviewed reports concerned with possible alter-

ations in animal fertility, growth, and development that might be caused by

ELF fields. Table 10 summarizes the data from several experiments.

LhBLE 10

Experiments on ELF Effects on Fertility, Growth, and Development

a Effect
Field Intensity Animal Reported Investigators

9
1.60 kV/m (air) Mice No Knickerbocker et al.

15 kV/m (air) Rats Yes Marino et al.

1-5 kV/m (air) Rats Yes Dumanskiy et al.
70, 11

1.4-3.6 kVi (air) Chicks Yes Krueqer et al.
6

0.001-3.6 kV/m (air) Chicks No Durfee et al.
18

0.1-100 V/m (air) Rats Yes Naval et al.
b - 16, b

2-100 V/m (air) Rats No Mathewson et al.
5

100 V/m (air) Rats No Dumanskiy et al.
12

100 V/m (air) Mice No Krueger and Reed
3

10 and 20 V/m (clay) Rats No Coate and Reno
17

12.5 and 25 V/m (water) Tadpoles Yes McKinney
17

0.1 and 1 V/m (water) Tadpoles No McKinney

a
These values are given as specified by the investigators. However, comoarisonis very difficult, because the experiments are often designed and reported in
terms that make it virtually impossible to estimate electric fields and current
densities within the organisms and at their surfaces. It is even more difficult
to determine the gradients of the fields, which might well be crucial. Animals
immersed in conductive media (e.g., water) are clearly special cases. Current
densities in animals in contact with hiqh-admittance surfaces or in small
quarters, where animal size and movement alter fields qrossly, are siqnificantlv
indeterminate in field expression. This table, therefore, should not be con-
strued as a comparison of equivalent expressios in terms of gross field.b 18

Attempted replication of work by Naval et al.
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*1

Mamals

Exgosures to 160 kV/m. In a study by Knickerbocker, Kouwenhoven, and
9

Baznes, 22 male mice were exposed to a 60-Hz field of 160 kV/m for 6.5 h/day,

except cn weekends and holidays, for a total of 1,500 h during the course of

* 10.5 months. Each male was bred with two virqin females oer month, and eight

of the litters produced each month were studied after beina trirmed to four

pups each. The weiqht of each mouse was recorded weekly from birth to 90

days of age. No alterations were observed in the general health, behavior,

or reproductive ability of the exposed animals. Necropsies performed after

exposure failed to show any pathologic changes.

The number of litters per month did not differ between exposed and con-

trol groups, except for a decrease in the number of litters frmn exposed males

in the second month of breeding, which did not appear again when this chase of

the study was repeated with a new stock of animals. The only other observed

difference between the exposed qroup of mice and the narallel control qroup

was a slightly smaller weight (4%) in the male (but not female) offsorin of

the exposed mice. The difference, although statistically significant (p < 0.05)

was of questionable biologic importance.

Although some possible effects were suggested by the study, experimental

difficulties cast doubt on the value of the results. According to the authors,

the electric field (160 kV/m) resulted in an audible corona discharge when the

animals stood up cn their hindiegs to reach their water bottles; thus, the

mice were "discouraged" from drinking. For this reason, the exposure period

was interrupted onoe a day by a 40-min "water break," during which the field

was off. The exposed mice were thus essentially deprived of water while the

field was on, whereas the controls had access to water. Also, the progeny
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of the exposed males were kept in a rack separate from the control proqeny.

One group (the exposed) faced a window, whereas the other faced a wall. This

raises the question of whether more direct exposure to daylight and the onpor-

tunity to lose slightly more heat by radiation were imolicated in some of the

observed differences.

2
Exposures to 50 kV/m. Bankoske et al. studied the effects of electric

fields on meadow voles exposed to 50 kV/m for 4 days. There was no effect on

weight. Later exposures to 50 kV/m lasted for 4 weeks. At the conclusion of

the exposure, the voles were weighed and examined. Progeny from the exposed

voles born both during and after the exposure period were also kept under

observation. No abnormalities in behavior or outward appearance were

- -observed.

r' 15
Exposures to 1-15 kV/m. In a series of experiments by Marino et al.,

rats 21-30 days old were exposed continuously for 30 days to a 60-Hz

electric field of 15 kV/m. Some exposed groups weighed less than some control

groups. Serum protein changes were reported, with the suqqestion that this

is consistent with chronic exposure to a nonspecific environmental stressor

and the development of the "general adaptation syndrome." After 30 days of

A"A exposure the animals were weighed, and decaoitated and the pooled serum from

groups of rats was analyzed electrophoretically for a-, 8-, and y-qlobulin

4 and albumin fractions and fluorimetrically for 11 hvdroxycorticoids. According

to the authors, significant (p < 0.05) changes in the animal weights (decrease),

albumin (increased), and corticosterone (decreased) were observed. The re-

suits, however, were not internally consistent. Weiqht was siqnificantly

depressed in only three of 10 studies. In one of the experiments, the mean
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starting weight among the exposed animals was significantly lower than among

the controls. Serum corticoids in eiqht of 10 studies ranged from 6.0 to

14.6 jAg/l00 ml among exposed rats and 6.4 to 22 ,g/100 ml among controls;

the median was 14.2 ug/l0 ml. Seven of the exposed groups and four of the

control groups were below the median. Finally, serum corticoids were measured

in subpools of two or three rats. The results were presented without standard

deviation, and statistical analysis consisted of determining both serum corti-

colds and albumin as a qrand mean of depression in the experimental animals

plus or minus the standard error.

The authors suqgested that electric fields are "stressors." Because in-

creases in corticosterone and cortisol are usually noted in chronically stressed

animals, whereas decreases were noted here, one would have to auestion the

authors' conclusion. In attributing an effect to a stressor, it is essential

that the experimer.al desiqn be such that all extraneous sources of variation

are controlled. This apparently was overlooked: in some experiments, control

animals were housed three to a cage and exposed animals were caged individually.

In addition, some data were eliminated before analysis. Exposures w .re ini-

tiated within 1-4 days of acquisition of the animals. It is thus difficult

to see any significant cause-and-effect relationshio in these experiments.
14

In another study by Marino et al., rats were exposed to static (DC)

2.8-, 5.6-, and 19.7-kV/m, horizontally and vertically polarized fields. The

authors reported that "no differences in the curves of weight qain versus

time were seen between the control and experimental groups during the 30-day

exposure period for any field strength or orientation." There was a 17%

incidence of secondary glaucoma in rats exposed to the vertical electric

fields, compared with 0% in the rats exoosed to the horizontal field and
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control rats. This lesion, which was noted only in the riqht eve, was

explained by the authors as an exacerbation of a ore-existinq uveitis. (It

should be noted that glaucoma is commonly foud in 1-2% of laboratory rats.)

According to the authors, the rats exposed to static fields also had a sig-

nificant change in albumin content and changes of varied statistical siqnifi-

cance in the a-, f-, and y-qlobulin fractions of the serum orotein.
13

In a third study, Marino et al. exposed three qenerations of mice to

60-Hz, 100-kV/m horizontal or 15-kV/m vertical polarized fields. Mice were

allowed to mate and deliver and rear their offspring for three successive

generations while continuously exposed to the electric fields. According to I
the authors, mice exposed to the vertical electric field had decreased body

weight 35 days post partum and increased mortality rates for three successive

generations. Mice exposed to the horizontal electric field had decreased

body weight for two successive generations.

Plastic cages (15 x 30 x 15 m) with metal tops were used in these exoeri-

ments, except for the horizontal-field qroup, which had plastic cage tops.

The mice had continuous access to water via a bottle with a metal tube that

protruded downward about 5 cm from the caqe too. Continuous access to food

was provided via a trough that protruded downward about 7 cm from the cage

top. In each case, the trough was constructed of the same material as the

cage top. The relatively high strength vertical and horizontal electric

fields induced vibration in the vicinity of the cages of about 0.025 nm/s,

which according to the authors was smaller than the ambient vibration in the

absence of the electric fields.

The authors used weight as the criterion for biologic effects. In the

first generation, males and females reared in both the horizontal and vertical
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electric fields were siqnificantly smaller than the controls, when measured

35 days post partum. Larger decreases in averaqe body weiqht and a hiah

mortality were seen in the vertical field in the second aeneration 8-35

days post partum; 10 weeks post oartum, the differences between the exneri-

mental and control weiahts had narrowed considerably. A hiqh mortality

rate was .again seen in the vertical-field qroups in the third qeneration;

however, according to the authors, the only qroup whose body weinhts were

significantly affected were the males exposed to the vertical electric field.

The authors pointed out that "the vertically-exposed mice experienced,

after weaning, microcurrents of the order of 5 pA when eatin oc drinking,

[ because both acts necessitated touching ground conductors. The horizontally

exposed mice, on the other hand, experienced much less microcurrent"-but

the authors did n-1t state how much less. The authors a'so noted that "the

possibility must, therefore, be considered that the qreater weight deoressions

and increased mortality in the vertical mice may be related to the qroundinq

microcurrents." Such microshocks may contribute to the disparity of results.

The influence of microshocks, the lack of data on the survival and weiaht at

various times durirr the nursin Period, and the absence ' control of litter

size to avoid overnutrition or undernourishment of the nursinq ouos make the

results of these studies unsatisfactory as a basis for assessing the influence

of ELF radiation.

5

Exposures to 0.1-5 kV/m. In a study by Dumanskiy et al., male rats

(strain and body weight not specified) were exposed to a 50-11z electric

field at 0, 0.1, 1, 2, and 5 kV/m for 4 months (22 h/dav). The rats were
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exposed in plastic caqes (5-15 rats/caqe) between parallel electrodes separated

by 1 m. Measurements were made after 1, 2, 3 and 4 months of exposure.

Clinical signs included alopecia and hyperemia of the mucous membranes

of nose and eyes. There was a tendency toward increased weight aain. Necropsy

revealed "dystrophic" and vascular changes in the brain, myocardium, liver,

kidneys, adrenals, and thyroid. "Normalization" occurred 2 months after exno-

sure. The authors reported that exposuie to 1-5 kV/m affected the "functional

state" of the nervous system, as indicated by reouction in blood cholinesterase

content and reduced number of sulfhydryl qroups in the blood. Contrary to the

authors' assertion, an altercA blood cholinesterase content is not a reflection
4

of modified nerve conduction.
5

Dumanskiy et al. also concluded that exposure to electric fields (1-5

kV/m) increased adrenal activity and reduced thyroid function. The former

was based on increased concentrations of hormone bvoroducts (17-ketosteroids)

in the urine, and the latter on reduced metabolic activity of the thycoid

(slow iodine-131 uptake and release) and lowered thyIoxine blood content. It

is difficult to evaluate the reported chaqes, because insufficient details

were provided. The information cn thvroid function indicated that thyroid

activity was reduced 4n the 2- and 5-kV/m qroups at 1 month and in the l-,

F': 2-, and 5-kV/m orouos at 3 months. The authors suqaested that metabolic oro-

cesses would be altered as a i-esult of electric-field effects on the nervous

and endocrine systems. They reoorted that exposed animals had increased

blood concentrations . lucose and metabolic hycroducts (urea and residual

nitrogen) and urinary concentrations of sodium and potassium ions, althouqh

no methods or data were qiven to support the cstatements. These findings are
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not consistent with the reported increase in adrenal activity and reduction

in thyroid function.

12
Exposures to 100 V/m. Experiments were performed by Krueqer and Reed

to detect possible ;physiologic effects of exposure of 3-week-old male mice

to fields of 45 and 75 Hz at 100 V/r. The criteria used were qrowth rate,

serotonin metabolism, and alteration in susceptibility to infection with

influenza virus.

Mice were weighed individually at the start of each experiment (day 0)

and twice a week thereafter. The arithmetic means and 95% confidence inter-

vals were calculated for each period. Two preliminary experiments were

performed at 45 Hz and 5 V/m peak-to-peak (1.75 V/m rms), the first lastinq

30 days and the second 36 days. There was no siqnificant difference in rate

of growth between the animals'exposed to ELF conditions and the controls.

The larqest test series involved six experiments at 76 Hz and 100 V/m.

There was no evidence of any influence of ELF conditions on the growth of

mice during exposure periods of 12-36 days when qrowth was most rapid.

In general, there were no detectable differences between mice kept in the

ELF environment and controls, as reflected in rates of growth, concentrations

of serotonin in blond and brain, or susceptibility to challenqe with measured

amounts of influenza virus.

_ __ 418
Exposures to 0.1-100 V/m. Noval et al. exposed younq rats for 30-51

days to 45-Hz electric fields at 0.1-100 V/m to determine whether exposure

to ELF fields has any effect on development. Exposed rats apparently had a

23-30% decrease in weight gain, compared with controls. The effect did not

appear to depend on field strenqth. Exposed rats appeared to have less
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abdominal fat than controls. The activity of the neuronal enzyme choline

acetyltransferase was lower in some, but not other, portions of the brain of

exposed animals. There was no change in choline acetyltransferase in controls,

Liver tryptophan pyrrolase activity seemed to be increased in the exr)osed

animals, but adrenal weiqht did not appear to be affected. The authors re-
15

ported that their findinqs were consistent with those of Marino et al.18
However, Noval et al. reported that exposure to a 45-Hz field caused an

increase in plasma corticosterone in this experiment, whereas the serum 11-
15

hdroxycorticoid content was qenerally decreased i the Marino study. The

animals were sacrificed by "brief exposure to ethel or halothane"; either has

been showt, to cause an increase in corticosterone within 2 rin. This may

account for the hiqh plasma corticosterone values even in the controls.

According to the authors, the results suqqested that rats may have brain

stem neurons that are involved in the rate of weight ain and stress responses

and that may be sensitive to 45-Hz fields. In this study, however, rats had

normal activity, as well as eatina and drinkinq behavior, during maintenance

in these fields. The rats living in the 45-Hz fields were "leaner," vet

moved about, ate, and drank at the same rate as unexposed control rats.

According to the authors, this could be interpreted as a sign of a more

efficient, healthier rate of qrowth in the presence of the 45-Hz fields, or

it could be considered a sign of detrimental growth conditions. The smaller

amunt of abdominal fat in the exposed rats is unusual. All the rats in this

experiment, however, were leaner than would be expected for rats fed ad lib.

In reviewing this study, it is important to note that the exoeriments

IISwere cond~ucted in a refurbished railroad car. It is most likely that the

steel structure of the car provided some shieldinq coioarable with that of a
. ii -160-
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Faraday cage. Results of tests in such an environment are very difficult

to interpret.

To establish whether the decrease in weiqht qain noted in the Noval
18

et al. study was caused by exposure to the applied vertical electric field

or by some other factor associated with the experimental protocol, Mathewson
16

et al. exposed rats to vertical electric fields of 0, 2, 10, 20, 50, and

100 V/m at 45-Hz for 28 days. There were 18 groups of 16 rats each at five

electric-field strengths. Exposures were conducted in six identical chambers,

which were horizontal, air-gaD, oarallel-plate capacitors. Each chamber could

have its applied electric field individually varied and contained 16 uniformly

illuminated cages. Each caqe was designed to house one animal, to allow food

and water consumption to be measured, and to produce minimal perturbation of

the applied field. Electric- and magnetic-field map data indicated that 45-

and 75-Hz magnetic fields were at less than 2 mG, and electric-field variations

within the cage areas were typically within 5%.

The animals were quarantined for assessment of qeneral health and equi-

Al librated in the irradiation facility before exposure. Exoosures to electric

~fields at 2-100 V/m were performed for 28 days. During. exposure, each animal's

weight, food, and water consumotion were measured reqularly. At the completion

of exposure, each animal was sacrificed, and blood and plasma samples were

obtained. Selected animals from each qrouo were subjected to a complete

necropsy. A complete blood count was obtained for each animal, and the con-

centrations of the three major classes of metabolites in plasma were estimated

-! by measuring the concentrations of total protein, qlobulin, qlucose, cholesterol,

triglyceride, and total lipid. These measurements permitted comparison of

the metabolic state of the Lrradiated animals and their respective controls,
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which would be helpful if altered growth (defined as bodv-weiiht chanqe oer

day per animal) were observed. No statistically siqnificant differences were

found between exposed and control animals in Qrowth, food and water consumption,

clinical chemistry values, and necropsy findinqs.
15 16

The results of the studies by Marino et al., Mathewson et al. and
18 I

Noval et al. are summarized in Table 11.3
Coate and Reno designed a study to determine whether exposure to ELF

electric and magnetic fields has any effect on fertility. Rats were bred and

the young were reared while exposed to 45-and 75-Hz continuous-wave fields at

10 and 20 V/m and 1 and 2 G. The study was continued through the second

generation. Some offspring were reared to adulthood and mated to produce a

second generation similarly exposed. The collected data included conception

rates, embryonic development, condition of various body tissues, and viability

of the offsprinq.

No significant adverse effects of ELF exposures were seen in these studies.

The only significant effect was on the lactation index (ratio of numbers of

pups alive at 21 days to pups alive 24 h after birth), which was hiqher in

the exposed groups than in the control qrouos. A significant differene was

obtained only in the second-generation study, for which there is no qood

explanation. In general, the lactation index in these studies was low (23.3%

P controls; 28.8% at 20 V/m and 2 G); this reflects influences of animal
2
housing and care.

19-27
Maqnetic Fields. Persinger, Ossenkopo, and their co-workers reoorted

studies in which rats were exposed to rotatina maqnetic fields (PF4) of 0.5

Hz at 0.5-30 G. Rats that were exposed continuously durina orenatal develoomcnt
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under these conditions but, removed at birth, displayed less ambulatory

behavior but greater defecation in an open-field test at 21-25 days of aae
19,21

compared with controls. There were Qreater decrements in ambulation

for male rats than for female rats exposed to the RMFs, although statistical

significance was evident only in the earlier study. I
Rats exposed on fetal days 13-16 or postnatal days 1-4 were later tested

in a delayed conditioned-approach (DCA) situatior, which used the step, im-
22,2 4-26

pulse, and ramp signal procedures of schedule change. Applications

of such changes to reinforcement delivery are associatel with transient be-
haviors that supposedly can differentiate populations of animals that are

not separable by more static schedule procedures. In this modified DCA

paradigm, rats were trained to oress a lever for water reward in the presence

of a tone and not to press durinq its absence. A week later, a 10-s delay

was instituted in a steo-like manner, so that water reward was delayed for

10 s after the onset of the tone. The prenatallv exposed rats did not differ

from the controls, with respect to responses emitted during the delay period.

However, rats that had been exposed during the first 3 postnatal days made

a significantly greater number of responses during the delay period than con-

trols or prenatally exposed animals. This transient effect was attenuated

at the later session.

At 70 days of age, the rats exposed in utero demonstrated sinificantly

greater suopression (relative to controls) of lever-nressinq response on the

third and fourth days after suppression was begun, but this difference dis-

appeared over the next fw days. There was a suggestion of some celaticn to

field intensity, but no quantitative demonstration.
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Also noted were decreased ambulatory behavior, increased defecation,

less lever-pressing in a Sidman avoidance situation, greater conditioned sup-

pression, increase in thyroid and testis weight, and increased bar-pressing

in DCA-all compared with controls. These findings are apparently consistent

with oen-field and Sidman avoidance data that suggest that RMF-exposed

animals are more reactive to novel and aversive stimuli. Unpublished data

collected by Perslnqer and Lafreaiere indicate that adult changes associated

with RMF exposure during day -2 to +5 of aqe can be diminished to control
22

values by re-exposing these subjects as adults to the same field.
25

Persinqer, Ludwig, and Ossenkop presented a review paper that revealed

some inconsistencies among the earlier studies. The authors noted the earlier

reported difference between groups in rate of lever pressinq, but there was

never a difference in the actual number of reinforcements received. This

was not mentioned in the original publication. The authors also originally

reported that rats exposed to RMFs respond differently from controls in a
22

conditioned-suppressicn paradigm. In a review paper published later, it was

reported that that difference occurred only on one of several days of runninq

and at only one of several shock intensities used.
22

In their review, Parsinger et al., stated that earlier findings on

ambulatory behavior might have been due to strange responses of the controls

(rather than of the experimental rats). The authors had actually examined

several other measures of qeneral activity in those earlier studies, and there

was no reliable difference in rate of wheel running or lever-pressing.
20

Ossenkopp, Koltek, and Persinqer also examined several endocrine and

blood characteristics in rats that had been exposed to RMFs Prenatally. They

reported increased thyroid and testis weights relative to controls. Thev
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also reported no siqnificant difference from controls in thymus and adrenal

weiqhlcs, blood glucose, and eosinorhil count.
23

Persinqer, Glavin, and Ossenkopp measured circulating-eosinophil con-

tent, and adrenal, testis, and thyroid weights of RMF-exposed adult rats.

No significant differences were noted in eosinonhil content or adrenal weight

between exposed and control groups. Animals exposed to the RMFs for 10 or

26 days had increased testis weights. Thyroid weiqhts were significantly

lower than those of controls in the 10-day exposed animals, although the RMF-

exposed groups had a greater variance in thyroid weight. Different 4-AV-weiqht

gains and increased water consumption were also noticed in the RMF-exposed

groups,.l

In the earlier publication, the authors speculated that the increase

in thyroid weight probably reflected a hypothyroid state, because the rats

exhibited behavior suggestive of hypothyroidism. Their research would then

be consistent with some observations of others at that time that might be

explained if the rats did indeed have hypothyroidism. This could have been

determined by appropriate thyroid-function studies or histoloqic examination

of the thyroid; there was no mention of such examination. In a later re-
24

view, however, it was pointed out that body temperature had been determined

originally and that there was no difference between the two grouos (suqqestinq

no difference of thyroid function), but it was not originally reported. It

was noted that the earlier observed chanqes in thyroid weiqht probably re-

flected a hyperthyroid state. The inconsistencies and contradictions in

these studies are evident.

No judgment as to the effects of ELF exposure can he made on the basis

of the published works of Persinger and his colleagues.
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Other Vertebrates
10

Exposure of Chickens. Krueger et al. studied the qrowth of chicks exposed

to electric fields estimated at 3.4 kV/m (60 Hz) and 3.6 kV/m (45 Hz) or

magnetic fields estimated at 1.2 G (60 Hz) and 1.4 G (45 3z) from birth until

28 days of age. The electric fields were qenerated by applyinq 800 V between

an aluminum cover plate and the metal cage, thus producing a nonuniform field

distribution whose intensity was not readily measured. They reported that

chicks exposed to electric fields at either frequency had a growth rate that

was slightly, but not statistically significantly (p>0.05) lower. Statis-

tically significant results were found for the 45-Hz magnetic-field exposure

(j2 <0.01). No difference in activity or behavior was detected.
8

Giarola and Krueger reported that chicks exposed to 45- or 60-Hz fields

of 3.5 kV/m and at 1.3 G had 5% and 11% reductions in qrowth in the electric

and magnetic fields, respectively. No differences in survival or behavior

were noted. The cage design was such that a shock hazard existed when the

chicks moved to the side of the caqe to obtain food or water.

In a later report, Krueger et al. exposed qroups of four hens and one

cock in metal cages (qalvanized wire) for 12 weeks to 60-Hz fields of 1.6-3.6
kV/m and 1.4 G. They found a reduction in egg-laying; weight gain, tertility,

hatchability, and sex ratio were normal. There are several matters of concern

in this study. In the control groups, one cock died and one cock proved to

be infertile. Dosimetry was inadequately described. Details of qrowth and

feed intake were not presented. The metal cages again created inhomoqeneous

fields, and shocks could easily be produced when the chicks ate, drank, or

touched the sides of the cages.
j
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6

Durfee and associates investiqated the response of chickens to 45-,

60-, and 75-Hz fields of 1, 10, and 3,600 V/m and 1, 5, 8, and 30 G. Con-

tinuous exposure was maintained throughout the egg holdina, incubation, and

hatching periods and through the first 4 weeks after hatching. Electric

fields were produced between narallel plates, and Helmholtz coils provided

a uniform magnetic field for the incubators or cages. Embryo developnent

was observed, and social behavior in chicks and adults, development of embryo

tissue cells incubated in cultr .e, and carbon dioxide production in developing

embryos during incubation were followed.

Analysis of the data showed no effect on hatchability, embryo develop-

ment, metabolic activity of the embryos, early posthatchinq growth and develop-

ment, pecking memory consolidation, and qrowth and development of the sexually

immature birds. Althouqh there was an indication that exposed birds were

more dominant in their social behavior than unexposed birds, the data were

insufficient to permit firm conclusions; the authors noted that "no clear

statement can be made."

It is of interest to compare the studies and results of Krueger and
8,10,11 6

Giarola et al. and Durfee and associates. Giarola and Krueger used

metal brooding cages (61 x 91 x 30 cm) "with feeders and watere,-s attached to

the outside of the cages." The top of the cage was replaced by, an electrically

insulated aluminum plate; the caqe floor apoarently served as around. Twenty-

five chicks were placed in each cage for 28 days. The authors were apparently

aware of "the nonuniformity of the electric field to which the chicks were

exposed" and indicated that "variations of u) to 100 nercent in the electric

field could exist." It should be noted that the cage design did not eliminate

shock hazard to the chicks, the fields being substantially hiaher at the cage
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corners and in the areas through which the chicks had to put their

heads to eat or drink. Because of the size of the caqes, the laroe number

of chicks per cage (25), and the fact that the chicks increased their weights

to about 6 times their initial weights, it is reasonable to assume that the

birds began to fill the caqe, thereby forcing exposure to caqe corners, etc.

This would explain why growth decrease was not detected until the birds were

approximately 21 days old. Also noteworthy is the statement that, "when

evaluated statistically, the 5 percent in qrowth was not significant, but

consistent in direction for the two experiments." It must be concluded that

the studies by Krueger and Giarola used experimental cages of faulty desiqn,

which resulted in inhomoqeneous fields and a very strong possibility of

electric shocks to the chicks as they ate, drank, or touched the cage.
6

An improved experimental design was used by Durfee et al.: lastic chick

housing compartments, with parallel metal plates outside the cages' sides.

Durfee et al. concluded that there was "no sionificant or consistent effect

on the growth of male or female chicks." All experiments were conducted in

Jamesway egg incubators. The improved experimental design in the experiment

by Durfee et al. no doubt explains the difference between their results and

those of Krueger and Giarola.
12

Bankoske et al. have reported results of initial tests on developing

embryos and young birds (domestic fowl) exposed to intense electric fields

of up to 67 ky/m. These included studies on eqq hatchability, chick or

embryo activity, and chick growth aryi behavior. The effects reported were

small and, in the authors' opinions, of questionable significance. For example,

in one experiment there was a slight increase in growth in exoosed chicks,

but only during the early stages of growth. The authors concluded that they
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had demonstrated no detrimental effects of either brief or orolonged expo-

sure to AC electric fields.

Tadpole Metamorphosis. Batches of tadpole egqs were exposed to electric-
17

field intensities of 0.1-25 V/m at 45 H% in laboratory tanks. The hatch-

ability, time required for hatchinq, and mortality were determined. Meta-

morphosis was evaluated by the appearance of hind leqs, loss of teil, end

survival to adulthood. Tadpole and froq counts were made at 2-week interval 'R

for 21 weeks; by that time, all tadpoles had either underqone metamorphosis

or died. There was increased mortality and the percentaie of metamorphosis j
decreased in the 12.5- and 25-V/m groups compared with controls. Those ex- i

posed to 1 V/m or less were not affected. At 25 V/m and 45-75 Hz, the current
2

density in the water is 0.25 A/m , assuming a water resistivity of 100 ohm-meter,

and, in the tadpoles themselves, the current density was about 5 times hiqher.

It should be noted that there was no statistical treatment of data. There was 3

a high variation in mortality amonm the control qroups. In the exposed qroups,

there was no correlation between voltage and mortality.

Sudden-Infant-Death Syndrome
7

Eckert attempted to establish a relationship between sudden-infant-death

syndrome (SIDS) and electric and magnetic fields. The first oart of Eckert's

paper dealt with investigations in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and essentially

quotdl material from three unrelated references without oresenting any data.

The second and major part of the article reported the author's investiqations

in Hamburg, Germany. Eckert pointed out that close to each area of hiqh SIDS

there may be electric ground currents caused by railroads or well-conductinq

earth as a result of high groundwate level, etc. He indicated that infants
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living in h.iher apartments are less vulnerable: 73% of all cases occurred

in cellar, ground-level, and second floor apartments.

SIDS usually occurs in an infant who was thouqht to be in qood health or
1

who-e illness appeared to * so mild that a fatal outcome was not anticioated.
28

There are many possible causes of sudden unexpected death in infancy. A

review of over 100 publications related to SIDS has failed to reveal an1 28
acceptable cause-and-effect relationship 

for SIDS.

Numerous relationships have been investiqated to determine etioloqic or
28

correlative factors for SIDS. These factors includ- a higher incidence
during the colder months; lower socioeconomic status; occurrence between mid-

night and 6:00 a.m.; maternal factors, such as type of infant care, marriage,

age of mother, and smokina; infant factors, such as Prematurity, netabolic

and endocrine status, breastfeedinq, nurrber of siblings, and twins; familial

recu rences; and etiologic factors, such as suffocation, bacterial or viral

infection, and toxic chemicals. Given this array of possible complicatinq

factors, virtilally none of which are controlled or even considered in Eckert's

study, hi findings do not allow a cause-and-effect association.

Conclusion

A review of the literature indicates that fertility, growth, and develop-

ment would not be adversely affected by the electric and maqnetic fields Pro-

duced by Seafarer. A wide range of animal subjects has been exposed to elec-

tric fields C different intensities under a variel-y of conditions. The

reportA4 effects are comparable in magnitude witi natural bioloaic variabilities,

related temporal factors, or normal biorhythms that are not otherwise accounted
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for. Intervening factors, such as microshocks and noor experimental design,

can account for many of the reported observations.
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Cell Growth and Division

In cell division, two processes take place. First., material, mainly DNA,

within the cell is duplicated. Second, the cell underqoes mitosis, during

which replicate sets of chromatids (half of each chromosome) move to oposite

cellular locations and the cell divides into two new cells. Such processes

are often cyclic and occur repeatedly in cells that are increasing in number.

Cell growth occurs during the period between divisions. This period is

the fundamental unit of time at the cellular level, in that it defines the life

cycle of a cell. It is generally believed to comprise three stages: a stage

before INA synthesis, the first gap (G); DNA synthesis (S); and a staqe
1

after DNA synthesis, the second gap (G). Cell division or mitosis (M)
2

follows G
2

If a population of cells is brought into the same continuing fixed

pattern of relative phase, they are considered phase-locked or synchronized.

If no such coher-i t relationship exists, they are considered asynchronous.

"Synchronous" is used strictly to imply being locked in identical phase, but

is often used more loosely to imply any phase-lockinq. The qreat value of a

cell population in which many of the constituent cell oroups are in a nearly

identical phase is that enough material can be obtained to allow bulk

biochemical measurement of cell-cycle stages. In practice, however, many

cell cultures become desynchronized within a few cycles.

Cell growth is generally studied by comparing various characteristics

of control and experimental populations of cells, such as number of cells,

number of cells in mitosis, cellular macromolecular synthesis (e.q., of DNA

and M'A protein), and cellular metabolic rates. A oerturbation in cell crowth
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is generally experimentally reflected in departure from normal values; a

perturbation might or might not be harmful to the cells or population.

There is a sizable bc 1y of literature on perturbations in cell growth and

division due to ionizing radiation, toxic aqents, microwaves, ultraviolet

radiation, and heat. The physical and chemical mechanisms involved in these

perturbations are generally understood.

With regard to ELF effects on cell qrowth and division, there

have been several studies, same at rather high intensities.

Slime Mold: Weak fields
An interesting and long-term set of experiments conducted at Seafarer

4

intensities has been reported by Goodman et a!,, who used a slime mold, Physarum

lycephalum. The orqanism is one of a qroup of saprophytes that plays a role

in the decompositin of organic material in soil and damp places. Physarum

microplasmodia (small multinucleate masses of p.,rotoplasm) were maintained in

liquid suspension shake cultures in the laboratory under carefully controlled

environmental conditions. Each microlasmodium, containinq perhaps 1000-10,000

nuclei, undergoes synchronous nuclear division without the foLiation of a new

microplasmodium. The microplasmodia in a suspension culture do not, as a qrouo,

undergo synchronous division.

Macroplasmodia can be formed by allowinq the coalescence of microolasmodia,

ard they can achieve extraordinary dimensions (e.g., 2-4 am in diameter, or

even larger). The nuclei of macroplasmodia underqo a series of synchronized

mitoses, which can then eventually lead to sporulation and the production of
more microplasmodia. Sporulation in plasmodia is induced by starvation in

the presence of liqht.
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4 
4The Goodman et al. research, which involved continuous exoosure of micro-

plasmodia to electromagnetic fields, was followed by a number of assays con-

cerning characteristics of cell grow h and division. Microscope slides were

prepared to evaluate the mitotic interval durations (coalescence to M , M to

M , M to M ) of macroplasmodia and duraticn of the protoplasm (in this
2 2 3

organism, the cytoplasm flows back and forth at regular intervals in channels in

the plasmodium). Oxygen consumption (a measure of respiration) was determined

by both carbon dioxide evolution and by direct measurement of oxygen consumed.

Differences in mitotic intervals between ELF-exposed and control cultures

were reported. These effects are listed in Table 12. For the mitotic delay

experiments, microplasmodia were exposed in tanks for up to 1,100 days, then

coalesced in specially designed Petri dishes in the presence of the electro-

magnetic field. No effects were reported on DNA,. RNA, and protein macro-

molecular syntheses; on sporulation; or on spherulation.

In general, the authors reported that the mitotic delay observed in their

cultures depended on field frequency, as shown in Table 13. With a decrease in

frequency or in the presence of freciuency modulation (+ 4 Hz), the effect (delay)

occurs sooner. Seafarer is expected to use modulation. If a culture displaying

the mitotic delay is exposed to a lower-intensity field or to control conditions,

the delay dissipates slowly (in 30-50 days).

DNA, RA, and protein syntheses were also examined (75 Hz, 2 G, 0.7 V/m), and

no significant differences were observed between control and exoosed cultures.

In examinin these reports, several factors were considered that have some j
potential for influencing the experimental results: the absence of blind scorinq

by the investigators, a possible electrolytic effect of the medium, and inherent

variability within the system.
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TABLE 12

Summary of ELF Effects on Physarum polycephalum (October 1976)

ELF Fields (undadal) Effect of Exposurea
Manet±,f- Eetic Mitotic Ptreaing Decased

Frequency G V/m Delay Slowed 002

75 Hz 2.0 0.7 A-7 C-8 C-9
+ B-66 + D-537 + E b

C-6
D-534

2.0 -- + N.R. + N.R. + N.R.
-- 0.7 + F-297 + F-177 *

60 Hz 2.0 0.7 A-9 + C-8
+ B-66 D-537

C-8
D-536

45 Hz 2.0 0.7 + C-8 + C-8 + N.R.
D-536 D-537

76 Hz 2.0 0.7 + C-11 + C-11
(MSK MOD)-c  0.4 0.14 + C-11 + C-11 + C-11

0.1 0.035 + N.R. + N.R. + N.R.

76 Hz 2.0 0.7 + N.R. + N.R. + N.R.
+

60 Hz, 0.1 V/M

a
-- + = positive effect. * = experiment rot &dne. Ietters end numbers refer to literature

citations and page numbers:

A. Technical Report Phase I, September 15, 1971-June 30, 1974. Report Date: April 1,
1975.

B. Marron, M. T., E. M. Goodrn, B. Greenrtum, 1975 Nature 254: 66-67.
C. Technical Report, September 15, 1971-December 31, 1975. Report Date: February 1, 1976.
D. Go ran, E. M., B. Greenebaum, M. T. Marron, 1976 Radiat. es. 66: 531-40.
E. Marron, M. T., E. M. Goodman, B. Greenebaum, manuscript stbrdtted for publication.
F. Gc&Tman, E. M., M. T. Marron, B. Greenebaum, 1975 J. Cell Biol. 67: 139a.
N.R. Not reported in any repxrt or article; experimant performed, but results not reported.

Per ommunication from E. M. Goodian.
is b

Carbon dioxide evolution decreased.
c
MK MOD = mean shift key nroulation; carrier deviation, + 4 Hz; all other freuencies.
continuous wave.
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TABLE 13

Relationship of ELF Electric- and M anetic-Field Freauencies
to Onset of Mitotic Delay in Physarum Polycephalun

a
Frequency E lectromagnetic Field When Mitotic Delay Apparent

75 Hz CJ 2 G, 0.7 V/b 120 days

60 Hz O 2 G, 0.7 V/m 50 days j
45 Hz CK 2 G, 0.7 V/n 14 days

76 Hz, MSK Mod 0.4 G, 0.14 V/m 10 days

75 Hz, G' 0.4 G, 0.15 V/a No effect

75 Hz, CW 0.05 G, 0.017 V/m No effect

a
CW = continuous wave

MSK= frequency modulated; carrier deviation,± 4 Hz

I,
Absence of blind scoring. Measurements of mitotic interval and shuttle

streaming involve microscopic determinations. Neither was determined by blind

scoring. Blind scoring seeks to ensure an absence of unconscious investiqator

bias and is generally used in cytologic studies. It is especially necessary in

this specific case, because subjective determinations of the state of the nuclei

were used to estimate when mitosis would occur or had occurred (see Mohberq and
12

Rusch for cellular stages and duration).

The variability of mitotic intervals is unknown in this system. For

example, eukaryotic cell systems have widely divergent cell-cycle durations;

values differing by factors of 3-5 (ratio of time for slow vs. fast cells

within the same system to complete passage from one stage to another) have been

.IIreported. Thus, morpholoic-anatomic identificatim of a cell stace does not
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take into account the "speed" of a cell through the cell cycle. The importance

of blind scoring cannot be overemphasizc ; there appears to be a consensus

among researchers that it should be used where possiblc. However, the assertion

that the effects reported by Goodman et al. are bona fide and not due to

investigator bias is supported by observations of two types: mitotic delays

were not observed in all regimens, and the determinations of oxyqen consumption

were made by machines.

IkiElectrolytic effects. There is a possibility that the energized elec-

trodes underwent same chemical decomposition by galvanic action and released

potentially toxic ions into the culture medium. Biologic systems are very

sensitive to metal ions. There have been many studies that used a variety of
8

metals for relatively short periods and showed toxic effects on cells. Metal
8 4

ions are capable of binding to proteins on cell surfaces. Goodman et al.

attempted to check for such electrolytic effects by exposing the medium for 48 h

(75 Hz, 2 G, 0.7 V/m) and then using it for cultures (for 115 days), substitutinq

new exposed media every 48 h. No mitotic-interval differences were reported in

this experiment. However, the experiment entailed only nine mitotic-interval

determinations (examination for effects began on day 52), whereas the experiment

with which it was compared (75 Hz, 2 G, 0.7 V/m) entailed about 150 mitotic-

-interval determinations. Because the mitotic delay of previous experiments

in this electromagnetic environment occurred only at approximately day 125,

it cannot be established, from the data available, whether the ELF effects were

due to the electrodes.

Inherent Variability of the System. Tbe data that support the Goodman4
et al. conclusion of mitotic delay induced by exposure to the electromagnetic

fields is generally characterized by a difference in mitotic intervals (control
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vs. exposed), followed in sane instances by an apparent dissipation of the effect.

In on- instance (75 Hz, 2 G, 0.7 V/m), the data were lumped into 25-day grouos

over a 120-day exposure period. The vast majority of the mitotic interval

points are in the positive (longer) half of the graph. The points indicate

considerable variability, with a maximal range of about 4 h (days 725-750,

+ 2.5 h; days 775-800, -1.8 h). The variability of transit times from one

mitotic interval to another is not known. In general, there is reasonably

well-documented synchrony for nuclei within a plasmodial regicn or between

comparable regions of the same plasmod'um. However, for other eukaryotic systems,

a minimal variability (cell:cell) appears to be a factor of about 3 (ratio of
14

long to short duration) for G ; a ratio of 5 has beer reported for pro-
2 11

liferating Vicia root meristem cells. Thus, there is a reasonable possibility

of similarly appearing interohase stages being biologically different, owing

to slower or faster cycling.

It is possible that each culture is its own "universe," that "genetic drift"

occurs, and that variations in mitotic intervals occur naturally or irr'egularly.

That Goodman and co-workers recognized the Oossibility is reflected in their

statements "that mitosis time differences might include a cyclic factor of
5 (p. 12)

unknown nature," that "that mitosis time differences may be cyclic
4 (p. 11)

in nature with a period of about six months," ard that "the effect

on the cell cycle has either been mitigated or alternatively that the culture
4 (p. 12)

may be in the trough of a cyclic period."

General comment. The experiments were interesting, of long duration,

reasonably complex, and worth pursuing. The effects, if real, were small.

Hence, the protocol must. be scrutinized for subtleties that might cause the

differences, other than the electromagnetic fields themselves.
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The microplasmodia are considerably larqer (by at least a factor of ten) than

most eukaryotic cells; this could account for the sensitivity (effects at
2

0.035 mA/cm or less). It is also important to appreciate the lonq-term nature

of this research. On the average, one mitotic interval in this organism occurs

every 8 h; thus, thete are three cycles in a day, and about 550 in 6 months.

One must also consider the current densities used. In all the experiments,

electrodes were placed in the medium that cuntained the organisms. Thus, for

the four field strenqths used, various current densities resulted in the medium
12

surrounding the cells, as shown in Table 14.

TABLE 14

Relationship of ELF Current Densities to Effects on PAtotic

Intervals in Physarum Polycephalum

Characteristic Frequency

75 Hz and 60 Hz 76'Hz (MSK) 75Hz 45 Hz

Field
strength 0.7 V/m 0.035 V/m 0.15 V/m 0.14 V/m 0.017 V/m

Current 2 2 2 2 2
density A 350 mA/m - 17.5 mA/M _ 75 mA/m 70 m b/r 8.5 mA/m

a voltage gradient
Current density = resistivity (200 ohm-cm)
b
Effects observed at this current density.

The results indicate that, at field strengths (0.035 V/m) and

frequencies (76 Hz MSK) along the Seafarer antenna, field effects on

Physarum may occur; at field strenqths twice or about one-fifth that of

Seafarer, they do not occur (within the experimental period).
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The stationary cultures, which result from a coalescence of microolasmodia

(each about 0.1-0.2 am in diameter) used to study mitotic-cycle duration are,

on the average, 2-4 cm in diameter. This is an abnormally large "cell." Human

cells, for example, have diameters of about 10-100 jm. For larger cells, fairly

small fields are able to generate substantial chanqes (A) in potentials (V)

across the cellular membrane (m), as stated by the eauation: AVm = 1.5ER, in

which E - field and R = radius (see Appendix D). For example, for a cell radius

of 10 m, a field of 1 V/m would qenerate a membrane potential of 15 mV, which

could be a significant increase above the normal membrane potential. It is

also possible that field-generated forces are important in such large cells.
14

It must be kept in mind, however, that Goodman et al. reported effects of ELF

fields on microplasmodia, which are only 0.1-0.2 mm in diameter.

In classical axonal types of excitation, at least a few millivolts of

potential difference must be applied across the cell membrane to bring about
2

excitation. This fact accounts for the often-found 1-mA/an threshold for

excitation when currents are applied grossly to tissue systems. However, some

fish have specialized anatomic structures that "funnel" current through

specialized membranes that detect voltages much less than a few millivolts.

e .With Physarum, a response is reported to occur at current densities that

indicate a sensitivity that is high in relation to most tissues, but low

in relation to fish.

Other Cell Systems: Higher ELF Intensities33
Mammalian cell culture. Gann and La France exposed some colonies of L

nmammalian cells in culture to 60-Hz electric fields at 200 and 600 kV/m; other

colonies served as contr(is. There were three colonies per culture tube, four
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tubes per regimen. No effects were observed at 200 kV/m. at 600 kV/m, all cells

were dead by 7 days (discussed earlier in this section). At higher field strenqths

(2 million times greater than those of Seafarer), no effects on cell growth are

anticipated.
7

Mamontov and Ivanova reported an effect of 50-Hz electric fields at

20 kV/m on the mitotic index of cells in the eye and liver of mice. Mice

(apparently unrestrained) were placed for 4 h between electrodes that were only

3 cm apart; the mice were then given a mitotic spindle inhibitor by injection

and sacrificed 4 h later. 'itotic indexes were made for corneal, epithelial,

liver, and tubular cells of the nephron. The nominal field strength was 20 kV/m

(50 Hz). Statistically siqnificant differences in mitotic indexes between

exposed and control groups for liver and epithelial cells were reported.

£This study should be discounted as indicating any biologic effect of

the ELF field itself. First, there were no sham control animals; the exposed

animals were kept for 4 h in a very small chamber, apparently without water and

food, and with severe limitations on movement. Six "control" animals were

kept in animal cages. Second, the mice (when exposed) took up most, if not all,

of the distance between the electrodes, thereby drastically increasing the field

strength and raisinq the probability of repeated electric shocks by contact with

the elect:ode surface. Third, the number of exposed animals was very small.
Fourth, statistical treatment in the paper was not adeauate to validate the

reported differences.

15
Chicken cells. Yates et al. studied cell numbers and ]RNA synthesis ofII" chicken embryo cells exposed to AC electric and magnetic fields (electric, 75

and 60 Hz and 1 and 10 V/m; magnetic, 60 Hz and 1, 5, and 8 G). The cultures

were grown in Jamesway egq incubators. After exposure to 1, 5, or 8 G
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(60-Hz fields), all experiment3l cultures had either fewer cells or decreased

uptake of MA synthesis, coparea with controls; the differences were usually

significant at = 0.01. No dose-effect relationship was observed. The consistent

differences between control and magnetic-field cultures can probably be attributed

to differences in temperature between the energized and control incubators. The

energized coils represented a large input of heat to the incubator; such energized

coils are quite warm to the hand. Cultures qrown at 1 V/n (60 and 75 Hz) and
3

10 V/m (60 Hz) showed significant decreases in cell numbers ard [H]uridine

uptake; cultures grown at i0 V/m (75 Hz) had significantly increased cell numbers
3

and (H]uridine uptake; cultures grown at 10 V/m (75 Hz) had significantly in-
3

creased cell numbers and [H]uridine uptake. ihis apparent inconsistency could

be resolved if one assumed a frequency effect (60 Hz vs. 75 Hz) or the involvement
of some other environmental characteristic (e.q., temperature). Wat seems reasonable I

6
is that small differences in temperature in different areas in the incubators

were responsible for the differences in observed growth responses.
2

Ameba. Friend et al. studied the perpendicular elongation (directional

pseudopod formation) of the giant ameba (Chaos chaos) in alternatinq

electric fields. The freauencies (1-10 Mz) and field strengths varied with

the experiment, and "the character of the effects is ... a function of field

strength." The first observable effect (at a few volts/per centimeter) in

the middle range of frequencies (about 10-1,000 Hz) was an inward drift of the

cytoplasm parallel to the field, which did not affect the orientation of the

ameba in fields up to about 10 V/cm (1,000 V/m). The ratio of sol to gel did!I
not appear to change. Above about 10 V/cm, the perpendicular forms occurred;

this form of elongation could be repeated many times without apparent damage

to the ameba up to 15 V/cm (1500 V/m). When field-exposed amebae were removed

frcn the field, they became indistinguishable fram normals within 5-10 min.
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2

These effects occurred at very high current densities (2 mA/am ) at field

strengths that were high relative to Seafarer; the fields were applied through
2

electrodes in a conducting medium. At about 0.6 mA/cm (a current density greater

than that associated with the soil in the vicinity of the antenna), the effects

did not occur. *
9

Flatworms. Marsh reported that the normal regeneration Pattern of

flatworms (Dugesia) was altered by 60-Hz electric fields of 310-420 V/r.

Center sections (head and tail cut off) of two species (D. dorotocephala,

and D. tigrina) were placed in agar to regenerate, and some were exposed

to 60-Hz electric fields by electrodes in conducting media. The decapitated,

de-tailed piece normally regenerates a head at the "head" end and a tail at the

"tail" end. In the presence of a 60-Hz electric field (310-420 V/rm), this normal

regenerative pattern was altered, so that "bipolars" were produced (heads
2 

at both ends). The current density to achieve this effect was 0.6-0.8 mA/cm "

considerably greater than that associated with Seafarer. No abnormal regenerates

were produced at lower field strenqths (250-300 V/m) ad corresponding lower J
2 ccurrent densities (s0.5 mA/cm ), which are also considerably greater than those

associated with Seafarer.

Organelles. Brain and liver mitochondria and brain synaotosomes were
13

isolated from rats by Riesen et al. The mitochondria were exposed to 60-Hz

electric fields of 6.3 or 155 V/m fram electrodes in conductinq medium, and the

syraptosomes were exposed to 60-Hz magnetic fields of 50 and 100 G. The

respiratory function of the particles and their uptake of norevinephrine were
2

determined. At a current density of 1.8 nA/cm (the 155-V/m field), some loss

of respiratory function was noted. No effects were observed, however, at a
2

current density of 0.07 mA/cm (the 6.3-V/m field). For the magnetic-field
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0

exposures (at incubation temperatures of 37, 25, 10, am1 0 C), no effects were
0

reported for the 50- and 100-G fields except at 0 C.
10

Miller et al. exposed roots of Vicia faba for u to 6 days to 75-Hz

magnetic fields of up to 17 G and to 75-Hz electric fields of 10 V/r. (This

report is reviewed elsewhere in this section.) No statistically siqnificant

differences were noted in mitotic indexes between control and exposed roots;

the exposures lasted 1 h, 24 h, and 6 days.

Conclusions

Seafarer electric and magnetic fields would not be expected to have

perceptible effects on cell growth and division. Such effects generally

occur at field strenqths considerably higher than those associated with

Seafarer. The perturbations reportedly induced in Phsarum polycephalum

by fields comparable with those of Seafarer have not been confirmed and are

questionable.
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gerides

Th appearance of two reports in 1973 caused some concern about whether

the electric or magnetic fields associated with Seafarer cause increases in
1,2

hwiian triglyceride concentration. One paper reported on men and women

at the Wisconsin Test Facility, and another on men at an experimental facility

at the Naval Aerospace Medical Laboratory in Florida.Irt emouyd

Triglycerides constitute one of the three major lipid groups found in

the plasma. Dietary fat is predominantly triqlyrcerides. Approximately 1-2 q

of triglyceride per kiloqram of body weight is consumed daily by the averaqe

person. These triglycerides undlergo partial hydrolysis in the intestinal

lumen and are taken up with other lipids into the mucosal cells, where they

are reformed and assembled into particles called chylomicrons. The chylo-

microns enter the systemic circulation via the lymphatic system and are

removed from the blood by the action of lipoprotein lipases. Chylomicron

triglycerides are described as exogenous in origin.

Triglyceride may also be of endoqenous origin, in the form of very-low-I

density lipoproteins (VLDL). These ate synthesized mainly in the liver from

such precursors as free fatty acids and excess carbohydrate. VLDL are also

renoved from the circulation through lipoprotein lipase activity. This

process is associated with the formation of low-density lipoproteins (LDL).

Plasma triglyceride concentrations reflect the concentrations of chylo-

microns and VLDL in the plasma. Normal fastin olasma does not contain

chylonicrons, and disorders resulting in fastin chylomicronemia are rare

and easily recognized. Hypertriqlyceridemia due to VLDL increase, the most

common cause of hypertriqlyceridemia, is called type IV hyperliooproteinemia.
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A rarer form of hypertriqlyceridemia, type III, results from abnormal VIOL.

Type V hyperlipoproteinemia involves a combination of chylomicronemi an in-

creased VU L and is rarer than type IV. In type lib hyperlipmroteinemia, WLL,

VLDL, cholesterol, and triqlycerides are all increasedl it is not frequent.

Sampling for Hypertriglyceridemia. Because of the influence of fat

ingestion, it is necessary to standardize sampling for trialyceride evaluation.

It is cistomary to sample after a 12- 16-h fast, by which tivie a normal cost-

prandial chylomicronemia will have disappeared. Many factors influence tri-

glyceride concentrations, such as preqnancy and medications. The status of

the subject with respect to these should be taken into account in evaluatinq

triglyceride concentrations.

Significance of Hypertriglyceridemia. Hypertriqlyceridemia due to severe

chylomicronemia is associated with distinct clinical phencmena that are un-

l common and sometimes dangerous, but easily recognized. The more common

types of hypertriqlyceridemia, such as type IV hyperlipoproteinemia, are

not unequivocally proved to be associated with coronary heart disease.

-AIn contrast with increased cholesterol, for which prospective studies have

demonstrated an increased risk of coronary heart disease, corresnondinI

studies of triglyceride have yielded contradictory and inconclusive results,

so increased triglyceride content is not currently an established risk

factor for coronary heart disease. Hypertrialyceridemia is thouqht to

be undesirable in ceneral terms, often reflecting such factors as dietary

excess and alcohol consumotion.
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Normal Limits forTriglyceride. Conventionally, the 95th nercentile

for triglyceride is usually selected to define abnormality. Age-soecific

National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) cutvoints ranqinq from 150

to 190 mg/100 ml are now used. However, data about to be published from the

Lipid Research Cla"nics Program, N1LBI, indicate that the 95th percentile

varies from 250 to over 300 mg/100 ml in men and from 200 to 250 mq/100 ml
41

in women. Aplication of the currently used l4ILRI cutpoints thus tends to

overdiagnose type IV hyperlipoproteinemia.

Problem in Evaluating Hypertriglyceridemia. Triqlyceride concentrations

are much less stable than cholesterol concentrations. They are subject to a

variety of common influences such as diet, caloric intake, alcohol intake,

stressors, medication, and menstrual status. Considerable fluctuations may

occur in evaluating a subject from day to day. It is qenerally recommended

that at least two baseline measures be made in evaluating a person's tri-

glyceride status.

This instability is also reflected in the difficulty in ccnductinq studies

of the impact of agents on trilyceride content. Ideally, such studies should

be carried out in a metabolic ward with strict dietary control, so that the

variable under evaluation car be assumed to be the factor responsible for

any observed differences. In practice, for these reasons, trialycerides

have been studied uich less frequently than cholesterol, e.q., in examininq

drug effects.

Mechanisms of Hypertriglyceridemia. Although hypertrilvceridemia is

coumon and has been subject to a great deal of investigation, there is no

consensus regarding the mechanisms of hypertriqlyceridemia in the majority
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of subjects. There is evidence of increased production, decreased utilization,

and both. The problem in thia field are related to methodologic difficulties

and the difficulty in obtaininq a steady state.

Studies
2

Three experiments were undertaken by Beischer et al. In the first,

two subjects were confined to a chamber together for 3 days. A 1-G (45-Hz)

field was applied during day 2 for about 10 h. Preexposure triglyceride

values were obtained 9 days before confinement; both subjects' triqlvceride

values were higher after the exposure. One subject was a type IV hyper-

lipidemic. There was no dietary control. There were no control (sham)

subjects.

In the second experiment, two persons were confined and exposed; an

additional subject served as a sham control, One exper'imental subject and

the sham control were hyperlioidemic; the second exoerimental subject was

apparently normal. Diet was restricted to a choice of meals prepared by a

Navy hospital. Confinement was for 7 days, with a 22.5 h 1-G (45-Hz) exposure

halfway throuqh. Preconfinement triglyceride values were minimal in number

(one or two). One exposed subject showed a large "spike" in triqlyceride

values 24 h after exposure amid otherwise normal values.

The third experiment (7 days lonq with a 1-G exposure for 22.5 h halfway

through) involved several sets of participants. In the first exposure set, two

subjects' triglyceride values were ascending before the field was turned on

and continued to rise until 48 h after field amolication, placing them

above the "normal" range. The next oair of exposed subjects had increased

triglyceride 48 h after exposure (with one above "normal"); both subjects
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had relatively stable values before field exposure. However, the two subjects

had an argument during the fourth evening, and their increases could be at-

tributed to the stress of the arqument and confinement. Two subjects served

both as controls and as experimental subjects, and their values show no con-

sistent pattern with respect to whether the field was on; there was consid-

erable and comparable variability in their triglyceride values. None of the

control subjects had any "abnormal" values, but there was considerable

variability.

Beischer's experiments suffered from several desiqn deficiencies: the

diet was not controlled, the subjects were not matched, there was an absence

of critical preexposure (fasting) baseline data for all subjects, there was

an absence of specific information on dietary compliance, and, exceot for

two subjects, there was no determination of the effect of confinement itself.

The exposed men consisted solely of various categories of aviation officer

"dropouts"; Navy corpsmen served only in the control aroup. Beischer stated

that "no effects were seen that could definitely be linked with the maonetic

field; however, serum triqlycerides in most subjects appeared to be affected

by sone factor or combination of factors associated with the experimental

protocol.... The number of subjects is too small however, to exclude statis-

tically other factors such as osychophysioloqical reactions to forced chanqes

in personal livinq habits, modified activities, restricted diet and confine-

ment." We believe that Uiis report does not support an effect of a maqnetic

field on human triqlyceride concentrations.
3

In another study, Beischer and Brehl used 140 8-week-old virgin female

white mice; 70 mice were exposed for 24 h to a 1-G 45-Hz field, and the

other 70 served as sham controls. After exposure, each day for 7 days,
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10 mice from each group were sacrificed, their livers were removed, and the

amount of triqlyceride (as indicated by qlyecerol) was determined. There

was no statistically significant difference in triqlyceride content between

the two groups.
2,3

All these experiments used determinations of endogenously produced

triglycerides. In the human experiments, fastinm blood values represented

what was produced endogenously and was circulatinq in the blood. In the mouse

experiment, the liver triqlycerides represented endoqenous production. The

mouse experiment was the better controlled, and thus more reliable, experi-

ment. None of them supported a causal relationship.
4

Grissett and KuPoeL" exposed rhesus monkeys to ELF electric and magnetic

fields for more than a year in an extremely well-controlled experiment. In

exposures lasting 22 h/day, field strengths of 2 G and 20 V/m were used at a

frequency that shifted at oseudorandom intervals between 72 and 80 Hz. There

were 28 animals in each of the exnosed and control qrouos naired on the basis

of sex, weight, approximate aqe, triqlyceride content, and other factors.

Which group was which was not known to those involved in the immediate con-

duct of the study. Triqlyceride contents were determined weekly, There was

no significant difference between the exposed and control qrouns.
5

Rupilius found no differences in triglyceride values up to 24 h after

exposure between control and exoerimental humans exposed for 3 h to a 50-Hz,

3-G magnetic field in combination with a 2G,000-V/m electric field.
6

Mathewson exposed 180-q male rats (48 experimental and 48 control)

* to a 20-V/m, 45-Hz electric field for 28 days. No statistical difference

in triglyceride values was observed between the two groups.
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The Wisconsin Test Facility (WTF) studies, which also qave rise to

concern about possible Seafarer effects on triglyceride content, began in

1970. The "exposed" group consisted of 24 people at the facility. A control

(unexposed) group was establ 3hed at the Midwest Naval Electronic Systems

Command at Great Lakes, Illinvis. The control group also consisted of 24

people, eac matched for sex ard age with a member of the exposed group.

All 48 people were examined during the period from late 1970 to etrly 1971.

Exainations were repeated a year later. However, only 12 test subjects and

21 control subjects reported for the followup examination. Only nine of the

matched pairs wer., left intact.

One report indicated that the exposed group had increased triqlyceride

? rvalues. (This statement was later discussed in Conqress and in the Dress.)

However, another report indicated that increased triqlyceride was found in! 7

both the exposed and the control qrcups. In the most recent report on this
3

research, Houk concluded that continued medical surveillance had not provided

any 2vidence that exposure to the ELF electric and maqnetic fields of the

antenna bore a-y causal relationship to increased serum triqlyceride.

The Committee believes that, although the WTF studies provided no evi-

dence of an effect of ELF fields on triglyceride content, hese studies

would be able to demonstrate only an overwhelminq effect, because of the

followinq deficiencies:

* The sample was too small to provide sianificant results after

many membirs of the criginal groups dropped out.

0 As the investiqators noted, one laboratory method of determining

triqlyceride content was used in the first examination, and a

secorl method was used a year later.
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* Of the 18 people in the final matched pairs, five had diabetes, 10

were overweight, and six had an "alcohol excess" problem. These

conditions were nearly evenly divided between qroups. They further

confounded the results, because all three conditions can affect

triqlyceride content and its variauility.

* Proper steps were not taken to ensure that subjects actually did

not eat during "fastin" periods before examination. Comparison

of triqlyceride contents is meaninqless if the fasting status is

uncertain.

Conclusion

We believe that the studies that reported triqlyceride increases asso-

' ciated with ELF fields had serious control deficiencies and that the well-

controlled studies did not show any such association. Therefore, we believe

that Seafarer fields will not have an effect on human triqlyceride concen-

• tration. We believe that there is abundant evidence, as cited here, to

support this conclusion, so that additional research in the field is not

necessary.
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Circadian Rhythms

Many biologic functions-such as sleep, wakefulness, and body tem-

perature-exhibit a 24-h cyclic variation. These cycles are often referred

to as circadian (circa = about; dies - day). Although the mechanism of

circadian rhythmicity remains obscure, there appears to be rather general

agreement that they are endogenous to living organisms, rather than the re-
1,2

sults of influences from the external environment. Furthermore, there is

some evidence that alteration of these internal timing systems may be asso-
3-6

ciated with deterioration in psychologic and physiologic function.

Effects on Humans

Under conditions where humans lived in electromagnetically shielded and

unshielded undergrcund isolation bunkers where such environmental time cues
7

as the normal day-night cycle were eliminated, Wever has demonstrated a so-
called "free-runninq" rhythmic period of approximately 25 h for activity,

rest, and body temperature. The rhythms were considered to be free-runninq

because they were not synchronized by any recognized environmental cue.

Wever reported that, under conditions where persons were shielded from the

natural electromagnetic field, there was an increased tendency for the cir-

cadian rhythms to desynchronize from each other-so-called "internal 6isyn-

chronization." Such desynchronization increases the normal cyclic period

from approximately 25 h to perhaps twice as long. The desynchronizations

also produce considerable differences in the lenqth of the activity period,

in contrast with such physiologic rhythms as body temperature, which maintain

their periods at approximately 25 h.

2
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8-16
According to Wever, subjecting human subjects to "natural radiation

fields" or to an ELF field (10 Hz, 2.5 V/m), will shorten the averaae duration

of activity-rest and body-temperature cycles (e.q., from 25.26 h to 24.87 h),

reduce or eliminate "internal desynchronization," and reduce interindividual

differences in the rhythm periods, compared with results obtained in subjects

who were shielded from these fields. He asserted that the oresence of natural

and artificial ELF fields aparently strengthened the internal coupling of

biologic timing mechanisms. Althouqh it is possible to conclude that it is

the absence of natural or artificial fields that produces undesirable desyn-

chronization effects, Wever has recently comented to the Comittee about

some unpublished studies in which he concluded that the objectively measured

performance and subjectively scored well-bein of human subjects may actually

be improved during periods of internal desynchronization. Thus, it id not

possible to predict whether imposed fields are desirable, undesirable, or even

neutral. The imposition of electric and maqnetic fields (2.5 V/m, 0.4 G) that

exceeded the intensity of those proposed for the Seafarer system (0.07 V/m,

0.2 G) produced internal synchronization of the circadian timing mechanisms.

However, a frequency different from Seafarer was used (10 Hz vs. 76 Hz for

Seafarer), and the signal was not frequency-modulated, as would be the case

with Seafarer.

Because Wever's tests eliminated all environmental and social cues bv

placing human subjects in specially constructed isolation bunkers (a condition

that would not be encountered in the vicinity of Seafarer), and because the

tests did not use the Seafarer frequency (76 Hz) or modulation of signal fre-

quency, it must be concluded that the work is not relevant to evaluation of

Seafarer conditions. Furthermore, a number of issues seem to need resolution
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before conclusions may be drawn about Wever's reported effects of other ELF

fields on circadian rhythms:

0 There is a need for measurement data on the electric field existinq

in the test environments (bunkers), to determine the extent to

which the shielded and unshielded bunkers differed in attenuation

of the natural 10-Hz field.

0 There is a need to examine the spontaneous drifts in the oerix of

circadian oscillation. Linear fitting of the data may he signifi-

cantly influenced by the choice of the number of cycles included

in control and test phases of each experiment. These effects may

be as large as the mean difference reported by W._ver between eriods

with and without the electric field.

• There is a need for clarification of the difference between "naos"

and "rest periods," especially because the two were differentiated

on the basis of subjective statements of the subjects. This is

important for determining the true duration of the circadian

periods.

Static fields (DC electric and DC magnetic) appear to have no measurable

7-14
effect n internally synchronized human circadian rhythms.

Effects on Plants and Animals
17

Halberg e t al. undertook a series of investigqations of ELF radiation

effects on silk tree leaflets, flour beetles, and mice. Field conditions

ranged from 45 to 75 Hz, 0.4 to 2 G, and 1 to 180 V/m, with duration of expo-

sure varying from a few days to several months. I
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Magnetic fields (60 Hz, 1 G) and electromagnetic fields (60 Hz, 0.4 G,

100 V/m and 60 Hz, 1 G, 100 V/m) either had no effects on the circadian rhythms

of silk tree leaflets or were inconclusive. A gradual increase in the 24 h

average pinnule anqle and a gradual decrease in the amplitude of the rhythmic

movement were observed in the case of Dinnules exposed in vitro to the lower

of two magnetic fields (0.4 G) in a 100-V/m electric field. This effect was

observed in excised-leaf preparation and not in the intact silk tree plants;

therefore, the results are not necessarily arplicable to natural plant poou-

lations that would be found in the vicinity of Seafarer. However, there is

some suggestion of the ability of plant tissue to be stimulated. A,17

Halberi et al. demonstrated the absence of any effect of exoosure

to 60- to 70-Hz 1-G fields on an assumed circadian susceptibility of the

flour beetle to the toxic effects of an insecticide (Dichlorvos).

SSimilarly, exposure of mice to a 45-Hz 136-V/m electric ficld continuously

for a week before and after uuabain injection did not increase susceptibility

1 to the drug. No significant difference in mortality appeared to exist between

controls and expe imental groups exposed to 75-Hz 25-V/mr electric fields.

Body weiqht was found to be unchanged between control animals and those con-If: tinuously exposed to a 75-Hz I-G field for several months. Likewise, fields

Sr-im frcm l to ! .. 10 1 7/, -ja C.5 ll - iiiaLion, hd o
effect on circadian rhythm, body temperature, food consumption, estrus, and

survival rate. The interpretation given by Halbero and associates to their

own work--namely, that the data presented no persuasive evidence of adverse

effects of ELF fields--seems entirely appropriate.

No effects of ELF radiation on a plant (silk tree), an invertebrate (flour

beetle), and a vertebrate (mouse) have been found. The reported effects on
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human circadian rhythms occur almost exclusively in the absence of ELF fields.

In the presence of such fields, qreater synchronizativn of weakly coupled

bio-scilt I'S is-Ci J'0~kWe~Vt!, evefn where ELF 1Fi~ls are -epor ted to

increase the synchronization of biorhythms, such results must be considered

suggestive, rather than conclusive.

Summary

Circadian rhythmicity is related to the daily chysioloqic cycles exhibited

by man and other organisms-cycles that pertain, for example, to sleep and

wakefulness and to daily temperature cycles. In ex periments with human sub-

jects reported by one laboratory, very slight effects were found when subjects

were shielded from natural background fields. 'fhe Proposed Seafarer antenna

is very different, and those experiments are not considered arplicable. In

experiments performed by another laboratory with silk tree leaflets, flour

beetles, and mice under natural conditions simulating Seafarer conditions,

no alterations in circadian rhythmic phenomena were found.
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ElectroeensitiVe Fish

Sane fishes rely on electric fields in detectinq prey ari in sensimq their

orientation in space. These are the sorts of animals that one would exrect to

be most susceptible to man-made electric fields.

The Electric Sense of Marine Eiasmobranchs

Miarine sharks, skates, and rays show bioloqically relevanft resPnnse

to DC and low-frequency electric fields of either dipole or uniform conE iqur,- L

tion at voltage gradients as low as 1.0 iPV/m. At 8 Hz, their sensitivity

is less thaii to a DC field by a factor of 21 at hiqher frequencies, falloff

by th Sfacreof frequency of 76 Hz, the sensitivity at 76 Hz is found to be lower

by fatorofabout 200, compared with DC.

Th ied are detected by the ampvullae of Lorenzini, which are mainly

inteprotruding snout of the animals. The electric characteristics

othamuleare rsoibefor teunique sesr aaiiisofth

elasmobrandi fishes, and -ILnervaticn of these sense orqans renders the animals

insensitive to weak electric fields. The electric sense plays an imiportant

part in predation: sharks, skates, and rays cue in on tChe bioelectric fields

of their prey. They may also orient to the electric fie'lds generated by ocean

currents flowirq throunh the earth's maqnetic field, to follow ocean streams

during migration or to compensate for rossive drift. In addition, they may sense

the magnetic compass cirection in which they aroe heeadiv bV the electric fields

that they induce when actively swirininq in the earth's mametic field. flrift

K: rx swimming speeds of. only 2 cm/s suffice to qenerate electric fiplds of
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threshold magnitude. Obvious',, grat insight into the animals' electromaqnetic

sensory world in reqjuired tu x~t~o% A: pi~edict their bah )ra. rc~Ponscs.

The Electr.ic Sense of Catfish and xr, Bony ishes

Or. the North American vontinent, representatives of the freshwater
electrosensitive fishes are the catfish (Ictalurus), the oaddlefish (Polyodon),

and probably the sturgeon (Acipenser), the garpike (Lepisosteus), ad the bowfin

(Amia). Although freshwater catfish are not quite as sensitive as marine
3,4

elasmobranchs, they still respond to electric fields of about 0.05-0.1 mV/m.

Again, their sensitivity decreases steeply at frequencies over 8 Hz. But little

work has been done at frequencies around 75 Hz. On the basis of the factor of

200, which is also aplicable here, these fish are expected to respond to elec-

tric fields as small as about 10-20 mV/m at 76 Hz.

The electroreceptors of catfish are the microscopic oit orqan .:, which are

distributed all over the skin. The small size of the receptors is related to

the high resistivity of freshwater. Catfish, too, use their electric sense in

predation and also orient to inanimate electric fields in their natural
2,3,4

habitat. In freshwater, the prevailing inanimate fields are of electro-

chemical, rather than electromagnetic, origin and are appreciably stronger than

those produced by motion through the earth's magnetic field. That is, in freshwater

fish, the electric sense works at higher voltage qradients than in marine

elasmobranchs. Studies on the older, lower bony fishes (Polyodon, Acipenser,

Lepisosteus, and Amia) have hardly bequn, althouqh the electric sense of these

ancient species may have been crucial to their survival and certainly is of

great interest from an evolutionary oint of view.
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ELF Susceptibility of Marine Elasmobranchs

Near the North American coastline, a Seafarer com,unication system as now

envisioned is expected to produce voltaqe gradients of 0.01 viV/m at the surface

of the ocean and 0.0001 PV/m at a depth of 100 m (private communication, Naval

Electronic Systems Command, June 3, 1976). Slowly decreasinq with distance, the

fields will be only one-tenth aq stronq after travelim one-fourth of the way

around the world. The system will operate with 76 Hz as the carrier frequency.

Thus, the antenna fields will be weaker by at least two orders of maqnitude than

the DC and low-frequency threshold qradients of marine sharks, skates, and r:iys

and lower by four orders of maqnitude than the animals' sensitivity within the

antenna's frequency band. Therefore, we may conclude that the vrorx.ed coM.mication

system is unlikely to have any effects an the behavior of marine elasmobranchs.

Submarines would be able to detect electric siqnals far below the sensitlvitv

range of the elasmobranch fishes, because of the great antenna lenqth arO the

technique of coherent demodulation used at the receivinq end of the Seafarer a

system.

ELF Susceptibility of Freshwater Electrosensitive Fish

In the vicinity of the land-based transmittin, antenna, the electric

fields in local freshwater would be much stronqer than in the ocean. Un- f
fortunately, only a few studies have been carried out at frequencies comparable

with those of Seafarer.
6

In studies conducted by McCleave et al., possible effects of the pro-

posed Seafarer system on American eels (Anguilla rostrata) and Atlantic salmon

(Salmo salar) were investiqated in three ways. Conditioned cardiac deceleration

techniques demonstrated that both species are marqinally sensitive to Sectarer
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FLF (60-75 Hz) electric fields (7-70 mV/m), but not maqnetic fields (0.5 G).

Locomotor activity and diel Patterns of the fishes were not affected by alternatinq

24-h periods of exposure and nonexposure to the ELF electric or maqnetic

fields. Activity rhythms were not synchronized by 1-h exoosures evety 23 h to

ELF electric or magnetic fields. It is concluded that, althouah at least these

two species could probably Perceive Seafarer fields, there is no experimental

evidence that their normal behavior would be affected by such fields. Higher

frequencies 'ould probably result in less effect than lower frecguencies.
7

Gardella and co-worke-s have investiqated the sensitivity of 17 black

bullhead and four carp to 60-Hz alternatirm electric fields at up to 64 mV/m.

Spontaneous (nonconditioned) heart-rate decrease was used as the test response,

with each fish being exposed 10 or 12 times to five or six intensities (0, 2,

8, 16, 32, and 64 mV,/r rms). Nine bullhead had statistically siqniticant

(p :.O.05) responses to 64 mV/m, and three of these fish werc also resoonsive

to 32 WV/m. Results from the carp were inconclusive, owinq to the hiqhly variable

heart rate. Additional evidence suggested that the sensitivity threshold of

bullhead may be as low as 16 mV/m.
6,7

In both cases, the electrode systems used may have njected local cardiac

currents. These currents :ould affect the results reported, even thouqh the

weak fields used sugested otherwise. The sensitivities reported by the two

investigative teams were comparable and also of the same order of maqnitude as
.4 1,2

extrapolated from lower-frequency data and DC data indicated above.

It therefore appears likely that, in the area of the antenna qrid,

electrosensitive fish would detect the emanating electric fields, even, in

locations away from the antenna qround terminals. However, there is no solid

basis for judging whether the fields would interfere with the animals' normal
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behavior or if so, whether compensatory adaptation may ensue. Near the around

terminals, the fields would be much qreater. In the absence of more definitive

infoxmation, it would be prudent to take care in the installation of qround

.erminals as now designed, that they be as far away as possible, at least 500 m,

fror bodies of water.

Similar fields exist under hiqh-voltaae nowerlines and are of comoarable
8

strenqth in the water. An anecdotal report suqqested that sturaeon perceive

such fields. Future research should incorporate studies of the nossible use

of electrosensing for migratory naviqation.

Summary

It is conceivable that, in the area of the antenna qrid, electrosensi-

tive fish will be affected by the emanating electric fields, especially in the

regions of the antenna ground terminals. It is not known whether the fields

would interfere with the animals' normal behavior or, if so, to what extent

the animals might be able to compensate or adapt.
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Insect Behavior

Honeybees have a very elaborate and well known social behavi .. They

have also been the subject of a vast number of ,tudies of orientation behavior

and sensory physiology. As a result, they are the most practical animals with

which to assay the potential effects of electric and magnetic fields like thc'e

associated with the protxsed Seafarer antenna.

Electric Fields

Nineteen papers dealing with the effects of electrical fields on insects
1-3,7,12-15,20-24,27-31,33

have been examined. Of these, four dealt with beetles,

13 with honeybees, and one with flies. Three others were general or mentioned

insects only in passing.

The static electric field of the earth varies, but values of 300-500 V/m

near the earth's surface are typical. Many investigators have looked into the
1

question of whether hiqh-voltage AC fields have any effects on bees. Altmann

used 50-Hz fields of about 10 times the strenqth of the static field and found

that colonies so treated had higher metabolic rates. Hence, their food con-

sumption and activity were high, and the life span of workers decreased.
14

H 14sin repeated the work and found that A.C fields induced "great restlessness."
33

Wellenstein found that colonies under 220-V 50-Hz powerlines were "restless
15a

and agqressive." Lecomte repeated this work under 380-V 50-Hz lines and
1 30

fouryn no effect. Altmann and Wanke found that bees were more aggressive

on days during which the atmospheie was hiqh in nenative ions. They also

found that, in a high static electric field, bees in a olastic hive sealed

themselves in and died. Presun-- the plastic hive accumulated a niqh
30

static charge. Warnke went or to "measure" the ootentials on the bodies

of worker bees in a very qualitative way and soeculated that bees miqht
12a

communicate by electric fields. Es'kov claimed that they do just that.
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The abovae reports were rublished in nonrefereed journals, in semi-

popular journals, or as short sunvnary reports. Some of the work could not

be confirmed. Warnke's reports contained no data, no values, no measurements,

and no controls. The reports were arecdotal. Polystyrene hives were used,

and they hold charges; so there was no evidence to connect the resilts with

the fields encountered. When wooden hives were used, there were no oh- I
served effects.

Thus, there is no acceptable evidence that electric fields o the kind

mentioned above affect insects. In any case, the results of this

work are inconclusive because there wer"' no riaorously controlled -xperiments.

Inasmuch as the Seafarer antenna would produce a field strength -_ only 0.07 V/M,

there is no reason to believe that its electric field would have any effect

of the type reported above.

Magnetic Fields

We have found nineteen papers dealing with the effects of maqnetic fields
4-11,15-18,20,21,23-26,32

on insects. Four papers dealt with termites, one with

cockroaches, five with beetles, six with flies, and four with honeybees.

The mtagnetic field of the earth has a strength of about 0.4 G. It is

oriented roughly north-south in the horizontal plane. In the vertical rlane,

its orientation depends on latitude, beinq horizontal at the equator and

increasingly vertical toward the poles.

Two effects on the behavior of honeybees were noted. The first wis related

to the angle of the conunication dance, the second to the comoas! direction

in which oumbs are aligned in the hive. Honevbe foragers tvform dances that

indicate the locations of food sources in the field. The anole of the dance

on a vertical surface with respect to vertical is approximately the same as
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the angle of the food in the field from the sun. The deviations of dance angle

from food angle depend on the orientation of the hive with respect to the compass
15-17

direction and the time of day. If the earth's maqnetic field is canceled

in the hive, the compass deviatior in the dances disappears after about
15-17

30 min. Clearly, the earth's field affects the bees' measurement of qravity.

Bees are also able to orient directly to the earth's magnetic field. As with

birds, this capability may be redundant to some extent. When bees are forced

to dance on a horizontal surface, they begin, after about 3 weeks, to dance

parallel or perpendicular to the field. When the earth's field is compensated

for, this orientation disappears. More imoressively, in the absence of

other cues, bees orient the sheets of comb in their hives to the earth's

magnetic field. Stronger or unusual fields cause bees to build combs never
15-17

before seen in nature.
15,16

Lindauer and Martin stated that bees are sensitive to changes of field

strenqth of 0-U.003 G, and that only "dynamic" changes are imoortant. They
-6

said that, with changes of more than 2.5 x 10 G/min, bees lag behind in re-

orientation, displaying only 10% of the normal response. It is not clear where

the empirical basis for themx statements lies in the data. They also hinted

that diurnal fluctuations ii'. the strength of the eart''s magnetic field are

used by bees, in the absence of other cues to set their circadian rhythms.

Again, no data were presented.

We have not found any work dealing with honeybees in alternating magnetic

fields. Predicting the effect of such fields on bees from the static-field
data is difficult, because no one knows how the bees detect magnetic fields.

They might have little "lodestones," or they miqht depend on charae displacement

induced bv movement throuqh the field. The 30 min required by bees to adjust
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to a new field is most confusing. In principle, neither tvne of detector ought

to be so slow.

Nn alternatinq field (e.g., 76 Hz) might affect bees in one of two ways:

because of the very long adaptation time, such relatively rapid variations might

simply be canceled, leaving only the static field of the earth to be detected;

or the alternating field might block the detection of the earth's field.

With regard to any practical effects on bees and other insects from the

prooosed Seafarer antenna, we believe that there would be none, beyond the

disruption related to the digging up of the qround to install th- wires.

Magnetic fields elicit behavioral resoonses in the instances in nature

when no visual cues are available. The uses of the field seem relatively

minor in the overall behavior of insects.

Sumay

It is not expected that Seafarer electric fields will have idverse effects

on bees or other insects. loneybees are known to use maqnetic f iells for

orientation and comb-building. These electric fields are steady (r.C) fields, and

what effect an alternating (AC) field would have (as would occur with Seafarer)

cannot be predicted with certainty.

It might be ignored because of the lon) adaptation time; or it miciht
block some piece of orientation behavior. Only direct exDeri-ments can

determine this ooint. One should note, however, that honeybee colonies need

not be placed on the proposed riqhts-of-way; wild colonies are not likely

to be within range of any magnetic field that would disturb behavior; and1

bees are sufficientlv mobile so that any location that is for any re.3son

unsatisfactory will he abandoned.
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Magnetotactic Bacteria

Magnetotaxis in bacteria (i.e., bacterial motility related to magnetic
1

fields) was first reported in 1975. Bacteria responded to weak maqnetic

fields by orienting so as to align themselves with the field and then swam

in the direction in which they had oriented. Stch cells were first found in

marine marsh muds and in surface layers of muds collected at a deoth of 15 m

in Buzzard's Bay, Massachusetts. Similar forms were later found in the

sediments of the Baltic Sea (R. S. Wolfe, personal communication). Maq-

netotactic bacteria also occur in freshwater pools and acid hogs on Cape Cod

at population densities of 200-1000 cells/ml. Moreover, a surprisin variety

of morpholoqically different forms of these bacteria was observed in each

environment. These observations sugqest that manetotactic bacteria are :1
cosmopolitan, include a variety of soecies, and live in invironments consnicu- ]
ously different in salinity, rM, and other important characteristics.

By reversing the local qeomagnetic field with Helmholtz coils,
1

Blakemore demonstrated that the bacteria respond to both the horizontal and

the vertical components of the earth's maqnetic field. In more recent (unpub-lished) experiments, Blakemore and Ralmnijn have studied the orientation

capability of these bacteria as a function of the strength of apolied uni-

Iform magnetic fields up to 10 times as strong as that of the horizontal
component of the local qeomagnetic field. They also found that maqnetotactic

bacteria behave in a manner expected of permanent magnetic dinoles. Cells

immediately turned and moved in the opposite direction when a strong (300-G)

remagnetizing pulse (I- us duration) was applied. Tihis response was assumed
to refle t a change in the polarity of permanent macnetic domains associated

with each cell. Thus, magnetotactic bacteria are, in reality, maqnetic bacteria.
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The instantaneous turning resoonse of an entire cell by a chanae in the

direction of a weak apolied manetic field (0. G or less) suqqests thnt

ferrcmagnetim is involved, and not diamagnetic or Par-maqnetic forces. Con-

sistently with this, magnetic bacteria from both freshwatcr and marine environ-

ments were found to possess unusually large amounts of iron. This iron was

contained in previously undescribed, structured particles in each cell.

The particles have not been purified; conseauently, their ch-mical comoei-

ticn and physical properties remain unknown.

Although the rnanetotactic bacteria respond to constant meqnetic fields

as low as those associated with the proposed Seafarer antenna, the effects

of alternatin, 75-Hz, 0.13-G fields have not been studied. Thus, the possible

effect on these bacteria of magnetic fields associated with the Seafarer

antenna is iqxosible to assess from existinq data. There might I interference

with normal cell motility and cell distribution in the vicinity of the

antenna cr its terminals.
1

Blakemore speculated that maqnetotaxis miqht direct these bacteria
downward to anaerobic areas more favorable to their qrowth. In the absence

of evidence of important ecologic changes associated with test environments,

there may be no great cause for concern with resnect to Seafarer. However,

the need for answers to some auestions, includinq the effects of altered

and imposed small fields on the survival and behavior of maqnetotactic

bacteria, invites continued experimentation.

Reference

1. 8lakemore, R. Maqnetotactic bacteria. Science 190:377-379, 1975.
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Bird Orientation and Navigation

Many species of birds migrate from a nestinq ranqe to an overwinterinq

area and back again--in some cases, a total of several thousand kilometers.I

Successful miqratory movement requires a mechanism for the timina of onset

and behavior that permits judqment of distance, direction, and araropriateness

of habitat, ar well as arrival at the appropriate end point, which is often

very specific. Indeed, for some species, it has been demonstrated that

individuals return to specific woodlots and trees for breedinq. Bird migra-

tion and the related process of homing have been summarized in a series of

books and papers that bring together Physioloqic, ecoloqic, and behavioral

evidence contributing to an understandiiq of t-he miqratory abilities of
3,5,9,13,16,17,23

many birds.

The observations and experiments discussed here dealt with hominq, as

well as orientation during miqration, and it must be emohasizel that the

problems confronted by the birds aopear somewhat different in the two cases.

In homing, the animal can be at a great distanze from home in any direction;

it must, within a short time, make a Judgment as to the home direction and

head off. More information is required than can b- obtained from a simole

compass. This set of decisions is thus somewhat more complicated than some

migratory movements, wherein a given compass direction may be maintaine6

for a lonq distance, It is thus Possible to contrast true "goal orientation"

with simple "comoass orientation." However, detailed track. m of songbirds

along the Atlantic coast now suqcests that simole compass orientation may

not explain, for example, the long circuitous routes taken by some birds in

their intercontinental flights. It is the opinion of Keeton and others that,

durin, some nart of such miqratory fliqnts, the birds must be "qoal-orientina"
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(Keeton, presentation to Committee). Larkin (oersonal communication) has

emphasized that we do not know whether migration and homing use the same

or different mechanisms for orientation.

We are interested here in examining whether birds, in the course of

oriented migratory movement or homing, are able to sense the presence of the

ELF magnetic fields associated with the proposed Seafarer system. If birds

are able to detect the presence of these magnetic fields, what are the

limits of detection, and, more importantly, adverse or beneficial behavioral

or ecologic consequences of such exposure?

There is now increasingly reliable evidence that, on a migratory flight,

birds may use a variety of cues. Such redundancy provides an improvement in

performance, as measured by successful arrival at the aporopriate geoqranhic
20

end point. The homing and naviqationa studies of Griffin, Kramer, Matthews,

Sauer, and Keeton, to mention but a few (for entry to the literature, see
13 23 9

Galler et al.; Keeton; and Emlen ), have shown the importance, to some

birds, of landmark recognition and orientation; the sun and its cualities of

altitude and azimuth, alonq with a precise time sense; the star pattern of

Parts of the night sky; and the position and movement of weather fronts and

the resulting wid patterns.
21

At least since 1855 (Middendorf, cited in Keeton ), it has been suggested

that qual~ties of the earth's magnetic field may provide useful orientative

information to birds moving throuqh it. Polarity, lines of equal intensity,

and contours of equivalent dip angle are some properties that have been of-

fered as possibly useful to birds. A number of types of experiments or obser-

vations have been undertaken to test the hypothesis that birds can nerceive

a magnetic field, compare field intensities, travel along a manetic contour,
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and move up or down a gradient. The evidence has been conflicting, owing in

Part to the difficulty of desiqninq exoeriments that uneouivocallv evaluate

sensory perception of and response to signals that humars cannot detect (see,

for example, Aopendix E).
9

Emlen has reviewed conditioning, Zuqunruhe (migratory restlessness),

and homing experiments. In addition, radar-trackin observations of night-

flying migrants passing over the operating antenna at the Wisconsin Test
28,47

Facility have recently been undertaken. Some of these are reviewed

in the followinq sections.

Conditioning Experiments

Attempts have been made with conditioning experiments to demonstrate
9

the ability of birds to detect static or oscillatin magnetic fields. Emlen

summarized a variety of exoeriments, including the early oioneerina studies.
30

* Meyer and Lambe reported negative results in exoeriments on four oi-

geons, wherein the birds were to discriminate between a field of 0.582 G and,

separately, one of 0.560, 0.567, 0.579, 0.585, 0.588, 0.591, 0.600, and 1.000 G.

In no case was discrimination shown. it must be noted that differences in

field strength were very small in this set of tests.
36

R.eille reported on a series of conditioning exoeriments in which change

* in heart rate was used as a measure of perception of a magnetic stimuilus' .

Maximal positive response was reported to oscillating fields of 0.8 G (cal-
26

culated by Kreithen and Keeton to have been inaccurately reported), and 300-

500 Hz; positive, although more feeble, results vere noted with a continuous

field of 0.8 G, oriented 120 from the earth's field and a very slowly oscil-

lating field of 0.5 Hz. Perception of the field, at least, was sugqested.
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36
In an effort to verify the exoeriments of Reille, Kreithen and
26

Keeton attempted to train 97 honinq nioeons. They used birds that had

shown homing delay or disruption when released with magnets attached to their

wings in an earlier experiment. The authors were unable to duplicate the dis-

crimination described by Peille. An apparently significant difference between

oscillating- arZ, steady-field animals in an early test series was not con-

firmed in a second and more sensitive set of tests. It was suqqested by

Kreithen and Keeton (op. cit., p. 361) that, "if . . . a conditioned response

to magnetic stimuli is to be achieved in the laboratory, it seems likely that

a technique utilizing lonq-duration stimuli combined with motion must be
2

developed." Beaugrand, in another laboratory, also attemoted to confirm

magnetic sensitivity to static fields of intensity near that of the earth's
26

field, with methods similar to those of Kreithen and Keeton. He also

failed to discern cardiac response to magnetic-field stimulus and concluded

that, under his experimental conditions, "homing oiqeons did not respond

to small chanqes in the ambiant [sic] maqnetic field with chanqes in autonomic

functioning."
29

Experiments of Marr, Rivers, and Burns were desiqned to test temporal

discrimination, detection, and preference of piqeons (and rats) in v'arious

combinations of 45, 60, and 70 Hz, up to 2 G and 100 V/r. In no combination

of the characteristics studied could field detection be validated for these

species. Preference studies confirmed that the ELF stimuli failed to act

as reliable reinforcement or cunishment with these soecies. No effects

were found with temporal-discrimination orocedures If, however, the trans-

duction of magnetic information is a slow process reouirinq many seconds or
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23
minutes, ratiher than fractions of a second, then these experiments were

so designed that clear positive results would not be expected.
4

To confirm sensitivity to the earth's magnetic field, Bookman designed

a flight tunnel in which unrestrained pigeons could be trained to discriminate

between a simulated field of 0.5 G and a strongly reduced field of 0.02 +

0.01 G. The fliqht tunnel, about 3 m long and built inside a Faraday caqe,

.Zterminated at paired feeding stations with concealed food bins. Birds were

trained to travel the length of the tunnel and enter one feedinq box in the

V presence of the 0.5-C field and the other in the presence of the reduced (0.02

G) field. Mated pairs showed qreater activity in the chamber than sinqle

birds, so they were used as test subjects; three pairs were tested. After 2

weeks to permit stimulus-reward association, a trial was initiated by release

of the birds at the tunnel entry; they were observed with closed-circuit

television. The first entry of the first bird into a feedinq box was recorded

as the datum. Incorrect respon., %is punished by retaining the bird in the

box for 30 s before oermittinq entry to the correct feeding box. The trial

ended when both birds had entered and fed and were removed from the correct

box. Birds were recorded as either walking ("no flutter") the length of the

cage or "fluttering" (more than 3 s jumpinq, hovering, or in fliqht).

Records for all performances suggested significant discrimination between

coil states. With trials separated into "flutter" ard "no flutter" sets, in

"all cases, the 'with flutter' trials were statisticallv non-random while

the 'no flutter' trials were obviously random." Thus, discrimination appeared

to have been enhanced by flutter activity. It was asserted that, although

"attempts were made to eliminate any inadvertent cues such as coil hum, their

expected inflaence on discrimination would be larqey independent of flutter
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activity," thus arquing for the absence of cuing or other bias. Wether the

operator knew the magnetic-field mode when scoring the birds as "fluttering"

or "nonfluttering" was unclear in the manuscript.

In view of the long history of negative results in training experiments,

it is desirable that this experiment be duplicated and confirmed. Testinq

with an AC field for training would also be desirable.
9

A useful caution was provided by Emlen when he stressed the necessity

of pairing a particular conditioned stimulus with an appropriate behavioral

response. Unless both elements of a stimulus-response pair are known, it is

not always possible to predict the missing one correctly. Association of

stimulus with later response does not always follow an expected pattern.
14

For example, the experiments described by Garcia, Hankins, and Rusimiak

demonstrated the association of an illness or bout of nausea (induced by

a variety of agents, such as radiation, ingested toxins, and injected druqs)

with the taste of food consumed sometime previou3ly. The stronger the taste,

the greater the aversion; the more severe the illness, the greater the aver-

sion to the taste; strength of aversion was inversely related to the span

of time between consumption and illness. As pointed out by the author (op.

cit., p. 825), these relationships would be expected in standard studies of

conditioning, except that the time scale was expanded from seconds to hours

arnd the food taste was the only cue among several (size and shape of food,

characteristics of container, and environment of feeding) that rats would

associate with the illness occurring later. Thus, in this example, the

punishing (or rewarding) stimuli did not immediately follow the initial gusta-

tory signal. Furthermore, it was not necessarily the last food tested before

illness that was later avoided, but may have been an earl ier food with novel
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or stronger flavor. And not all visual and auditory stimuli associated with

the act of feeding could signal the impending illuess. Only taste anpeared

to be so associated, thus apparently violating the Pavlovian rule of the

equipotentiality of conditioned stimuli.

It is very difficult to predict what might best constitute "aopropriate"

association with the experimental presentation of a magnetic field. One

must use great care in the interpretation of negative (or positive) trainina
2 (p. 353)

experiments. Beaugrand, having failed to condition Diqeons to

the static magnetic fields presented, concluded as follows:

• . . While it is difficult to interpret negative results, the
repeated failure of laboratory experiments to develop an experi-
mental model of magnetic detection suagests that the pertinence
of the classical conception and methodology used to study magnetic
sensitivity is auestionable. A laboratory model presenting greater
external validity must be sought and new experiments must be con-
ducted taking into account the notion of the biological limits
of the organism under study. Finally, many more negative results
must be gathered before it is concluded that birds are insensitive
to magnetic fields.

Zugunruhe Experiments

Nocturnal migratory birds, under natural conditions of increased day-

length in spring or decreased daylength in fall, come into the condition of
3

migratory restlessness, or Zugunruhe (see review of Berthold ). At this

time, a captive bird demonstrates highly increased nightly locomotor activity,

concentrated in the direction of the impending migratory flight. Thus, usin

this tendency to move directionally in a cage, one may present a controlled

physical and visual environment to measure the cues that establish the

information required to permit successful attainment of a distant end noint.

At the time of spring migratcry restlessness, several species of Dasserine

birds, exposed to artificially induced magnetic fields (0.6-1.7 G), have
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shown significant increases in activity (2-4 times in 85% of all cases among

five species, according to El'Darov and Kholodov ). Shumakov undertook

somewhat complementary experiments, wherein the behavior of birds under the

influence of a strong natural magnetic anomaly was investiqated. Individuals

of several passerine species were placed in circular activity cages; activity

level and directional preferences were determined in an area on the Baltic

characterized by normal field intensity and direction. The apparatus and

experimental birds were transported from the Baltic test site to the center

of the Kursk magnetic anomaly (near Gubkin). Wen tested at that site (with
0

increased magnetic intensity, and a 60 change in field orientation) under

overcast skies, the test birds failed to show orientation; they did, however,

demonstrate activity 2-3 times that shown at the Baltic site. As
9 (p. 194)

Emlen has observed, the "biological significance of these find-

ings is unclear, but they could suggest a sensitivity and responsiveness to

magnetic information."

An interesting set of experiments has been carried out by Southern with

the rin-hilled gull (Larus delawarensis), 3 gregarious species in which adults

and young were available in large numbers at a Lake Huron site near Rogers
39

City, Michigan. Banding studies had shown generally southeasterly fall

migratory movement of adult birds from that colony. Juveniles on their first
o 38,41

flight showed a preference for east-southeast (mean angle, 112 ; Southern

suggesting an innate approximate directional preference determined by the

requirements of a future migration. Indeed, in work with youner and younger

birds back to chicks 2-3 days old, a directional preference for southeast

(walking or flying) continued to be demonstrable statistically. With a non-

magnetic 8-ft (2.4-m) orientation cage at the Michigan site, but away from
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the colony, single chicks were released at the center of the cage; after 2

min, or at the perimeter, the direction of the bird relative to the release

point was measured. Means for performance clusters were used to indicate

preference direction. Southeasterly headings (mean angles) were selected to

a statistically significant extent by chicks tested under both clear and over-

cast skies and during periods of moderate stahility of the earth's maqnetic
6 39,40

field (K, value 3 or lower; < 4 x 10 G deviation; Southern At

6 6
greater magnetic disturbance (K value, 4-7 4 x 10 G to over 20 x 10 G),

increased dispersion and randomness of headings were noted, the Rayleigh test

being used to demonstrate the absence of statistically significant directional

heading. 43

Experiments with a magnetically shielded room, despite acknowledged

design problems, appeared to confirm the disruption of the southeast tendency

when the earth's magnetic field was artificially deformed. Experiments with

fledgling ring-billed gulls, which had not previously migrated, appear to have
41

demonstrated that, in free flight from a release point 18 miles (29 km) west

of the home colony, control birds (with non-magnetic nylon disks glued to their
0

heads) headed approximately 154 ("mean" direction all controls; releases under
0

clear sky, "mean" bearing 142 ; releases under overcast sky, "mean" bearinq
0

184;. This was a directional heading roughly approximatinq the orospective

fall migration direction. Experimental birds, with small magnets glued to

the tops of their heads (I oersted at magnet poles, 0.3 oersted measured at

ventral surface of head), dispersed randomly from the release site. Thus,

it appeared that in the free-flying young gulls, directional orientation may

"'i di ted by the application of a weak static field across the head.
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Taking advantage of the operatinq antenna at the Wisconsin Test
42,44

Facililty, Southern tested orientation of a sample of Michigan ring-

billed gull chicks under conditions of actual antenna use. The "Southern

orientation apparatus" was set up directly over the buried north-south

antenna, thereby subjecting test animals to the maximal (except at qround

terminals) fields to be associated with an operatinq system. The trials were

conducted under diurnal clear-sky conditions. During four control-trial days

(antenna off), gull chicks in 255 trials were found to move in a similar mean
0 0

direction (145.9 - 154.3 ) as had been shown by fledglings tested on their
41 o

home site in Michigan (Southern --154 ); but in a somewhat different direc-
38,41 o

tion frcm the Michigan chicks (Southern -112 ).

The 642 test trials were undertaken on 8 days of similar sky condi-

tions and low-intensity natural magnetic disturbance (K < 3) with the antenna

energized (260 or 300 A and 45 or 76 Hz). Under these conditions, the birds
1

dispersed randomly (Rayleigh z test and V Test; Batschelet ). Subgroups

representing the various antenna states (frequency and anveraqe) were not
44 (p. 144)

significantly different fram each other. Southern concluded that

"from these data it appears likely that the electromagnetic field encountered

by gull. at ground level above the [Seafarer) antenna is sufficient to

disrupt their orientation." He efhasized that, after a "worst-case" test,

it would be desirable to test at increasing distance from the active antenna,

because field falloff is rapid. Furthermore, it should be noted that data

suggesting disruption of behavior in chicks cannot, a priori, be extended

or extrapolaied to demonstrate disruption of migratin adults.

A smaller number of tests m overcast days provided dissimilar results.

Both experimental and control groupr appeared to maintain siqnificant
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r0 o o
directional movement (138 and 146 , respectively). These results were not

42,44 (p. 145)
clearly interpretable.

42
On the basis of the data Presented by Southern covering the entire

series of tests run under all conditions of the Wisconsin Test Facility antenna

and a recalculation of the Rayleigh z values, it is clear that the orientation

(clustering of angular headinqs) of control birds (antenna off) on clear days

was significantly better than that of birds under any other antenna confiqur-

ation (E-W, N-S, or both) under clear skies. Rayleiqh z values for all other

groups suggested but feeble clustering, if any. High significance values

presented for some z and V measures were due to very large samples for some

test conditions; it is questionable whether biologic significance can be

assigned to them.

An important series of experiments, mostly usinq the Eurorean robin

(Erithacus rubecula), has been conducted by Merkel, Frome, and the Wiltschkos
9

(sunarized by Emlen ), with the hypothesis that the earth's natural Qeo-

magnetic characteristics are used by this species as orientative cues deter-

mining direction for migration in spring and fall. Single birds were tested

by using an octagonal cage with radially extending recordinq nerches; chanqe

of position of a bird moving from perch to perch was recorded on tape or
32

electronically by Merkel and Fromme. The mean direction of movement for

the night was determined from the tapes and did not require the observa-

tional interpretation used ty some previous investigators of bird orientation.

After accur ting data from ma bird-nights, one could calculate a mean

of nightly means, to provide a measure of directional tendency under a aiven

test treatment. As a visual presentation on a circular plot, the direction
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of the vector arrow showed mean direction; the lencith of the arrow was a
31

measure of the concentration of individual votctors.
12,32,34

The earliest experiments showed that in an enclosed room, the

visually cueless European robin nonetheless demonstrated spontanecus orienta-

tion of nocturnal activity in the direction of incipient miqration. Placina

the apparatus in a steel chamber, thus reducinq the maqnitb.ide of the maqnetic

field (from 0.41 G to 0.14 G) but not chanqina its direction, removed the
12,33,48

directional tendency of the Zugunruhe, and the movements became random.

The field around t- cage was mod:ified in direction and intensity with

Helmholz coils. In an artificial magnetic field whose intensity was arvrox-

imately equivalent to that of the earth (0.41 G), a chanqe in the direction

of magnetic north resulted in an equivalent change in the mean direction of
31,48

the nocturnal activity. Interestinly, in these later experiments, when

the magnetic field was reduced to 0.14 G or when it was a~proximatelv doubled,

the test birds were disoriented. However, if the birds were Permitted to live

under te test conditions (0.14 G) for 3 days or loncer, they were then able

to orient in the proper experimental maonetic direction when tested at 0.14,

0.30, or 0.41 G. They have also been shown to become accustomed to increased
53

fields. (See also the discussion of directional failure of the white-

throated warbler, Sylvia communis, in meqnetic fields of reduced intensity
52

in Wiltschko and Merkel.
9,49,53

The experimenr-s have more recently been elaborated by maninulation

of the vertical component of the field independent of the horizontal. In an

artificial field with a normal horizontal component, but zero vertical com-

ponent, the birds were disoriented. In the Presence of a normal horizontal
0

field, if the polarity of the vertical component were reversed (e.g., -66 to
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0
+66 ), the robin reversed the preferred direction. . seauence of experiments

varyirg the polarity and cotvlinr of the components led Wiltschko and
53 (9. 62)

Wiltschko to conclude:

The magnetic compass of European robins does not use the nolerity
of the magnetic field for detecting the north direction. The
birds dirive their north direction fromn interpretinq the inclin-
aticn of the axial direction of the magnetic field lines in
space, and they take the direction on the magnetic north-south
axis for "north" where field lines and qravitv vector form the
maller miqle.

They further pointed out that the magnetic comoass as oostulated is very

flexible, being adjustable to naturally cccurring intensity variations. The

birds apeared not to depend on the polarity of the horizontal conr'onent of

the field; that suggested that the miqratory process would not. have bepn

totally disrupted by polarity reversals of the earth's fielf.

Experiments undertakan at the same time with the European qarden warbler

(Sylvia borin) have shown apparently similar use of the Anqle of inclination of

the earth's field, rather than its horizontal component, in settirxi direction
50V in the amparatus durin the fall miqration period. Most individuals of

this transequatorial miqrant species Pass across the maqnetic equator, thus

experiencing a reversal of the dip anqle as they fly over central and southern

Africa. Species that face such Problems in miqratia may well require addi-

tional orientative cues, especially while crossini the zone of zero or very

lov: dip angle.

Emlen, workinq with the Wiltschkos, attempted to duplicate these exDeri-

ments with the indigo bunting (Passerina cyanea) in a different laboratory

(Cornell University) and with different equipment and technical help. A pre-
9

liminary summary showed buntings in early spring to orient toward north

under control conditions; when the horizontal component of an artificial
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0
static maqnetic field wan shifted clorkwise by 120 , thw statistically derived

preferred direction likewise chaned to east-southeast. The second-order

statistical pooling demonstrated a siqnificant tendency for southwar autumnril

orientation, and the onposite in sprinq, as measured under conditions that were

visually cueless. Experimental deflection of the manetic field resulted in

a predictable thift of preferred direction.
11

Thee experiments were continued with the simultaneous testing of
10

the indigo buntinn in two separate Wiltschko caaes and two funnel caqes,

each surrounded by a Helmholz coil. The funnel caqe enclosed a small conic

funnel with central inkpadi the hoopirm bird reqistered its direction hv ink

streaks on the liner of biottinq caper. Each of the four setups was housed

birds chose the proper northward migratory direction in the normal qeomaoetic

field and the predicted shifto.' direction as the horizontal cyowmonent of the
0

maqnetic field was artificially rotated 120 to east-boutheast. rxneriments

run from sprinq (April 24) into early summer (June 16) showed deterioration

of .directionality to random as the migratory tendenc was reduced. The

eyidence has become persuasive that at least some miqratorv birds are able

to detect maqnetic fields whose strength is similar to that of the earth's

field. Furthermore, these experiments suqqested strongly that the indiao

buntirn "can use this information to help finalize the aporopriate seasonal

direction for miqration" (Emlen et al., oc. cit., P. 507).

Duplicating the experiments with the Eurooean robin outdoors under the
51

niqht sky, but in an artificial field, Wiltschko, H&,k, and Merkel founri

a tendency to orient in the proper maqnetic direction rather than the true

migratory direction, as discernible from stars or other features of the night
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skv. Directional tendency wam especially concentrated unter overcast sk Les,

but still siqnificant under clear skies. They poEtulated from these results,

in liqht of other workers' evidence validating the use of the star compass,

that the magnetic compass provides calibration for the star pattern and is

therefore primary. The stars may be recognized rapidly while the birds move

through the sky, whereas evaluation of magnetic information apears to be
54

ouch slower. Under changinq conditions of star pattern throuii time or
55

space, recalibration would enable its continued use. In similar outdoor
56

experiments with the European robin, Wiltschko and Wiltschko showed-

equivalent deviation of northward trend tri east-southeast when the maqnetic

field was rotated to that direction. Unlike the European warbler, the robin

was slow in reacting and chanqed directional selection to the experimental

magnetic north direction after two clear test niqhts. The results with robins
55

aceared to confirm the orientation model described for the European warbler.

If, indeed, it can be fully verified that the natural maqnetic field of

the earth *serves as the directional basis for the learning process estab-
57 (p. 385)

lishing the star comoass," the importance of the introduction of

large magnetic anomalies, even within the ranqe of variation of those found

naturally elsewhere on earth, should not be underestimated. 7here is nM

evidence to allow prediction of the difficulties, if any, that could arise

for birds coming into a condition of seasonal miqratorv restlessnes9 under

such newly imposed aberrant magnetic fieles.

Some attempts to repeat the t4erkel-iltschko experiments have failed,
19

in part because of modified experimental design. For example, Fowfland de-

scribed orientation direction of European robins as beinq determined 1v

asymmetries of the Kramer caqe, as well as significant orientation based
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35
n a failure of experimental protocol in using the cages (see also Perdeck

34
and the response by Merkel, Frone, and Wiltschko, as well as the discussion

46
of Waliraff, who himself successfully duplicated the robin experiments in

Seewiesen, Germany).

Radar Tracking

Operation of the ELF antenna at the Wisconsin Test Facility has made

possible direct observation, by use of scanning and tracking radar, of bird

movement over and near this source of artificial elec :oiaqnetic anomaly.

47 28
The brief experiments of Williams and Williams and Larkin and Sutherland

in 1974 and 1975 provide a tantalizing view of possible perception of the
6

ELF magnetic field. A long argument is available to support the position

that flying birds are not significantly influenced in their normal flight oath

by the impinging high-frequency radar impulses.

It is possible that the radar signal may be detected, especially by low-

flyi.g birds, but there is ample evidence that birds may be tracked for long

distances without deviating from a flight path. In the followin observations,

there is no indication that the birds react at the tin- of contact by the

low-power radars used. The results of the observations at the Wisconsin

Test Facility cannot be accounted for as an artifact of the radar observation

technique.

Williams and Williams (op. cit.) conducted observations at the Wisconsin

Test Facility during the fall migration seasons of 1974 and 1975. The

"Ornithar," a low-power high-resolution radar widely used in the study of

bird migration, operates only at relatively short range (up to I kin), but

provides inforrnation oi targets down to an altitude of 10 m. An obvious
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difficulty in the tracking of nocturnal migrants is that the specific identi-

fication of a given target is open to question. Relative size (strength of

echo), rate of travel, and altitude provide possibility for some discrimina-

tion. Daily counts of birds on a test transect, plus additional observations,

provide a species list and a qualitative measure of abundance. In the fall

of 1974, the heavy migration was declining during the time of observation.

The peak of the 1975 fall miqration was observed; during this period, the

goose migration was documented, and 23 smeoll r migrant species were observed

in the area during the day. The radar tracks were observed on a screen, but,

in most cases, were also preserved by time-lapse cinematoiraphy for later

frame-by-frame analysis.
47

Williams and Williams found no evidence of either aqqreqation near or

avoidance of the antenna in any mode of oreration. Furthermore, the radar

tracks showed no indication of disorientation. Dead birds were not found

under the antenna wires. Several variables (e.g., size of tarqet, length of

time in view, and number of tarqets together) were not sianificantly related to

antenna mode (off or on).

During the (probable) goose miqration in the fall of 1974 (one night

only), the active antenna was significantly associated with change in averaqe

flight direction of the birds (relative to the controls, flyina during the off

mode). Data from large targets (only) on four nicihts of the fall of 1975

similarly showed significant deviation from the niahtlv controls. 4hen small

teirgets were added to large, the difference of experimental animals from

controls lost siqnificance. On the basis of these very small samples, the

Willianses suggested that "the North-South antenna tended to deviate birds

from the mean of the control condition, and the East-West antenna did not do
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so [ < 0.01]." Such deviation miqht reflect a process equivalent to that

noted by Keeton in his homing pigeons, wherein there appeared to be a slight
25,27

but systematic change of bearinq with prevailinq K value.
28

The associated study of Larkin and Sutherland, and in extended form
47

in Williams and Williams, used a low-power trackinq radar that automatically

followed the target with a nutating, 30-Hz pulse stream, recording X, Y, and

Z coordinates to ,n accuracy of within 5-10 m. Birds flyinq between 80 and

300 m in altitude were tracked as they awproached, crossed, and moved away

from the crossed antenna array. Each track was blindly termed linear (straight

and level) or nonlinear (turns in the X-Y plane, chanae of altitude, marked

change of spee) by a technician without knowledqe of antenna mode. Tracks

r ,were later sorted according to antenna mode. Over 11 nights of observation,

469 tracks of more than 15 s in len(;h and without aoparent artifact were

" accumulated.

In examininq mean anqular direction and speed of the 414 tracks classed

-'i as linear, the investigators foud that variation within- antenna conditions

(on, off, both) was greater than that Detween antenna conditions. Nonlinear

tracks, however, occurred with significantly greater frequency under "on"

N(12%; n = 232) than under "off" conditions (4%; n = 163), and even more often

(28%, n = 74) if the mode was chanqing during the course of the tracked fliqht.

Larkin and Sutherland stressed that, whereas statistical effect was clear and

:4T significant, it had not yet been rossble to show, for individual birds, an

instantaneous response to an "antenna-related stimulus." (in no exneriments

so far reoorted could it be shown that an individual bird will resoond re-

dictably and reliably to a maqnetic field pattern; a]l the effects noted

have been statistical.) Other evvironmental variables (cloud cover, wind,
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transmitter noise, an liqht) seemed not to he statistically related to the
28 (t. 779, note 16)

effects rioted (but see Larkin and Sutherland, retiard ini

oossible X-Y nonlinearities caused bv wind qustinm).

The nonlinearities noted varied from moderate and corrected chanqes in

fliqht-ath direction to extended chanqes of direction, altitude, or rate cliib

persistinq to the point of contact loss (up to 80 s). Larkin anir Sutherland

(2p. cit.) concluded that their "data are inadeuate to nermit an evaluation

of the lonq-term environmental effects of the .ronosed Project Seafarer on

resident or transient migrant birds" any that their results "imlv that some

birds can detect low-intensity maqnetic chanles within a few seconds and that

orientation involvinq the use of maqnetic cues m.-y be used durinq flioht."

Williams and Williams stressed that results frc'a their radar studies were

preliminary. They concluded, however (op. cit., n. 24), that the ELF field

seems to have a real and measurable effect on some miarant birds, but that

"there is no larqe-scale disturbance to migration neor the Wisconsin Test

Facility." There was a suaqestion in some tracks observed by Larkin and

Sutherland of correction of a deviant nonlinear course es the bird moved away

from the antenna. However, other tracks suqqested that, for some larae tall

Kmigrants (orobably qeese), the nonlinearity was not corrected within the ranae

(1 kin) of the Ornithar. Repetition and extension of these observations is

K- exceedingly imrportant, because they provide some of the very few data resultinq

;A from exposure of receptive organisms to modulated fields.

Homing Experiments

lypothesizing that hominq oiaeons can navioate by sensina motion throuqh

the vertical components of the earth's maqr)etic field and, separately, sensino
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the work required to withstand or counteract the deformation of fliqht path
58,59

due to Coriolis force, Yeaqlev attached small bar magnets to the under-
sides of the wings and noted the effect on homing ability. This was not

the first attempt to disrupt hominq by this method, but the alleged positive

results obtained in an early set of exoeriments excited tne biologists then

working on problems of animal naviqation, migration, and homing. Numerous

workers, and even Yeagley in the later sets of exoeriments, failed to confirm

the results.
20

It has been recognized more recently that experienced adult pigeons

can use a variety of redundant cues to aid their return and that earlier

experiments had fail'ed to separate clearly single sets of cues for experi-

mental disruotion. Keeton (op. cit.) released niqeons whose internal clocks

had been shifted by 6 h, as controlled by birs on local time. Under sunny

S-skies, the time-shifted birds headed away from the release point in a direc-

tion that was predictable on the basis of use of the simoie "sun comoass."

:" 'The nonshifted birdi, returned on the aoprooriate heading to the loft. Uder

,. co-mlete overcast, however, and at a completely unfamiliar launch site, both

classes of birds headed correctly toward the loft. This suggested that,

with deorivation of sun-arc information, the cues facilitating orientation

in the exneriments did not require time comoensation and that use of the

sun compass alone could not exolain the test results.
21

In later experiments, Reeton attached a small bar magnet (weiqhinq

K about 3 g)* to the back at the base of the neck of ech oiqeon in the

experimental groups. Controls had brass bars of similar size and weight.

The "magnet" and "brass" biers had been r _' i a i oriantained in the same

enclosures and ;ere exerci3ed togethez; the bars were attached just before

*1i agnetic field strengths: at poles, about 250 G; at birds's head, about 0.- *.
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testinq. The birds were moved in closed vehicles from the loft to the

release site, where they were tossed sinqly into the air in randam directions.

Compass bearing of the vanishinq point, time to vanishini point (10 x 50

binoculacs were used), and hominq speed were recorded.

In a group of tests, experienced birds were released under sunny skies,

same at tamiliar sites, others at unfamiliar sites. Within each qroup, the

experimental birds carried maqnets; the controls, brass bars. 9oth exeri-

mental birds ad controls took appropriate homeward bearinas, hominq at

similar speeds, althouah in one test the marnet birds took lonqer to reach

-ne vanishina noint. Thus, maanets failed to disrupt hominq. Under conditions

of heavily overcast skies, in five of seven tests, the magnet birds scattered

randomly (or nearly so), and the controls took the Proner home bearina.
9 (n. 205)

Emlen has provided a summary recalculation of data from one aroun-

of tests, clearly comoarinq the ooled deoarture hearinas of experienced

oiqeons released under overcast skies. The oriprnt& control qroto, in con-

trast with the hiqhly distributed exnerimental birds nrovided "some of the
9 (o. 204)

clearest evidence to date of a manetic effect 
uuon hird orientation."

Keeton has provided further experimental refinement with vouna, first-
24

flight birds. It had been shown that tuntraine 1 niqeons under sunny con-

ditions successfully oriented in the homeward direction, whereas, under

total overcast, they vanished randomly. In later exreriments, macnets and
brasses were attached to youna., first-flight birds. Under sunny conditions,

birds with brasses oriented homeward, and the mannet birds were totally dis-

oriented. It therefore appears that, in earliest staaes in the hehavioral

ontoq3eny of pigeon orientation, both sun and an tndistorted maanetic environ-

ment are required.
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45
Conplementary results were obtained by Walcott and Green. In their

experiments, small Helmholz coils enclosing the head were substituted for the

bar magnets of Keeton. When they were attached to a battery, a magnetic

field (0.6 G) was induced throuqh the bird's head. 7he field nointed un

("north up" condition) or down ("south up"), depending on the direction of

current flow in the device. In releases of "south up" and "north up" birds

under sunny skies, the vanishinm directions of both groups, although not

identical, were very close to the home direction. Under overcast skies,

the "south up" birds oriented in the homeward direction, but the "north

up" birds oriented away from the home direction. The two groups demonstrated

similar homing performance, however, because the short battery life terminated

the imposed magnetic field in 2-3 h.
9 (p. 206)

As Emlen pointed out, these results of Walcott and Green

appeared to be in agreement with the Wiitschko model which suggested that

north is deter -ined as the direction in which the qravity and marinetic-field

vectors intersect at the smallest angle. Reversal of the magnetic-field

vector by changing the polarity of the battery and direction of current flow

would reverse the apparent northward direction as seen in the Walcott and
45

Green results.

As an attempt specifically to test the influence of the Wisconsin Test

Facility antenna on the behavior of homing piqeons, the U.S. Navy supported
15

Preliminary experiments. In this study, 161 Diqeons raised in Bowling

Green, Ohio, were released to their home loft near the crossing of the test

antenna under conditions of north-south antenna on, east-west antenna on,

and full off. He recorded direction from release point at 20 s, 40 s, and

vanishing, as well as the vanishing time. A second orouo of observations
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was made with a loft of 60 birds near the antenna crossing; the youna birds

experienced the electromagnetic environment of the functioninq antenna for

about 75 days. Releases of these birds at three Points on the antenna

configuration were similarly monitored. These experiments suffered from

small samples of experimental birds in the several test states and from

design difficulties, in part described by the author. Though Graue stated

that his results "do not provide strong evidence that there is any effect

of the ELF fields on pigeon orientation," we feel that these experiments

cannot be analyzed with sufficient confidence to provide any conclusion.

Conclusion

The evid&J -e is i.cw convincing that some birds are able to sense the

presence of magnetic fields whose strength aoproximates the strength of

the earth's field. The lower limits of detection have not been established;

the initial finding that systematic deviation of mean orientation bearing

in homing pigeons is an inverse function of the K value of the earth's

magnetic activity suggests sensitivity to some small fraction of the natural

earth field. On the basis of present knowledge, the effect of Seafarer

operation on birds cannot be predicted safely, for the followinq reasons:
0 The Seafarer field would be alternating, whereas most experi-

ments and observations have concerned static, DC fields.

* The extent to which birds may be able to use nonmaginetic
environmental cues to compensate for magnetic anomalies
encountered when flying is not known.

0 The functional siqnificance to a bird of passina[over a
large number of anomalous magnetic eaks (repeated brief
field-intensity changes) cannot be predicted from experience
with avian overflight at the Wisconsin Test Facility or
from investigations of fliqht behavior near natural magnetic

anomalies. For example, if a qiven individual bird were
deflected systematically, even though slightly, while
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passing over inlividual antenna lines of the qrid, the
cumulative effect could be a consiijerable directional de-
viation. If de~flection were equally sliqht, but of random
direction, the cesultinq deviation in most cases would
probably be slight. This information is not available.

0 The natural qeomagnetic toiaoqraphy has very recently been
suggested as a set of orientative cues by which the star
compass of some birds is learned and, in mnigratory flight, F
recalibrated. it this is confirmed, the hypothesis miqht
be offered that birds raised outside the influence of the
Seafarer grid, but flying~ throuqh it, could treat the Sea-
farer magnetic anomaly as they woull a naturally _ccurrinq
qeomagnetic anomaly and duly comniensate. An important
question arises, however, as to whether vounq birds raised
within the influence of the oeculiar mnagnetic contours
of Seafarer could successfully use visual cues of the niqht
sky as they moved away from the anomialy to the much more
gentle contours of the natural magnetic fiel-1. '4either
of these pointsj, raised by recent exoerimentation, has
been verified.

a Construction of the grid near a major milratory flyway wjuld
present more opportunities for harm to birds at lower alti-
tudes, if harmful effects exist, than buillinq it away from
a major flyrway.

RecowTnervatiori

T.,The Com~ittee recommiends further research on the basic biology of bird

navigation and orientation desiqned to verify recent hiahly suqgestive ex-
per iments and to address the questions noted above.
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Mammalian Neurophysioloqy and Behavior

At our present state of knowledge, there is no reason to believe that

environmental electromagnetic fields at the magnitudes associated with the

proposed Seafarer transmitter sites aould elicit disruptions of cerebral

processes in higher organisms. This view jc
. based an long experience with

power and lighting systems that use frequencies not significantly different

from those of the proposed systen and on a limited amount of well-controlled

but short-term experimentation. There is no evidence that ELF fields cause

subjective perceptual distortions, modifications of motor function, or

interference with higher nervous activity essential for judgment and

decision-making. 1

In part, we may attribute this absence of strong interactions to the

structurinm of central nervous tissue,' wherein each of numerous cellular

elements has separate and complexly related electric activities, including

the generation of an electric field by each cell in its own immediate environ-

ment. Therefore, an electric field originating outside the nervous system

in the typical monopolar or bipolar configuration of a powerline or ELF trans-

mission antenna, with interpolar distances vastly exceeding the dimensions

of brain cells, would not be expected to perturb sharply the essential char-

acter of the intrinsic electric fields in brain tissue. Ocean waves might

.4 provide a close analogy. Within a single cubic meter of water at the ocean

surface, there are numerous local pressure gradients producing highly complex

focal motions. ssage of a tidal wave, with its long wavelength, through

the same region has relatively little effect on the major fluid movements

within this small volume. Environmental low-frequency electric fields, even
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thore at the brain's own dominant frequencies, have relatively small effects,

even in comparison with the brain's own proce.3ses of el. ctric field generation.

It has also been argued, on thM basis of inlispatable information about

the firing of impulses in rrve cells and nerve fibers, that the intrinsic

field surrounding brain cells is far too weak to influence those processes

directly. This intrinsic field has been called "the noise of the brain's

motor. " Recent research increasingly favors a direct role of slow, wave-like

electric events in the passage of information between brain cells.

* It is not that classical research on the genesis of nerve imoulses and 1
the transmission of information by volleys of imuulses has been foud incor-

rect. Rather, it is now believed by some workers that brain nerve cells may

be susceptible to electric influences far weaker than those which directly

elicit firing of nerve impulses.

Evaluation of subtle influences of weak electric fields on nervous func-

tions of higher organisms is inherently difficult. Given the comolex Lehav-

ioral repertoire of the organism, the search for altered behavioral states

must take full account of equally subtle environmental influences unrelated to

the imposed field, which also constitute part of the total sensory influence

and could be responsible for effects tnat are found. Also, the innate vari-

ability of mamalian aid avian behavior makes the system extremely "noisy."

Despite these difficulties, there are reports of effects of weak ELF

fields on central nervous functions in higher organisms. These effectb, none

of which have been clearly established, are in three main categories:

* Behavioral: Although direct effects on coqnition and decision-

making have not been detezted, alterations in subjective estimates
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of the passage of time, in reaction time, and in feedinq Lehavior

have been reported.

0 Neurophysioloqic: Changes in brain electric rhythms (EEG) have

been described.

* Neurochemical: C!hanes in calcium ion flux in isolated brain

tissue samples have been reported as having been caused by environ-

mental fields at frequencies of 6-20 Hz and intensities of 10-56

V/M.

In evaluatinq these reports, a special problem for the Committee is

the fact that nost rep,rted effects have not been independently confirmed.

Indeed, the frequent occurrence of conflictinq findinqs and the numerous

experiments with negative findings are disconcerting. It i clearly neces-

. sary that negative experiments, as well as nositive ones, be specifically

evaluated for their adequacy in design and care in observations. Selection

of appropriate behavioral, physiologic, and neurochemical variables is

clearly of the utmost importance.

Behavioral Effects

Behavioral correlates have been sought with both natural and artificial

ELF fields. K5nig has reviewed some of the major comoonents of natural

electric fields at frequencies of 1-25 Hz. Peaks occur as electromagnetic

waves at 10-11 Hz that are components of a Schumann-resonance phenomenon.

Other peaks at 5 Hz and below 1 Hz have been noted. For comparison with

effects of artificial fields discussed below, the amplitude of these natural
19

fields is typically 1-2 V/r. The resonance described by Schumann is

believed to arise as a nonradiating self-oscillatory wave at the surface of
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a large conducting sphere surrounded by a thin layer of air and an

ionoaphere.

' -Reaction Times. Reaction times were measured in man and monkeys. The

t bjects were required to press or release a button or key when given a
14

simple light or tone stimulus. Kbnig reported slowed responses in man at

times of high natural signal freauencies between 3 and 6 Hz and a converse15
effect at times of 10-Hz peaks. Kbniq has pointed out that these studies

were incomplete and lacked statistical siqnificance. Further studies by
15 16

K6nig and K6nig and AnkermUller with artificial fields at frequencies

of 5-10 Hz and strengths of 0.3-5.0 V/m again showed trends consistent with

the effects of natural fields, but these trends were not amenable to statis-

tical analysis. K6nig has also studied effects of these fields (3 Hz and

2 V/m) on human galvanic skin responses. Only five of 10 subjects reacted

positively, and statistical evaluation of these data is not possible.
10,11,12

Hamer also tested human reaction times in ELF fields of 1-20 Nz

and concluded that the reaction ti-e was related inversely to the frequency

of the applied field. The statistical siqnificance of these results may
9

be guestioned. Grissett and de Lorqe examined reaction times in scniirrel

monkeys exposed to 45-Hz, 10-G magnetic fields for 42 days. Three mcnkeys

were tested for one hour daily before, durinq, and after field exposure.

No effects were seen. Grissett and de Lorce's studv used Helmholtz coils

to produoe combined electric (E) and meagnetic (d) fields. Resulting tissue

inteLactions would not necesearily be identical with effects of E or H
9

fields applied separately (Grissett and de Lorge).
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There have been several other studies in which no effects were seen.

In reaction-time experiments where positive effects were reported, only

very small changes, typically less than 5% were seen. Because of the

experimental designs, statistical validation in the human experiments from
9

the published data is difficult. Grissett and de Lorge pointed out re-

garding their monkey experiments, that, "if a psychophysioloqical effect

exists, it is probably quite subtle, and will therefore require a broad

range of very sensitive experiments to evaluate properly the lonq-term

effects of the ELF environment." It seems doubtful that "paced" or cued

responses inherent in reaction-time measurements are optimal test procedures

in the search for subtle interactions.

Subjective Estimates of the Passage of Time in Subhuman Primates. These

estimates have been examined by two laboratories. They measured the effects

4i of ELF fields on the ability of monkeys to estimate a time interval of 5.0 s

in the absence of behavioral cues. The results were conflictin, but the

differences emphasize the importance of seemingly minor differences in

test procedures.i 'i6,7

In two separate studies, Gavalas-Medici and colleaques studied sub-

jective time estimating in pigtail macaque monkeys exposed to fields of 7-75

Hz, at intensities of 1-100 V/m. At 7 Hz and 10 V/m, a shortening of the

* mean time estimate was 5-10% compared with no-field conditions. At 45 and

75 Hz, fields of 56 V/m were reported to produce smaller changes; with

fields of 100 V/m, the effect was not as apparent. No effects were observed

in tests at 60 Hz.
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6,7
Monkeys in the experiments of Gavalas-Medici et al. included animals

with and without implanted cerebral electrodes. Similar sensitivities were

noted during field exposure, but the presence of metal electrodes in cerebral

structures raised questions of induced electric gradients at bare electrode

tips that would be greater than those elsewhere in the tissue. Measurements
20

by Valentino in a phantom monkey head in the exposure facility of the

Gavalas-Medici experiments indicated a cotal current of 0.9 nA with a 10-V/m

field at 7 Hz. On the basis of a specific resistance for brain tissue of
-7

300 ohfm-cm, the expected extracellular electric gradient would be 10 V/cm.

For the exposed areas of electrode tips used in these experiments, an increase

in this gradient at the electrode tips by a factor of 1,000 would be ex-
-4

pected, or a gradient of 10 V/cm. This is stili far below the transmembrane
3

gradient of 10 V/cm associated with synaptic depolarization in classical

transmembrane excitatory processes. Thus, the presence of the implanted

electrodes was not believed to be associated with siqnificant "antenna"

effects.
3,4

A similar study on rhesus monkeys was performed by de Lorge, who

used weak 15- and 45-Hz maqnetic fields with intensities of 8.2-9.3 G. The

findings were interpreted by the investiqator as equivocal. Three of four

subjects showed shorter interresDonse times with the first series of exposures

to 45 Hz, but not to the second. A Kolmoqorov-Smirnov test of the distribu-

tions was highly sionificant (p < 0.001). However, means of the interresoonse

times (IRTs) were not significantly altered by field exposure. One monkey

had shorter IRTs with both 45-Hz exposures (p <0.001). In the 15-Hz fields,

one monkey was significantly faster (p < 0.05), one was significantly

slower (p < 0.001), and two were unaltered.
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These differina conclusions in studies that appear closely related

emphasize the probable importance of details of test procedures. Gavalas-

Medici used a daily exposure schedule of 4 h and monkeys with implanted

electrodes. It was noted in some subjects that larger field/no field differ-

ences in IRrs occurred in the third and fourth hours than in the second hour

of exposure. DeLorge used situations with either one or two different be-

havioral tasks. The IRT schedule was imposed three or six times in a 2-h

session, but for only 15 min for each task. If the findings by Gavalas-Medici

are valid in showing a gradual onset of altered subjective time estimation

over several hours, they emphasize the importance of further studies of

long-term exposure. This need is underlined by the fact that, in the later

hours of the experiments, investigator intervention were sometimes reauired

to stimulate task performance. Altered subjective time estimates may reflect

broader changes in biologic rhythms, including endocrine cyclinq, about whose

sensitivity to environmental electromagnetic fields very little is krown.

A relatively slow onset of altered reaction times has been reported by
13

Hauf and Wiesinger in preliminary studies of 20 human subjects exposed

to 50-Hz electric fields at strengths far hiqher than planned for Seafarer-
1,000 V/m and 15,000 V/r. An attempt to replicate these results was not

5

successful.

Effects of Weak Oscillating Fields on Feedinq Behavior. These effects
18

have been studies by Persiner and his associates in considerinq the pos-

sible consequences in adult rats of exposure to low-frequencv maqnetic fields
before or shortly after birth. Pregnant animals were exposed to rotatinl

magnetic fields of 0.5-30 G at 0.5-Hz.
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Continuous prenatal exposure (and absence of fields thereafter) was

reported to lead to reduced anbulation but more frequent defecation, at the

age of 21 to 25 days. When the field exposure was confined to fetal days

13-16 or postnatal days 1-4, changes were noted later in a conditioned

delayed-approach test. The sensitivity of this test was increased by the

use of reward schedules with step, imtlse, and ramp signal procedures.

In this way, transient behaviors were induced that might have sensitively

reflected subtle differences in behavioral states. Rats deprived of water

were tested during a 10-s imvosed delay in a water reward schedule. The

authors concluder that rats exposed during the first 3 postnatal days ra-

sponded siqnificantly more frequently during this delay period than either

control animals or those exposed before birth. However, statistical evalua-

tion is difficult in most of these studies, which presented mainly derived

data. In addition, no independent confirmation of these results has been

reported.

Neurophysiologic Effects

Brain electric rhytlms (EEG) have been recorded in the presence of a

i-P wide range of steady and oscillating electric fields. Alth(ouqh there are

major technical difficulties in securing EEG records free from artifacts

attribut:ble to environmental ELF fields, careful and painstakinq techniques

have now provided some adequate records on animals. No comparable data ao-

A: pear to have been qathered on man, but some of the experiments at ELF fre-

quencies have shown slowly induced changes in ongoing or backqround brainwave

patterns. Related studies with ELF modulated radiofrequency fields that
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produced stronger tissue compoents have shown alterations in brief conditioned

or "learned" EEG responses.

Gradual entrainment of electric rhythms in some deep brain structures

of the monkey by 7-Hz, I0-V/m fields has been reported (Gavalas, Walter,
6

Hamer, and Adey ). These entrained rhythms appeared slowly during a 4-h

6 li field exposure as a statistically significant modification of records from

hippocamwal regions of the temporal lobe and thalamus. They were absent in

spectral analyses of EEG records at the onset of an exposure, but presented

clear spectral peaks in the third and fourth hours of exposure. Their apoear-

ance in the hippocampus is consistent with what is known of its functions in

the temporal sequencing of behavior.

In related studies, modulation of VHF radio carrier waves (147 MHz) at

ELF frequencies has been reported to alter brain electric rhythms in cats

and to increase the occurrence of brief EEG rhythm "signatures" that occur
in many deep structures of mammals, including man (Bawin, Gavalas-Medici and

2
Adey ). These relatively major modifications in brain rhythms have not been

reported for ELF fields, however, and occurred only when the ELF modulation of

the radio carrier wave was at the same frequency as the intrinsic brain

rhythm "signature."

Rats exposed to 10-kV/m DC fields showed increased electric activity in

the cerebral cortex and decreased activity in deep centers of the hypothalamus
17

(Lott and McCain ). However, the use of those very high field strengths

raises questions concerning effects on fur, etc., as a source of peripheral

sensory stimulation. The same authors reported that a much weaker nulsed

field (20 V/m, 640 pulses/s) significantly increased hypothalamic activity.

Because these studies were performed under barbiturate aiesthesia, the
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fidings cannot be extrapolated directly to possible interactions in unanes-|

thetized subjects. Furthermore, in acquirinq electrophysiologic data with

wire electrodeB in the presence of large oscillatirq environmental fields,

extreme care must be exercised in interpreting the results.

Neurochemical Effects

Release of calcium ions from cat and chicken cerebral cortex has been re-

ported to be reduced by environmental fields at frequencies of 6-20 Hz and am-

plitudes of 10-56 V/m, but similar fields at 75 Hz were without effect (Bawin and
1 21

Adey ). In other studies, 60- and 76-Hz fields were reported to have no ef-

fect on calcium efflux from the chick brain. Confirmation of these results will

be of importance because calcium ions are essential in nerve-cell excitation.

Conclusions

Extrapolations from these laboratory experiments to field conditions

proposed for Seafarer suggest that the behavioral, neurophysioloqic, and

neurochemical effects reported for fields in air occur only at field strenqths

well above those expected even in the immediate vicinity of the antenna and

only at lower frequencies. For earth currents that may enter the body through

bare feet in the vicinity of ground terminals, cerebral conponents are a

small part of the total current Dassinq from one foot to another. Limits

of subject acceptance would be determined by painful shock stimulation long

before direct modification of cerebral functions would occur.

As described above, many of the observations are preliminary and need

confirmation in further research. The character and magnitude of the effects,

even if confirmed, do not appear to be a cause for concern, especially con-

sidering the intensity and frequency of the Seafarer fields.
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Plants

One 3f the major concerns about the orooosed Seafarer system is that

it may have serious effects on the veqetation near the antenna and, in an

extreme, may cause a "wasteland" throughout an area of several souare miles.

Agricultural ard L*orezry industries depeiid on Plants, and Plants a~e an

irm.ortant aspect of scenic quality. In addition, Plants form the framework

for an ecosystem.. and an influence on plants could have indirect hut important

effects on all other organisms in the system. Thus, possible effects of

Seafarer an plants may be of concern second only to possible effects on

the human population.

Although there have not been many experiments investiqating the effects

of ELF electric and magnetic fielJs on plants, se2veral oapers in the literature
1

on Seafarer should be discussed. A oaoer in 1960 by Audus has been cited

as an exaimle of a magnetic-field effect on plants. Younq seedlings of

-he herb Lepidium'were placed between the poles of an industrial macnet

th1at produced a constant maqnetic field of 4,000 G. Data and photoqraphs

suggested a bending of the roots in response to this maqnetic field. There

are some difficulties in this experiment, particularly with regard to the

applicauility of the results to Seafarer. First, the magnetic field was

grearly in excess of that proposed for Seafarer--4,000 G. compared with

0.2 G. Second, no safeguards were mentioned in the oaDer for eliminatinq

4 other oossible effects of the equipment, such as an electric field, on

roots. Third, the roots were photographed by using a flash of light;

althocqh Audus state6 that this alone had no effect, plants cesoond to

flashes ot liqht and it is Possible that there was a light effect. Fourth,

although the magnetic field was very stronq, the olant response was very
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small. Fifth, the statistics, numbers of roots measured, and temperature

control are questionable. Therefore, although these effects of electric

and magnetic fields, if real, would be very interesting from the scientific

standpoint, the conditions used did not duplicate, or even approx.-mate,

those of Seafarer and need not be considered further.

Ecologic studies are desirable in analyzing the oossible effect of an

ELF antenna on plant growth. At a Seafarer-prototype antenna in North

Carolina, McCormick et al. measured Dine bud mortality, which has been

shown to be a relatively sensitive indicator of ionizinq radiation. In

addition, they looked for changes in species diversity in the experimental

area-a standard ecologic procedure, because species diversity is relatively

finely bala..;ed, and an advantage or disadvantage to a aiven species will

very quickly become evident. By their methods, the authors were unable

to detect any chanqes in veqetation patterns or in pine bud mortality that

could be related to the ELF antenna. They did find chanoes in species

diversity and pine bud mortality along the route of the antenna, which

was cut through the vegetation, and attributed these to an "edqp effect."

This would surely have obscured smaller effects that had other causes.

When a swath is cut through vegetation, the microclimate and other factors in

the immediate area are changed, causina effects in the veqetation imediately

adjacent.
2

Greenberg surveyed plant species as part of a procedure for matchina

test plots in a field study of possible ELF effects on soil arthropods over

a rneriod of several years. Species counts varied among both control and

experimental plots, the variations were not consistent, and no conclusions

could be reached on the basis of this study.
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Two studies examined directly the effect of exposure to ELF fields
4

similar to those of Seafarer. Miller et -i. used Vicia faba, the broad

bean, and measured root growth a- tI "
- . ndex in root meristems and

looked for chromosomal abnormalities in ,.,: . The experimental sys-

tem involved an electric field of 10 V/m in air and magnetic fields of

0.5, 5, and 17 G. They were unable to observe any effects, even when the

electric and naqnetic fields were qreater than those Drooosed for Seafarer.

In this experiment, indexes of qrowth that miqht be expected to be affected

by subtle changes in the environment were examined, with appropriate controls

and statistics. Thus, although it was necessarily limited in scope to a

relatively few measurements with one olant, it was a valid experiment.
6

7 Gardner et i.. measured several plant ohenomena that might be sensi-

tive to ELF effects--growth, stomatal resistance, and transpiration

of snap beans grown in controlled environments in the hiotron at the University

of Wisconsin-Madison. These authors noted some effects uf the experimental

treatment on plants, but were unable to separate those effects from the effects

of other factors, even in well-desiqned experiments in carefully controlled

environmental facilities.
": 5

Rosenthal germinated and grew sunflower seeds in cweenhouse and qrowth-

-chamber environments exposed to an electromaqnetic field of 1 G and 10 V/m

in air at 75 Hz. Measurements were made on many indexes of growth, such as

Percentage of germination and length and weight of roots and stems. The

author concluded that there were small, but statistically sicnificant,

differences in seedling mortality, stem, enId root lenqth brought about

by the ELF field. There are some oroblems with this exoeriment that make

the results inconclusive. In the seedlina qermination tests, when qeneticallv
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uniform seeds from a commercial seed-producer were used, no effect of

the ELF field could be noted; when nonuniform seeds produced by the author

were used, effects attributed to the ELF field were noted. The total number

of seeds that failed to germinate was not larqe and the results were not

repeated in other similar experiments. Furthermore, it is well known that

germination experiments with any kind of seed can be extremely variable.
5

In length measurements, Rosenthal noted a difference in one of eight

experiments. The difference in stem lenqth was extremely small (approxi-

mately 2 m) and not convincinq for a tall, fast-qrowinq plant like sunflower.

Furthermore, there are experimental Problems in moving plants from one

location in a growth chamber or greenhouse to another, and some statements

in the article lead a reader to wonder whether the statistical problems of

experiments in such controlled environments are fully aooreciated. Therefore,

the results are not convincinq, owing to problems in the experimental setuo,

in the control of experimental procedure, in plant material, and in some

of the measurements themselves.

The available data on effects on plants of electric and magnetic fields

similar to those associated with the proposed Seafarer antenna are sparse.

However, on the basis of the data that are available, it is our judqment that

the ELF fields generated by the oroposed Seafarer antenna (0.01 V/m, 0.13 G)

would not have any effect on plants qrowinq alonq the antenna.

Construction paths through vegetation for installation of the antenna

will, of course, have ecologic effects.
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Soil Organisms

Despite the pervasiveness of 50- and 60-Hz fields, no long-term study

of the ecologic consequences of such fields has been found. The absence

of any known impacts suggests that ecologic effects, if they exist, would be

readi.y masked by responses to variations in physical factors, such a soil

temperature, soil water content, and soil aeration. Detailed calculations

of variations in such physical factors have been made by Bauqhn (Ar1pendix

A). Because of their close couplinq with the Seafarer fields, soil oraanisms

might serve as indicators of the biologic importance of ELF qround currents.

To provide information in this regard, several studies have been corn- V
missioned by the Navy. In a laboratory under carefully controlled conditions,

14
Meilinger studied nutrient uptake in Citrobacter freundii, bacteria com-

monly found in the soil at the Wisconsin Test Facility. At both 10 and 50

V/m, no effect of the field was found in the metabolism of the orqanisms.

The resu]t; were significant at the 5% level. Similar results were obtained

with the -adigenous bacterial population of a Miami silt loam soil.

Ecologic studies were initiated at the Wisconsin Test Facility in 1969.

As part of the original Hazleton study, single soil core samples were taken

from paired plots in 1969 and 1970. No conclusions could be drawn from the
6,7,8,10,11

limited data obtained. Greenberg and associates established new

pairs of field plots and took soil cores four or five times each sumer in

1971, 1972, 1973, and 1975. Fourteen plots were marked off, in addition to

the two original Hazleton plots. The original plots were 10-ft (3-m) scnuares,

and the new plots were 4-ft (1.2-m) squares. Two plots (considered to be

the main test pair) were fuuther subdivided into three subplots each. A

new plot was selected to replace the old Hazleton test plot, which was deemed
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to be poorly paired with its control. Pairing was based on soil type,

vegetation, and general topography. The distance between the two members

of a pair varied from 8 to 15 miles (12.8 to 24 kin). The test olots were

situated at various points along the antenna right of way. The two legs of

the antenna were mounted overhead on poles, except where they were grounded.

In addition, a third cable was buried at a depth of about 30 in (76 cm)

along the north-south right of way, to permit comparison of overhead with

buried installation. One additional plot was situated at the qround terminal

of an electric power substation, to permit comoarison with 60-Hz fields.

The antenna was first turned on in July 1969 at a low current, which was

increased by steps over the next 2 years. A maximal current of 300 A

was achieved by March 1971. From then on, the antenna was activated on a

nominal schedule of 5 days/week, 6 h/day. However, the three sections of

the antenna were not necessarily all active at the same time. During May

and June 1974, the antenna was not on at all. The total on time durinq the

critical summer growth periods, June-August 1973 and 1974, was about 500 h,

or 9% of the time. Altogether, over the 5-year period of the experiment,

the time of exposure to the ELF fields was less than 20%.

The field strength (horizontal) just below the soil surface for the main

test plot averaged about 150 mV/m. Field strengths for the other test Plots

ranged from 0.096 to 2.63 V/m, for a current of 300 A. At the 100-A current

specified for Seafarer, this range would be 0.032 to 0.88 V/rn. The variation

in the fields is not unexpected, owing to the hiqhly variable soil conduc-

tivity. The magnetic field was much more uniform; at the surface of the

test plots, it varied from 0.011 to 0.88 G.
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Four to 14 cores were taken from each Plot at each samplinq date.

These cores were 7 in (17.8 cm) long and 2 in (5.1 cm) in diameter. The

K locations of the cores were randomized within each plot and, with ft.w excep-

tions, taken to a depth of 7 in (17.8 cm). Cores were then assayed for soil

arthropods. In particular, sprinqtails (Collembola) and three groups of

mites were identified and counted (Prostigmata, Cryptostiqmata, and

Mesostigmata). These orqanisms are relatively mobile and are extracted

frm a soil sample by drying the soil from one end of the sample. The

organisms miqrate to the other end and droo out into an alcohol solution.

This extraction was done at the test facility immediately after sampling.

Current concepts of the roles of arthropods in soil-litter systems

emphasize regulation of the general decomposition process. The decompo-

sition of dead organic matter results from bacterial and fungal attack.

Soil invertebrates may requlate this process by direct and indirect means.

Some direct diqestion of dead organic matter occurs, but currently more im-

portance is given to indirect effects of arthropods: fragmenting organic

material, mixing it with mineral soil, alterinq substrate quality, dis-

seminating microbes, selectively cropping microbial populations, and so

forth. A

Soil microarthropods-primarily mites and springtails-belonq to the

so-call d mesofauna of soil, being intermediate in size between the true

microfaina (protozoans) and th'e macrofauna (millipedes, earthworms, etc.).

The classification is based essentially on size and convenience of collecting.

Soil microarthropods are usually numerous and easily samoled. They are

usually found in the top 15-20 cm of the soil profile, and there may be as
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6 2
many as 10 in an area of 1 m .Mactofauna reouire much more samplinq

effort; and micLofauna are difficult to study.

Experimental results have demonstrated that the microarthrooods influ-

ence litter decomposition rate. Weiqht lost by decomposing litter can he

monitored by enclosinq it in mesh baqs. If the mesh size allows oniy micro-

fauna and microflora to enter, decomposition is slow. With a slightly larger

mesh, the mites and sprinqtails can enter the bags, and decomp.osition will

proceed rapidly. Coarse-meshed baqs 31low macrofauna to enter as well, but
5,13i

they may contribute little more to the decomposition rate. Use of

selective chemical treatment to reduce microarthroood pooulations 'las also
12,16

shown that they have a siqnificant effect on decomposition rate. rhus,

there is some rationale for selectina microarthro~ods, as a seqment of the

soil fauna, for examining system response to perturbation. Rapid increases

in sprinqtail oooulations have been observed aftet different sorts of .rtnr-

bations, such as insecticide treatments and irradiation.

It is not known how these various microarthropods subdivide their re-

sources, or how their niches differ. CollembolarLs may araze upon rapidly

growing funqal hyphae, maximizina their qrowth rate to take advantage of

sudden food abundances; cryptostigmatids aopear to utilize senescent micro-

flora, mA,:imizinq stable population, instead of arowth rate.

Results

Greenberg observed variations in numbers that he attributed to natural

causes. Such variations occurred between plots in control and exoerimental areas

in his main series. It occurred betw"ecn test and control piots and between
7,8

years. Greenbera showed several cases in which the analysis-of-variance
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models indicated significant differences in size of microarthropod populItions

between experimental and control plots. These were not a feature of any one

arthropod group, nor was an exoerimental pooulation always lower than a con-
11

trol one. The 1974 paper reported mainly on year-to-year comparisons in

population size and failed to indicate significance (if any) in population-

size differences between experimental and control plots.
11

In the 1974 paper, Greenberq and Ash attached more importance to

ratics of groups than to population sizes. Proportions of predators (defined

by Greenberg as Mesostiqmata and Prostigmata) were found to be the same in

collections from paired experimental and control plots, at least in seven

of nine cases. For comparison, between years (1972 vs. 1973), only six of

19 plots had significant shifts in proportion of predators, and those were

divided evenly between increases and decreases.

Greenberg concluded that he had not detected anv effects of ELF radi-
7,8

ation on the microarthropod populations. In the 1973 papers, analyses

of variance demonstrated some differences between experimental and control

plots, especially in the "clover" series. Some of these differences dimin-

ished in the additional year's data reported in the 1974 paper. Large

year-to-year differences appeared in adjacent replicate plots; this arques

against attributing much significance to shifts in numbers. Greenberq used

the ratios Cryptostigmata:Collembola and Cryotostigmata:Mesostimnata and

the fraction of predators (Mesostigmata + Prostiqmata) as indexes of com-

munity structure. Ratios in experimental and control plots behaved similarly

over the 1969-1973 period. Greenberq thus concluded that the ELF radiation

had not altered the microarthropod connunity significantly.
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Evaluation
15

It was on the basis of this s* ly that the Navy stated that: "Even

long term (7 year) studies of soil animals have failed to show as much as

a subtle influence fram the field produced at the Wisconsin Test Facility."

Thus, this study was deemed to have significance, and close scrutiny is

in order.

It is axiomatic in statistics that the magnitude of differences detec-

table by a given sampling program is directly determined by the maanitude

of uncontrolled variability in the data. The sources of extrinsic vari-

ability in density of animal populations under field conditions are many,

r anging from food availability and predation to rchysical factors, such as

soil type, exposure to light, and moisture. In addition to spatial vari-

ation, the data demonstrate (as one miqht have expected) large tenpral

variability, on both an intraseasonal scale and a year-to-year scale, in

the density of sol arthropods. To complicate the 1.roblem further, one

has every riqht to expect interactions--i.e., nonlinearities-that qreatly

weaken, if not invalidate, most ordinary statistical te;tinq. For example,

in a qiven season, high temperature may be favorable at a moist site and

unfavorable at a dry site.

In the framework of the small numbers of samples taken, Greenberq's

sampling design was a reasonable attempt to deal with such sources of vari-

ability: test areas were paired with presumably comoarable control areas;

the samples were spaced at intervals throuqhout the sunmier; and samolinq was

continued at several sites for 3 years or lonqer. Nevertheless, the residual

variability in the data is such that only a truly massive, consistent averaqe

difference in abundances, upward or downward, due to the antenna could
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have been detected. The fact that the animl identification was not carrie-

to the species or genus level implies, in addition, that ecoloqic replacement

of one species or qenus by another would not have been detected.

The basic approach underlying such a study, then, is that one must

accept, a priori, that it cannot be a sensitive test; it wil) detect an

ecologic catastrophe, but probably overlook other less obvious, but con-15 ..
ceivably important, effects. Thus, the Navy's statement that not even a

subtle effect was found is subject to criticism, in that the procedure was

not designed to find subtle effects, and any effect obnetve could hardly

have been classed as subtle. i
Field-plot exeriments have a lonq and horable history in biologic

research, and they have been a powerful tool in ecologic studies. A dif-

ficulty with the Greenberg studias is that the "paired plots" were not suf-

ficiently comparable. Plots were paired on the basis of general similarity

of plant cover and similarity of the top 2-3 ft (0.6-0.9 m) of the soil

profile. The soil-profile descriptions were sufficiently different to suq-

gest some differences in hydrologic properties. These could have led to

differences in both the thermal aid moisture reqimes. In addition, the

vegetation was changinq over the several years of samplinq. Although this

is to be expected after any drastic chanqe associated with clearing rights

of way, paired plots were not changing at identical rates in identical

ways. Whether such differences were significant in the function of the

ecosystem is arguable.

There are at least two ways to deal with the variability of the system.

The first is to use a much larger number of sites--say, 50-100. This avoids

the necessity of tryinq to find nearly identical plots. Reduction of the
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deviation for both the exposed and control plots reduces the limits for any

effect that is present but undetected. The second approach is to we more

riqorous criteria for the pairing of plot@ and to monitor the factors (tr-

Peraturet water, light# etc.) known to be of first-order impourtmnce ine~-

system performance. Onie then analyzes to determine whether observed differ-
es are explained br these variables. A proer ecologic study des4ned to-

find subtle effects that are difficult to demonstrate even under very care- Ii
fully controlled laboratory conditions is a major undertaking and requires

the planning and participation of experienced scientists from several dis-

ciplines. No such study has been carried out at the Wisconsin Test acility.t

Summary

As in the case of plants, there has been considerable interest in whether

soil organisms might be affected by ELF.

Such organisms would be more stronolv coupled with the fields Produced

by Seafarer than above-ground organisms. If there arc effects on soil

organisms, they might be expected to occur at a fundamental cellular level

and thus be important quite generally. A laboratory experiment on soil

bacteria at 10 and 50 V/1r showed no effect on metabolic activity. Studies

at the Wisconsin Test Facility designed to detect ecologic changes that

might provide evidence of ELF effects failed to reveal any changes that

could be correlated with exposure to Seafarer fields. The Committee does

note that, as in the case of plant studies, only major effects would have

been detected in the field surveys of soil organism undertaken, in part

because of inherent difficulties in separating i-ossi-ble small effects from "

effects due to other perturbing factors, such as soil water, soil teaperature,

and soil aeration.
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Small Mammals

A 2-year survey of small mammal Pootilations in the Cheouameqon National

Forest was conducted in the vicinity of the Wisconsin Test Facility durina
1

the summers of 1971 and 1972 by Seale, Cauqer, and Damberqer. This study

can be considered as a baseline inventory of some areas in the forest.

Although some plots were exposed to ELF fields, and other,3 were not, the

study cannot be considered to represent a controlled experiment in ELF

exposure. This was recognized by the authors, who stated:

Because this study was not made in riqorously controlled circum.-
stances, and because no previous data exists which could be used
to establish a set of controls, no statement can be made on wheLher
or not the ELF electromaqnetic fields from the test antenna affect
small mammals in subtle ways. However, the data qathered durinq
this study could be of use in assessinq any Dossible lonq term
effects of the antenna and in structurinq any future work of this
kind.
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Epidemiology and Standards

A variety of approaches are available for identifyinq possible bioloqic

effects on man associated with electric and magnetic fields. One approach is

to extrapolate to man from data ,qenerated in animal exaer iments. Although

this may be of value, it has limitations, as described elsewhere in this

report. A second approach is to study the effects of electric and maqnetic

fields in vitro in either tissue or cell culture. Again, there are major

limitations to generalizing from the in vitro situation to the in vivo situ-

ation. Although it might be desirable, therefore, to carry out randomized

trials of human exposure to these fields, this is aenerally not feasible,

because of practical and ethical considerations. Another possible method

for assessing the effect of such fields in man is to utilize natural or tn-

planned experiments in which groups of people have been exposed to sach

fields and to compare those people with appropriate comparison or control

groups. This is the rationale that underlies prospective epidemiologic inves-

tigations of electric and magnetic fields.

4 , Such fields have been present, especially in urban and indust.rial I
areas, for many decades, so the epidemiologic approach is potentially very

I. !valuable for stidyirg the effects. But there are numerous problems. (Even

if these Problems could be overcome, it might involve an inordinate--even

ast-onomiccost.) One problem is the selection of paired populations

that are not systematically loaded with some other bias. The control or
4

comparison group -hould be comparable with the case or exposed OrourO in all

relevant characteristics, except for the exposure itself. The report of the

study should provide the data needed to assess whether the study has met

these requirements. The Daper should also outline potential biases in
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selection of subjects, in measurements, and in followuD that may affect the

inferences being derived reqardinq the effects of the fields. Another

Problem is that the samole must be larae enough to make it possible

to detect an increased risk. It is often necessary to study a ponulation

of many thousands to qet sianificant results. Perhaps the main limitation

of epidemiologic studies in this subject is the lack of sufficient knowledae

with which to select appropriate bioloqic outcomes for measurinq the effects

of the fields on man. This very problem would also a.nlv to another tvye

of epidemioloqic study: the case-control cr retrospective study, in which

people with a disease are comoared with a qroup of disease-free oeople.

Both are ther examined for history ot specific exposure. Again, because

the type of disease or patholoqic condition one miaht anticipate is not known

in this case, a retrospective study of the effects of electric and maganetir

fields is very difficult to design.

Relatively few epidemiolcqic studies are available renardina electric

and magnetic fields, and most are from eastern European and Soviet

investigators.

On the basis of these studies, there is little reason to be concerned

that these fields have had adverse effects. However, eastern EULonean and

Soviet reports have suqqested that there are bioloqic effects when animals

are exposed to stationary and low-freauencV electric fields. 'iel strenaths

:4 reputedly causing effects are mostly between 20 and 200 kV/m; in some re-

ports, field strengths were riot specified. Such syruvtoms as listlessness,

excitability, headache, drowsiness, and fatique were desct ihed in tersons

occupationally exposed to biqh electric fields. Because these svmotoms
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are also caused by many other occupational and psychosocial factors, it is

not possible to establish a cause-effect relationship.

Literature Review

Asanova and Pakov reported clinical studies on 45 employees of a

Soviet 400- 500-kV electric power substatior.. The grou included "mainte-

nance personnel," whose average daily exposure to the electric field was

5 h; "attending personnel," whose average daily exposure was 2 h; and "to

a lesser number, signalmen &-d secondary personnel," who "were not in the

field constantly, nor for prolonged periods." The number of workers in each

of the above cateqories was not stated. The major part of the report was

a description of the various disorders found among the 45 workers. The

most common complaints were subjective--headache, fatigue, disrupted ac-

tivity of the digestive tract, etc.--in 41 of the 45 examinees. A variety

of other ailments were reported-"arteriosclerotic cardiosclerosis" in

three examinees over the age of 50, hvpotension in seven people, hypertension

in four, and diseases of the diqestive tract (chronic qastritis and "colic-

cystitis") in six. A few statements related disorders to ELF radiation

exposure-e.g., "more marked neurodynamic chanqes were seen in maintenance

people who had the greatest daily exposure to the electric field," and "the

impression is created that changes in the cardiovascular system are en-

countered more frequently and are more marked in persons systematically

subjected to the influence of electric fields (maintenance personnel), than

those exposed sporadically (signalmen, attendants)." None of these state-

ments was supported by quantitative data. Furthermore, the authors stated

that "it mist be noted that we were not successful in establishino increased
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neurologic complaints and neuropatholoqy with increased work expetience

under the influence of hiqh voltage electric fields." No breakdown was

given of the incidence of disorders according to the type of work (i.e.,

according to the degree of ELF exposure) or according_ to the duration of

work in electric fields, nor was there any indication of the incidence of

disorders in a "normal" poplation of workers (not exposed to hiqh-intensity

ELF). Thus, there was no objective basis for concluding that the observed A,

disorders were in any way related to exposure to ELF radiation.
21

V In a report by Sazonova, 54 people workinq in npen switchyards were

studied. Two groups were compared: "operation" personnel, who were exposed

for not more than 2 h daily (29 persons); and "maintenance" personnel, who

were exposed at least 5 h daily (25 persons). A series of tests were carried

out on both groups, before and after work, daily for 6 days. Measurements A

included temperature, pulse, blood pressure, reaction time and quantitative

error, critical flicker frequency, and reaction of the adductor muscle of

the thumb to electric stimulation. Data were presented for one day's mea-

surements. No significant changes were seen in temperature or critical

flicker frequency. Small differences were seen in heart rate at the end

of the day; they appeared to be due to increases in rate from the beginninq

of the day in the operatina personnel, rather than to an effect in the

maintenance personnel, whose rates were essentially unchanqed. The averaqe

blood pressure of the maintenance personnel was significantly lower than

that of the operating personnel, at both the beqinninq and the end of the

day. To attribute the above differences to the effects of electric fields,

two conditions should be met: the two qroups should be similar in age,

sex, Physical ondition, and other pertinent characteristics; and the work
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and work environment for the two groups should be similar in all respects,'

except for the presence or absence of the electr ic field. The information

provided by Sazanova did not indicate that either of these conditions was

met. Data were presented on the age distribution and work experience of

the personnel taken as a single group (maintenance and operating Versonnel),

but not on sex, age distribution, or work experience of the personnel in

each group. Thus, the difference in blood Pressure between the two groups

could be due solely to differences in age and/or sex and have no relation-

ship to the work environment.

In summary, a number of Physiologic differences were seen between

"operating personnel" with "low" ELF expsoure and "maintenance oersonnel"

with "hiqh" ELF exposure. However, it was difficult to exclude factors

other than electric-field exposure as the cause of the observed differences.

The difficulty in establishing the relationship of ELF to cardiovascular
9

changes was cogently described by Guskova and Kochanova of the Institute of

Industrial Hygiene and Occupational Pathology (Moscow), USSR kcademy of

Medical Sciences, who disputed earlier Soviet. reoorts of the relationshio

of occupational diseases to electromaqnetic radiation. These authors stated

that it is very difficult to determine etiology of oatholoqic conditions

if the circulatory system in groups of workers exposed to superhinh-freauency

(SHF) radiation, because such work involves nervous and emotional tension,

as well as other deleterious factors. The incidence of hvuertension nre-

viously associated with chronic exposure to Silk' kields is comparahle with
9

that of the general population of Moscow. Guskova and Kochanova suqqeste,

that when diaqnosing pathologic cardiovascular conditions i- oeoole exnos.d

to ultrahigh-frequency (UHF) radiation, in addition to assessinq workina
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conditions, it is also imperative consider other causes of cardlnrxthy, such

as snokinq, obesity, and genetic factors (emotional, osycholooic, ad nerson-
ality' that are accepted risk factors in the development of cardiac ischemia.

13

Accordin4 to Korobkova et al., after several months of ooeration of

the first 500-kV substations, some of the personnel beqan to comolain of

headaches and malaise associated with prolonged stays in the electric field

(5-25 kV/m). After examination of about 250 subjects, the authors reoorted

that orolonqed work in 500-750 kV switchyards without orotective measuroo,

had an "unfavorable effect upon the human organism resultina from the dirpet

field influence." They also attributec, some of the findinqs to "the influence

of electrical discharqes." The authors did note, however, that 5 kV/m did

not influence people.
14

Studies were carried out by Krivova et al. on 319 men tun to the unAA

of 50 in 220-, 330-, and 500-kV switchyards. A variety of medical examin-

ations were carried out, and it was concluded that the electric fie]d caused

an "unfavorable" influence, with nonsoecific disturbances of the central

nervous system.

Criteria, Methods, and Interpretations

The Soviet and eastern European nublications reviewed lack descriotions

of study methods and of selection and characteristics of controls in the

detail that is standard for the West. Evaluation by the reader is often dif-

ficult where an idiosyncratic vocabulary mixes empirical observations with

hypothetical processes. Few eoidemioloqic studies orovide the incidence of

abnormalities in exposed populations. The central nervous sysitem svMrtun s

and siqns commonly described, are called the "neurasthenic" or "asthenic"
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syndrome, The term "neurasthenia" oriqinated a century aqo, but has been
4

obsolescent in the United States for some decades. Labile functional.

cardiovascular chanqes involve neurocirculatory asthenia or vaqotonic re-

action, known as the "veqetative dystonla" or "autonomic dystonia" syndrome,

attributed to neural influence, mainly from the parasym athetic division of

the autonomic nervous system. A third rubric, desiqnated the "diencephalic"

syndrome, includes hallucinations, \insomnia, syncope, and inhibition of

visceral functions and is said to be associated with exposure to electro-

magnetic radiation in general. In the clinical aporaisal, routine neuroloic

examination appears to add little to the history ard general nhvsical findinas

beyond descriptions of hand tremors, dermogranhism, and rare ataxia. Cor-

relations between EBG changes and other clinical observations aid subjective

complaints have been m ade, but do not appear consistent.

Studies of exposed working groups that report clinical effects of MLF

lack important information, and the data are inconsistent. Many investi-

gations do not describe how controls were selected for the exoosed subjects.

13,16 2
Some do not even mention controls. The reports by Asanova and Rakov

21
and Sazonova do not provide adequate field measurement and exrosure data.

It is also oossible that conditions other than the electric field in

switchyards may be responsible for some of the observed effects. For ex-

ample, there is a low-frequency (100-120 Hz) noise in switchyards. Such

4 noise has been shown to oroduce headaches, nausea, couqhini, visual bltr-
1 10 11 15 18

ring, and fatiaue (Ades et al., Hale, Halsted, Lockett, Mohr et al. 1.

These effects are similar to those attributed to the electric field.

Environmental factors related to the qeneral lifestyle of the occo-

pation, which may or may not be distinct from that of other occunrit ions
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have to be considered. Exposure to the "elements" in what is essentially an

outdoor, all-weather, year-roud job--in some cases in exrosed or mountainous

locations--is a characteristic of the occuoation of linemen and tn a lers.er

extent of transformer substation workers. Purely osycholoqic and nsycho-

somatic factors associated with aoprehension oer receivinq unpleasant

microshocks, or even direct comiuctor-contact shocks, have been itivoked

to explain some of the reported symotoms of the Soviet switchvard workers,

and these should be considered further.

The importance of psychosocial factors in assessina the elf-,ct:3 of en-
22

vironmental insults is revealed in a report by Weintraub, who tuidied 954

male and 325 female workers in 21 U.S. industrial olants. He founc1 a siq-

nificant overall relationship between 'job dissatisfaction and psychosomatic

complaints. Weintraub emnphasized that his study could riot show whether

the ailment or the disgruntlement with the job came first, hut only that

the two were associated in the peonle he studied.

Standards
7

The publication by Glass is a valuable reference fnr backndrlrd informa-

tion on protection quides and standards in the USSR. Soviet stardards are

generally more stcinqent than American oractices. This ref1e'ts difference;

in the concept of an environmental standard and in the re;ieatch aoIi ki to

setting this norm.
8

Althouqh Goldman has noted that "Soviet chilosophy dictates Ithat] a

healthy environment can be preserved aoart from the interest of individual

polluters" and that "requlatorv control ,J'er qovernment enternrisu s hould%
7

be easier to exercise," Glass has reported that, in nractice, thee ioifv!
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are difficult t-o achieve. There appears to be some resistance to environmental
8

controls among the public and plant managers.

Protection quides (standards) for 400-, 500-, and 750-kV electric

installations in the USSR have established limits for maximal exposure, in

24-h periods, to electric fields qreatet than 5 kV/m without orotective
3

devices. For fields equal to or less than 5 kV/Im, personnel are nermitted
16

to remain in the field for an unlimited time (Lyskov et al. ).
16

Accordiriq to Lyskov et al., infrequent and nonsvstematic exposure

of the local population and agricultural workers can prctically h disre-

qarded. Thus, the followinq standards are accepted as permissible values:

20 kV/m for difficult terrain,

15-20 kV/m for nonpooulated reqions, and

10-12 kV/m for road crossinqs.

The permissible field strenqth must not be exceeded at the center of the span

at a heiqht of 1.8 m above ground and at the lowest seq (at the maximal 15-

year temperature).
16

Lyskov et al., also noted that the USSR experience with its 500-kV

system, amounting to some 150,000 km-years of operation (as of February 1975),

indicated no oroblems in reqard to health or safety, Plthouah the field

intensity at qround level from such lines may ranqe from 10-14 kV/M.

The Ministry of Health of the USSR is responsible for olanninq and

promoting research on nollutants and translatii the results into notional
2

standards. If an effect is reported, it may constitute a basis for standard

settinq, even thouqh it may be reversible or innocuous and even thouah a

cause-effect relationship may not have been demonstrated for the aqent in
7,20

question. This attitude extends to all environmental considerations.
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Much Soviet research on environmental standards may not be aonlicable

to the West, because the Soviet interest is in determinimq only thp lowest

concentrations that oroduce a measurable bioloqic chanqe, reqardless of

its inportance. 7 1  Full enforcement of oresent stekndards in the USSR has

not been attained, for economic 6esn ard because the standArds are
7

numerous and in most cases extraordinarily strinqent. For exemple,
17

Maqnuson et al. noted that Soviet air standards are not in fact rini1

ceilinq values ard that excursions above thpse values "within rcn,iri~ln

limits" are permitted.

* Conclusion

Our review of the epidemiologic literature reveals concern for ELF fields

in eastern European countries ard the USSR. in connectioni with electric rx(.er

installations. Although the data are cliff icult to evaluate, they tprovirde

no indication that adverse effects would result from tte fields associated

with the proposed Seafarer system.
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APPEN!rIX A

SAFETY IN THE VICINITY OF SEAFARER ANTENNA GROUND TERNINALS:

ITS RELATION TO SOIL ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY IN THE TOP TWO METERS OF EARTH

John Wil Baughn
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A review of the soil science literature shows that the electrical

and Nevada Seafarer sites varies widely as a function of water content,

soil temperature, and salinity of the soil solution. Seasonal variations

cause water content and temperature to change radically throughout the

year in the top one meter of soil, and these variables can cause soil

conductivity to change by factors of 10 to 100 at a given location.

At the Michigan site, soil conductivity is expected to range from

10 to 100 millimhos/meter, but low values of 0.1 to 10 mmho/m might occur

in extremes of dry soil of summer or frozen soils in mid-winter; high

values of 3.00 to 200 mmho/m might occur under extremely high waL. r con-

tent or salt content.

At the Nevada and New Mexico sites, soil conductivity is expected

to range from 10 to 300 mmho/m, with high values possibly reaching 400

to 600 mmho/m in saline areas at high water content. Experiments on

artificially-salinized soil cores suggest that soils of these arid regions

might exhibit surface conductivity effects that prevent the soil conduc-

tivity from dropping below 20 to 40 mmho/m, no matter how low the soil

water content becomes.

It is to be emphasized that the above values are estimates based on

scientific work at locations other than the Seafarer sites and IiWrIormed

for purposes other than evaluating the environmental impact of eliect.rical.

fields from antenna ground wires. To date there has been no program in

the Seafarer project aimed at measuring soil electrical conductivity in
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the top one meter of earth at any of the proposed ground terminal sites.

A theoretical investigation of the effect of soil inhomogeneities

on a uniform electric field shows that horizontal variations in local

terrain or soil composition can cause significant amplifications of the

electric field in the vicinity of the inhomogenelty. Calculations sug-

gest that the electric field could be multiplied by factors of five or

ten in worst-case situations of inhomogeneity, To date, there appears to

have been no appreciation of this type of field enhancenment, I either

official calculations of step potential and body currents, or in any

planned program of measuring step potential, at antenna sites.

Thus far in the Seafarer program, official conclusions about antenna

ground safety have been based on two approaches: calculations of step

potential and body currents usi.ng a homogeneous-earth model and a two-

layer earth model, and site measurements of step potential and load cur-

rents at the Bravo Test Facility. Homogeneous-earth models are not

applicable to the top one meter of earth, however, because climatic vari-

ations make that layer of earth extremely .nhomogeneous as an electrical

conductor; assigning a single value of electrical conductivity Lo the

so:l for the purposes of calculating antenna safety is a meaningless

exercise. The two-layer earth model is applicable to the soil surface,

however, and does permit valid conclu.3ions to be drawn, provided that

correct values are used for soil conductivity. The most recent Navy-

sponsored two-layer calculations suffer only from the fact that although

a range of conductivities was assumed for the two layers, there has been

no experimental work to show that soil conductivity at the three Seafarer

sites actually falls within that range at all times of the year and under
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all climatic conditions. On-site measurements made in 1968-1970 at the

BTL were a step in the right direction, but that series suffered from

being insufficiently broad in scope; measurements must encompass worst-

case climatic and terrain conditions in order for conclusions about

safety to be validly drawn.

On the basis of offical Navy documents and other literature, we

judge that present understanding of soil electrical conductivity at the

ground terminal sites is not sufficient to allow judgments to be made

about the safety of the antenna grounds. A range of conductivities has

been assumed in theoretical calculations of body currents and step poten-

tials, but no measurements have been made to corroborate the assumed

range, and no concerted experimental effort has been made to find worst-

case conditions at the site and to measure step potentials and body

currents under worst-case climatic and terrain conditions.

In order for valid conclusions to be drawn about the safety of

Seafarer ground terminals, the following types of information would have

to be obtained by site-specific measurements:

(1) Soil electrical conductivity as a function of depth in the

top two meters of earth, and as a function of time of year

and time of day. The aim of these measurements would not

be to obtain a single average value of conductivity, but

would rather be to obtain the typical range and extreme

values so that worst-case conductivities would be known.

Seasonal extremes such as spring thaw and summer rainstorm

(and others listed in Table 5) should be sought out and

included in the program of measurement.
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(2) Skep potentials and body currents as a function of local

terrain, time of year, and time of day. The aim here

should be to find typical ranges and extreme values so

that worst-case conditions would be known (see Tabl" 6).

Times and places of measurement should be planned so

that the worst-case climatic conditions and the worst-case

horizontal variations in conductivity are encompassed.

'j
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PART I. INTRODUCTION !

Environmental impact and safety of the NavV s proposed Seafarer

Communication System has been a major concern since design and planning
on the ELF antenna was begun years ago under the name Project Sanguine.

The antenna ground terminals will directly expose the surrounding envir-

onment to an oscillating electric field and current of significant magni-

tude, hence questions about the strength of the field and the probability

of electric shock to persons in the area have been raised. Recent infor-

mation about the antenna design and environmental electric fields nro-

vided in the Kruger presentation (10 January 1977) and the SPECOM report

on Seafarer electromagnetic fields at the Michigan site (22 December 1976)

give the following antenna design specifications for assuring that the

ground terminals will be environmentally compatible (i.e., safe in regard

to electric shock):

1. The electric field at the surface of the earth near the

antenna ground terminals shall not exceed 15 volts/meter,

when averaged over any one meter span.

2. Ground terminals will be constructed so as to limit the

maximum possible body current to less than 1.0 milliampere

for a (biped's) one-meter step. Maximum body current is to

E
be calculated from the equation L Rma[x

R[]

where: b m maximum possible body current for 1-meter
step (amps),

E maximum surface voltage gradient average over
a 1-meter step (volts/meter), and

R worst case current path electrical resistance (ohms).
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The wurst case-path resistance shall be calculated from

the fol.lowing equation: R - 1000 + 5
[2]

where:

- soil conductivity (mhos/meter) at the site inquestion,

1000 = approximate resistance (ohms) of a human body

along the current patht extremity-torso-

extremity, and

5/a - contact resistance of the two feet in contact
with the soil (each foot considered to be in
series between body and soil).

3. Soil conductivity measurements shall be made to evaluate

for the site under consideration, and due consideration

shall be given to seasonal variations in its value.

4. Bodies of water will be avoided in laying the antenna grounds,

and the distance between ground wire and water shall be such

that the electric field in the water shall be limited to 1.0

volt/meter.

These design specifications require that site measurements be made

of surface voltage gradients and soil electrical conductivity so that

E and can b# calculated and terminal construction can be initiatedax

or modified to reduce any dangerously hign values in either step poten-

tial or beady current.

Two quasticn, can bc immediately raised about the four specifica-

tions listed above. The first, which is the subject of study by other

sc .ntists and will not be treated in this report, ir, whether or not the
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15 volts/meter value for tht stop potential and 1.0 milliampere value for

body current will actually ensure safety of humans in the vicinity of a

ground terminal.

The second question, which is the subject of this report, is when,

where, and how should site measurements of E and soil conductivity be
max

made in order to ensure that the true maxima of E and Ib have been iden-

tified for each and every dangerous spot on each ground terminal.

It is certainly appreciated by Seafarer system designers that the

antenna return path electrical resistance depends on the nature and compo-

sition of substrata materials underlying the antenna grid, and that the

ground terminal resistance depends on the electrical resistivity of the top

few hundred meters of earth in which the gjkound terminal is embedded. Resis-

tivity measurements to date have aimed at ascertaining average values for

these deep-layer resistivities. System designers have also appreciated

that the environmental safety and .tapact of the antenna ground terminals

depend sensitively on the electrical resistivity of the top several meters

of soil, and that the gross operational efficiency of the system or grounds

does not depend sensitively on the conductivity of the top few meters of

earth.

What'does not appear to have been realized, however, is that soil

electrical conductivity varies strongly as a function of water content,

soil texture, temperature, and conductivity of the soil solution. These

variables, in turn, are influenced markedly by seasonal variations, by

natural variations in terrain, and by vertical stratification of the top

two meters of the soil, making it virtually impossible to assign a single

average value to soil conductivity for use in Eq. [2]. In order for
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worst-case conditions to be identified for both step potentials and body

- currents, these seasonal and spatial variations must be understood so t't

conductivity measurements can be made at the optimal places and times.

Part II of this paper describes the manner in which soil conductivity

varies environmentally and seasonally, and suggests times and locations

where extreme conditions might be met.

Local inhomogeneities in the conductivity of the conducting medium

can also lead to significant spatial variations in current density near

ground terminals, and hence to significant variations in the magnitude of

the electric field in the vicinity of the inhomogeneities. Since these

variations can amount to an amplification of the electric field by perhaps

an order of magnitude, understanding why and where they might occur can

lead to optimal choices for measuring worst-case step potentials near a

ground terminal. Part III of this paper discusses the effect of inhomo-

geneities on a uniform electric field, estimates the magnitude of such

effects, and suggests environmental situations in which extreme situations

might be met.

Part IV discusses two models of antenna ground behavior: the homo-

geneous earth model and the two-layer earth model. The usefulness and

accuracy of these models for predicting ground terminal resistance will

be discussed, and the accuracy with which these models can describe the

environmental impact at the soil surface will be evaluated. The current

status of Navy thinking on Seafarer environmental safety and its depend-

ence on soil conductivity will be sunnarized. at least to the extent that

it can be evaluated from available documents. Values assigned to soil

conductivity in Seafarer literature will be presented, along with the
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models to which these~ "alues are apvi2.Aed, and both valites and models will

L be appraised in ligh:' of the material presented in Ptk i I1-IV of this

paper.

The paper will conclude ouith a suimmary of soil conductivities thaL

are likely to be found at the Michigan, Nevada, and New Moxici sites, and

an appraisal of their worst-case seasonal a:id environmental condItions.

Recommendations will be made corcerning site measurements that should be

made in order to ensure that extremes of antenna safety margins have been

encompassed in the construction of ground terminals.
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PART It: SOIL ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY--REPRESENTATIVE VALUES

AND ENVIRONMENTAL/SEASONAL VARIATIONS

Partial results of a literature search on soil electrical condutt$v-

ity are presented in Table 1. All data except that of Waugh (1968),

Dell (1965), and Scott (1971) were obtained with Wenner four-electrode

arrays, or variations thereof, and are considered to represent well-

designed assessments of soil conductivity for the given cunditions of

measurement. Methods for the data of Waugh, Dell, and Scott are not

known. Alternating-current fields of low frequency were used for the 4-

electrode measurements, making the resulting conductivities appropriately

measured for the frequencies of the Seafarer system; for exampl , Rhoades

and Ingvalson (1971), and Rhoades, Raats, and Prather (1976) used a

Model 63220 Megger Null Balance Earth Tester that operated between 10 and

20 cycles per second.

It is important to note that the various data were obtained under

widely different circumstances: some are field measurements on undis-

turbed and untreated soils, some are field measurements on artificially

salinized soil plots, and some are laboratory measurements on s)il bodies

either artificially packed or removed "undisturbed" from a field site.

The "conditions of measurement" and "coments" columns give relevant

experimental conditions.

In spite of the varying soil texture, location, and soil use, however,

the soil conductivities fall generally in the range of 10 to 100 millimhos/

meter for non-frozen, non-saline soils having water contents in the normal

moisture range (0.10 to 0.50 cm 3/cm 3). Conductivities below this "general

range" were obtained only in the extremes of very low water content, low
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temperatures, or unusual soil texture such as the clay-shingle mix of

Dell (1965). Conductivities above the general range were obtained in

the extreme of high salinity, and were typically 100 to 400 mmho/m for

salinities found in the arid region soils of the United States, and could

reach values of as high as 1000 mmho/m under extremely high salt condi-

tions.

Having identified & general range of 10 to 100 mmho/m and noted dev-

iations above it (in the 100 to 400 mmho/m range) and below it (in the

1.0 to 10 mmho/m range), we emphasize that the high and low ranges will

probably be often met with under field conditions, as a re, It of. natural

seasonal and environmental conditions, ard that the highs and lows should

not be regarded as statistical fluctuations having low probability of

occurzence.

The factors governing soil conductivity will now be considered in

more detail, and applications to the soils of the Michigan Upper Peninsula

will be made in order to estimate conductivities and to identify varia-

tions that will probably hold in the various extremes of weather and

terrain.

%I
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PART II. SOIL ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY--REPRESENTATIVE VALUES

AND ENVIRONMENTAL/SEASONAL VARIATIONS

1. DEPENDENCE ON WATER CONTENT

The data of Kirkham and Taylor (1949) and Taylor (1950) in Table I

show the trend of soil conductivity increasing with an increase in water

content. Water contents of .05 to .10 cm3/cm3 correspond generally to

very dry conditions, while water contents in the range .40 to .50 corre-

spond to very wet (or saturated) conditions, depending on soil texture.

Table 2 below shows the relation between soil conductivity and

moisture content in detail for the Webster silty clay loam studied by

Taylor (1950). As percent moisture decreased from about 50% down to 6%,

soil conductivity decreased by a factor of 100, from roughly 60 millimho/m

to 0.5 mmho/m (to convert the numbers in Table 2 to mmho/m, multiply by

ten; i.e., 6,00 x 10- mho/cm 60.0 mmho/meter).

k Figure 1A. shows the relation between soil conductivity and water

content found by Rhoades, Raats, and Prather (1976) on an Indio very fine

sandy loam. The curve for EC - 2.5 (Figure 1A) shows that as water con-

3 3tent decreases from 0.45 to 0.08 cm /cm, soil conductivity decreases

from 87.5 mmho/m to 10 mmho/m.

Scott (1971), as cited in Longmire and Smith (1975), measured water

content and soil conductivity for a variety of different soils and found

that the average electrical conductivity could be correlated with the

single parameter, water content. Figure 2 shows Scott's correlation. At

100% water content, corresponding to pure soil solution, conductivity

equals 250 mmho/m, which means that the Scott curve should compare some-

what with the data of Rhoades et al. (1976) for their case of soil solution
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TABLE 2

Experimentally Determined Relationship Between Soil Electrical

Conductivity U and Moisture Content, at a Temperature of 25*C

(From Taylor, 1950)

Webster Silty Clay Loam, Story County, Iowa

Unit No. 4 Unit No. 5 Unit No. 9

Date x 104 Percent x 104 Percent x 104 Percent
(uho/cm) Moisture (mho/cm) Moisture (mho/cm) Moisture

8-5 6.00 52.12 5.75 50.02 6.52 51.02
8-7 4.77 46.53 5.12 47.46 4.92 46.91 -A
8-9 4.39 42.28 4.54 42.62 4.34 42..6
8-11 3.68 38.02 3.84 38.26 3.52 36.15 A
8-12 2.82 31.09 3.37 34.00 3.12 33.86 z

8-14 2.82 30.42 3.05 31.35 3.04 33.18
8-16 2.47 26.17 2.81 27.96 2.99 31.12
8-18 2.31 20.58 2.44 22.66 2.58 25.40
8-20 2.14 17.67 2.25 20.76 2.40 22.43
8-22 1.73 15.66 1.86 15.74 2.19 19.68

8-24 1.60 14.99 1.07 12.71 1.90 16.02
8-26 1.20 13.65 0.69 10.80 1.65 14.65
8-28 0.32 10.07 0.22 8.69 0.51 10.30
8-30 0.12 8.72 0.04 6.78 0.20 8.92
9-1 0.06 7.38 0.04 6.14 0.12 8.24

9-3 0.05 6.49 -- -- 0.09 6.86
9-5 -- -- 0.08 5.95

Moisture equivalent - 24.46.
Fifteen atmosphere percentage - 13.5.
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Fig. 1. Relationships between soil e'.ectrical conductivity, water con-
N ~tevit, and soil solution conductivity (from Rhoades et al.,

1976).
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Fig. 2. Relation of soil electrical. conductivity to water content (from

Scott, 1971, as cited in Longmire & Smith, 1975).
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conductivity equal to 250 mmho/m (upper curve of Figure 1A). And indeed
the two curves do match very well. For water content * 0.45, Rhoades

"t al. found a conductivity of 87 =iho/m and Scott's curve gives 80

uuho/m, while for water content * 0.10 Rhoades et al. found a conductivity

F !of 12 and Scott's curve gives 8.

The extremes of water content measured in these three references are

not uncommon. Saturated conditions (water content V 0.50) are realizedN,

in the top cm or so of field and forest &oils after heavy rainfall or

during spring thaw in northern climates, while very dry conditions are

2 realized in the top meter of soil during dry periods toward the end of the

summer for Wisconsin and Michigan, and during most of the summer in arid

regions of the Southwest. Water content of the tep meter of soil is per-

haps the most unpredictable and variable soil parameter that is subject

to seasonal and environmental change.

Yearly seasonal trends cause soil water to increase during the wet

season (or spring months) and to decrease during the dry season (summer

months) in most of the continental U.S. An example of this annual varta-

tion is given in Figure 3 for moisture profiles of sands under forest in

the southern hemisphere. Figure 3A shows that the top meter is at high

water (0.41 g/cm ) in September (beginning of the warm season in that

hemisphere ). and by April (end of the warm season) is almost entirely de-

pleted of water (content down to 0.05 g/cm 3) to a depth of one meter.
Figure 3B shows a similar but less extreme yearly variation of a sand

forest soil.

Redistribution of water following rainfall or irrigat'n causes

changes of soil water content on a time scale of a few weeks, as shown in

-317-
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Fig. 3. Variation of soil water content with season (from Holmes&
Colville, 1970).
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Figura 4, in which irrigation saturated the top 17 cm of a prof ile that

. J.

was otherwise uniformly dry (moisture content = 0.05) to a depth of 80

cm. In the 40 days following irrigation, the top ten cm of soil decreased

from 40% water down to 22%, and the wetting front penetrated to a depth

of 40 cm. The soil below 40 cm remained at its initial water content.

This trend is expected of field soils following heavy rainfall: the top

10 cm or so will be saturated by thea rain and will remain high in water

for a few days, during which soil electrical conductivity will be at its

i maximum value; redistribution will quickly decrease the surface water con-

tent after the first few days, and soil conductivity in that layer will

drop markedly. After one or two weeks, redistribution takes place at a

much slower rate and soil conductivity will show small but steady decreases

as the soil water content continues to decrease. This cycle will repeat

itself after every major rainfall. Wet summers will lead to high soil

conductivity throughout most of the growing season, while a dry year will

produce very low soil electrical conductivities.

Water content of the top one or two cm of soil deserves special com-

ment since this thin layer might act as an insulating barrier and provide

extra safety margins to persons. The top half centimeter of soil dries

quickly after rainfall or irrigation, and undergoes marked daily variations

as shown in Figure 5. During and immediately following a rainfall, this

layer will be high in water and provide good electrical connection between

a person's foot and the deeper reaches of soil, but as it dries out it

will serve to insulate a person froin the wetter regions below. The top

centimeter is driest a few hours before sunset and wettest just at sun-

rise (Figure 5). The behavior of this layer is relevant to methods of

measuring soil conductivity: probes which penetrate a foot into the soil
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Fig. 4. Variation of soil water content with depth and time during
redistribution after irrigation' (f corn Gardner at al., 1970).
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Fig. 5. Diurnal variation of water content in the top half-centimeter
of *oil (from Jackson, 1973).
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will not "see" the resistance of this top thin layer, whereas probes that

go only a few inches deep (as that of Kirkham & Taylor, 1949) will

measure conductivity of the upper few inches. A probe with electrodes

that press flatly on the soil surface would seem to model a biped's foot

contact with the soil more accurately than electrodes that are driven

several inches into the soil.

It is reasonable to ask just how low the soil electrical conductivity

becomes as the soil becomes very dry. The references cited do not provide

consistent answers to this question. Taylor (1950), for example, measured

drying soils and repeatedly found conductivities in the range 0.5 to 1.0

mmho/m (See Table 2). Rhoades et al. (1976), on the other hand, extrapo-

lated their data to pure water soil solution and identified what they

called the surface electrical conductivity (ECs) of their soils, which

is the conductivity resultiD, from the exchangeable ions (cations) that

reside on the surfaces of the silt and clay fractions of the soil. The

surface conductivity, they argue, is independent of water content, and

their formulation of the dependency of conductivity on soil water content

gives EC to be a residual conductivity that holds in the limit of zeros

water. Importantly, the values they obtained for EC fall in the range

20 to 40 mmho/m for a range of soil textures (sl, vfsl, 1, and cl), which

is much higher than Taylor found for his silty clay loam in the limit of

zero water content.

This discrepancy needs to be resolved because the Rhoades et al.

results suggest that there is a minimum conductivity below which soil

values will not fall in drying soils, while the Taylor results show soil

conductivity falling considerably below the Rhoades et al. minimum. Dif-

ferent soil textures could not explain this problem, because Taylor's

-322-
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silty clay loam is similar in texture to a clay loam measured by Rhoades

et al. to have a high ECs.

Although there is little evidence to help decide this question, I

feel that the answer may reside in one cf two places in the Rhoades et al.

experiment. First of all, they pretreated their soils with a solution

having a high sodium salt content, which could have loaded the exchange

sites and enhanced the surface conductivity many times over what Tavlorts

field soil might have had. Secondly, a close inspection of Figure 1A

shows that few measurements were made in the water content range below

0.1 -m 3/cm 3, and hence the Rhoades results for surface conductivity were

obtained by an extrapolation beyond the range of actual measurements. It

could be that water content becomes an important factor in reducing soil

conductivity in the low water range, and that they did not see such a

factor because of their truncated range of measurement. In fact, a close

inspection of Figure IA shows that for EC = 250 mmho/. and water contentw

0.08, bulk conductivity was found to equal 12 mmho/m, which is considerably

lower than the surface conductivity of 25 mmho/m estimated for the Indio

vfsl.

If the salt loading or the extrapolation did lead to spuriously high

surface conductivities for the soils measured by Rhoades et al., then

field and forest soils of the Michigan site might be expected to behave

more like Taylor's Iowa soil than Rhoades' experimental soils. Tn mv

opinion the question of minimum soil conductivity at the MichDnn sitr

must be answered by experiment. I would nt I,,. t.jirr1lsed to find that

for extremely dry soil there is a minimum conductLvity around the value
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10 mmho/m, but I would also not be surpris.ci to find that conductivity

dipped a factor of ten below that value.

- Soils at the proposed Nevada and New Mexico sites will have higher

salt content than the Michigan UP site, on average, and might thereforej

have a'significantly high minimum conductivity during the dry season if

the results of Rhoades et al. (1976) hold. Thus soil conductivity might

remain at the two southwestern U. S. sites, and might rise to the range

100 to 400 mmnho/m d.uring and after rainstorms or melting snowfall.

Values approaching 1000 mmho/m might occur under extreme conditions of

high sat content.

Summary. Water content in the top meter of soil can be expected to

Svary widely annually with season changes and on a week-to-week basis

depending on local weather The top 10 cm of soil will experience daily

changes in water content under the influence of the diurnal cycle of

solar heating and evaporation. Contents from 0.05 to 0.50 cm/_M3 are

the expected limits to this variation, and for a given oil, these water

content fluctuations may lead soil conductivity at the three proposed t

sites to vary by as much as a factor of 10 to 100 between the extremes

of satnuration and very dry conditions.

i-34
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2. DEPENDENCE ON TEMPERATURE

As soil temperature decreases in an unfrozen soil, the viscosity of

the soil solution decreases and ion mobility becomes smaller, leading to

decreased electrical conductivity. As Table 3 shows, the decline in con-

ductivity is less sharp for high water content than it is for low water

content, presumably because viscosity effects are relatively more impor-

tant when the amount of water in the soil is small and most of it resides

as thin films on soil particles. In the high water range, conductivity

approximately doubles as temperature increases from 7*C to 45*C, while

for low water contents conductivity increases by factors as high as 30
or 40 for the same temperature increases.

As the soil freezes, ion mobility and electrical conductivity

decrease sharply, and although we have not obtained data to quantify the

axact decreases, we expect conductivity in frozen soil to be two or three

orders of magnitude below the value for the same soil at 25*C.
' 'j

As far as environmental temperature variations go, dry soils will

show the greatest relative variability. For example, a dry soil at the

end of the warm season, subject to frost temperatures nearing 0 C will

show the lowest conductivity, while that same soil may show a conductiv-

ity thirty times higher a few days later when temperatures have risen

back up to the 25C range.

The depth to which soil freezes in the upper Midwest depends on the

severity of the winter, of course, and also on the depth of the snow

cover. A thick cover of snow insulates the soil from the cold a1r and
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TABLE 3

Relation of Soil Electrical Conductivity to Soil Temperature

At Constant Water Content (From Taylor, 1950)

Temperature o in mho/cm x 104
00C

Clarion Silt Loam

Percent Moisture

12.33 16.05 18.41 20.10 28.29 29.75 37.47

7 -- 0.68 -- 0.82 1.22 -- 1.81
9 0.52 -- 0.76 -- -- 1.33 --

is' :1 0.64 0.83 0.89 0.97 1.38 1.47 1.97.20 0.79 0.98 1.04 1.12 1.54 1.63 2.13

25 1.01 1.20 1.26 1.35 1.77 1.86 2.36

30 1.27 1.46 1.52 1.61 2.03 2.12 2.62
"V 35 1.58 1.77 1.83 1.92 2.33 2.42 2.92

40 1.92 2.12 2.19 Z.28 2.68 2.77 3.28
45 2.29 -- 2.56 .-- 3.15 3.66

Webster Silty Clay Loam

Percent Moisture

10.52 14.81 19.09 21.47 29.47 35.44 41.22

6 -- 0.76 1.37 .... 2.44 3.28
7 0 .0 5 ... . 1 .6 7 2 .0 8 ... .
9 0.05 0.89 1.45 .... 2.65 3.49

15 0.08 1.09 1.60 1.88 2.30 2.87 3.72
20 0.26 1.31 1.76 2.10 2.54 3.13. 3.97

25 0.48 1.55 2.21 2.35 2.79 3.37 4.23
30 0.72 1.81 2.48 2.62 3.07 3.65 4.51
35 0.98 2.09 2.76 2.90 3.36 3.95 4.81
40 1.28 2.40 3.08 3.23 3.68 4.27 5.15
45 1.60 2.73 3.41 3.57 4.02 4.61 5.50
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prevents deep freezing. Thorud and Duncan (1972) found that for a

Minnesota oak stand, a layer of snow as thin as 13 cm was significant in

decreasing depth of freezing. frozen soil averaged 38 cm deeper in snow-

less plots than in snow-covered control plots, and the control plots

froze to depths of 60 to 80 cm.

According to Dr. S. G. Shetron of the Ford Forestry Center, Michigan

Tech. University, snowfall in the Upper Peninsula averages three to four

feet a winter, and if the snow is early the soil rarely freezes more than
• I

a few inches deep (personal communication, 1977). In such cases, snow-

melt continues throughout the winter and constantly supplies a small flux

of water to the unfrozen soil.

Soil electrical conductivity in the winter at the Michigan site is

therefore expected to vary greatly from year to year, depending on snow-
depth and depth of soil freezing. A heavy snowfall early in the winter

will probably lead in general to unfrozen soils and a conductivity repre-

senative of unfrozen soils at O°C, while sparse snow will allow deep
freezing soils and marked decreases in conductivity below the value of

unfrozen soils. It should not be overlooked that .even when snow is
plentiful, its spatial distribution is not always uniform, and that

"IJ deeply frozen and unfrozen patches of soils might be found in the same .

vicinity, depending on local terrain.
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3. DEPENDENCE ON SOIL SOLUTION

Since electrical current in the soil is the motion of ionic species,

conductivity depends on the electrolyte concentration of the solution

that surrounds soil particles. For a given water content, the relation

between soil conductivity and the electrical conductivity of the soil

solution is approximately linear, as shown in Figure 1B, Figure 6, and

Figure 7. These figures show that soil conductivity generally has a

value that is 5 to 30% of the soil solution conductivity, depending on

water content.

The data of these three figures also show that soil conductivity-

does not extrapolate to zero when the conductivity of the soil solution

becomes zero. This phenomenon is taken to indicate that interchangeable A

cations on the soil particle surface can migrate under an applied electric

field and contribute to soil conductivity even when the soil solution is

pure water. Rhoades et al. (1976) argue that the surface conductivity

is approximately independent of water content. The three experiments

reported in these figures give similar values for surface conductivity,

showing it to be in the range 20 to 45 mmho/m. As discussed above,

the existence of such high values of surface conductivity would

imply a minimum soil conductivity in the field, vet the data of Taylor

(1950), and of Scott (1971) show soil conductivities below the 20 mmho/m

value. Thus while the question of minimum soil conductivity is still

somewhat open, there is no question that when the liquid phase conduc-

tivity reaches values of 50 mmho/m and higher, the soil conductivity

begins to increase and follow the soil solution in a linear fashion.
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Fig.6. R "Oni of solelectrical conductivity to conductivity o h$O11 solution (from~ Shea &LuthIn, 1961). O h

t;
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Fig 7.Relation of soil electricalconductivity (EC )to conductivityA

Fig 7 of the Boil olution (ECa (from Rhoades &Shilfgaarde, 1976).
aI
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Surface and subsurface waters in the Michigan Upper Peninsula are

relatively pure and wouid not generally contribute to high soil conduc-

tivities. While water from some wells in the region reached values as

* .: high as 100 umho/m, most were in the range 10 to 50 mmho/m (EDAW, Inc.*

1974A). Most surface waters had conductivities in the range 10 to 30

mnholm (EDAW, Inc., 1974B). Most of the data reported by EDAW, Inc.,

was obtained by water monitoring programs of the U.S. Geological Survey*

the Michigan Department of Natural Resources Geological Survey, and the

Michigan Department of Health.

Corroboration of these values is found in measurements made by

Wilde, Trach, and Peterson (1949) and by Pierce (1953) on groundwater

underlying Wisconsin forest soils and organic soils. Pierce found ground-

water electrical conductivity to range from 5 to 20 mmho/m beneath moss

peat bog supporting black spruce and woody peat swamp supporting white

cedar and balsam fir, and he found values in the range 30 to 70 mmho/m

under a sedge peat marsh. Wilde et al. found groundwater in organic soils

to have conductivities in the range 10 to 70 mmho/m. Table 4 srmarizes

these data on well water and groundwater conductivity in Wisconsin and

Michigan.

Highly saline coils are not a problem in the Michigan Upper Penin-

sula, yet in considering the soil conductivity near an antenna ground it

would be well to remember that local microrelief and accumulations of

biological materials might concentrate soluble species to the extent of

giving high soil solution conductivities. Wadleigh and Fireman (1948)

showed that evaporating irrigation water in plowed land carried salt up
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TABLE 4

Electrical Conductivity of Water& in the

Wisconsin-Michigan Upper Peninsula Area

Location (uh )Ref erenice
Low Typical High

Subsurface Below 10 10 to 50 100 EDAW, 1974A

Surface 10 to 30 EDAW, 197LiB

Groundwater
Under Organic
Soils 10 to 70 Wilde et al., 1949

Groundwater
Under OrganicI
Soils 5 20 to 30 70 Pierce, 1953

IIN
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into the ridges and out of the furrows (evaporation from ridges predoai-

noted), giving a saturated extract conductivity of 5000 nwho/m for the

ridges compared to a conductivity of less than 100 mmho/m for the furrows

between the ridges. Sandoval at al. (1964) studied cropland located on

an ancient, saline lake and found that the soil of ridges had conduc-

tivities up to 10 times higher than the soil of depressions, even though

the ridges and depressions differed in height by only one foot and were

separated by 100 to 200 feet. While these two examples admittedly dealt

with saline soils, they show that topography is important in determining

where salts will be deposited during evaporation. High spots are likely

to be higher in salt than low spots, no matter what the prevailing level

of salinity.

Evaporation from pond and wetland shorelines can concentrate soluble

L 1 electrolytes near the waters' edges, making for high soil conductivity.

Biological compounds such as amino acids, proteins, and other cellular

constituents are also likely to accumulate near the edges of bodies of

water due to decomposition of aquatic plant and animal remains and con-

!V tribute significantly to soil electrical conductivity.

Soil solution is likely to be saline in soils of the Nevada and

New Mexico sites, and soil electrical conductivity is Lherefore expected

to be higher at those sites than in Michigan. The extreme variability

of local conditions makes accurate prediction of salinity and conduc-

tivity impossible, so on-site measurements are necessary for soil

conductivity to be quantitatively assessed.

iI
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4. SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING THE MICHIGAN SITE

Although detailed soil electrical conductivity measurements have

not been made on the top meter of earth in the proposed Michigan Upper

Peninsula Seafarer site, soil data indicates that the soil textures are

similar to those which have been studied. The soil data map prepared by

GTE Sylvania (Map 11 of ELF Communications Seafarer Program Site Survey

Final Report Michigan Region, 1976) shows that approximately 50% of the

site is covered with silt loam soils, 20% with sandy Icam, 20% with sand,

and 10% with mucky peat (wetlands soils). The mineral soils that cover

90% of the site fall into the general textural range of the soils thAt

were studied in the experiments reported elsewhere in this paper, hence

the data collected here is applicable to the Michigan site. Although

measurements of conductivity of wetland soils have not been found and

reported here, conductivity of groundwater in Wisconsin organic soils

has been collected, and does allow estimates of how the mucky peats of

the site might behave.

Site-specific measurements are necessary to ascertain the normal

range and extremes (high and low) of soil conductivity, bitt in the ab-

sence ot such we. can estimate from the results of our literature search

that for mineral soils the normal range of soil conductivity will be 10

to 100 millimhos/meter. Conditions of high water, high soluble salts,

or high concentrations of decomposing organic matter will lead to values

above this range, while it would require low water content, lcw salt, or

freezing soils to give conductivities in the I to 10 mmho/m range or

below. Frozen soils in winter will give v6ry low conductivities (prob-
-334-
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ably less than 0.1 mmho/m), but it will require a snowfree winter for

soil freezing to progress to more thatt a few inches.

Organic soils will be very high in water throughout the entire year,

and their conductivity will depend on the nature of the organic colloids

and soluble salts that they contain. A rough order of magnitude estima-

tion of conductivity would be to put it at the conductivity of the water

which parmeates the soil, which would indicate soil conductivities in the

range 10 to 70 mmho/m for organic wetland soils.

:0 From the point of view of safety, the worst-case soil conditions to
have are a dry subsoil (or low conductivity basement underlying the top

meter of soil) and a wet (highly conductive) layer of surface soil. The

resistive lower layer would allow the antenna ground step potentials to

reach high values at the surface, and the conductive top layer would put

I :humans in good electrical contact with the earth, thus maximizing the
possibility of shock. Two types of seasonal situations suggest them-

selves as being conducive to this dangerous condition: spring thaw, and

times of heavy rain at the end of the summer. A deeply frozen soil thaws

from the surface downwards and from the bottom upwards, sandwiching a

very resistive layer of frozen soil between a wet subsurface stratum and

F a very wet topsoil with high conductivity. Dry conditions at the end of

summer will establish a soil profile of low water content and low conduc-

tivity to a depth of one or two meters, and a rain will saturate the top

3. 10 or 20 cm of eoil and give it a relatively high conductivity.

Soil conductivity measurements aimed at covering the seasonal ex-

tremes of Michigan will have to be carefully made at specific times of

the year. Table 5 gives suggested times for conductivity assessments of
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TABLE 50

Suggested Times for Measuring Soil ConductIvity at the

Michigan Seafarer Site, and Qualitative Estimates of the

Conductivities at Two Soil Depths

Expected Soil Conductivity

Time f Yea and(Millimhos/meter)

Climatic ConditionAtndctdIeh
Top 10 cm 1.5 Meter Depth

Mid-winter (unfrozen soil) low low

Mid-winter (frozen Boil) very low very low

Spring thaw (subsoil frozen) medium very low

Early summer, late spring high high

Summer (during drought) very low medi-im to low

Summer (after drought-ending rain) high low

Late fall (frost on wet soil) low mediw

Late fall (f rost on wry soil) low mediu

Note: For constant temperature, the daily solar and evaporation cycle
would indicate that highest conductivities at the soil surface
would be found at sunrise and lowest in late afternoon, due to
the diurnal variation in water content of the surface. However,

the diurnal temperature trend is generally opposite to the dry-
ness, being highest in afternoon and lowest In early morning, so
it is not clear exactly what hour of a given day will give the
highest soil conductivity.
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the topsoil and subsoil at 1.5 meter and lists conductivities expected to

be found at those times.

Conditions of terrain that might lead to high soil conductivity are

listed in Table 6, along with the factors that lead such sites to have

high conductivity. Field measurements to identify worst-case situations

should be made with these factors in mind.

In concluding, we point out that insofar as it relates to antenna

-_.j safety, the treatment of soil conductivity in the official Navy litera-

ture seems to be in error on the values that soil conductivity might have

at the antenna site. Recent documents assign a single value to soil con-

ductivity and do not allow for seasonal and topographical variations

(Genge, 1976; SPECOM, 22 Dec 1976; Kruger, 10 Jan 1977). In view of the

literature presented in this Part, t is clear that soil conductivity at

the site cannot be assigned a single value that will hold for all times

of the year and for all locations along the ground terminal. The. Navy's

models for earth conductivity will be discussed in more detail in Part

IV of this paper.

Assuming that a single value of soil conductivity could be assigned

for the sake of calculating safety factors such as step potentials and

body currents, we find the value 1.0 mmho/m used in the SPECOM report of

22 Dec 1976 (page 30) for the Michigan site to be. unrealistic.llv low by

one or two orders of magnitude. For conductivity equal to 1.0 iillirb./

m eter, the foot contact resistance 5/- equals 5000 ohms and the total path

resistance (Eq [21) is 6000 ohms, leading to body currents of about 0.7

milliampere if the stlep potential is 4.0 volts. If the more realistic

4"i
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TABLE 6

Terrain and Factors that Might Lead to High Soil Conductivity

Terrain of Special Concern for Factors that Might --

Measuring Soil Conductivity Contribute to High Conductivity

Highland soil near water High water content, high salts,
high decomposing biomass

Lowland soil near water (swamps, High water content, high salts,
bogs, wetlands) high concentration of decom-

posing biomass

Soil with near-surface water table High water content,- high salts .
from evaporation

Soil near artesian wells with High water, possible high salt
saline groundwater conLentration from passage of

groundwater through geologic
strata that are high in
soluble salts ,

Organic soils; wetlands soils High water content, high con-
centration of salts and organ-
ic electrolytes

4 •"4
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value 50 mmho/m is used for conductivity, however, foot contact rests-

tance drops to 100 ohms and total path resistance is 1100 ohms, giving .

body currents in the range of 4.0 milliamperes. 1
The importance of accurate assessment of soil electrical conductivity-

in the top meter of earth is clear, and subsequent parts of this paper

will consider how adequately soil conductivity has been measured in the

Seafarer environmental impact assessment studies.

v41
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5. SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING THE NEVADA

AND NEW MEXICO SITES

Reports of soil electrical conductivity measurements in the states

of New Mexico and Nevada have not been found in the official Navy litera-

ture on Project Seafarer, nor have such reports been found in the soil

science literature. In the absence of direct measurement, the best pre-

dictors of soil conductivity appear to be the laboratory studies in which

high-salt soil solutions were used (see Table 1). The range of soil

types encompassed in the table probably includes the types of soil to be

found in the southwestern United States, and the environmental condi-

tions that will predominantly govern soil conductivity in the arid South-

west are soil water content and soil salt content. Low salt and low water

content will probably give conductivities in the range of 10 to 100 mmho/m,

while high water and salt may lead to conductivities in the range of 1.00 to

400 mmho/m.

The worst case shock hazard would probably exist immediately follow-

ing a rain, when the surface ten or 20 centimeters of soil would be sat-

urated and highly conductive (giving a low contact resistance), while the

subsurface soil would be dry and cause the ground terminal step potentials

to reach high levels.

Site-specific measurements to ascertain seasonal and geographical

extremes of conductivity should be designed to encompass extremes of soil

water content and soil salinity.
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PART III. EFFECT OF SOIL INHOMOGENEITIES ON SEAFARER.

ANTENNA GROUND ELECTRIC FIELDS

The electric field and current density near a Seafarer ground wire

will depend on the electrical conductivity of the earth in that region.

The actual spatial inhomogeneity of the earth is so great, however, that

exact calculations of the field and current density are precluded, and

various simplified models of the earth medium must be used to estimate

them. For example, the homogeneous-earth model, although too simple to

be realistic, allows explicit calculation of the field and current den-

2 sity (Martin, 17 April 1969; Genge, 1976; Kruger, 1977), and allows the

surface step potential to be derived, as a function of the soil conduc-

tivity and antenna parameters. A two-layer earth model (surface layer

overlying a basement) has been used (Martin, 17 April 1969; Heppe, 1977)

to provide a realistic model of the effect of vertical stratification

on step potentials and biped body currents.

However, neither of these models shows the effect that local inhomo-

" geneities such as buried metal objects or small bodies of water may have

on the magnitude of the electric field. For example, a metal object

placed in an otherwise uniform conducting medium with a superimposed uni-

form electric field will provide a low-resistance pathway for current
IVI

* flow, and the local current density will converge on the object; a larger

. current will flow through the object than will flow through an equal

volume of the surrounding medium (see Figure 8). Importantly, this con-

vergence of current is associated with an increased electric field in

tha ,icinity of the object. Similarly, a body of water having a greater

-341-
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Fig. 8. Lines of current density around a conducting sphere of conduc-
tivity al. in a uniform electric field in a medium~ of conduc-
tivity a2 (adapted from Bleaney & Bleaney, 1976, p. 45).

c-
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electrical conductivity than the surrounding soil will be a region of

convergence for current density, and the electric field will be enhanced

near the shoreline.

The purpose of this Part is to quantify these descriptive ideas about

soil inhomogeneities and to give a quantitative treatment of certain situ-

ations that might occur in the vicinity of a ground wire.

M

1

II
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1. THEORETICAL APPROACH TO AN INHOMOGENEITY OF

CONDUCTIV',TY 01 IN A MEDIUM OF CONDUCTIVITY a 2 , WITH A

UNIFORM SUPERIMPOSED ELECTRIC FIELD

Suppose that a uniform electric field to exists in a conducting medium

of conductivity a2 , and that an inhomogeneous region with conductivity

a1 exists within the medium. The electric field and current density in-

side each region are obtained by using the appropriate Maxwell equations

and the boundary conditions:

A 1. the tangential component of the electric field is continuous

at the boundary of the two media, and

2. the normal component of the current density is continuous

at the boundary of the two media.

If I and 1 represent the electric field and current density, respec-

tively, inside the inhomogeneity, and t and 12 represent the field and

,outside, then can

be written:

1. E -E
Itang. 2tang.

2. 'Jlo.noma J2normal"

Morecver, since J CE, the second boundary condition can be rewritten

as GlEi a2E2
.;"! :. s OlinormaI = 22normaI .

The field and current density could be found from basic principles,

fk but a shorter method is to make use of a mathematical isomorphism between
4. 4. 4. 0. 4. 4

density J - CE and electric displacement D - CE. D and J have the same

boundary conditions at an interface, namely, continuous normal compon-
[. ,.

ents, and each has similar relations to E, namely, each is a constant
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times E in a given medium. relates to di]ectric media of given per-

mittivity, and J relates to conductive media of given conductivity, hit in

both cases the electric field satisfies the condition of having zero diver-

: gence:
[E [4]

and of being the gradient of a scalar potential:

E e -grad V. (5)

The electrostatic potential V and the electric field, will be the same

for both the static case of dielectrics and the steady-state case of con-

ducting media, provided the geometry and boundary conditions are the

same (Bleaney & Bleaney, 1976, p. 67). Lines of displacement and lines

of current density will coincide, and displacement and current density j :
will be obtained from E by multiplying by c or by a, respectively.

The utility of this isomorphism between J and D is that many cases of

dielectrics in electrostatic fields have been woked out and presented in

physics textbooks, and solutions for conducting media of the same geometry

A and boundary conditions can be obtained merely by replacing Ei by Ci in

the equations for electric fields, where the subscript 1 refers to each

homogeneous region of space.
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2. CONDUCTING SPHER~E 1IN A lINT F(RM MrM~lIUM Il Il A

UNIVOR]M APPIEICI FCTRTC: F11rT,

For this case we are interested in the electric fieldi and current

density inside the sphere, and at representative points in~nedintely out-

side the sphere, such as points PV, P V and P 3 in Figure 9. The electric

field and current density inside can be written (Bleaney 6Bleaney, pp.

44-46):

E3g2 E0  [6]
al + 22[7

71 + 2 2  al+ 202 0

where -electric field inside the sphere,

E 0- electric field applied to the medium,

i current density inside sphere,

0o 02EO current density at great distance from sphere.

The electric field and current density at points P1 and P2 outside

the sphere but very close to it are piven by

E2  al2 L~2~ 0+ 2C2 0 al Q+ 202 08

=-~ (12L2~ ~ ~ E 0d i9

~22 a,1+ 2a- 0 a,+2+ 20 [9

The electric field and current density at, point P3 outside thle

sphere but very close to it are given by

(1 al + 202' E1)

02 E" 02o )oE OI [1
1y + 22 0 'l + 2'
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Fig. 9. Conducting sphere in a uniform conducting medium with a uniform
superimposed electric field. P and P2 are points immuediately
upstream and downstream from t4i sphere, in relation to the
direction ofthe applied field E.
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Metallic Sphere

If the sphere is metallic, then a becomes infinitely large compared

to 02, and E9 inside the sphere vanishes (Eq. 6). The current density

inside the sphere becomes three times as large as the current density at

large distences outside the sphere (Eq. 7). The electric field imediately

upstream and downstream of the sphere, at points P1 and P2, becomes three

times as large as the applied field E that exists at large distances from

the sphere (Eq. 8). Thus a buried metallic object of roughly spherical

shape will amplify the electric field by a factor of three in the regions

immediately upstream and downstream of it. This result is independent of

the size of the object, and represents the worst-case field amplification

by a spherical inhomogeneity in the conducting medium.

fl, The amplification in step potential can be obtained by integrating

the electrIc field along a I-meter path upstream from the sphere. Although

the equations are not presented here, a one-meter diameter metallic sphere

is found to produce a step potential that is 13/9 larger than the distant-

field step potential, when the step path is taken radially from the edge

of the sphere (point P1) to a point 1 meter upstream.

Insulating (non-conducting) Sphere

I the sphere is non-conducting (01 - 0), then the electric field

upstream and downstream vanishes (Eq.8), and the equation shows that

electric field at point P3 becomes 3/2 times as large as the applied dis-

tant field Eo (Eq. 10). Thus even an insulating sphere in the soil, such

as a block of frozen water or frozen soil, or a large rock can lead to

amplifications of the electric field.

-348-
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3. CONDUCTING PROLATE SPHEROID IN A UNIFORM FIELD

Figure 10 shows the geometry of a prolate spheroid in a conducting

medium, oriented with its principal axis a parallel to the applied dis-

tant field EO. The electric field inside the spheroid is given by

(Bleaney & Bleaney, 1916, p. 752):

01 2a2 4 Da(al - C2) (12]

where E field inside the spheroid,

.41
E applied field, distant from spheroid,0

0 " a2 conductivity of the surrounding medium,

1 conductivity of the spheroidal region, and

D - the number given by the integral in Table 7.
T a

The ellipsoid of revolution can be used to model many cases of

interest for a conducting body embedded in a uniform conducting medium.

When the length of principal axis a equals the length of principal axis

b, for example, the ellipsoid is a sphere and can represent a buried

spherical object, or a hemisphere whose flat side is coplanar with the

surface of the soil. When the length of a is larger than the length of

k the ellipsoid is an elongated (prolate) object which can represent

long, thin objects such as circular cylinders or pipes buried in the

soil; the prolate ellipsoid can also represent a long, narrow shallow

body of water lying on the earth's surface.

The electric field at points P1 and P2 immediately outside of the

spheroid and upstream and downstream from it (See Figure 10) is obtained

from the boundary condition that the current density is continuous across
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V i'
Fig. 10. Conducting prolate spheroid in a uniform~clectric field I

E7,
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TABLE 7

Tabulated Values fotv the IntegrslD~ for V'rolate,

Splieroids (taken from-Stoner1, 1945)

a 2

D a/b

.333 1.0

.233 .1.5

.174 2.0

.135 2.5

.109 3.0

.075 4.0
.056 5.0
.020 10.0
.0107 15.0
.0067 20
.00144, 50
.00043 100
..000007 1000

Note: For very slender prolate spheroids (a/b much 1argtr than 1.0), D
is given byaj

where m =a/b (Osborn, 1945).
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the interface near P avidP
2'.'

or ____1

E ! u~JE sE - -*at P. P. ~ 1.
0 2 1 0a +DQi 2 ). 1 2

For a highly conducting spher..t d, 01 becomes much larger than (2

Figure 10shw- that the field iniside the spheroid becomes stiall; And]

Eq. 14 shows that the field ntpoints Pand'P is
1 2

E = -[151
(a (2/01) +a . K

For th ase of a metal object hAving axis: a equal to axts b in

length, the spheroid is a spherte, 02/al1 0, and Da 1/3, giving E2

3 E~ as was founuV above for a metallic sphere.

For the case of a much larger than b, hiowever, the f ield amp]I if Ic-

tion by mtallic objects can be much larger. For example, a rod that

is two inches in diameter.(b -1 inch) and 17 feet long (a 100 inchesi)

has a/b =100, and D -. 00043, hence the field at P1 and P2 is roughly
a1 2

2000 times larger than the applied field E Although we have not obtainedi
0

the btep potential for this case, the remarkable amplification of the field

shows that large effects can be expected when long metallic objects are

oriented perpendicular to the ground wire.

Bodies of Water

Another application of the spheroid calculation is to model the

effect of a body of water that is longer thain it is wide, with its longer

axis perpendicular to the ground wire, and hence parallel to the wire's

electric field. The electrical conductivity of a body of water can be



K ~~ as thecodut y ot the so! l'neab

Ohic is atuatedb-rwater of the wafie quality. (See Figure 7)', 'which

tth bod ofwter is thrae timwes a 4s !on g as it.,

is wide, then -/ a., .109, and thia electric field near .the UP-*

stream shore willibe

E -E E u[E 16]
2 0 ar2 + *11(902) 0 202 6

On the basis of the above calculatiwn, it, might be expected that

;U ,round wires near ponds or wetl,ands Witt have. greatly enhanced, step1

potentials at the shoreline cl~osest to the ground, with the- xact enhance-

ment depending on the narrowness of the pond (ratio of dimension a to

dimension b) sd its conductivity relative to that o~f the soil.

A
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4. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS C

The results of the preceding sections indicate that a uniform elee-

triL field will be significarttly distorted by the existence of inhomo-

geneiti-as in the conducting medium, and that sizable amplifications of

the field can result. Inhomogeneities having higher conductivity than

the soil medium will. cause conergence of the current density and lead to

enhanced electric fields in the regions upstream and downstream from the

object or region in question. Inhomogeneities having conductivity lower

-.harn the soil will cause divergence of the current density and lead to

enhanced fields in the regions tangential to the region in question.

Quintitative estimates show that the field can be multiplied by tactors

of up to three for spherical inhomogenelties, and by factors of from five

to hundreds for regions shaped like. prolate spheroids with the longest

axis parallel to the applied electric field.

In view of these results, it is suggested that worst-case step Doten-

tiali will probably be found near regions itL which soil conductivity
changes sharply because of horizontal changes in the medium. Regions near

bodies of water or near buried conducting objects will show significant

q4ariations in step potential, with long narrow ponds or buried metal rods

giving extreme enhancements of the electric field.

Measurements made with the intent of discovering worst-case situa-

A1?:. tionR should probe re' .ons in which conductivity or the makeup of the soil

shows radical horizontal variations.
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PART IV. MODELS OF SEAFARER GROUND TERMINAL ELECTRIC FIELDS

Attempts to understand the environmental impact of the Seafarer

system have been both experimental and theoretical. Step potentials and

body currents have been measured at the Wisconsin Test Facility with the

aim of identifying "hot spots" of high potential gradient or high body

curient, so that the ground terna.tnal could be modified as needed to

correct the situations discovered. Calculations have been made with

homogeneous-earth and two-layer earth models to predict the surface elec-

tric fields and body currents in the vicinity of the ground wire.

Earth resistivity measurements have been focused on the deep base-

mant or the top hundred meters of earth, with the aim of assessing the

resistance of the ground terminal. Early resistivity measurements gave

estimates of the conductivity of earth in the top ten feet, but did not

apply to the top meter of soil. To date, there does not appear to have

been any program for measuring the electrical conductivity of the soil

in the top one meter of earth.

W
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1. THE HOMOGENEOUS-EARTH MODEL 7I

A ground wire of length 1 buried at depth d in a homogeneous medium

of conductivity a will produce a surface electric field with components

given in Figure 11 (taken from Genge, 1976). At the surface near the

wire, but away from either end of the terminal, E is much smaller than

E (where x and y are the axes of Figure 11), and the primary component
y

of the electric field is the y component:

E y
E ro y 2dZ[17]

where I antenna current, amps

sigma - medium conductivity, mhos/meter

1 length of ground wire, meters

d depth of wire, meters

y = horizontal distance away from ground wire, meters

Ey electric field in y direction, volts/meter.

y

The maximum of this electric field occurs at a distance away from

the wire equal to its burial depth (i.e., at y d), and is given by

E [18]y 2rrald 1

Eq. [18] shows that for fixed antenna parameters (I,l,d), the sur-1

face maximum in the electric field will vary inversely with soil conduc-

tivity in a homogeneous earth. An early Naval document suggested that

safe values of the step potential would obtain if soil conductivity were

sufficiently high (Martin, 17 April 1969). (That same author recognized

the inadequacy of the homogeneous-earth model, and discussed the two-

layer model in the same document.)
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I F~ig.- 11. Electrical field copnnsfor a horizotj bu ro rund'

terminal wire (from Gengs, 1976),

Y, y

Air
so x

H-omogenous :

Earth- cr

I y

X 2woL (x-) d y

Iy 1y+
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The surface electric field is only one aspect of a safe antenna

o gound. It must also be ascertained that body currents generated in

humans and wildlife are harmless in the vicinity of the ground. The dan-

ger of shock exists because extremities can be in-contact with points of

different elxtric pptential. A biped taking one-meter steps, for example,

w1,l1 have feet in contact with earth at a potential difference of

NE - E 1 meter. [19]
step y

It should be noted that artificial extensions of more than one meter

• are easily realized. A person touching the front-end of a tractor might

be in electrical contact with earth ten feet away if the tractor is grounded

by having a plow touching the earth. A person in contact with a metal

object grounded a distance L away will experie-ace a voltage

V E *L [20]~y•

between the extremity touching the earth and the extremity touching the

metal object.

Such voltages will drive a current through the body, of course, but

the magaitude of the body current will depend on'the electrical resistance

of the contacts and the resistaice of the pathway of current flow. For a

person welking, the voltage will be imposed across a total resistance of

foot, leg, torso, leg, and foot, all in series, and the current will flow

mostly through the legs and lower torso. The total path resistance (R )
t

for a walking person is

Rt Pb + 2 Rf [21]
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where Rb - body resistance, ohms
Rf M resistance of foot In contact with earth, ohms.

* For the situation where a person with both feet tegether In enntnct

with earth lays a hand on an object at different potential, the p:thway for

current is a series of hand, arm, torso, l.egs, and feet., The total path

resistance is

Rt. Rb (R /2) 1221

where Rf/2 is the resistance of both feet in parallel.

4 In the above, the body resistance Rb includes the torso and extiemi--

ties and is difficult to measure realistically. Estimates of Rb range

from 500 to 1000 ohms (AIEE, #80, 1961, p. 9), and a value of 1000 ohms

was used in a recent Navy summary (SPECOM Report, 22 December 1976, p.

A-1).

Contact resistance of a foot resting on earth can be approximated

as the resistance of a hemisphere embedded in earth (AIEE, #80, 1961,

p. 45), giving the formula:

f 2rrOb [23]

where Rf - contact resistance of foot-earth, ohms

sigma - conductivity of the earth, mhos/meter

b - radius of hemisphere, meters.

Electrolytic trough experiments show that a person's foot is equivalent

to a hemisphere of radius 0.07 meter, on average, hence the foot resis-

tance formula becomes

12.5 " Rf a [24]
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This equivalency has been usad for foot resistance in recent reports

(SPECOM, 22 December 1976; Kruger, 10 January 1977), along with a 1000

ohm body rosistance, giving the following formula for body resistance

R 1000 + (5/1) [25]

where sigma is soil conductivity in mhos/meter.

The body current for a walking biped is calculated by dividing the

step potential Eax by the total path resistance Rt:

b R 2rrldc 1000+ [26]

where Ib * body current, amps

E step potential maximum, volts

, Rb body resistance, ohms

Rf contact resistance of foot with earth, ohms.[q [25 ~ ~ 2 :has been used in recent official presentations (SPECOM Report, j
.. 22 Decemiber 1976; Kruger, 10 January 1977) to estimate maximum body cur-

rents for a walking person that will occur with specified antenna param-

eters and the soil characterized by a single conductivity. Table 8 sum-
.marizes the homogeneous earth model's predictions of body currents for aj

range of soil conductivities.

It can be seen from Table 8 that in a homogeneous medium, the body

current will be maximal for low values of the conductivity, and will

decrease monotonically as sigma increases. The maximum body current

predicted, 0.87 mamp, is within what is considered to be the safe range.

It should be noted, however, that if a person is reaching over and

touching the earth one meter away, then the feet are in parallel and
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TABLE 8

Electric Field and Body Current for a Walking Biped. Aro~und

Seafarer Ground Wires, Calculated in the Homogeneous Earth Model

Maximum Total
Soil Eiectrical Electric Resistance Body
Conductivity Field To Current Current

milliuhos/meter volts/rn (R) mi11iampR
___ __ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ __ i

ohms

6I
0.001 4340 5 x 10~ 0.87

0.01 434 5 x 10~ 0.87

0.1 43 5.1 x 10 0.85

1.0 4.3 6000 0.72

10.0 0.43 1500 0.29

100 0.044 1050 0.042

1000 0.0043 1005 0.004

Note: Antenna parameters for the above are:

Length -1985 meters

Current -99.0 ampsI

Burial. Depth -6 feet 1.83 meter
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E.. (22] applies instead of [23] for the total path resistance, and the

bady current becomes larger. The ma..[mum body current for such a situ-

ation is 3.4 mamp, which is considerably larger than the 0.87 mamp in the

above situation.

Applicability of the Homogeneous-Earth Model

It Is comnon experience that tho earth is not homogeneous, so Its

electrical behavior might be expected to be radically different from that of

such a uniform medium. indications of the complexity of the ac tual soil ned(! m

are contained i.n the data of Report #5177 (Dewald, 1970--Sanguine Ground

System Navy Step Gradient Measurements, 7 April 1970 to 20 April 1970) in

Table 1 of Attachment 1. Measurements of step potential and current

through a 1500 ohm resistance were made, and several cases were found in

which the step potential and load current diverged in opposite directions.

For example, sites N24 and N26 of the North Ground both had step gradients

of about 6 volts/meter, but the load currents at the sites differed by a

factor of four (0.48 mA compared to 2.2 mA). The Scuth Ground bites El,

S50, and S51 also show very different load currents for roughly the same

step gradient, as did sites W25 and PV42 of the West Ground. If the earth I
were homogeneous, maximum step potential and load current would be uniquely

related and there would not be any cases of similar potential differences

giving dissimilar load (body) currents.

We feel that the conductivity of the earth is sufficiently non-uniform

for the homogeneous-earth model to be inapplicable, and data such as the

above support this belief. The discussions of Parts II and III of this

paper also showed the types of variations that hold in the top meter of
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soil at different times and under different conditions of local terrain.

In spite of the seeming inapplicability of the homogeneous earth

model, it has been used recently (SPECOM, 22 December 1976; K~ruger, 10
1~A

January 1977) for calculations of body currents, in order to argue that kl

safet:y margins of the antenna design are adequate.

Xd
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2. TH2 TWO-LAYER EARTH MODEL

The two-layer earth model, which has been used to calculate body

currents for a walking biped (Martin, 17 April 1969; Heppe, 1977) repre-

sents a realistic odel of the vertical stratification in the top few

meters of earth. Foot-to-foot current flow through the body of a person I
walking near the ground wire has been calculated by Heppe for the range

of soil (top layer) conductivities fiom 0.1 to 100 mnmho/m, which encom-

passes the soil conductivities expected to be found at the Michigan site.

The -orst-case body current calculated by Heppe was 2.0 mA, which

occurred when a 10 cm upper layer of conductivity 10 nmho/m existed above

a bottom layer having conductivity 0.1 mmho/m. Heppe thought that

the lower layer con4uctivity was unrealistically low, but we feel that a

frozen soil would have conductiviiy this low. Heppe's worst case seems

very close to conditions that would hold during spring thaw in Michigan,

when the top 10 cm have thawed but the lower several feet just beneath

, the surface layer are still frozen. Thus the 2.0 mA body current does

seem realistic to us.

Ii considering again the case of a person tov:hing the earth one

meter away with a hand, while standing with feet together, we note that

for Heppe's worst-case situation a body current larger than 2.0 mA might

be expected,

Heppe's calculations will apply also to two-layer situations in the

Nevada and New Mexico sites, but we suggest that condi-ctivities larger

than 100 mrho/m may be encountered in the Southwest.
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PART V. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A review of the soil science litetature shows that the electrical

conductivity of the types of soils at the proposed Michigan, New Mexico,

and Nevada Seafarer sites varies widely as a function of water content,

soil temperature, and salinity of the soil solution. Seasonal variations

cau.ie water content and temperature to change radically throughout the 4

year in the top one meter of soil, and these variables can cause soil

conductivity to change by factors of 10 to 100 at a given location.

At the Michigan site, soil conductivity is expected to range fromF. 10 to 100 millimhos/meter, but low values of 0.1 to 10 mmho/m might occur

in extremes of .ry soil of summer or frozen soils in mid-winter; high

values of 100 to 200 mmho/m might occur under extremely high water con-

tent or salt content.

At the Nevada and New Mexico sites, soil conductivity is expected to

range from 10 to 300 mmho/m, with high values possibly reaching 400 Lo

600 immho/m in saline areas at high water content. Experiments on arti-

ficially salinized soll cores suggest that soils of these arid regions

might exhibit surface conductivity effects that prevent the soil conduc-

tivity from dropping below 20 to 40 mmho/m, no matter how low the soil

water content becomes.

It is to be emphasized that the above values are estimates based on

scientific work at locations other thn'n the SEAFARER sites and performed

for purposes other than evaluating the environmental impact of electrical
F

fields from antenna ground wires. To date there has been no program in

the Seafart-r project aimed at measuring soil electrical conductivity in

the top one meter of eai:th at any of the proposed ground terminal sites.
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A theoretical investigation of the effect of soil inhomogeneities

on a uniform electric field shows thp: horizontal variations in local

terrain or soil composition ca. - gig icant amplifications of the

electric field in the vicinity of the .ona"-"neity. Calculations sug-

gest that the electric field could be multiplied by factors of five or

ten in worst-case situations of inhomogeneity. To date, there appears to

have been no appreciation of this type of field enhancement, in either

official calculations of step potential and body currents, or in any

planned program of measuring step potentials at antenna sites.

Thus far in the Seafarer program, official conclusions about antenna

ground safety have been based on two approaches: calculations of step

potential and oody currents using a homogeneous-earth model and a two-

layer earth model, and site measurements of step pctential and load cur-

retuts at the Bravo Test Facility. Homogeneous-earth models are not

applicable to the top one meter of earth, however, because climatic vari-

ations make that layer of earth extremely inhomogeneous as an electrical

conductor, and assigning a single value of electrical conductivity to the

soil .or the purposes of calculating antenna safety is a meaningless

exercise. The two-layer earth model is applicable to the soil surface,

Showevwr, and does permit valid conclusions to be drawn, provided that

correct values are used for soil conductivity. The most recent Navy-

sponsored two-layer calculations suffer only from the fact that although

* - a range of conductivities was assumed for the two layers, there has been

t no experimental work to show that soi*, conductivity at the three Seafarer

sites actually falls within that range at all times of the year and under
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all climatic conditions. On-site measurements made in 1968-1970 at the

BTL (Martin, 1969A, 1969B, 1969C) were a step in the right direction, but

that series suffered from being insufficiently broad in scope; measure-

ments must encompass worst-case climatic and terrain conditions in order

for conclusions about safety to be validly drawn.

On the basis of official Navy documents and other literature, we

judge that present understanding of soil electrical conductivity at the

ground terminal sites is not sufficient to allow judgments to be made

about the safety of the antenna grounds. A range of conductivities has

been assumed in theoretical calculations of body currents and step poten-

tials., but no measurements have been made to corroborate the assumed

range, and no concerted experimental effort has been made to find worst-

case conditions at the site and to measure step potentials and body cur-

rents under worst-case climatic and terrain conditions.

In order for valid conclusions to be drawn about the safety of

Seafarer ground terminals, the following types of information would have

to be obtained by site-specific measurL'nents:

(1) Soil electrical conductivity as a function of depth in the

top two meters of earth, and as a function of time of year

and time of day. The aim of these measurements would not

A
be to obtain a single average value of conductivity, but

would rather be to obtain the typical range and extreme
'.

values so that worst--case conductivities would be known.

Seasonal extremes sudh as spring thaw and summer rainstorm

(and others listed in Table 5) should be sought out and

included in the program of measurement.
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(2) Sep potentials and body currents as a function of local

terrain, time of year, and time of day. The aim here

should be to find typical ranges and extreme values so

that worst-case conditions would be known (see Table 6).

Times and places of measurement should be planned so

that the worst-case climatic conditions and the worst-

case horizontal variations in conductivity are encom-

passed.

In view of the scientific expertise available to the Navy, a final

recommendation is made about testing the validity of conclusions concern-

ing ground terminal safety. If the data in (1) and (2) above is collected,

it should be possible to use the oil conductivity data to calculate step

potentials and body currents in the worst-case conditions actually found

at the site. Comparison of the calculated and measured step potentials
4

and body currents under worst-case conditions would provide a test of our

understanding of the antenna ground behavior, and good agreement between

calculation and measurement would validate conclusions about ground termi-

nal safety.

161
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APPENDIX B

BEHAVIORAL ASSAYS OF POSSIBLE WEAK ELF EFFECTS:

COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Rochelle (navalas-Medici

and

Philip M. Sagan
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Studies have been presented at these meetings which suggest strongly

that weak electric fields play a role in the detection of prey by some

fishes with specialized receptors, and in the navigation of some birds.

However, a broader question may be raised about whether or not these
A

examples simply represent curiosities of nature or whethei there is a

more pervasive sensitivity to fields across species which may, in turn,

point to a fundamental property of nervous systems. If such a widespread j
sensitivity may exist then it is important that standards for adequate

behavioral testing begin to be forn.ulated. For example, the ubiquity of

weak ELF fields in our environment strongly suggests that catastrophic

or dramatic behavioral changes do not take place, yet some studies

appear to be designed so that only gross changes in behavior could be -

detected.

Even if the ultimate concern of such research is the question of

hazard, it seems clear that one must have some notion of potentially

important field parameters and appropriateness of behavioral assays in

order to determine where, or in what way, hazardous effects could con-

ceivably occur. Apart from the possible ecological questions involved

in sucl things as bird migration, it would seem that one cannot

adequately evaluate hazard except through hypothesis directed research,

rather than through a 'shot gun" approach. Subjecting a variety of

species to electric fields most handily generated in a variety of

laboratories and watching to see which animals, if any, behave "bizarrely"

will not produce any answers that will satisfy either the scientific

community or the population at large.

Even more credible experiments may be unlikely to furnish adequate

answers. For example, suppose an experiment is done in which one searches
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for weak ELF field interference in a discrimination learning task with

frequency of the field set at 76 H. and voltage at 1000 V/m. Evidence sug-

gesting that voltage windows may exist implies that one may not be able

to extrapolate findings at this level to lower voltage levels that are of

interest. Similarly the frequency used may be totally irrelevant to brain

wave activity of the performing animal so that the results cannot be extrapo-

lated across frequencies. Furthermore discrimination learning may be in

principle impervious to any field effects because of the extensive external

stimulus control inherent in the task. Indeed our own research suggests

that rather long term exposure to weak fields (less than 56 V/m p-p) of

very low frequency may only be detected by studies of temporally scheduled

responding.

-I.I. A review of other ELF behavioral studies written in the context of

our own findings has been undertaken to offer some possible explanation

for apparent inconsistencies that exist in the present "data base" (Gavalas-

Medici & Magdaleno, 1975). Although counting up studies on the basis of

positive or negative findings seems to be a credible way to take a first

look at the data, a wore intensive review reveals this to be intrinsically

unsatisfactory. Careful studies receive the same weight as sketchy ones or j
pilot efforts and more importantly, possibly major differences in field

parameters or behavioral tasks are masked.

Very briefly, our own studies in behavior of monkeys exposed to weak

(1-100 V/m) ELF fields (7 Hz to 75 Hz) indicated that minor but systema-

tic perturbations of behavior (shortening of interresponse times, IRTs)

couid be reliably measured. Furthermore, there was some indication of

dose-dependency within a limited range of voltages (0-56 V/m p-p). The
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lowest threshold appeared for a field frequency of 7 Hz; other (higher)

frequencies that were tested appeared to have substantially higher voltage

thresholds. It was suggested that this reflected the biological relevance

of the 7 Hz field, since 7 Hz is in the range of hippocampal theta fo' alert

monkeys performing this kind of task. An anomaly in the data was the absence

of an effect for 60 Hz on the one occasion when that field was tested. A

second point of ambiguity was the lack of a systematic effect at 100 V/m; thisIA may be explained by a 24h "carry over" effect at that level.

Recent evidence for subtle but reliable behavioral perturbation as a

function of ELF exposure comes from the work of Williams, Williams, Larkin

and Sutherland (1977). They have observed that migratory birds near the test

0 0facility antenna showed a deviation in flight direction of 5 to 2S when the

N-S axis of the antenna was energized. The field was estimated to be .17 V/m Xms.

at 10 meters, perpendicular to the antenna. Indications were that flight di-

rection was rapidly corrected after the birds passed the immediate area of the

antenna. These results appear to be very compatible with the monkey ELF

studies. In both cases, rather small but reliably measured behavioral changes

could be discovered and in both cases the effects seem to be short-lived.

Many of the other studies that have been done on mammals have revealed

only negative results (de Lorge, 1972, 1973; Marr &t &1., 1973; etc.). However

a careful review of these studies in the light of some of the information

available within the past few years suggests that some of these inconsisten-

cies may be readily resolved if two major methodological issues are considered.

The first of these is simply 1) the differences in field parameters involved

in the different studies and the second centers on 2) the precise nature

of the behavioral assay used.
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1) Optimizing Field Parameters For Behavioral Detection Of Weak Electric

Fields

Field parameters may be readily subdivided into frequency (modulation

frequency and carrier frequency), voltage or power, and duration of eoposure.

The data from the ELF monkey experiments suggest that behavior may be

especially susceptible to EEG range frequencies. Results presented else-

where suggest that there is a "tuning curve" of modulation frequencies

for VHP fields used in elicitation of significant changes in calcium

efflux from in vivo chick brains. Similar studies with ELF fields

again implicate frequency-specificity in the interaction.

Thus, the background research to date suggests that frequency

may be critical in assessing possible behavioral changes. A feasible

working hypothesis is that the lowest threshold for behavioral change

will be observed with frequency set at a level which is biologically

relevant, e.g. within the EEG range of a given animal during performance

of the specified task. Note that this cautions, for example, that

dominant EEG frequencies observed in sleep may be without effect for

an animal in training for a particular behavioral task.

Voltage levels are a second primary parameter. In this case, the

evidence is not clear-cut. In the monkey ELF behavioral studies, there

was some evidence for dose-dependency with a larger IRT shift being observed

as voltage was increased. In the calcium efflux studies on neonatal

chicks, on the other hand, there appeared to be a voltage window; no

effect was observed at 1 V/rn or 100 V/m but statistically significant

changes were seen at 10 and 56 V/m p-p. In the shark studies of

Kalmijn (1971), datawere also presented that implicated a voltage window.

These findings.suggest that not only is voltage level critical but that
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one cannot assume that a negative result with relatively high ELF voltages

implies no effect at lower levels.

Duration of exposure is an obvious variable that has often been

VL. overlooked in ELF studies. In view of the pervasiveness of weak ELF

fields in human environments and the absence of catastrophic behavioral

changes, it seems to be unreasonable to expect that brief'exposure to

weak ELF fields might perturb animal behavior. Yet exposure durations

as short as one minute have been used in studies cited as negative

evidence (Marr et al., 1973). Our ELF studies have maximum exposuzo du, tions

of four hours. Few studies have used days or weeks of exposure. The

short exposure times used in some studies may reflect the fact that

they have often been modeled on microwave research -- in which behavioral

effects appear to be more immediate.

2) Adequacy Of Behavioral Assays

A. The weak electric field as background stimulation vs the field

as contingently linked to behavior.

A major issue regarding the appropriateness of the behavioral

assay centers around the question of whether or not the experimental

field is merely used as background stimulation during testing or is

contingently linked to behavior. Although the second alternative is

a much more powerful test, practically every behavioral study of field

effects -- with a few exceptions -- has used the first approach. This

departs markedly from the usual procedures used to measure sensitivity

to stimuli of unknown effect. For example, no one would propose to

assay sensitivity to light or sound by training an animal to perform

a complex task for primary reinforcement, such as food or water, and

then subject the animal to the background presence of a low level of

light or sound that is only slightly different than that used in a
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control session. Clearly, such an experiment could easily fail to

measure the animal's ability to detect, and respond to, light or

sound. On the other hand, a constraint on the use of contingency para-

digms is that they are difficult to implement where long duration of

exposure is required -- as in the ELF studies. An exception is the

"concurrent chain"paradigm which is discussed later. It might be

added that contingency paradigms would appear to be singularly appropriate

for VHF and microwave field tests and have not been as widely used in

these studies as one would wish.

B. External stimulus control and weak electric field effects

Finally, another major issue may be raised regarding the

adequacy of behavioral assays. That is the matter of the degree to

which the behavior being measured is under strong external stimulus

control. In the monkey studies of weak ELF fields, the orderly results

observed were in marked contrast to other behavioral studies which

were largely inconclusive (see the review in Gavalas-Medici & Magdaleno,

197S). An analysis of the exact behavioral paradigms used revealed that

the protocol followed in this laboratory was distinct from almost all

other protocols by virtue of the absence of salieit external discriminative

stimuli controlling the animal's performance. In the IRT task which

was used, the animal was required to press a lever after a lapse of 5

sec. No lights or bells signalled the time when the reinforcer was

:4 available. In more commonly used behavioral protocols (e.g. reaction

time, match - to - sample, conditioned suppression) lights or bells are

used to signal and control the behavior in question.

In recent months a similar interpretation of the role of external

stimuli has arisen within the area of behavioral toxicology.

Carey G Kritkausky (1972) found that rats trained on a DRL 22 sec
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schedule had a markedly increased response rate to d-amphetamine. On

this schedule animals must respond after a specified time lapse and the

timer resets if responses are too early; this is very similar to the

IRT task. Carey 8 Kritkausky performed a second experiment in which

the same paradigm was used except that a signal light was added at the

end of the 22 sec interval. When this change was introduced, the

previously observed sensitivity to d-amphetamine was completely obliterated

Similarly, Laties (1972) observed that d-amphetamine affected the

performance of pigeons on an FCN (fixed consecutive number) schedule

in which the pigeon was required to press one key 8 times and then shift

to a second key. When a signal light was added to the 8-th press, the

effects of d-amphetamine disappeared. Ogden Lindsley has used the term

"behavioral prosthesis" to describe the use of external environmental

control to improve behavior which has been deleteriously affected by

brain damage , senility or other "internal" factors. Evans et al. (1975)

have shown a "behavioral prosthesis" effect in pigeons on an FCN schedule

who have been given long term doses of methyl mercury. The dominant

effect of the methyl mercury was to increase the amount of variability

and induce shorter response "runs", i.e. switching to the second ke:y

before the required 8 presses. When a signal light was introduced at

the 8-th press the effect of the methyl mercury vanished and behavior

appeared perfectly normal. When the signal light was removed, the

behavior soon became perturbed again

These results seem very germane to the interpretation of studies

of weak electric fields. For these reasons it is proposed that behavioral

assays of weak electric field effects be reviewed in terms of their

degree of external stimulus control. It may be reiterated that this

point may be of the utmost importance in evaluating and designing adequate
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experiments. It impies that many of th. more conventional behavioral para-

digis such as two choice discrimination learning and match-to-sample tasks

may be recognized a priori as insensitive tests of either weak drug effects

or weak field effects, because of their intrinsic reliance on strong extern-

al stimulus control.

In the light of these considerations we would like to present

for your consideration, an idealized battery of behavioral tests for

assaying possible weak ELF field effects. The results of such a

battery of tests should indicate under what conditions, if any, possi-

ble effects may be detected aad where hazards could, conceivably, exist.
LM

A concern limited to "hazard" would seem to lead to a search for gross

behavioral effects in the presence of exaggerated power levels. For exam-

ple, some microwave studies have been directed at discovering the power level

at which the animal is almost totally incapacitated. Such a program of

research will certainly tell us nothing about thresholds. A corollary of

this may be that only threshold studies -- and not hazard studies -- are

likely to supply us with clues to possible subtle central nervous system

mediations.

Example of a Recommended Behavioral Test Series

Two rather different tactics might be adopted in the design of suc, a

series. In one case, a set of experiments might be selected where a

battery of different unrelated tasks are employed; one would hope that

one or more of the diverse tasks would be affected by the presence of the

ELF field and thu7 ?rovide both a general picture of the organism's

response to the ELF tield and provide a basis for further research. This

approach is particularly useful when research is but little advanced and

the experimenter has few a priori notions of how the ELF field will affect

the organism under study. The primary weakness of such a course is

due to the dive!sity of procedures. The results of the various procedures
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do not complement or support each other. The success or failure of the

individual procedures has to stand as individual, isolated, results. 
We

have seen that this has been the common tactic in ELF research.

The alternative is to perform a series of experiments 
where each of

the procedures is selected so that it is complementary 
to and so that it

will support the other procedures that comprise the 
experimental series.

In designing such a series of experiments it is particularly 
helpful if

intensity ELF fields might be manifested:

1) Fortunately, a number of experiments have shown that the appli-

cation of such fields influences time-dependent behavior and 
this seems a

reasonable place to begin.

2) It has already been pointed out that the effects of low inten-

sity ELF fields are likely to be rather subtle; this conclusion is supported

by the failure to observe clear ELF field effects in a number of conven-

tional experiments. Consequently, maximally sensitive procedures must

be employed whenever possible.

3) Another experimental requirement has already been mentioned:

External stimuli, whether procedure correlated or not, should be absent

, or at least held to a minimum. The effect of the ELF field will be maxi-

mized only when it is the most salient, varying external stimulus to

which the organism is exposed in the test situation.

4) When exposures have been on the order of seconds (Marr et al., 1973)

ELF field effects have not been observed. Consequently, procedures should

be selected to maximize the duration of ELF field exposure.
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With these considerations in mind, we may now examine a set of ex-

periments that would begin to adequately characterize the behavioral

effects of exposure to low intensity ELF fields. Some of the experiments

have been wholly or in part performed in various laboratories, using vari-

ous species as subjects; there would be very considerable advantage in

performing the entire series in a single laboratory, leaving open the possi-

bility of repeating the entire series in several laboratories.

Experiment I: A measure of general activity.

Prior to a systematic examination of the effects of a novel environmental
stimulus, it is important to determine the extent to which the stimulation may
affect general activity in the test species so as to insure no contamination of
more specific behavioral tests and to clarify the mechanisms by which effects are
produced in the other experiments. Consider what happens if the stimulus, in this
case an ELF field, leads to a change in overall rate and perhaps time-course of
general activity in the test species independently of any reinforcement contingency
imposed. An increase or decrease in general activity could lead to either an increase
or decrease in reinforced responding, depending on the compatibility of the rein-
forced response and activity in general: If the reinforced response has a topo-
graphy similar to, i.e. compatible with, general activity, then an increase in gen-
eral activity will lead to increased responding, but if the two do not have simi-
lar topographies, then an increase in general activity would lead to a decrease
in the reinforced response. Similar arguments may, of course, be applied to the
case where the presence of the ELF field leads to a decrease in general activity;
these arguments are left to t-e reader,

Two sorts of procedure are available for measuring general activity.
In the first sort of procedure the subject is placed in the test chamber and
left to his own devices; activity is then measured in the presence and ab-
sence of the ELF field. In the second and much more powerful procedure, the
subject is placed on a fixed time (FT) schedule of reinforcement. The FT
schedule is similar to the more familiar fixed interval (FI) schedule in
that reinforcements are made available at the end of a constant interval, butwhereas in the case of the FI, reinforcement is delivered only if a response
is made after the completion of the constant interval, in the case of the FT,
reinforcement is delivered independently of the subject's behavior during or
after the interval. The use of the FT schedule leads to the appearance of
interim activity, reported by Pavlov (1927) in the long-delay trace condi-
tioning procedure and in the "superstition" experiment of Skinner (1948).
Interim activity is defined as those behaviors that appear in experimental
subjects between the deliveries of non-contingent reinforcements. Interim
activities may also appear in the presence of contingent schedules of rein-
forcement, but the contingency is not necessary to the appearance of the
interim behaviors. The periodic delivery of reinforcement is the sufficient
condition for the appearance of interim activities.
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In the present context the FT has two virtues:
1) The FT schedule is a sufficient condition for the production of

interim activities.
2) Unlike other schedules which produce interim activities, such

as the FI, the independence of reinforcement delivery from responding in-
sures that all subjects will receive the same number of reinforcements,
distributed over time in the same way, in every experimental session. This
will assure that the inter- and intra-subject variability due to variations
in the number and temporal distribution of reinforcement, which would be
expected to affect variibles like deprivation, will be held to a minimum.

In recent years, considerable research has been directed at the analy-
sis of these activities (Staddon & Simmelhag, 1971; Killeen, 197S). Interim
behaviors have been shown to be an extremely robust phenomenon, easily being
produced in all the species tested (including rats, pigeons and chickens).
Interim behavior has also been shown to have an extremely regular temporal
pattern which may be easily formally described. Interim behaviors have been
shown to be sensitive to the presence of drugs; existing formal models handle
these changes in a simple and straight-forward manner.

In consideration of the facts outlined above, interim behaviors enjoy
considerable advantages over general activity. Among these advantages are:
1) The amount of activity and its rate is determined by the FT schedule;
this ensures a minimum amount of intra- and inter-session variability in the
amount and rate of activity as well as the time course of the activity.
2) The existenc,. of a quantitative description of these activities provides
a ready standa-d for comparison between (a) different parts of the present
experiment and (>) other experiments. 3)The quantitative Tnodels available
also provide an additional and powerful way of looking at the behavior: its
time course, which may be expected to show up particularly subtle field
effects.

As in the case of general activity, interim behaviors may be adequately
indexed by the use of sensors that record position changes of the subject as

it moves about the test chamber. It may be seen that the kinds of activity

by these two procedures are the same; what differs is the degree of control

exercised over the amount, temporal distzibution and variability of activity.

Experiment II: Performance on an IRT schedule of reinforcement

The IRT schedule of reinforcement is a natural candidate for inclusion
in this experimental series in as much as it has shown the greatest sensitivity

4 to ELF fields. Since this schedule has been extensively described elsewhere
(Gavalas et al., 1970; Gavalas-Medici and Magdaleno, 1975, 1976) details of its des-
cription will not be given here,

Note, however,:that the results from these previous experiments become
much more powerful in the context of the present experimental series. Stand-

ing alone, two hypotheses present themselves to account for the reductions in
mean IRT that have been reported:

1) A change in the subject's distribution of responses over time, or

2) A change in the level of the subject's general activity.
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With the results of the procedure described in Experiment I in hand, it should

be possible to speak to these two hypotheses and thus more precisely specify
the nature of the ELF effect.

An important variant on the basic IRT schedule, ELF field experiment
follows immediately from the discussion of stimulus control effects in drug
research,presented earlier in this memorandum. If the results of those studies
are applicable to performance on IRT schedules in the presence of ELF fields,
then it follows that if an external discriminative stimulus is presented during
the interval during which a response will be reinforced, then the effect of
the ELF field should be abolished, providing that the effect of the ELF field
is Ron the subject's distribution o responses over time. SI-il-ly, removalof the external discriminative stimulus should restore the field effect.

Experiment III: Preference for exposure to an ELF field as measured by
means of a concurrent chain

Demonstration of behavioral effects of the ELF field in the earlier experi-
ments leads to the question of whether the subject prefers to have the ELF
field present when engaging in the behavior under study and previously shown
to be affected by the ELF field.

A test of this question is possible by means of the concurrent chain
schedule of reinforcement. This schedule divides the experimental session
into a number of cycles. In the first part of each cycle the subject works
on a concurrent VI-VI (variable interval - variable interval) schedule. Rein-
forcement on either of the VI's leads not to a primary reinforcer, but rather
it leads to the opportunity to work on another schedule of reinforcement for
primary reinforcement. The second part of the cycle continues for a time,
after which another cycle begins with a new presentation of the concurrent VI-VI.

In the present experiment, the schedule used in the second part of
the cycle is the IRT employed in Experiment II. When the second part of
the cycle is entered from one of the alternatives in the first part of the
cycle, only the IRT task is presented, but if the second part of the cycle
is entered front the first part of the cycle by way of the other alterna-
tive, then both the IRT task and the ELF field are presented.

A critical feature in the design of this experiment is the selection
of a duration for the second part of each cycle. Marr et al. (1973) reported a
limited use of the concurrent chain procedure. In their procedure the second part
of each cycle lasted about 30 sec; given the considerations previously set
forth, here it is very likely that one of the causes contributory to their fail-
ure to report an effect was the briefness of their field exposures.

The concurrent chain procedure as described here - (technically conc
chain VI; DRL (no field) - chain VI; DRL (field) - is extremely rich and parsi-
monious. Performance in the first part of each cycle produces the choice
data that provides the preference measure. The matching relation tells us
that relative rate of responding is equal to relative rate of reinforcement;
this is normally expressed as
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B R

B *B2  R +R
811 2

where B indicates the behavior measured on each response alternative and R
indicates the number of reinforcements/unit time provided by each of two inde-
pendentVI schedules, 1 and 2 (Herrnstein, 1970). For equal Vi's as would be
used hero, this relationship tells us that if there is no preference for the
two alternatives in the second part of the cycle, then the ratio of behaviors
should be equal to 0.5. Any departure from 0.S indicates a preference.

Performance in the second part of the cyle provides a control by showing

that the ELF field being used has the anticipated effect on those occasions

when it is activated. Performance in the second part of the cyle also pro-
vides a replication for Experiment II.

The three experiments described above do not exhaust the list of experi-

ments of interest; they do, however, provide an illustrative example of the

method of constructing an integrated seriej of experiments that will in the

most powerful way reveal the efferts, if any, of weak ELF fields on behavior.

We are of the opinion that the questions of influence and hazard associated

with weak ELF fields will receive the clearest and, to the general and scien-

tific communities, most satisfactory answers when data from such an experimental

series is available.

'I

iI
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APPENDIX C

ANAMOMY AND BIOPHYSICS OF BRAIN CELlS 3N WEAK ELF FIELDS

W. Ross Adey
F t
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1. Functional organization of nerve-membranes during impulse generation

Environmental ELF fields in the anplitude range 10 to 100 V/M produce

extremely small tissue electric gradients. They are far below gradients

associated with synaptic activation, or with artificial stimulation of nerve

fibers. The transmembrane "resting potential" in cerebral neurons is 70 mY

and, by extrapolation, involves a potential gradient of 100 kV/cm. Applied
2

transmembrane currents of the order of 1 mA/an are necessary to abolish this

potential during electrical excitation of a nerve fiber (Eccles, 1957).

t. However, research on normal excitation of nerve cells, by activity of

synapses (or fiber terminals) on cell surfaces has indicated a substarcially

higher sensitivity. Synaptic terminals in the resting state contain "trans-

mitter substances", stored as small vesicles. Arrival of a nerve impulse at

the terminal is associated with release of transmitter substance and depolar-

ization of a small area of underlying neuronal membrane. In most cells, this

synaptic depolarizing current must produce an altered transmembrane qradient

\, of about 1 kV/cm for excitation of the cell with propagation of a nerve

impulse. This translates into an increment in inward current flow of the

order of 0.1 mA/cm and is most obvious in cells already in what may be con-

sidered a "metastable" condition, so that the effect is to modify an on-qoin

pattern of recurring discharqe of impulses (Eccles, 1957).

None of these mechanisms appears to provide a basis for observed inter-

actions of weak ELF fields with brain tissue. A 10 V/m ELF field induces a

current of 0.9 nA in a simulated monkey head (Valentino, 1972) and this would

be expected to produce an electric gradient in brain tissue of the order of
-7

10 V/cm (Adey, 1975) to a first approximation. Even thouqh so small, this

gradient modifies calcium efflux fram brain tissue by almost 20 percent over
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a quite narrow range of ELF frequencies between 6 and 20 Hz (Adey and Bawin,

1977). Calcium in brain tissue is predominantly on the surface of cells

and in intercellular fluid. It is also concentrated in special structures

within the cell but very 1i'ttle is found in the general cell interior.

Susceptibility of brain tissue to ELF fields may be attributed to components

of the field that pass into channels between cells (the extracellular space).

These channels are occupied by highly hydrated, loosely arranged qlycoprotein

molecules, which are attached to the cell surface and form part of the "greater

membrane" (Schmitt and Samson, 1969; Changeux et al., 1967; Singer and

Nicholson, 1972). Glycoproteins form cell surface sheets with numerous

negative charges. The basis of interaction between these negative charqes

and calcium ions, has been postulated to be cooperative (Kaczmarek & Adey,

1973; Grodsky, 1976); it may involve lonq range interactions along the mem-

brane, and could provide a basis for "quantum amplification" of very weak

trigger processes. These ionic phenomena associated ,."th ELF field inter-

actions in brain tissue exhibit both amplitude and frequency windows, strongly

suggestive of a biological "tunneling" or other form of quantum amplification.

Similar amplitude and frequency windows have recently Leen seen in ELF modu-

lation of VHF (147 MHz) and UHF (450 MHz) radio frequency fields (Adey and

Bawin, 1977), suggesting different mechanisms of a more peripheral nature.

Mechanisms underlying these weak field effects are essentially unknown

and models to explain them are speculative. Much further research is neces-

sary, and can be expected to focus on these phenomena as essential steps in

new concepts of cell-cell communicatiat in brain tissue, with information

processing by slow electrotonic processes, rather than through volleys of

nerve impulses (Adey, 1961; Schmitt, Dev and Smith, 1976). At this time, it
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is necessary to set aside classical concepts of transmembrane current levels
2

of the order of 1.0 mA/cm as probable thresholds for central nervous inter-

actions with ELF fields. Emphasis will be cn the significance of influences

many orders of magnitude lower.

2. Membrane ultrastructure as related to sensing-of weak chemical
and-electricil stimuli

The transductive coupling of weak electrical, chemical, hormonal and

immunological events at the membrane surface has elicited an intense sach

into the structural and functional organization of the membrane surface

(Schmitt, Schneider and Crothers, 1975). New knowledge in this field has *1
led to certain unifying concepts between the fields of neurobiology, iimuno-

logy and cancer research. Awareness of these new concepts in membrane

organization is essential in evaluating biological interactions with electro-.I

magnetic fields; both in seeking biophysical substrates for previous observa-

tions of low level interactions, and even more importantly, in pointing the

way to meaningful experiments that might test possible long term effects of ,

low level interactions (Adey, in press). Without such an awareness, much

time and effort may well be wasted on fruitless research, not only at the

molecular level of membrane biophysics, but equally in the search for be-

havioral manifestations.

No longer can functions of cell membranes be adequately described simply

in terms of lipid bilayer, or plasma membrane. The first electron microscopy'

of tissues fixed with osmic acid clearly displayed the plasma membrane as the

counterpart of the classical cell membrane of light microscopy, and identified

its double lamellae of oriented lipid molecules. However, the method failed

to disclose the fragile layers of protein now known to cover internal and
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external surfaces of the lipid bilayer. The deposition of these membrane

proteins has progressed through a series of models, beginninq with that of

Davson and Danielli (1952), which envisaged neatly arranged lamellar closing

plates, followed by the Benson (1966) model, with an amorphous intrusion

of stranded proteins within the lipid bilayer, to the Singer and Nicholson

(1972) fluid mosaic model.

The actual arrangement for nerve cells is consonant with aspects of all

three models, but the fluid mosaic model offers certain unifying concepts for

both neurobiology and immunology. The model emphasizes the fluid character of

the lipid bilayer (McConnell, 1975), and the insertion into it of intramem-

branous particles (IMPs), which vary markedly in size and chemical structure.

Among the smaller molecules lying within the lipid bilayer are the prosta-

glandins, lipid molecules with molecular weights of only a few hundred. They

behave as molecular switches in signaling to the interior of the cell the

binding of hormone molecules at receptor sites on the membrane surface. Much

larger are the 8-microglobulin molecules with molecular weights of the order

of 50,000. They 3ignal to the interior of the cell the occurrence of an

antigen-antibody reaction on the membrane surface.

These IMPs provide the basis for three important membrane functions.

First, as McConnell (1975) pointed out, their presence within the lipid bilayer

causes adjoining portions of the lipid bilayer to become more rigid, through

long-range interactions between charge sites on the intruding particle and 4
charges on the tails of the lipid molecules. Second, the outer ends of the

IMPs protrude fran the surface of the lipid bilayer as strands of protein.

These strands have terminal carbohydrate (sialic acid) groups which are asso-

ciated with numerous fixed negative charges. The surface of the membrane
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thus behaves as a polyanionic sheet with a strong affinity for actions.

Third, the IMPs can be caused to move laterally within the lipid bilayer.

These movements can be triggered by binding of cationic molecular sites to

the protruding strands of the IMPs. Movement of IMPS within the sea of the

lipid bilayer requires expenditure of metabolic energy (Yahara and Edleman,

1972).

3. Role of membrane surfaces in handling immunological and neuro-
biological information

The fluid mosaic model may be evaluated in the context of transaction
and storage of information from both immunological and neurobiological ex-

periences. It is not clear that there is any essential relationship between

the two, but they may be treated as hierarchical in their utilization of

related sensitivities within a single structural framework.

Edelman (1976) has proposed that antigen-antibody interactions at the

surfac e of the lymphocyte are associated wl h "anchorage modulation" of the

membrane surface, with permanent regrouping of the -microqlobulin molecules

within the lipid bilayer, as the result of attachment of antibodies to their

outer terminal glycoprotein segments protruding from the lipid bilayer. It

is further proposed that this rearrangement of the microglobulin molecules is

signaled to a microfilament network located n the inner side of the lipid

bilayer. Edelman has suggested that thi.s general scheme of immunological

information transaction and storage may resemble these processes in the mer-

* branes of nerve cells. Coding of the stored information involves structural

modification in the length of the membrane. Evidenco on interaction of weak

extracellular electric fields with cerebral neurons also suggests inteiration

in the long axis of the membrane, with very weak oscillating electrical
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gradients triggering an altered binding capacity of membrane surface glyco-

proteins for cations, particularly for calcium ions (Adey, 1975).

Of the divalent cations, calcium and magnesium are the most numerous in

the extracellular space. Calcium ions are bound about one thousand times

more strongly than any of the monovalent cations except hydrogen (Katchalsky,

1964). Attraction of these ions to the membrane surface creates a cationic
0

atmosphere, the counterion layer, extending 20 to 50 A from the surface. The

initial steps in excitation by an extracellular electric gradient may involve

displacement of bound calcium ions to adjacent binding sites, and hydrogen

ions may then occupy sites vacated by the calcium ions, producinq a "local

alkalosis" (Bass and Moore, 1968). Calcium occurs in 2 mM concentrations in
-7

extracellular fluid, but is typically in 10 M concentrations in the general

cytoplasm.

Calcium ions are essential in many of the steps in neural excitation.

Binding of calcium at membrane surfaces is intimately linked to action of

neural transmitters, including amines, amino acids and peltides. Calcium
Aions regulate membrane leakage currents for monovalent sodium and potassium

ions. They play a key role in hormone molecule binding at membrane receptor

sites, and in the transmebrane signaling of these events by intramembranous

particles (IMPs) described above (Sutherland and Robison, 1966).

It is in similar subtle actions on outer protein layers of the membrane

that calcium ions appear involved in fieLd interactions. There is a sharp non-

linearity in the triggered release of calcium ions by other calcium ions, which

is presumed to result from their displacement from membrane surface Proteins

(Kaczmarek and Adey, 1973). Electrical stimulation of cerebral cortex with

oscillating electric gradients of 20 to 50 mV/cm, smaller than those recoLded
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in the normal EEG at cellular dimensions (Elul, 1962) and more than four

orders of maqnitude less than the transmembrane gradient of 10 kV/cm, caused

a 25 percent increase in efflux of both calcium and the amino acid trans-

mitter GABA. ELF fields at frequencies below 30 Hz also interact with chicken

and cat cerebral tissue. There is evidence for both frequency and amplitude

windows (Bawin and Adey, 1976) in the reduced Ca efflux occurrin in the

frequency range 6 to 16 Hz for fields of 10 to 56 V/m in air. Chanes were

insignificant at gradients of 5 and 100 V/r. Tissue components of these

fields, estimated from measurements in phantoms, would be of the order of
-7

1 10 V/cm.

There is a qrowinq body of evidence for direct interactions between

weak environmental electromaqnetic fields and the vertebrate nervous system.

As to the mode of interaction the Phenomena bespeak stranqe qround rules

for which there are no easy explanations. There is evidence for amplitude

and frequency "windows", for both electric and magnetic fields, in many of

these interactions. These suggest limits established at ionic arx molecular

levels. The extreme sensitivities noted in some of these experiments would

appear to require an extraordinary degree of "cooperativity" in the orderinq

of charge states across polyanionic sheets of membrane surface qlvcoproteins

(Schwarz, 1967, 1970), if the tissue components of weak environmental fields

are to become effective triggers to hiqher levels in neural excitatory oro-

cesses. Nevertheless, sharp non-linearities in calcium bindinq and release,

and occurrence of amplitude and frequency windows in sensitivity of this

binding to ELF fields, all support the possibility of lonci rane cooperative

interactions. At best, these are partial answers. Further oainstakina
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research will be necessary to an understanding of these mechanisms, which lie

at the core of cell-cell communication in brain tissue.
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ELECTRICAL MEMBRANE POTETIALS, TISSUE EXCITATICtN, AND

1: VARIOUS RELEVANT INTERPRETATIONS
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The electrical properties ci biological membranes, capacitance and

conductance, linear and nonlinear have been the subject of extensive inves-
2,9

tigatiorE for more than half a century. A brief summary appears warranted,

as it provides some insight into the interaction of electrical fields with

membranes.

Membrane Capacitance

Membrane capacitance values are available for many cell types from bulk

measurements. Here the applied current to a tissue or cell suspension is i

varied with frequency and analyzed usinq appropriate spherical, ellipsodial

or cylindrical shape approximations. Measurements are also available with

electrode systems impaled into the cells and directly measuring across the

membrane. While this technique is restricted to larger cell size it has

provided membrane capacitance values in agreement with those obtained from

the bulk measurements. Briefly the capacitance is of the order of 1 1 F/cm
2

with a range extending from 0.6 to I UF/an and an accuracy of about 20

or 30% in most cases. This capacitance appears frequency independent for

the frequency range from about 1 kHz to 100 MHz. It corresponds to a mem-

brane dielectric constant of about 10 relative to free space and this di-

electric constant has been rationalized to reflect a mixture of values from

the lipid and protein contributions to the membrane.9

The membrane capacitance is polarized by an applied external field with

cytoplasmic and extracellular tissue fluids serving as access impendance

elements in series with the membrane capacitance. Thus, the evoked membrane

potential is given by the applied field sampled over the cell dimension:
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V = 1.5 RE (for spherical shape) (1)
m

provided that the applied frequency is low enough to make the membrane im-

pedance large in comparison with that of the access impedance elements,

i.e., f must be lower than the characteristic frequency f 1 l/2T where

T is the time constant given by membrane capacitance, cellular size and

access impedance. For example, for cellular spherical shape

T- X~ ( p i + 1/2 pa (2) i

mI i a

It follows then that larger cells are more effective to receive a given mem-

brane potential from an external field than smaller ones. This principle

of sampling the field over a distance given by the cellular dimensions ex-

plains the sensitivities observed by large cells. It appears also to be

used effectively by the receptor organs (ampullae of Lorenzini) of certain

electrosensitive fishes.

Membrane Conductance

Membrane conductances cannot be extracted from bulk data of tissues or

cell suspensions since very minor variations in the extracellular shunt

path correspond to major membrane conductance values. Thus, our knowledce

of membrane conductances is limited to larger cells and presently excludes

cellular organelles such as nuclei and mitochondria. The data available

for large plant cells, nerve cells, and muscle indicate values of the order
2

of 10 mmho/cm but varying over a wide ranqe dependinq on all sorts of cir-

cumstances. However, it can be stated from all available e.ata that the
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membrane time constant 2 C /G i,; of 'he order of a msec, i.e., freouencies
M m

below I kP'z are needed 'o make the membrane imedance i .s.3tive.

Above stated principles have been extensively tested on a larqe number

of membrane systems hefore the Second World War (Fricke, Cole) and after

that war (Schwan, Hahai, Carstensen and many others). + These include all

sorts of sea egqs, muscle and most other tissues, erythrocytes, subcellular

organelles, bacteria, synaptosomes, a variety of vesicles, PPLO and bilaver

membranes. They are responsible for the $-dispersion which terminates at

the 10 to 100 MHz frequency range. Clearly at the hiqh frequencies cell

membranes are no longer able to sample field strength over cellular dimen-

sions and applied fields result in membrane potentials of the order of R/D

times, i.e., 1000 smaller than at ?.ow frequencies (R is a measure of cellular

size and D membrane thickness).

Nonlinear Properties

'!~ Above stated properties are linear, i.e., do not chanqe if the applied

external field evokes membrane potentials whid are small in comparison to

the resting potential of about 70 mV, and maintained by most cells by a

mechanism not yet well understood. However, if the membrane becomes de-

polarized the membrane conductance increases dramatically at, least in nerve

and muscle cells to values of the order of 100 times those observed in the

resting state. In the meantime, the capacitance, as observed at frequencies

2+Fricke's and Cole's work is suimarized in Cole (1968).
9 12

+Early work by Schwan'- group is sunnarized by Schwan (1957), Schwan (1965),
2

and Cole (1968).
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well above those qiven by the "characteristic" frequency f remains constant.
c

Extensive investigations of this phenomena resulted in a mathematical model

based on physical speculations which envisions a membrane leakaqe resistance

in parallel with the membrane capacitance and two nonlinear resistances,

each of them in series with a potential and responsible for sodium and
5

potassium transport. This model of Hodgkins and Huxley (HH) has been ex-

ceedingly successful to describe many membrane aspects. For examle, exten-

sive computer assiste investigations of the HH model readily confirm the
all or nothing nature of membrane response as the membrane is subjected to

external fields. It then appears that this model does not leave much room

for any possibility that external fields can evoke more subtle memb,'ane

responses.

Low Frequency Properties

8

stants on muscle tissue. It appeared that the membrane capacitance in-
2 2

creased from 1 pF/cm to more than 30 PF/cm as the frequency decreased
4

below 100 Hz. These results were confirmed by Fatt in 1964, and then by

( :,many others. Originally, these remarkable results were thouqht to result

from a double layer structure of the membranes in the manner proposed by
3

Davson and Danielli. In 1957, however, Schwan stated that a hiqh surface

admittance element parallel to the membrane surface and evoked by counter
9 4

ion movement might be responsible. Fatt stated that the usual fixed

charge concentrations on membrane surfaces are insufficient to Provide for

enough counter ions and made the attractive proposal that a frequency de-

pendent access to internal cellular organelles connecting with the outer

iA
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membrane must be considered. However, measurements both with external and

internal electrode arrangements were not necessarily supportive of this

approach. The proposal of a more extended membrane structure (the greater

membrane concept proposed by Adey, Lehninqer and Schmitt) might well pro-

vide many fold larger fixed charge sites and the counter ion hypothesis as ;

responsible for the a-dispersion may well be worthy of reexamination. The

counter ion hypothesis was forcefully reinforced during the early 1960's

by a series of investigations on the dielectric properties of colloidal i

particles. Here also amazingly high dielectric constants were observed
10,11

largely by Schwa. and his group with values up to 50,000 for poly-

styrene particle suspensions which were stabilized in suspensions by a sur- d

* face coating which provided enouoh fixed charqe sites to create substantial

!* counter ion clouds. Large induced dipole moments are caused by the resoonse

of the counter ion cloud to the field. They are equivalent to a frecnuency

, dependent surface admittance tangential to the particle surface which is
-9

of the order of 10 mho and may be thousand fold larger at cellular sur-

faces if the membrane is considered a part of a qreater membrane concept

with the fuzzy outer regions providing the larqe number of fixed charge

sites necessary to provide for a corresoondinq large counter ion population.

• The concept of a frequency dependent surface admittance element was well

supported by a mathematical model developed by Schwartz which has predictive

value and is in excellent agreement with experimental data.

But several other models can equally well explaia the dielectric pro-

perties of tissues. The concept of ionic qatinq currents so prevalent now

has been formulated already in the late fifties. It is straiqhtforward to

*1 demonstrate from the K6nig-Kramer relationships that such ionic gates which
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open or close as a field or current step is applied must simulate a time

and frequency dependent large capacitance in parallel with the membrane
2

capacitance of 1 pF/cm and representative of the bulk of the lipoorotein
9,12

membrane matter.

Consideration must also be given to the larqe boundary layer capacitance

in the aqueous phase next to the membrane. As the freuency is lowered suf-

ficiently so that the resistive prooerties of the membrane determine its

impedance, this boundary capacitance instead of the membrane canacitance

may become dominant and thus explain the low frequency dispersion phenomena

of the membrane.

The strong capacitance changes observed at low frequencies are coupled

with corresponding membrane conductance chanqes through the K-niq-Kramer

relationships and measured conductance values are entirely in aareement

with the theoretical demand. As a conseauence it has been speculated that

the original concept of constant capacitance but variable conductance upon

excitation as originally observed at high frequencies is subject to reex-

amination. It may well be accompanied by capacitance changes at lower fre-

quencies, with the membrane conductance changing to a lesser extent.
15

Recently, Takashima, Schwan and Cole reported on a chance of the squid I]

axon membrane capacitance at low freauencies. It appears to strongly denend

on whether the membrane is briefly hyperpolarized or depolarized. These

changes are in accord with thie K~nig-Kramer relationship. They suqqest a

reexamination of the HH model and replacement of the constant membrane

capacitor by a variable element.

What does this all mean with reaard to the possibility of subtle inter-

actione of fields with membranes. There appears little reason to question
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that very hiqh frequency fields cannot be coupled effectively into membranes.

However, the startling membrane characteristics at low frequencies have not

been well understood. They can be explained either in terms of inhomoqeneous

membrane structure or boundary potentials in series with the membrane or

connecting organelles or, ionic gates or substantial counter ion movements

in a greater membrane complex inducing a frequency dependent surface admit-

tance element tangential to the membrane surface and of substantial maqnitude.

If it is assumed that induced membrane potential changes must be a

noticeable fraction of the resting potential, bulk membrane current densities

needed for excitation can be calculated. Such calculations have been carried
2

out and indicated values ranging from 0.1 to 10 mA/cn dependinq on cellular
13

size, membrane conductance values and other factors. A value of very
2

approximately 1 mA/cm miqht be used as indicative of the threshold of ex-

citation with low frequency currents of about 100 Hz or less. More sophis-

ticated models can be based on the cable core conductor anproach using

either the HH ecauations for the membrane properties or newer revisions of

the model. Some of these models (not reviewed here) appear to explain the

strong frequency dependence of excitation threshold with a broad minimum

near 100 Hz (Moran, 1976, private communication).

Considerable experimental evidence on current threshold for stimula-

tion exists, includinq muscle and heart muscle tissues. More recent data
7

have been stimulated by the development of the cardiac pacemaker field.
2

Again, all these data are supportive of the mA/am threshold for excitation

but depend of course in detail on electrode configuration, size, and the

mode of excitation.
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Considerable experience has also been assembled by those interested

in electrical accidents. The extensive body of this knowledqe is not sum-
13

marized here, but supports the above stated threshold fiaures.

Many data are furthermore available about currents needed to evoke

cerebral responses such as sleep, anesthesia and narcosis. Currents are

usually in the range between 10 and 100 mA with current densities probably
6

an order of magnitude lower.

All available knowledge from the more basic principles, literature on

hazards and more clinically oriented work appears internally consistent.

But this internal consistency does not exclude the possibility of more

subtle responses, particularly if they are masked by the more strong and

readily apparent excitation phenomena discussed above. A perusal of the

various mechanisms which may participate in generating the amazing dielec--

tric phenomena at very low frequencies suggests that the lower freauencies

below 1 kHz provide for more possibilities of subtle effects if there are

any at all. This statement is based on the cutoff freauencies for the c-

fects reviewed, including subcellular connectinq structures, larqe counter

ion displacement effects and membrane relazation effects by ionic Qates.
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Abstract

After preliminary experiments that pointed out the extreme cleverness

with which perceptive individuals unintentionally used subtle auxiliary

clues to develop impressive records of apparent magnetic field detection,

we developed a heavy, tightly sealed subject chamber to provide extreme

isolation against such false detection. A large number of individuals were

tested in this isolation system with computer randomized sequenc-s of 150

trials to determine whether they could detect when they were, and when they

were not, in a moderate (7.5 - 15 qauss rms) alternating magnetic field, or

could learn to detect such fields by biofeedback traininq. In a total of

over 30,000 trials on more than 200 persons, no siqnificantly perceptive

individuals were found, and the group cerformance was compatible, at the

0.5 probability level, with the hypothesis that no real perception occurred.

Introduction

Since medieval times there has been a feelinq that magnetic phenomena

are somehow mysterious and magical and are, therefore, automatically suspect

as baleful influences on humans and their domestic animals and crops.

The recent publicity given to the weak electric and magnetic fields

associated with extremely low frequency world wide military communication

systems such as Seafarer has reminded our population that we all live in

such fields and has reawakened these innate fears, especially on the part

of those living near power lines and similar installations. In the absence

of clear proof that these fields themselves are basically harmless, every

anecdotal report of presumed harm or discomfort from fields becomes
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emotionally magnified and repeated until it is actually believed as fact

and used as a basis for legislative or political action.

Hundreds of papers have been written in recent years reporting exeri-

mental work or informed opinions with respect to the effects of these

fields, but there is still no categorical quarantee that these fields have

no significant influence, good or bad, on people or their animals or plants.

Pragmatically we would like to be able to offer assurance that Present

fields and those to be expected with normal growth of Power and communication

systems will have no significant adverse effects at a high level of statisti-

cal certainty, or to warn of a possible real hazard. Meanwhile we can be

thankful that no obviously harmful effects have been established.

Two different kinds of hazards come to mind: one that affects almost
everyone slightly so that the total effect could be qreat without being

explicitly demonstrable in any one subject; the other that seriously injures

or inconveniences a very few People in the population so that no represen-

tative of the class might chance to be in a moderate size test sample.

Even within these classes it is exceedinqly difficult to determine unanbiq-

uously whether a person does or does not suffer a mild psycholoqical shift,

a metabolic modification, or a change in mental performance.

Testirg a population sufficiently larqe to be statistically significant

for everything imaqinable, encompassinq both the rare severe effect and the

pervasive small effect, is hopelessly expensive. We must concentrate, there-

fore, on tests that include both types and are sensitive simultaneously to

many different classes of effect, expectinq to follow, with specifically

designed experiments, any siqnificant responses discovered.
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We chose conscious perception as a measure that is likely to be couzled

to many different kinds of response, yet capable of beirg evaluated quantita-

tively by a statistical procedure that is both sensitive and well tested

theoretically. Admittedly there could be occult effects, analogous to unfelt

x-ray damaqe, that could exist, but there are, here, no known hiqh energy

ionizing radiations or acute toxins. After a century of experience, no

specific demonstrable dangers have been established, whereas, in the case

of x rays, damage was discovered within months of the develorment of the

generators. iu

We used an experimental design in which any individual subject to be

tested was deprived, to the best of our ability, of all field-related clues

F other than the presence of a test magnetic field itself. The subject was

asked to decide in each of 150 successive trials whether he was or was not

in a magetic field, while a small computer, accordinq to a randomization

K rule, either provided a field or left the field off and recorded the sub-

ject's choice of whether a field was or was not r)resent.

With the standardized test series of 150 trials, that can be made within

about 15 minutes, one can quickly detect even a small systematic bias or an

unusually perceptive subject who can beat "chance" by a substantial margin.

Furthermore, this experimental design permits one to pool many individual

scores and is insensitive to one individual's biased inclination to say "yes"

or "no".

The "Trajectory plot" (figure 1) in which each successive decision ad-

vances the trajectory one unit, up or down according to whether it is right

or wrong, gives a disolay in which overall results and short- term trends can

be easily recognized. The background curves represent paths enclosinq
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successively lower identified levels of positive or neqative probability

or "p" value. This case, for example, shows a typical null experiment.

All experimental runs were routinely monitored by these trajectory plots.

We quickly learned that some individuals are incredibly skillful at

sensing auxiliary non-magnetic clues, such as coil hum associated with

field, so that some "super perceivers" were found who seemed to sense the
-30

fields with a statistical probability as much as 10 aqainst happeninq

by chance. A vigorous campaign had then to be launched technically to pre-

vent the subject from sensing "false" clues while leaving him completely

free to exert any real magnetic perceptiveness he might have. Acoustic

"jamming" with white noise or line frequency sound could easily prevent

auditory detection of coil hum and similar clues, "ut this Procedure was

declared exoerimentally improper as it might also block "true" field

perception.

r Experimental Equipment and Procedures

The choice of field configurations to be used in the tests was rather

easily made; the frequency should be the common American power frequency,

60 Hz, as this is by far the most common environmental alternating field,

is easily powered, and also represents reasonably well the other ELF sic-

natures of interest. Strengths of the order of 1 to 15 gauss represent

typical stronger fields encountered domestically and industrially, so 7.5

and 15 gauss values were chosen, even though this choice excludes conceivable

effects that are exclusively exhibited only for weak fields. Ideally, of

course, one would like to investigate a variety of field strenqths, fre-

quencies, and modulation patterns.
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These fields are easily produced by "Helmholtz Coil" arrays, even though

surprisingly large exciting currents and ,toltaqes are required if the coil

systems are to be big enough to yield human size .,iork paces of magnetic

uniformity. It is also important that the systems bc electrically switchable

to produce uniform gradient fields as well as uniform strength fields, because

some possible biophysical mechanisms respond selectively to one or the other

modality.

Two coil configurations were built. One - the "Large Coil" system -

comprised coaxial square coils, 2.8 meters on an edge, separated by about

2.5 meters. These coils, excited with 70 amperes rms at 210 volts, produced

7.5 gauss rms, uniform within 5% in the central cube, 1.5 m on an edge, in

which the subject operated. When connected in opposition, these coils pro-

duced a central gradient of 13 gauss rms/m.

To test selectively the responses of the head reqion of the subject,

where many of the perceptive processes are presumed to reside, a smaller j
classical Helmholtz coil pair, the "Small Coil" system, 40 cm in diameter,

was built with coils separated 40 cm. These coils require only 6 amperes

at 30 volts to produce 15 gauss rms and can be driven safely to over 50

gauss. "Gradient-connected", these coils produce fields changing 0.7

gauss/cm along their central axis.

The experimental desiqn called for 150 trials in each experimental test

run. In every case the individual trial included a start at zero field,

either remaining zero durinq the trial for a "no field", or smoothly increas-

ing, in about 1/2 second under motor-driven variac control, to a fixed maxi-

mal value for a "field really present" test. This arrangement permitted true

"A, B" testing in every case, the field being maintained, if present, until
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the subject made a decision or "timed out" after 10 seconds, in which case

the trial was "discarded" from the standard set of 150 trials and an extra

trial incorporated automatically. The number of times that the subject

"timed out" was, of course, recorded in all cases, and an occasional

experimental run with too many "time outs" was abandoned where, for example, I
the subject fell asleep or simply could not come to decisions.

The random sequence generator and the detailed scheduling and loqginq

of results were under the automatic control of a DEC PDP5 small computer,

with results automatically typed out, tabulated and sumarized on a teletype

print-out and an accompanying ASCII punched paper tape for data analysis on

the P!)P8. The actual random decision of "field" or "no field" was based on

a least significant digit, 0 or 1, status in a long fast count sequence in- I
cluding the subject's response time, and so was not deterministicallv Drepro-

grammed and was quite reliably random.

The computer, the subject and the operator all have to signal their

readiness to start an experiment. Upon obtcining this concurrence, the

sequence is initiated automatically. Provisions are made for the subject
or the operator to interrupt the sequence briefly by pressinq a "pause"
button to permit adjustment to a more comfortable position, nose blowinq,

etc., from which a "resume" button restarts the seauence where it had left

off, always at the end of a trial. An "End" button allows the subject to

terminate the experiment before the full sequence is finished if he feels

it necessary.

For "biofeedback training" experiments, two additional features were

incorporated in the design. One lights an "actual field condition" panel

signal lamp above the "correct" selection button on the subject's panel
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just after a "decision" has been made. A three-diqit LED display shows

the cumulative percentage performance grade, 500 signifying an equal number

of right and wrong choices. From these the subject should be able to im-

prove his performance if an undeveloped but latent ability exists for

field sensing.

Early experiments, in which an operator visible to the test subject con-

trolled manually, according to a random number table, whether a field was to

be applied or not, alerted us to the necessity for careful isolation of the

test subject from unintentional clues from which he could consciously or sub-

2 ;consciously deduce the state of coil excitation. No poker face is good enough

to hide, statistically, knowledge of a true answer, and even such feeble clues

as changes in building light, hums, vibrations and relay clat:er are converted

into law but significant statistical biases.

In a first round of efforts to prevent utilization of such clues, the

control was taken to a remote rom and soon given to a small computer. A

"fake" coil system, remotely located but matched in current drains and phase

angle to the real large coil system, was introduced as a load in the no-field

cases. An acoustically padded cabinet was introduced to house the experimental

subject, to isolate him from sound and vibration, and efforts were made to si-

lence the coils by clampinq them every few centimeters with olastic ties and

by supporting them on air pocket packing material. We tried masking sound

and vibrations, but soon realized that this miqht also mask real rerceo-

tion of magnetic fields.

Even with these precautions, including the isolation cabinet, sensitive

subjects still reported that they thouqht they were faintly hearing hum and
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were producing extremely high scores. Some scored correct counts that could
-10 .-20

be credited to chance only at p values in the range of 10 to 10 . Feel-

ing that these surely represented some sort of "leakage", we next developed

an elaborately sealed heavy wooden isolation cabinet.

This cabinet was fabricated with four layers of 1/2 inch plywood, full

contact epoxy glued and surface coated into a monolithic structure with
interleaved corners and fillet corner reinforcement to make a very ricid heavy

structure weighing, in total, about 300 kg. The structure was made without

ferrous metal fastening and only a few slender brass screws were used. The

door was of similar epoxyed 4-ply construction but faced with a thin bonded

melimine plastic sheet. The door was hung Ln two multi-tongue bakelite

hinges with thin brass pins. The door seals against a thin, closed-cell foam-

rubber gasket, and is pressure sealed with over a metric ton of force by pump-

ing a mild vacuum inside the chamber by means of a remote hose-connected larqe

vacuum-cleaner blower. The subject receives fresh air through a small acoustic

filter inlet leak that also supplies sufficient air fl.i to cool the blower.

The chosen "cabin altitude" was only about 2500 feet above ambient so it pre-

sented no serious health hazard and was fail-safe protected.

With this cabinet, scores dropped dramatically, but a few individuals

still made impressively significant scores when, at one point, minor deteriora-

tion of acoustic isolation of a field coil occurred, and with biofeedback train-
-10

ing, very high scores of 10 or better were consistently made.

As still more isolation seemed neceszary to quarantee practically com-

plete exclusion of auxiliary acoustic and mechanical clues, an extreme effort

~was made to improve, ever further, the already good isolation. The isolation

cabinet was now hung by aircraft shock cord supports through the ceiling to
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roof timbers. The cabinet was prevented from swinging as a pendulum by four

small non-load-bearing lightly inflated automotive type inner tubes placed

between the floor and the cabinet base. Coils were very firmly reclamed,

the cabinet draped inside with sound absorbing material and the chair for

the subject shock-mounted with respect to the cabinet. The final experi-

ments, in whid minimal perception was found, were done with this system.

In the "small coil" experiments, there was less difficulty in acoustic

and vibrational isolation, as the coils were plastic impregnated to prevent

vibration, and were light enough to be suspended on highly compliant elastic

cords. Nevertheless, the final small coil experiments were done with the

small coil system suspended inside the suspended isolation cabinet.

Results

The initial large coil experiments were all performed with a uniform

vertical 7.5 gauss rms field and with the subject seated at the center of

the coil system. No very special precautions were taken to isolate the

subject from incidental coil hum or vibration beyond clamping the coil turns

tightly together and wrapping and mounting them in sheets of foam rubber as

no hum was heard at the subject position by an observer listening in the

otherwise quiet room. Some tests were also done with the subject lying supine

and on the right side at the coil system center to study possible effects of

position. As a control, four experiments were done with the test subject

seated in the room within hearing range but completely outside the Helmholtz

coil system where the field was only a few percent of the central value.

Figure 2 summarizes the results of these 35 experiments within the uni-

form field and 4 control experiments with the observer outside the coils. The
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central area between the dashed lines represents the region of results ex-

pected by chance using a two tailed p value limit of 0.04. One might thus

expect on the average, by chance alone, one experiment above this range and

one below it in each set of 50 experiments.

As 12 of the 35 experiments appear to show significant detection, there

is almost certainly a real effect, direct magnetic or auxiliary clue related.

No major evidence appears to point to one position as dramatically more or

less sensitive than another. One control in four approaching the 0.04 limit

suggests, but by no means proves, that some field clues are active.

• :The results of the first experimental series, expecially those showing

extremely high perceptive sensitivity and even one case of significant per-

' .ception by a test subject outside the field coils, led us to suspect tn.t

non-magnetic perception was involved. The high performance subjects reported

that they experienced a vague but definite "hearing" of something or a feel-

ing of vibration. Several subjects complained of mild "magnetic headaches"

during the experiment that disappeared shortly thereafter.

In order to determine whether the perception demonstrated beyond reason-

able doubt by the first experimental series was assignable to true direct

magnetic perception or to indirect perception via auxiliary correlated clues

: and to examine the "magnetic headache" phenomenon, a second experimental series

was conducted. In this series a randomly selected third of the experiments

were "no field" control experiments in which the field was never turned on

although the subject was allowed to carry out the choice procedure as usual

and was never told that such "placebo" experiments were being incorporated.

To eliminate acoustic, tactile and visual clues, the subject was now

always seated in the vacuum sealed isolation chamber so mounted above the
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floor plate of the Helmholtz coil system that ie occupied the same central

position in the Helmholtz coils as before. The coils themselves were also

further isolated by being soaced away from their wooden supports with plastic

compliant air cell sheeting.

The results of this second experimental series are displayed in Figure 3.

Four subjects among over eighty tested complained of headaches. Headache

sufferers usually reported headaches again upon retesting and reported these

headaches with about equal frequency for field and no-field "placebo" experi-

ments. Statistical analysis of data for a total of less than a dozen head-

ache reports, including two where headache was reported with no field present,

is of doubtful value. We can feel quite sure that some, if not all, of the

headaches are unrelated to magnetic fields, as demonstrated by the tlacebo

positives. In no case was the pain so directly related to field as to permit

the subject to achieve a significant correlation with field by keying field

presence to ache on a trial by trial basis. Taken as a whole, the headache

phenomencn seem to be more a result of confinement, repetitive trials and

the hard concentration of trying to sense a field. One young lady subject

achieved faultless perception trial after trial until it was discovered that

she was wearing an electronic hearing aid that responded well to 60 Hz fields.

With three exceptions, the data of Figure 3 is closely in accordance with

a chance distribution. In these three experiments, extremely high perception-5 -ii -20was demonstrated at p values of 5.5 x 10 , 4.2 x 10 and 1.6 x 10 .

These were identified as being successive experiments, which aroused our

suspicions. In the one where the highest score was achieved, the subject

reported that he could almost certainly hear a hum when the field was on.

The other high performers confirmed that they seemed to hear something, but
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were less positive. Upon reexamining the coils at this juncture, we found

that one sheet of the bubble plastic had deflated, allowing the coil to rest

more directly on its support. After replacement of the defective isolation

sheet, two of the high achievers were retested and could no longer get high

scores. The third subject was no lonqer available for retest.

Excluding these three experiments, there were no longer any "star per-

formers". One managed an anti-correlation below p = 0.01, and several

were near the 0.04 level, as might be expected. Lumped together as a single I
15,450 trial experiment, the mean correct count per 150 trials was 76.67,

which seems near to the uure chance level of 75.00, but in fact this slight !I.I
difference still puts the lumped results at a p = 0.01 level against ioure

chance.

Proceeding on the hypothesis that this small but significant deviation

might, indeed, represent a finite magnetic or other perception distributed

within the group or concentrated in a few of its members, we next examined

the possibility of biofeedback enhancement of the effect. Presumably the

ability to sense field or its cumulated artifact could be taught to a sub-

ject by training with corrective feedback.

igure 4 summarizes the results for 83 larqe coil uniform field experi-

ments with feedback. The first four subjects tested showed a remarkable

ability to "perceive" magnetic field far beyond chance, achieving levels as
-30

significant as p = 10 . As there was now no failure of the coil insulating

material, it would appear that the computer assisted learning procedure helped

these subj- - to utilize effectively clues that were otherwise too faint to

-sense.
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To distinguish between field sensing and field associated clue sensinq,

such as hearing coil hum, we placed ear plugs in one subject's ears during

three experiments and employed a 120 Hz masking sound during one experiment

on another subject. The scores of these previously high perceivers drooped

to values easily explainable by chance. These results led us to believe

that our subjects were being "taught" to use subliminal clues incidental to

field production, even though the tests were conducted with the subjects in
the isolation cabinet.

1AWe now undertook an intensive campaign to isolate the subject from the

coil system environment to the very best of our ability. We tightened the

coils even more carefully, draped the inside of the isolation cabinet with

sound damping material, and placed the subject chair on a foam pad to de-

crease possible vibration coupling from the chamber to the subject. The

chamber was isolated from floor vibrations by suspending it on shock cords

from the building roof rafters through the ceiling.

The encircled data points on Figure 4 represent experiments completed

after improving the isolation. Here we see no scores, not even those of the

"well taught" perceivers, exhibiting the previous extremely high significance.

The cumulative mean for all the data is 80.99 correct responses per 150 trials,

a very significant p < 0.0001. But merely by deleting the pre-improvement

isolation data (the triangle marked points), the average becomes 75.93 correct

decisions, p = 0.21. Thus, it seems that our subjects were indeed sensinq

subliminal vibration and that the further isolation of the cabinet and subject

blocked the percept ion ability.

In their daily routines, people are seldom subjected to uniform macnetic

fields, but more often encounter fields with substantial gradients. Certain
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categories of possible magnetic field effects depend entirely on these field

gradients and are totally absent even in strong uniform fields. We therefore

designed a class of experiments around gradient fields with a near zero central

value and central coil axis gradient of approximately 13 gauss rms/m, which is

representative of fields encountered daily. The biofeedback, or learning mode

was chosen for these experiments as it provides a more sensitive test. During

the feedback training, the subject can experiment with a variety of sensory

modes and can even combine the best features of several.

The results of the gradient field learning experiments using the large

coil system are shown in Figure 5. These experiments were interspersed with

the uniform field learning experiments and exhibit the same "hearinq" artifact

I . phenomenon. If one includes the triangle marked data points, experiments done

before final coil tightening and isolation chamber suspension, the composite

F: mean is 77.74 correct responses in 150 trials, which corresponds to a signifi-

cant p = 0.009. The mean drops to 73.97, however, when only the encircled

.1V.'final isolation data points are used, a neqative correlation of p = 0.36.

These results again show little evidence for either magnetic field or field

associated clue perception.

Because the biofeedback enhanced perception seemed to center around

acoustic artifacts, we thought it worthwhile to establish whether ordinary

hearing threshold could be siqnificantly lowered by biofeedback methods,

utilizing the already available high-isolation chamber. White noise, limited

to the ordinary audible spectrum, was used to avoid standing waves and was

introduced into the cabinet by a small loud speaker that, presumin low-level

linearity, could be directly calibrated at a hiqher level.
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Utilizing a "threshold" defined as a level that could be detected half

the time, and guarding against pure quessinq by incorporating randomly in-

serted no-sound tests with an appropriate guessing penalty, we were able to

establish an individual's threshold to within 1 dB in sinile sets of 150 test

measurements, each taking only about 15 minutes. The individual's threshold

varied by several decibels from day to day, but was reproducible in duplicate

test sequences.

Cmparinq four calibration runs with four feedback traininq runs on each

of two subjects, an average feedback improvement in threshold sensitivity of

about 2 dB was achieved. Because of the very small number of experiments,

these results are statistically valid only at the 90-95 percentile level.

There has been a continuing theme, largely anecdotal and often poorly

substantiated with experimental data in the literature cominq esoecially

from Soviet countries (Barnothy, 1964, 1969; Beischer et al., 1973; Kholodov,

1971; Mykhaylovsky et al., 1969; Vyalov et al., 1964), suq.7estina that ELF

fields act selectively on the central nervous system. No tangible transduc-

tion sites or mechanisms have been identified but alluision is often made to

nerve cell membrane, etc. In our own series of preliminary larqe coil ex-

periments, several subjects complained of headaches, starting about midway

through the experiment and stopping shortly after completion. These we

believed might be central nervous system field effects.

In order to separate possible "head" effects from total body effects,

we constructed a small Helmholtz coil system for exposing only the subject's

head. As we wished to minimize any possible subliminal field associated

clues, the coils were plastic impregnated and are virtually noise free up

to intensities as high as 50 gauss rms.
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The first series of small coil experiments was conducted with uniform

field and without biofeedback. The subject was seated at the center of the

large coil system with the small coils suspended by elastic shock cord from

above. Two different field orientations with respect to the subject's head

position were tested; one with the field parallel to the ear-to-ear axis and

the other with the field front-to-back throuqh the head. Fiqure 6 represents

the results for these 64 small coil experiments conducted at 15 qauss rms.

The data shows no significant difference between the two field-head orienta-

tions. Not one subject distinquished himself as a star performer and the

combined mean of 74.62 correct responses in 150 trials, o = 0.62, offers no

evidence for any field perceptual ability.

During our biofeedback learning experiments with the small coil system,

we moved the coils inside the isolation cabinet to isolate the subject more

completely, thereby allowing him better concentration with fewer distractions.

Again, shock cord was used to mount the coils compliantly. The procedure for

the small coil and learning experiments ws the same as that used previously

for the large coils. Both uniform field and aradient field feedback experi-

ments were done at field intensities of 15 gaus. rms and gradients of 0.7 qauss

rms/ar respectively. The results are shown in Figures 7 and 8. Notice that

one subject was able to perform even at the 0.04 level of siqnificarice. The

uniform field learninq experiments have a combined mean of 76.27 correct re-

sponses in 150 trials, corresponding to p 0.30, while the qradient field

experiment massed mean is 75.58 correct responses, p = 0.68. Thus, none of

the small coil experiments shows appreciable evidence for anv Perceptual

ability.
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Figure 9 summarizes compactly the major results of the whole experimental

series. In particular it shows that each successive improvement in isolation

from field associated clues resulted in lowered perception, until not even

biofeedback learning could produce significant perception. Neither qradient

fields nor high strength fields concentrated about the head showed significant

perception. The close convergence toward 75.0, the asymptomatic null value,

was impressive.

Conclusions

This study was specifically directed at determining whether 60 Hz moderate

strength magnetic fields can be perceived consciously 'q all or even a few
,A

normal individuals with or without biofeedback traininq. It aooears to estab- ..

lish that these fields are not normally sensed. It does not address directly

tne much more nebulous cuestions of subtle Physiolooical, biochemical or

psychological effects that such fields might conceivably have on "alteration

of moods", malaise, anorexia, etc., that have been suqested. ihe "maanetic ii
headaches" experienced by subjects in "placebo" experiments, where the fields

were never turned on, suggest that many of these reported discomforts may be

iatrogenic, technoqenic, or produced by simple fear of the unknown. Only one

frequency and range of field strengths was investigated for reasons of exoeri-

mental economy.

While very s'-ronq fields will, obviously produce sensations (maqnetochos-

phenes), there was no suqgestion of rapidly increasinq effects in limited

tests up to 50 gauss rms. Were there no limitation of time or money, it would

be desirable for scientific completeness to test other freauenciec, modulated

and lower strength fields to establish that a weak field effect does not exist
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SUMMIARY OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Values given are the number of correct decisions in 150 trials

and their respective "p values"
Combined Most Strongly Median of

LARE OI DTAMeans Correlated Distribution
1. Non Learning Uniform Field (7.5 gauss rms)

Before Isolation 84.8 pos: 138 84
P=0.0052 p=2.6xl10 28  p=0.16 :

neg: 3

Isolation 76.67 pos: 89 77
p=O.Ol p=0.028  p=0.81

neg: 56

Accidental Isolation 114 ps 2x114
Breakdown P(O.000l p=3.x: 129 114 O

neg: none
2. Learning Uniform Field (7.5 gauss rms)

Isolation 105.86 pos: 140 il1

p40.0001 p~l.8x10-30 p=3.9xl0 9.

P=0.22
Elaborate Isolation 75.93 pas: 93 75.5F(Cabinet suspension) p=0.21 P=4.lx10-3  p=0.97

neg: 58
p=6.9x10-3

3. Learning Gradient Field (13 gauss rms/n)
Isolation 99.60 pos: 123 95

pcO.0001 o=7.8x10-16  p=1.1-10-6

neg: none
Elaborate Isolation 73.97 pos: 88 74
(Cabinet suspension) p=0.36 p=0.04 p=0.94

neg: 61

2. ~SMALL COIL DATAp=08

1. Non Learning Uniform Field (15 gauss rrns)

Elaborate Isolation 74.63 pos: 88 75
(tabinet suspension) p=0.62 p=0.04 p=l .0

neg: 57

2. Learning Uniform Field (15 gauss rins) p=4.lxlO_3

Elaborate Isolation 76.27 pos: 85 76
'Cabinet suspension) p=0.30 p=0.12  p=0.94

neg: 67

3. Learning Gradient Ficid (70 gauss ms/rn)
Elaborate Jsoldation 75.58 pos: 83 75
(Cabinet suspension) p=0.68 p=0.22 P=1.0

neg: 71

Figure 9 pO5
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which disappears upon presence of moderate environmental strenqth fields.

It would also be desirable to test comoarably the complementary family of

electric field effects under controlled conditions.
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